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ANNUAL REPORT

OF THE

PRESIDENT OF COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

To the Trustees:

The Annual Report prescribed by the Statutes of the

University is submitted herewith, together with the

reports of the chief administrative officers. In these

latter reports are contained important statements of

fact and discussions of policy which merit, and should

receive, the careful attention of the Trustees and their

appropriate Committees.

The year under review has been one of normal Uni-

versity work and accomplishment. Some problems of

importance have been brought to solution

and others have received long and patient
. . 1923-1924

study with a view to early decisions in

respect to them. The more important happenings of

the year include the resignation of Harlan F. Stone, now
Attorney General of the United States, as Dean of the

Faculty of Law, in order to resume the practice of his

profession, after fourteen years of devoted and success-

ful service in that post; the exceptional provisions for

scientific equipment and research that were made
possible by the use, for these purposes, of a portion of

the surplus to the credit of Income and Expense Account
for the year ending June 30, 1923; the merger of the

College of Dental and Oral Surgery with the School of

Dentistry of Columbia University, whereby the Uni-

versity's equipment and opportunities for service in this

field were multiplied; the careful and generous provi-
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sions that were made by the Trustees for the retirement

of academic officers who, for one reason or another, were

not eligible under the provisions of the Statutes, Section

67, to receive the benefits of the non-contributory sys-

tem of retiring and disability allowances as originally

established by the Carnegie Foundation for the Ad-

vancement of Teaching; the decision, on the recom-

mendation of the University Council, to confine the

degree of Doctor, when given in course to reward the

completion of advanced instruction and research, to

the four traditional academic groups and the four his-

toric University Faculties of Law, Medicine, Theology

and Philosophy; the establishment at Porto Rico of a

School of Tropical Medicine, through cooperation be-

tween the University and the Government of Porto

Rico; the organization of the clinical work in Medicine,

to conform to the well established and satisfactory prac-

tice which has long prevailed in other parts of the Uni-

versity; the authorization and appointment of an Ad-

ministrative Board of University Patents, and the estab-

lishment of the principle of cooperation between the

University and its officers who may make patentable

discoveries or inventions; the appointment of Huger

W. Jervey to be Dean of the Faculty of Law in succession

to Dean Stone, resigned; the retirement at the close of

the academic year of three brilliant and distinguished

scholars long in the University's service, namely, Munroe

Smith, Bryce Professor of European Legal History, John

Bassett Moore, Hamilton Fish Professor of Interna-

tional Law and Diplomacy, and Brander Matthews,

Professor of Dramatic Literature; the approval of the

principle that free scholarships be displaced, so far and

so rapidly as may be possible, by loan funds, to the end

that a better and more responsible system of student

aid may be introduced, and a larger sum made available
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for the assistance of competent and deserving students

who are without the resources with which to meet un-

aided the cost of University residence; the adoption of

a new and shorter course in Applied Science, which while

leaving untouched the high standards that have been

set for the degrees in Engineering, will make it possible

for a competent student to complete in four years the

program of studies that leads to the degree of Bachelor

of Science in Engineering; the appointment to full pro-

fessorships in the University of Richard T. Alexander,

Ph.D., of George Peabody College for Teachers, in

Education, Carlton J. Lynde, Ph.D., of Macdonald Col-

lege, in Physics, and Lynn Thorndike, Ph.D., of Western

Reserve University, in History; the promotion, follow-

ing the adoption of the Budget, of 31 associates, instruc-

tors and lecturers to be assistant professors, of 1 associate

and 16 assistant professors to be associate professors, of

13 associate professors to be professors, as well as the

increase in compensation of 169 officers of administra-

tion and instruction without change of rank; the author-

ization by the Trustees of the next steps to carry out the

building program, including the erection of Students'

Hall on South Field and of thoroughly modern and well

equipped laboratories for physical and chemical instruc-

tion and research in the Grove; the authorization by the

Trustees of Barnard College of the construction of a

new Residence Hall on Claremont Avenue, to accommo-
date about 250 students, and the retirement of Mrs. N.

W. Liggett, who had served as Bursar of the College for

thirty-four years with untiring devotion and effective-

ness ; the steady and important development of the work
of the Institute of Educational Research at Teachers

College, and the extension of this research, by the aid

of special grants, into the fields of social and religious

work and of child welfare; the marked advance in the
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usefulness and prosperity of the Columbia University

Press; and the notable additions to the collections in

the University Libraries, particularly those of the Law
Library.

The mere enumeration of these matters of more out-

standing importance is an indication of the breadth of

the University's interest and the scope of its problems

which are too often mistakenly described as routine.

In the Annual Report for 1913 (p. 2) a statement was

made to show the condition of the University's Income

and Expense Account at the close of each

System

C
fiscal year beginning with July I, 1907, when
the plan for refunding the corporate debt of

three million dollars, incurred in the purchase and devel-

opment of the site on Morningside Heights, came into

operation. It will be of interest to repeat this statement

and to continue it to the close of the year, June 30, 1924.

Year
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The foregoing gives the condition of the Income and

Expense Account for each of these years, as shown by the

Treasurer's reports, there having first been paid out of

income each year approximately $220,000 on account of

the debt service. Of this amount $120,000, in round

numbers, was paid for interest on the funded debt, and

$100,000 (increased for the year ending June 30, 1921,

to $200,000), was paid into the redemption fund estab-

lished to extinguish the debt at maturity.

The alarming deficit for the year 1 91 7-1 8 was the

direct result of war conditions, and was very fortunately

reduced to $11,887.81 by the generous gifts made through

the Alumni Fund Committee, which amounted to

$199,218.36.

No graver mistake could be made, however, than to

interpret the surplus as shown for each of several years

last past as indicating that the University has ample or

even adequate funds for the maintenance of its work.

What these figures do indicate is not the University's

opulence but its self-denial, not its comfort but its thrift.

They mark the fact that through the strict operation of

the budget system, by which alone every appropriation,

large or small, is authorized, the University has formed

the happy habit of confining its annual expenditures to

the income which is available to meet them. It is quite

within bounds to say that the sum of $500,000 annually

could well be added to the present budget without any

waste or duplication whatsoever, if the existing work of

the University were to be carried on as effectively and as

generously as should be the case.

The budget system is the foundation stone of sound

university administration. The Committee on Finance

and the Treasurer strain every nerve to make the funds

and investments of the University as productive as is

consistent with sound financial policy. The very large

amounts received in students' fees—$2,660,795.54 by
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Columbia University alone in 1923-24, or $4,705,299.11

if the entire educational system of the University be in-

cluded—provide the remainder of the annual income

which is before the Trustees when the budget of each

year is ready for adoption.

It is always easy to find ways and means with which

to increase the annual appropriations and arguments

with which to defend those increases convincingly, but

it is very difficult to hit upon any method whatsoever to

decrease them. The budget problem is not only one of

finance, but one of human feeling and human relationship.

In the financial administration of a university mere

monetary considerations must always and everywhere

take second place. A university, however large its en-

dowment, is neither a bank, an investment company, nor

a manufacturing corporation aiming to pay dividends

and to show gains. It is primarily and always a company

of human beings bent upon the pursuit of the highest

ends by the finest and most disinterested means. The
needs and the aspirations of that company come first;

everything else comes second.

The following summary financial statement is self-

explanatory. The land, buildings and equipment used

for educational purposes are entered at cost; the Upper

and Lower Estates at their assessed valuations; and all

other property at book values.

Resources

June 30, 1924

Budget

A ppropriations

1923-24

Income and

Expense

A ccount

1923-24

Columbia University

Barnard College . .

Teachers College . .

College of Pharmacy

S75.163.895.16

7,488,736.55

13,008,168.08

790,188.80

$6,320,324.90

376.259-74
1

i,986,77o.oo 2

132,406.50

+ $54,982.74

+ 24,576.35

+ 42,902.43

+ 37,988.80

$96,450,988.59 5,815,761.14 +$160,450.32

1In addition to $278,245. included in the Columbia University Budget.
*In addition to 5483,680- included in the Columbia University Budget.
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For several years past the President has kept before

the Trustees and the public the urgent need to go forward

with the building program, to the end that

academic work already in progress may be suit- program
ably cared for and housed. Each Annual Re-

port since the end of the war has devoted more or less

attention to this subject.

The Faculty House, the completion and occupancy

of which were chronicled in the last Annual Report, has

proved to be all that was expected of it and more.

Quite apart from the comforts and satisfactions which

it provides for members of the faculties, it is an indis-

pensable center of influence in the life of the University.

This building furnishes a meeting point for men of

widely differing interests and fields of work, and it is

the place where University sentiment and opinion de-

velop and find expression most naturally and most

helpfully.

The School of Business, which contains the McMillin

Academic Theatre, was somewhat delayed in com-

pletion, but was ready for use at the opening of the aca-

demic year in September 1924. This is one of the most

successful of recent buildings, and both in design, in

plan, and in arrangement of the interior, is quite a model

of its kind. The work of the School of Business is now
well provided for, and the overcrowded conditions in

Hamilton Hall and in the School of Journalism have

been much relieved.

Unfortunately, the Residence Hall for women gradu-

ate and professional students building on East Field, has

been greatly delayed by the dawdling methods of con-

struction that have now become quite too common, and

will not be ready for occupancy before the end of the

present calendar year. This building has been named
Johnson Hall, in honor of Samuel Johnson, first Presi-
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dent of King's College, and of his son, William Samuel

Johnson, first President of Columbia College after

the War of Independence. It is a stately and commo-
dious building, equipped with every modern conven-

ience, and will provide rooms for some 360 women
graduate and professional students. The Women's
Faculty Club will occupy suitable apartments at the

north end of the building, with direct access to the

women's rooms in the Faculty House adjoining. It

is the purpose and policy of the Advisory Committee

on Women's Residence Halls to surround the residents

of Johnson Hall with all those influences which make
university life comfortable, agreeable, and happy to

look back upon.

On May 5, 1924, the Trustees, at the urgent recom-

mendation of the President, gave authority to proceed

with the construction of Students' Hall, on South

Field at the corner of Amsterdam Avenue, at an esti-

mated cost for building and equipment of $1,500,000;

of a building to provide Physics laboratories, at the

north side of the Green at 120th Street, at an estimated

cost for building and equipment of $1,500,000; and of a

north wing to Havemeyer Hall, on the west side of the

Green on Broadway, at an estimated cost for building

and equipment of $875,000; making a total estimated

expenditure of $3,875,000. The Committee on Build-

ings and Grounds immediately addressed themselves to

the preparation of plans for these buildings, and the

Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds, together

with committees composed of members of the teaching

staff particularly interested in any one of the three

buildings, worked steadily for the six months next

following, upon the details of planning and construction.

The best academic and laboratory buildings recently

erected at other universities were personally inspected.
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The needs of the College and of the various undergrad-

uate organizations, as well as those of advanced and

research workers in the fields of Chemistry and Physics,

were carefully studied. The work of excavation for the

new Chemical and Physical Laboratory buildings has

been begun and every effort will be made to have them
ready for use at the opening of the Summer Session of

1926. When these buildings are ready, it will be possible

to transfer to Fayerweather Hall the Departments of

History, Economics, and Social Science, thus leaving

Kent Hall for the sole occupancy of the Departments

of Public and Private Law, as was contemplated at the

time of its construction. The resulting gains to the

work of the University will be enormous.

There should be no farther delay in beginning the

construction of Students' Hall on South Field at Amster-

dam Avenue and 114th Street, the need for which is

imperative. The plans as finally revised are admirable

and the building is one which ought to have been in

place at least ten years ago. It is difficult to see how the

Dean and the Faculty of the College have been able

to bring the College to its present state of excellence and

to keep it there, without the facilities which this build-

ing will afford. Until resident undergraduate students

can dine together in hall, and until their various organi-

zations, social, literary, debating, athletic and other,

can be given accommodations on the Campus and in a

building devoted to College purposes, the work and the

influence of the College must be crippled and halted.

Both faculty, students, and alumni understand the need

for this building and its purposes, and are earnestly press-

ing for its immediate construction. Since the plans

are now ready, work can be promptly begun in order

that the building may be ready for occupancy before

the opening of the academic year in September, 1926.
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This building might appropriately be named in honor

of John Stewart Kennedy, Trustee of the University

from 1903 until his death in 1909, whose original and

anonymous gift of $500,000 for the benefit of Columbia

College made possible the building of Hamilton Hall in

1906. Mr. Kennedy's subsequent benefactions, which

now amount in all to nearly three million dollars, not

only constitute one of the greatest gifts ever received

by Columbia University, but, because of Mr. Kennedy's

knowledge of our affairs and needs and his own command-
ing position in the world of business, they have made it

easier for other important benefactions to come to

Columbia.

But the end is not yet. When these great buildings

are all in place, there will remain the need, which has

heretofore been presented and emphasized, for a building

to contain the Chemical Engineering Laboratories that

will occupy the site on Broadway and 120th Street.

Chemical Engineering has become one of the most

important and scientifically productive of University

departments, and if it is to keep pace with the demands
made upon it and if its work is to be worthy of the

University, this building must be erected in the imme-

diate future. Then there is University Hall, which has

stood uncompleted for more than a quarter century,

every foot of which is urgently required for adminis-

trative offices and for reading-rooms and libraries. The
University Library is the working laboratory not of

any one department alone, but of all departments,

and it is constantly resorted to and used by tens of

thousands of students who crowd its reading-rooms, its

alcoves, and its studies. So long as University Hall is

unfinished, it remains a scar upon the otherwise beauti-

ful Quadrangle, while the Library carries on its indis-

pensable work under the severest handicaps.
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Moreover, the work in the biological sciences calls for

the erection of a specially planned and specially lighted

building for the purposes of advanced instruction and

research in Botany, Zoology, and their immediately

related subjects, such as has heretofore been described

in the Annual Reports. A suitable site for this building

is that on the west side of the Quadrangle where the

building would balance Avery Hall on the east side.

An alternative site which would, however, involve a

more costly building, would be that on Amsterdam

Avenue immediately north of Schermerhorn Hall,

where any new laboratory building would balance the

new building to contain chemical laboratories which is

already under way.

Thirty years ago, when the present University build-

ings were planned, it never occurred to anyone that the

work of the Department of English and Comparative

Literature would require a building of its own. In the

interval, however, this Department has become one of

the largest, if not the largest, in the entire University.

In the field of writing and the drama alone, it is now
conducting some forty courses, with a total registration

of more than 1400 students. The various classes are

most inadequately provided for in Hamilton, in Philoso-

phy, or wherever an unassigned room can be found.

The courses of instruction are now distributed through

as many as five different buildings and often in rooms

in no wise designed or equipped for work in a literary sub-

ject. There are already as many as two hundred grad-

uate students in attendance upon a single lecture course

and the enrollment is steadily growing. The members

of the Department themselves are scattered over the

entire campus in a way that makes it very difficult to

establish and maintain personal contacts and to carry

on effective administration. The two departmental
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libraries are ill housed, and the Brander Matthews
Dramatic Museum requires and deserves much better

and more commodious quarters than it now has. The
Department has recently made formal application for

the erection of a building for its use similar in size to

Philosophy or Avery Hall. A still larger building would

be needed if it were to contain provision for such a

theatre as the Department would greatly like to have in

order to promote the excellent and effective work being

done in dramatic composition and production.

The various engineering departments, which statedly

carry on various forms of testing and experimental

work, have made careful plans for a series of engineering

testing laboratories. It is not proposed that these

should be erected on the Quadrangle or the Green, but

on cheaper ground away from Morningside Heights and

convenient for transportation both by rail and by water.

Conferences are going forward concerning these test-

ing and experimental laboratories, and it is probable

that some specific recommendations will be ready for

consideration before the close of the present academic

year.

It must be borne in mind that, were all these buildings

to be quickly completed and equipped, they would do no

more than make provision for work that has long been

in progress. They constitute only such a body as the

soul and spirit of the University of to-day ought to have

for their greatest effectiveness and usefulness. The
years pass and opportunity passes with them. It is im-

perative that this great building program be pressed

unceasingly to full accomplishment.

The stupendous cost of caring properly for the work
of Columbia University may be in some measure appre-

ciated if the amount of money needed to erect and

equip the buildings that have just been completed, or
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are in process of construction, or are so urgently re-

quired, be set down:

A. Buildings recently completed:

Faculty House $330,000

School of Business 1,050,000

Johnson Hall 1,250,000

Teachers College:

Russell Hall and Power Plant .... 1,412,000

Dodge Hall extension and equipment . . 563,000

College of Pharmacy: New Building . . 300,000

$4,905,000

B. Buildings authorized:

Students' Hall 1,600,000

Physics Laboratories

.

1,500,000

Chemistry Laboratories .... 1,000,000

Barnard College: New Residence Hall . . 980,000

$5,080,000

C. Buildings not yet provided for:

Chemical Engineering Laboratories . . 1,500,000

University Hall (probably) 2,500,000

Biological Laboratories 800,000

English and Comparative Literature Building 600,000

Engineering Testing Laboratories . . . 1,000,000

$6,400,000

Total $16,385,000

Although Whittier Hall at Teachers College was
ready for the occupancy of students as early as 1901, the

present extensive and very satisfac-
, - r T . . . University Residence

tory development of University resi- Halls

dence halls dates from 1903, when the

gift of Mrs. Helen Hartley Jenkins and Marcellus
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Hartley Dodge made possible the building of Hartley

Hall and stimulated the building of Livingston Hall.

Brooks Hall at Barnard College followed in 1907, and

Furnald Hall was built in 1913. Meanwhile, the develop-

ment of residence halls at Teachers College has included

the purchase and use of Bancroft and Seth Low Halls,

while Johnson Hall, the new University residence hall

especially designed for women graduate and profes-

sional students, will be ready for use in a few weeks.

There is sometimes misapprehension as to the part

which these residence halls play in the life of the Uni-

versity, and this misapprehension it is desirable to dis-

pel. Residence halls are as much a part of the Univer-

sity's educational equipment as are libraries, labora-

tories, and lecture-rooms. They are built and main-

tained primarily for educational purposes and for their

educational influence. They are not built and main-

tained primarily as income-producing investments of

University funds. The fact that residence halls can

be, and often are, so administered as to bring a reasona-

ble return upon the funds used in their erection and

equipment, is an incident—a fortunate incident, to be

sure—but still an incident and in no wise an essential.

Until recent years there was no thought that a college or

university residence hall should be expected to pay an

ordinary investment return upon its cost. At Oxford or

Cambridge such a notion would excite a smile. In fact,

it is not so very long ago that a prevailing custom in

American school and college life was to fix an inclusive

fee for instruction and room, in which case it became a

mere matter of bookkeeping as to whether or not the

residence hall or dormitory paid a return upon its cost.

A university residence hall is neither a rabbit warren,

a barracks, nor a boarding-house. It is a center of college

and university life and influence, where no inconsidera-
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ble part of the student's education is to be gained by-

contact with fellow-students and where he contributes

to and shares in that college life and college spirit which,

however elusive and difficult to define, are powerful

factors in fashioning the mind and character of the

American college student. Whenever a college or uni-

versity loses sight of this fundamental fact and empha-

sizes unduly the element of financial return, it jeopard-

izes the whole undertaking. Such a policy might easily

turn the residence halls from an influence for good into

an influence for harm or danger. In this world, and

more especially in universities, there are two contrasted

ways of doing things. They may be done cheaply,

which is always the most expensive and the most

wasteful way; or they may be done right, which is

always the most economical and the most businesslike

way.
Three primary considerations in college and university

administration are provisions for the health, the housing,

and the instruction of the student body. Columbia
University has in recent years made literally stupendous

progress in all of these directions. It is satisfying and
most significant to have the University Medical Officer

report that the general health of those students who
live in residence halls is noticeably better than that of

those who live elsewhere. This of itself is an argument
for the steady building of residence halls so long as there

are students waiting to occupy them. A residence hall

is, among other things, a place where good manners may
be formed and strengthened. In personal bearing and
habits of speech and of conduct, good examples exert a
steady, if often unconscious, influence for the improve-

ment of the bearing, the speech and the conduct of others.

The comfortable and attractive provisions which the

residence halls make for the social life of students living
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in them are in themselves educationally most advan-

tageous. The space so used and applied is not space

wasted. On the contrary, it is space most profitably

employed.
Mr. Stephen Leacock, himself a university professor,

not long ago wrote this significant passage

:

As a college teacher I have long since realized that the most

that the teacher, as such, can do for the student is a very

limited matter. The real thing for the student is the life and

environment that surrounds him. All that he really learns he

learns, in a sense, by the active operation of his own intellect

and not as the passive recipient of lectures. And for this

active operation what he needs most is the continued and

intimate contact with his fellows. Students must live to-

gether and eat together, talk and smoke together. Experience

shows that that is how their minds really grow. And they

must live together in a rational and comfortable way. They
must eat in a big dining room or hall, with oak beams across

the ceiling and the stained glass in the windows and with a

shield or tablet here and there upon the wall, to remind them
between times of the men who went before them and left a

name worthy of the memory of the college. If a student is to

get from his college what it ought to give him, a college dor-

mitory, with the life in common that it brings, is his absolute

right. A university that fails to give it to him is cheating him.

If I were founding a university—and I say it with all the

seriousness of which I am capable— I would found first a

smoking room; then when I had a little more money in hand

I would found a dormitory; then after that, or more properly

with that, a decent reading room and a library. After that,

if I still had money over that I couldn't use, I would hire a

professor and get some text books. 1

Abelard, who both started and best typified the

intellectual movement out of which the true university

eventually sprang, died in 1142. His heretical

came back!
teachings and his novelties of thought, bit-

terly resisted as they were by the orthodoxy of

their age, became the accepted teachings of the genera-
1 The London Times Educational Supplement, November 18, 1920.
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tions that shortly followed. Were Abelard to come

back, his curiosity would certainly be excited and his

sense of humor roused by much that he would see

and hear in the intellectual life of the twentieth century.

He might well wonder whether, despite his amazing

intellectual conquests made so long ago, he had not

lived and taught in vain. Having insisted again and

again that the use of reason precedes faith and leads up

to it with the aid of revelation and grace, he would be

confronted with the spectacle of countless numbers of

men and women, all hugely pleased with the brightness

of their own intellectual illumination, whose minds are

blocked to the progress of reason by the barriers of

prejudice and of fanatical prepossession, neither of

which could hope for a moment to rise to the dignity

of that faith which St. Bernard so stoutly upheld and

extolled. Abelard would quickly discover that to over-

come these prejudices and these fanatical prepossessions

is a task far more severe than was that of routing the

scholastic realists. Presently he would also discover

that this very scholastic realism was back again and in

control of the thought and action of men who do not

know of its existence and to whom the language in which

it was expounded is veritably a sealed book. Abelard

would find men everywhere speaking of a common good,

a common interest, a common advantage, as if this were

something which had a real existence of its own quite

apart from the good, the interest, the advantage of the

individuals who make up a given community. He would

find a whole scheme of social and political philosophy

and an elaborate program of social and political action

based upon this ancient fallacy which he thought him-

self to have laid safely to rest eight hundred years ago.

These are the ironies of progress in the intellectual

life, and remind us once again of the stupendous waste
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in the life and achievements of men due to colossal and
steadily increasing ignorance. There is no waste in the

material world which compares with this. The endeavor

of education to keep pace with the rapidly growing

ignorance appears to be quite hopeless, since there are

year by year so many new things of which to be ignorant.

Mankind is confronted by the alternative of choosing to

be content with an ignorance which is universal or of

endeavoring to acquire an ignorance which is selective.

If one is to give his voice for a selective ignorance, then

he must have or be given a standard of value by which

to measure his judgments of worth. This brings us

back again to the time-old question, what knowledge is

of most worth? Surely the answer must be that that

knowledge is of most worth which assists man to estab-

lish the undisputed primacy of thought in order that

it may interpret the data of sense, and to accept life as

a great adventure toward intellectual and moral per-

fection which no artificial process can control and no

mechanical formula explain.

It is a far cry from Mont Sainte Genevieve to Morn-
ingside Heights, and the materials of knowledge, like

the subjects of academic debate, are widely different now
from what they were then; but, as Horace reminds us,

Coelum, non animum mutant, qui

trans mare currunt.

The academic skies have changed with the centuries,

but not the essential characteristics of human nature.

What was once a battle between reason and faith,

fought with the weapons of theology and philosophy, is

now a battle between reason and prejudice, fought with

the new weapons forged in the modern furnace of eco-

nomic, social and political discipline and interest. The
costly, ineffective, and even demoralizing character of

much contemporary school and college work is due to
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the fact that so many of those who conduct it can neither

look back down the road over which mankind has come
nor forward along the road over which mankind is

moving. They live in a state of unstable intellectual

equilibrium, without cognizance or appreciation of those

ideas, those institutions, and those ideals which silently

and unconsciously shape and guide the action or the

inaction of men. The free-mindedness and the rich-

mindedness of Abelard are a precious possession and

no true scholar is without them. His ideal of education

was a sound one. Quis custodiet ipsos custodes? Who
will cultivate and civilize the teachers?

The present-day mocking appeal to an infant that he

give expression to himself represents the abdication of

education. This appeal might just as well be directed to

a physical vacuum. To starve youth by depriving it

of intellectual and moral nourishment, and to cripple

and disable it by depriving it of the discipline of ex-

perience, are among the newest and most popular forms

of cruelty that have been devised to make education

impossible. The results are apparent on every hand.

Much of the spoken English of both teachers and taught

would assuredly affright even the Venerable Bede who
was accustomed to simple beginnings. The ability to

read has well nigh disappeared if the reading be serious,

instructive, or ennobling; the ability to write, so far as

it exists at all, delights to manifest itself in forms of ex-

ceptional crudeness and vulgarity ; the ability to perform

the simplest mathematical operations is, to all intents

and purposes, confined to teachers of mathematics or

to specialists in that subject. Algebra and geometry,

whether plane or solid, are as unfamiliar as the Laws of

Manu. The state of good manners, which are the in-

stinctive mark of good breeding and sound discipline,

may be observed and estimated in any public place.
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The extensive and intensive study of natural science,

now carried on over more than a full generation, has

made no impression whatever upon the public mind.

That mind continues to come to its conclusions and to

formulate its choices with serene unconcern as to whether

any such thing as scientific method exists. Views as to

all sorts of things have displaced accurate knowledge of

fundamental things. If these be thought hard words,

let him who so thinks look about him. Perhaps Abelard

should come back and begin his task all over again.

With increasing frequency the suggestion is heard

that Columbia University would perform a distinct

„,. .„ .
public service were it substantially to

The War of Mediocrity , , , ,. . . .

on Excellence abandon the policies of the past 1 70

years and hereafter devote itself solely

and exclusively to the promotion of excellence and to

the training of the superlatively excellent. This would
mean the turning away of the vast majority of the

thousands of students who now flock to Morningside

Heights in order to concentrate all the resources of the

University upon a group of great scholars and leaders

of research who would be surrounded by a relatively

small company of carefully chosen Students whose
previous formal training and accomplishment furnished

ground for the belief that they too, in their time, would

become scholars of exceptional excellence. The result

of this policy would be to bring into being an insti-

tution with some of the characteristics of the College

de France, with some of the characteristics of All Souls'

College, Oxford, and with some characteristics peculiar

to itself and to twentieth century America.

"It is still a debated question whether mankind does

not, after all, gain more by the intensive cultivation of a

select few at the expense of the many than by the almost

imperceptible elevation of the mass and the concurrent
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depression of selected individuals." 1 The remnant, as

Matthew Arnold reminds us, is the word not only of

Plato, grandest of philosophers, but of Isaiah, greatest

of prophets.

It is argued that there have now come into existence

many and various colleges and universities that are

able to do all that need be done for him who is described

as the ordinary or average man, and that the time has

arrived when American democracy can best be served by
emphasis upon excellence, by the constant production

of the excellent, by the exaltation of the excellent, and

by an institution that would devote itself exclusively to

the excellent.

It cannot be denied that this argument makes strong

appeal, but the question arises whether this function

cannot be, ought not to be, and is not being, combined

with the more obvious public service of offering training

and instruction to the so-called average man.

It is undoubtedly true that a ruling tendency of

modern democracy is to wage war upon excellence and

to give preference to the commonplace and the ordinary.

The great mass of mankind feel what they are pleased

to call "safer" under the guidance of mediocrity than

under the leadership of excellence. Ideas are unfamiliar

things and rather terrifying as well. Instincts and uncon-

scious sympathies are less jarring and less disturbing.

Human beings as a whole greatly dislike any inter-

ference with the conventional. The notion that the

average man is a radical is a figment of the imagination

of him who has no real contact with human beings. In

truth, the average man is a sturdy and inexpugnable

conservative. Were this not so, civilization would

have committed suicide long ago.

xAbbott, Wilbur C—Conflicts with Oblivion. (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1924) p. 49.
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Were a university to confine itself to the truly ex-

cellent, it would immediately subject itself to the criti-

cism, which should in truth be a compliment but which

would in fact be regarded as a reproach, that it was aris-

tocratic. If it be aristocratic to seek for the best, to

deal with the best, and to exalt the best, then a uni-

versity, like all education, is essentially and of necessity

aristocratic. If it be not the purpose of education to

uphold standards and ideals and to raise an increasing

number of human beings to a plane where they can

and will both conform to these standards and uphold

these ideals, then surely education is without any sig-

nificant meaning whatever. The difficulty lies in the

fact that the best is superlative, and therefore by
definition must exclude the great mass of competitors

in the unending human race. Power and authority,

however, are lodged not with the best, the superlative,

but with the ordinary, the great mass. Every form of

false democracy grows out of this fact and rests upon the

power and authority of the mass when exerted to re-

press, to restrain, and to penalize the excellent. True

democracy, on the other hand, is something quite

different and is precisely what Mazzini defined it to be,

"The progress of all through all, under the leadership

of the best and wisest." The world is almost every-

where floundering in a morass of false democracy, while

only now and then and for a limited time, setting its

foot on the solid ground of that democracy which is true.

Under the operation of the law of liberty, true democracy
will provide itself with real leaders, not limited by rank,

or birth, or wealth, or circumstance, by opening the

way for each individual to rise to a place of honor and
of influence by the expression of his own best and highest

self. If democracy is to maintain and to justify itself,

it must displace its pasteboard heroes and its papier-
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mache leaders of opinion, who are constantly making

democracy both a mocking and a jest, for leaders of

tried and tested courage, of sound and well-grounded

knowledge, and of that far-seeing vision by which alone

a people may be kept from perishing. The ant-hills of

civilization are always crowded; its beehives are often

empty. It is the function of a university to help popu-

late the beehives.

There are signs, constantly increasing in number, that

the public is beginning to appreciate both the novelty

and the magnitude of the problems which

face organized society in this twentieth and Leisure

century. Over a period of some two hun-

dred or three hundred years greatest emphasis has been

laid upon productive industry, whether on the land, at

the home, or in the factory. Following productive in-

dustry and measured by its success, has come the problem

of transportation. First roads, then canals and rivers,

then railways, and now air transport have been devel-

oped, multiplied and improved in order to bring the

products of human industry quickly and cheaply to their

several points of final distribution for consumption. So

rapid has been the development of productive industry,

so powerful, so time-saving and so labor-saving are its

newest devices and machines, that the hours of human
labor have everywhere been greatly shortened without

depriving mankind of any of the means with which to

meet his needs. There has been lifted from many
millions of workers with hand and with brain the intoler-

able burden of unending occupation through pretty

much all the waking hours, while at the same time a new
and unfamiliar measure of leisure has been added to

their lives.

One result of these far-reaching changes, which while

everywhere visible may perhaps be but temporary, has
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been to give strength to the false economic notion that

there is not work enough to go around, and that the

more time a worker spends upon a given job the better

for himself and his mates. This practice, which is more
strongly rooted in English-speaking countries than any-

where else in the world, operates directly to raise the

cost of production, to increase the cost of living and to

reduce the value of the money wages paid to the worker.

Until the fallacy of this dawdling and slacking method
of work can be brought home to the worker, a large part

of the good effects which might follow from the greatly

increased wages and the greatly shortened hours of

labor, will be lost both to the workers themselves and to

society as a whole.

With these changes there comes a new and difficult

but very pressing educational and social problem. This

problem is that of finding ways and means for the useful

and agreeable occupation of leisure. This signifies that

men must be taught new wants and given new tastes,

such as can only be met and gratified by the judicious

and fortunate use of those hours that need no longer

be spent upon productive industry. Outdoor sports,

enjoyment of nature, a love of the fine arts and a growing

appreciation of their ideals and chief accomplishments;

a love of reading, not merely that of any mechanically

printed page, but of something which should be read

for its form and style and nobility of thought, even more
than for the subject-matter with which it deals or the

information which it may convey;—these are instruments

for the worthy use of leisure. Moreover, some part of

the leisure of every citizen, man or woman, should be

given to the willing support of those causes, religious,

ethical, relief, educational, which have the public interest

as their end, and which in our American society are

fortunately left for their advancement to the sphere of
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liberty and the voluntary cooperation of individual men
and women.
Those notions of the school, which would fix its aim

as the preparation for work rather than for leisure, are

in contradiction not only to the etymology of the word

school itself, but to every sound notion of education.

Guidance in the right use of leisure is vastly more im-

portant than what is now called vocational guidance.

One hundred youths will find vocations unaided where

one will know what to do with such leisure as he may
obtain. It cannot be too often repeated that the educa-

tional process is an unending one. While it is based on

infancy and its prolongation in man, it reaches out to

include the whole of human life, with its constantly new
adjustments between man and his environment. The
right balance between work and leisure, the development

of those wants which increase the value of work and of

those tastes which increase the value of leisure, are at

the bottom of the problem of human education.

That part of the work of University Extension which

is known as Home Study is developing in interesting

fashion and may yet find ways and
. , ,, tt • •, 1 Adult Education

means to astonish the University by
and Home Study

reason of its value and effectiveness.

The Summer Session, and later University Extension,

were both started without any considerable measure of

University understanding or University sympathy, but

both have proved, whatever their cost, invaluable ad-

juncts to the university's work and influence and are

now universally held in high regard. Home Study,

which is at present in the position of a Cinderella, may
one day be transformed into a Fairy Godmother. Only

the surface of the problem of adult education has yet

been scratched. Cooperation of the home, the library,

the school, and the university are essential if the minds of
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mature men and women are not to be starved through

lack of intellectual nourishment and stimulus. The
professional, or perhaps rather the pedagogic, notion of

education appears to be something which is carried on

at enormous expense through the years of childhood

and adolescence, and then brought to a sharp halt with

graduation from some secondary school or possibly with

a degree from some institution of college rank. After

graduation, the individual is thrown upon his own re-

sources in a rapidly changing world and left to keep

track of it and to adapt himself to it as best he can.

The education of youth is suffering from over-organiza-

tion, from over-administration, and from hysterical

over-emphasis. The continuing education of the adult,

on the other hand, is suffering from lack of organization,

from imperfect administration, and from no emphasis

at all. If the formal education of childhood and ado-

lescence amounts to anything, it gives to those who are

privileged to receive it a taste and a zeal for knowledge.

It inspires a curiosity which is, or ought to be, a moving

force through life. If formal education does not do this,

but simply stops against a blank wall of intellectual in-

difference and lassitude, then it has not been worth a

tithe of the amount spent upon it. The formal education

of youth and adolescence should pass, not abruptly but

quite gradually, into life occupation. The two should

be dovetailed and not separated by a wall. A division

of time between school exercises and discipline on the

one hand and ordered and useful occupation on the other

is a desirable link between the work of the school and

the work of life. What has been called in Europe the

continuation school is an indispensable part of any pub-

lic educational system. It would be difficult to spend too

much time and thought upon this type of school and

the problems, social, psychological, and economic, which

it both raises and helps to solve. After the work of the
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continuation school is ended, the field of adult education

begins. Its instrument of greatest usefulness is the pub-

lic library, and its organizing and directing force should

be the scholarship of the university. Carefully planned

courses of reading, attendance upon well-ordered series

of lectures on subjects drawn from science, letters, art,

politics, and the practical business of life, systematic

visits to museums under competent guidance and direc-

tion, and groups formed for the study and discussion of

particular topics of intellectual or ethical interest, are all

agencies not only useful but indispensable if the mind of

the adult is to be kept open, alive, and truly informed.

Without these, that mind becomes a prey to the less

worthy and less helpful types of journalism, daily,

weekly, and monthly.

It is probable that very few minds are ever again as

alert or as active as they are at about twenty-two or

twenty-three years of age. When the pressure of formal

instruction is removed and when the early stimulus of

learning the elements of a trade or a profession has

passed, the vast majority of human intelligences plod

through life on a dead level. Only now and then is there

evidence given in later years of real initiative, of mental

alertness, and of productive intellectual power. The
number of human beings, even those of some conspicu-

ousness, who continue to grow in knowledge and in power

after forty years of age is very small indeed. Observa-

tion indicates that those who are continuing to grow at

forty will, in all likelihood, maintain that power of

growth and achievement throughout life, however long.

Well-ordered adult education might easily come to the

rescue of vast numbers of those men and women who
are, under present conditions, unconsciously sentenced

to a life of dismal conformity to type without any genuine

interest or intellectual activity. The Home Study work
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of University Extension is making ambitious plans to

enter upon this field of public service and to cultivate it

judiciously and eagerly. No one supposes that the

methods of home study can displace the personal rela-

tionship of teacher and taught, or that it can compete

with the closely planned schemes of educational work
that have stood the test of generations of use. What
Home Study can do, however, is to carry the sparks of

scholarship to the dry places of adult life, and light here

and there a fire that will give both brightness and

warmth to otherwise weary and shut-in lives. It is a

noble and a splendid type of service which will well repay

whatever effort may be spent in perfecting it.

Those who are eagerly bent upon accomplishing some
immediate end by legislative means almost always over-

look the less obvious and more impor-
tation and Gifts for

effects q£ the i;deg which th
Public Purposes

. , /
advocate. This is peculiarly true in

respect of matters affecting taxation as that is now
practised by the Congress of the United States and by

the Legislatures of the several States. Numerous indi-

viduals and groups wish to use the power of taxation not

alone for legitimate purposes of government, but in

order to effect what they consider to be a desirable re-

distribution and equalization of accumulated wealth.

If it were practicable, by the power of taxation, to con-

fiscate accumulated wealth wherever it might be found

and then to distribute it in equal portions among all

the individuals of any state or of the nation, the futility

of the policy and the certain disaster that must follow

upon its enactment would be plain to everyone. When,
however, large portions of accumulated wealth are taken

by taxation, poured into the public treasury, and then

appropriated for a variety of purposes, many of which

are of very doubtful value or of certain valuelessness,
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the evil effects of the policy are for a time concealed

from view. Free capital for use in new enterprises which

involve risk and imagination is diminished ; the incentive

to the eager pursuit of undertakings which are in the

public interest while gainful in themselves is lessened or

destroyed; and, worst and most far-reaching of all, the

source of supply for the maintenance and development

of those notable and representative institutions that

have been built up in the field of liberty rather than in

the field of government, is dried up. In other words, as

a result of a false and narrow-minded plan of taxation,

the whole face of our American civilization may be

changed and our condition brought to that of Conti-

nental Europe, where practically all public undertakings

are governmental, with all that that means. It is the

glory and the pride of the American social and political

system that a whole host of the most important, most
representative, and most influential public undertakings

have been built up in the field of liberty and are quite

outside the field of government. It has long been estab-

lished public policy that institutions of this kind shall

receive the benefit of certain limited exemptions from

local taxation, in recognition of their public character

and service, but beyond that they have no governmental

reference and are, happily, without governmental con-

trol. These institutions, whether universities, colleges,

hospitals, libraries, or research undertakings of various

sorts, have been built up, for nearly three hundred years,

by private gifts and benefactions. If the ability to make
private gifts and benefactions be destroyed by taxation,

then these institutions must begin to die ; for the moment
that they are not able to grow and to improve in order

to meet changed and changing conditions, their state

becomes one of decay with certain death in the not far

distance. Probably none of those who have embarked
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so enthusiastically and so boisterously upon the policy

of penalizing wealth, of destroying savings, and of grasp-

ing for the wasteful purposes of government an increas-

ing share of the results of private enterprise and personal

thrift, had any notion of circumscribing or destroying

the usefulness of the most noteworthy and the most

representative of American institutions. Yet this is

precisely what is being done, and the end is certain if the

nation continues on its present course. The steady flow

of unsolicited and most useful gifts to Columbia Univer-

sity which has been so marked a feature of its history

during the past quarter century, has already been

greatly diminished as a direct result of existing policies

of taxation. Men and women of generous purpose and

anxious to advance the public welfare by their benefac-

tions, frankly state that this is the case. It seems highly

probable that for some time to come, at least, any sub-

stantial additions to the resources of Columbia Univer-

sity—with the possible exception of gifts from those who
are the possessors of very great fortunes—must come,

if at all, in the form of legacies and bequests. It is only

when a considerable estate is to be divided that the owner

feels himself able to devote a part of it to public uses.

The excessive, and even the double, taxation found in the

existing scheme of transfer and inheritance taxes, is

nothing other than an open conversion of the nation's

capital to the uses of current expenditure. This is an

unacknowledged capital levy in a most obnoxious form.

If undertakings in the sphere of liberty are to continue

and to play their leading part as representatives of the

best in American life and American aspiration, they

must receive constant support from private gifts and

benefactions; but this will become impossible if the

people permit their government to pursue the policy of

forcibly taking for its own uses the wealth upon which

these institutions must rely for their existence.
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The voters of not fewer than three states have recently

been called to pass upon a proposal to make elementary

education a government monopoly. No more un-Ameri-

can policy could possibly be conceived or entered upon

than this. Men and women who have never heard of

Plato or his Republic, haye been assiduously urgent, in

Oregon, in Washington, and in Michigan, that one of the

chief policies expounded in that famous work be intro-

duced into twentieth century America. How hopelessly

reactionary their proposal is, remains wholly hidden

from their consciousness. If elementary education is to

become a government monopoly, there would seem to

be no good reason why secondary education, higher

education, research, and all forms of charitable and

eleemosynary work should not take the same course.

The sphere of government would then extend its glacier-

like hand over the sphere of liberty, and what had been

smiling meadows and fertile valleys filled with beautiful

flowers and making place for happy homes, would pass

into the ice-cold and death-dealing clutch of government.

It is high time for Americans to desist from that flip-

pancy which characterizes so large a part of the public

press and so many of the office-holding class, and to think

seriously of these things.

In the Annual Report for 1913 (pp. 36-39), announce-

ment was made that, in connection with the celebration

of the fiftieth anniversary of the estab- „ , _ „
.. 1 r 1 o 1 1 r tit* ^1 Program of Studies
hshment of the School of Mines, the

in Applied Science

Schools of Mines, Engineering and

Chemistry were to become, after July 1, 1914, ad-

vanced or graduate schools, and that a prerequisite

for admission to their courses of instruction would

be at least three years of study in a college or

scientific school of high rank. It was pointed out

that such had been the intention of Professor Egles-
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ton and those who were associated with him in the

original proposal for the organization of a School of

Mines made in March, 1863. The condition of higher

education in the United States at that time, however,

made it impossible to carry out the plan in the form in

which it was submitted and, therefore, the School of

Mines began its long and successful career in the best

way that existing conditions made possible. A half

century later there was a strong body of opinion in the

Faculty and among the alumni in favor of attempting

to enforce the standards of maturity and accomplish-

ment for admission to the School of Mines that had

originally been proposed. It was felt that the develop-

ment of scientific education in the United States in the

intervening years had been such that this could wisely

and safely be done, and that while the number of

students enrolled in these Schools would naturally de-

crease, their quality as well as their prospects for future

usefulness and distinction would be of the best. It was

unfortunate that the introduction of this new standard

should have coincided with the outbreak of the World

War, which was to disarrange for a decade the educa-

tional plans and hopes of millions of young men. Never-

theless, the Faculty persisted in their carefully denned

policy, and have measurably succeeded in attracting a

substantial company of thoroughly well prepared ad-

vanced students of engineering, who may well become

leaders of their profession in the years to come.

There was, however, a considerable body of opinion,

represented both in the Faculty and among the alumni,

which held that while the new and advanced program of

study should not be interfered with, there should be

introduced by its side a program that could be ac-

complished in shorter time and that would satisfy the

needs and ambitions of a very considerable number of
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scientific students. The Alumni Association of the

Schools of Mines, Engineering and Chemistry at a

meeting held on April 30, 1923, formally memorialized

the Faculty on this subject. Numerous conferences

were held between representatives of the Faculty and of

the alumni, and between representatives of the Faculty

of Applied Science and representatives of the Faculty of

Columbia College. As a result, there was planned and

adopted, to go into operation at the opening of the

academic year 1 924-1 925, the optional and shorter course

described by the Dean of the Faculty of Applied Science

in his report (pp. 1 19-120), which leads to the degree of

Bachelor of Science in Engineering. It is believed that

this course, while leaving the longer and more advanced

course wholly undisturbed, will satisfactorily meet the

need that has been felt and urged by a large number of

alumni and by many members of the Faculty itself.

With these two programs of study side by side the

Faculty of Applied Science is now able to offer a satis-

factory course of instruction to those who wish to pre-

pare themselves as speedily as may be for the practical

work of engineering, as well as to those who are ready

and willing to give a longer time to the more thorough

study of engineering principles and problems.

Following the application by a member of the aca-

demic staff for the University's cooperation in the

development and use of a scientific dis-

covery made by him, the Committee on
"Patents

Education made a careful study of the prin-

ciples involved in this suggestion and of the practice

prevailing elsewhere. It wqs the wish of this academic

officer that the University, in whose laboratories and
under whose auspices his scientific discovery had been

made, should share in the practical benefits of the dis-

covery, to the end that funds might be available from
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this source to promote research in this and allied fields.

So soon as the Committee on Education entered upon

the consideration of this interesting topic, they were

made aware of the fact that there were numerous

research workers on the staff of the University who were

interested in the question and who desired to have some

form of University cooperation adopted and applied.

This question is arising, and is bound to arise, wherever

universities set up important research undertakings and

institutes. For example, at the University of Illinois

the principle is formally recognized that the results of

experimental work carried on by or under the direction

of the scientific or teaching staff of the College of Engi-

neering and the Engineering Experiment Station, and

having the expense thereof paid from the University

funds or from funds under the control of the University,

belong to the University and the public, and should be

used and controlled in ways to produce the greatest

benefit to the University and to the public. More
recently, the University of Toronto, in whose labo-

ratories insulin was discovered as a remedy for diabetes,

has worked out a plan for the administration of the

patent rights that were granted to the discoverers of

this new product. If this undertaking is successful,

the University of Toronto may receive a substantial sum
each year for use in aid of research.

After careful consideration of this important matter

in all its aspects, the Committee on Education came to

the conclusion that while no University officer should be

under compulsion to assign to the University any

patent that might be issued to him for a discovery of his

own, even if that discovery were made in the Uni-

versity's laboratories, nevertheless the University should

be prepared to accept the assignment of such patents in

cases where that action approves itself to the judgment
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of a competent University authority. As a result, an

Administrative Board of University Patents was es-

tablished, to consist of the President of the University,

the Treasurer, and not to exceed seven other persons to

be appointed for a term of three years upon the nomina-

tion of the President. Members of this Administrative

Board may be either trustees, administrative officers,

members of the teaching staff, or alumni. This Board

has been given authority in their discretion, subject to

the direction and control of the Trustees, to accept for

and on behalf of the University by assignment or other-

wise, either directly or through trustees or holding cor-

porations, patents, patent applications, royalties, li-

censes, or rights therein covering discoveries, inventions

or processes, whether produced by members of the teach-

ing staff of the University by use of University labora-

tories, or otherwise; also trade-marks or proprietary

names; also copyrights of literary works owned or pro-

duced by members of said teaching staff or others; and

to make arrangements on such terms and in such way
as they may approve for the use, manufacture, sale or

other disposition thereof, or of rights therein, with

power to arrange for the use or division of the proceeds

thereof.

The purpose of this new and important departure is,

by the cooperation of the University and its authority,

to protect the discoverer or inventor of a patentable

article or process, to ensure that the public be served

under the best possible conditions and at a reasonable

price, and to enable the University itself to share in the

benefits of the patent, to the end that the funds at its

disposal for the promotion of research may be increased.

It is too early in the history of this undertaking to

predict its results or its importance, but it is generally

accepted as a significant and helpful advance in Uni-

versity policy.
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No sooner have reasonable provisions been made to

establish retiring and disability allowances for academic

Retiring Allowances officers, and stipends for advanced stu-

and Fellowship dents whose work needs and deserves
Stipends support, than changed economic condi-

tions enter to disarrange the whole scheme which has

been so carefully worked out. When a system of retiring

and disability allowances was first established by the

Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teach-

ing, the maximum annual payment was fixed at $4,000

and afterwards reduced to $3,600. For a man who had

been in receipt of an annual salary of $5,000, $6,000

or even $7,500, the maximum named was not an un-

suitable allowance. The situation, however, is quite

different in the case of an academic officer who while

in active service receives the compensation of $10,000,

$12,000, or $15,000. It is quite impossible for such a

man late in life to readjust his whole scale of living

so as to enable him to pass his days in comfort on

an income of $3,600. Therefore, either some way
must be found to increase the maximum allowance to

academic officers of this type, or they must them-

selves anticipate the situation which changed condi-

tions will create, and of their own motion and by their

own thrift apply some part of the larger salary received

while in active service to making increased provision for

later years. The Teachers Insurance and Annuity Asso-

ciation of America offers a most inviting opportunity to

do this at low cost. The universities themselves cannot

undertake to increase the maximum retiring allowances

without entering once again upon the uncharted field of

non-contributory pensions, the end of which is, and

must always be, financial disaster.

The situation of the holder of a fellowship is different.

He is a young student, making his way at every sacrifice,

and gaining on the lower steps of the academic ladder
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that experience and training which will one day enable

him to mount well to the top. The annual stipend of a

university fellowship was fixed at $500 by the Trustees

of Columbia University when in 1872 they established

the fellowships in letters and in science that were

awarded annually for some years. This same amount
was adopted by the Johns Hopkins University when it

established twenty fellowships in 1876. As fellowships

multiplied, both here and elsewhere, $500, or $500 plus

the amount of tuition, was pretty generally accepted as

an appropriate stipend. What was sufficient in 1872

and in 1876 is not sufficient in 1924. Fellowships of this

type should carry a stipend of $1,500, or the Fellows

should be supported by loan funds that would give them
an available income of that amount. Scholarship and

scholars are slowly but steadily coming to their own, and

there is no possible reason why either scholarship or

scholars should be starved while those whose occupation

is with far less valuable and far less important instru-

ments of civilization, are deemed worthy of every com-

fort and luxury.

The annual prizes in Journalism and in Letters pro-

vided for by the will of the late Joseph Pulitzer have

now been in existence for eight years. They The pujjtzer

have attracted a large measure of public Prizes

attention and there has been more or less

discussion, much of it quite uninformed, as to their value

and significance and as to the method of their award.

In the first place, it is to be remarked that these prizes

are something with which Columbia University, as

such, has nothing whatever to do beyond holding and
investing Mr. Pulitzer's bequest and applying the income

therefrom precisely as his will directs. These prizes are

not awarded by the Trustees of Columbia University

or by any Faculty or Administrative Board. The author-
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ity and control of the Advisory Board of the School of

Journalism, for which Board provision is also made in

Mr. Pulitzer's will, are complete, and that Board is

given full discretion to modify any of the provisions re-

lating to the preliminary selection or nomination of

candidates for these prizes. The Advisory Board is com-

posed of thirteen members, twelve of whom are experi-

enced journalists of the highest standing drawn from all

parts of the United States. The thirteenth member of

the Advisory Board is the President of the University.

The prizes in Journalism and in Letters are awarded at

a stated meeting of the Advisory Board held in the month
of April of each year, and are announced shortly there-

after. The Advisory Board have from the beginningcom-
plied with Mr. Pulitzer's expressed desire that, in judging

between competitors for the several prizes in Journalism,

the services of the professors, instructors, and others

connected with the School of Journalism shall be availed

of as largely as possible. For an examination of the

material under consideration in connection with the

prizes in Letters and for recommendation as to the

awards themselves, the Advisory Board have had the

invaluable services of members of the National Institute

of Arts and Letters, who have invariably been men of

the highest competence and reputation. No pains have
#

been spared by these committees of recommendation to

survey the whole field and to submit to the Advisory

Board recommendations that had been most carefully

considered. Of the seventy decisions made during the

past eight years, the Advisory Board have accepted the

selections of the appropriate juries or committees of

recommendation in sixty instances and have departed

from them in but ten instances. Of the ten, eight were

recommendations for prizes in Journalism, as to which

the members of the Advisory Board must be deemed to
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have particular knowledge and special competence. In

but two cases have the Advisory Board failed to accept

the recommendations of the appropriate jury relative

to the award of the prizes in Letters. In all these cases

the members of the Advisory Board exercised their own
judgment, as they were not only authorized but indeed

required to do by the provisions of the foundation upon
which this whole scheme of prizes rests. As a general

rule, therefore, it may be said that the prizes in Journal-

ism have been awarded by experienced journalists and

by them alone, and that the recipients of the prizes in

Letters have been selected, in almost every instance, by
a committee chosen from the most competent men of

letters in the United States. Where matters of taste

and judgment so largely enter, it cannot be expected

that there will be complete agreement as to the wisdom
or correctness of every one of these awards, but at all

events they have been made as carefully and as fairly

as circumstances have made possible.

The Advisory Board have never felt that this whole

scheme of prizes was either the wisest possible or perfect

in its administration. They have constantly watched

for ways and means to improve the methods of selection

and award and to increase the assurance that no meri-

torious competitor shall be overlooked. To this end

the Advisory Board have recently provided that a

member of the American Society of Newspaper Editors,

to be named by the President of that Society for the

year, shall be added to the committees of recommenda-
tion for each of the prizes in Journalism. They have
also provided that an Executive Secretary of the Ad-
visory Board be appointed whose sole duty it shall be

to secure for the various juries or committees of recom-

mendation the largest possible amount of material from
which to select the prize winners. It is important that
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the selection of prize winners should not be confined to

those who offer themselves, or who are urged by their

immediate associates and friends. All relevant material

of every sort and kind should pass under the eye of the

appropriate jury, if it be at all possible so to order

matters. Any system of prizes must, to maintain itself,

give assurance that it is administered with open-minded-

ness and large-mindedness, and that the awards them-

selves are made in conformity with high standards and
with entire absence of any personal, professional, or

institutional interest.

The erection and occupation during the year of Inter-

national House, on Riverside Drive just north of 120th

Street, is a notable addition to the provisions

fOT
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for the comfort and satisfaction of that large

Students
&

and growing body of foreign students which

comes each year to New York, and chiefly

to Columbia University, to seek advanced instruction of

various sorts and kinds. International House is the out-

growth of the Cosmopolitan Club, established fifteen years

ago in order to bring together in one group the students

coming to New York from foreign lands. These now
number more than iooo, representing 67 nationalities or

political jurisdictions. More than one-half of these are in

residence at International House.

Foreign students, whether going from America to

European universities or coming from Europe, Asia and
Africa to American universities, are always at a disad-

vantage in establishing contacts of a social and personal

character that may be of even greater educational value

than the formal instruction of which they are in search.

The Cosmopolitan Club in the past has accomplished

much in this direction, and International House, so ad-

mirably planned and equipped, will accomplish much
more. The steady, if slow, interpenetration of peoples
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and nations and their several cultures by the interchange

of teachers and students is the surest single means to

advance the cause of international understanding, inter-

national sympathy, and therefore international peace.

Governments will doubtless continue to go their blind

and blundering way, but peoples, who are now every-

where superior to their governments and often most
inadequately represented by them, can and will find

ways and means of their own to establish those human
contacts and to bring about those interdependences

which are implicit in any state of society which calls

itself either civilized or Christian. The powerful and
influential part which Columbia University takes in

promoting every undertaking of this kind is ground for

deep satisfaction and will one day be universally recog-

nized as having been distinguished and constructive

public service.

The merger during the year of the College of Dental

and Oral Surgery of New York with the School of Den-
tistry of Columbia University as it had

theretofore existed, is an event of more than Dentistry as

, .
, >•'£• tv r* 1 a University

usual importance and significance. 1 he Col-
Subject

lege had been in existence since 1905, and

had carried on, with increasing success, a substantial

body of instruction both theoretical and clinical in the

field of Dentistry. Its managers and teachers felt that

the time had come when there must be an elevation of the

standard for admission to the School, and that this could

best be gained, and the whole work most readily strength-

ened, by seeking university affiliation. After careful

consideration a corporate merger was effected as of July

11, 1923, and at the beginning of the academic year the

work in Dentistry went forward under new auspices and

with greatly increased facilities and equipment.
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For some time past Dentistry has been establishing

itself in this University as a subject in close affiliation

with Medicine and Surgery, and is receiving gratifying

recognition and support. The new regulation of the

Regents of the University of the State of New York,

whereby after January I, 1926, students of Dentistry

will be required to present evidence of having had a pre-

liminary education equivalent to at least two years of

undergraduate work in college, was to accept and adopt

for the entire State the policy that had already been in-

troduced at Columbia. It is plain that the steps which

have been taken have given new stimulus to the study

and teaching of Dentistry, and have aided materially

in advancing it to that place in medical and surgical

education which it must one day come to occupy.

The very thorough and searching study of this subject,

which has been made for the Carnegie Foundation for the

Advancement of Teaching by and under the direction of

Dr. William J. Gies, Professor of Biological Chemistry

in Columbia University, is already having its effect in at-

tracting nation-wide attention to this subject. Dr. Gies

makes it plain that while Dentistry is now and for some

time past has been an independent and closely organized

profession, with about 50,000 practitioners in the United

States and 3200 in Canada, nevertheless its relationship

to medicine and surgery is so close that it can and should

be best carried on in intimate relation with them. No
fewer than thirty-one American universities now main-

tain schools of Dentistry, and it is clear that the future

of this profession is substantially assured. Public in-

terest cannot be served and the public health cannot be

adequately protected unless and until the close relation-

ship between Dentistry on the one hand, and medicine

and general surgery on the other, is clearly recognized,

not only in medical and dental education, but in pro-

fessional standards and professional conduct.
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Fortunately the University was enabled to acquire

more property at Baker Field by reason of Mr. George

F. Baker's additional and most generous gift of

$125,000. The area thus acquired included about p. .

.

twent-five lots, with a frontage on Broadway of

638.93 feet, and an average depth of more than ioo feet.

By reason of this purchase Baker Field is now a compact

and unbroken body of ground covering more than 28

acres, and bounded by Broadway, West 218th Street

and the Harlem River.

Few gifts have meant more to the undergraduate life

of the University and none has brought greater satisfac-

tion to both students and alumni than that of Baker

Field. Before its acquisition all outdoor sports and
athletic contests were of necessity restricted to the avail-

able space in the middle of South Field. It was quite

impossible to carry on there either proper practice or

intercollegiate athletic contests save under embarrass-

ments that were obvious and vexatious. At Baker Field

these difficulties disappear. There as many as 250 men
may be taken care of at one and the same time, with

adequate facilities for playing space, locker rooms and
baths. This leaves the space at South Field at the dis-

posal of the members of the Freshman Class in Columbia
College for practice and intercollegiate contests during

the spring and autumn of each year. The construction

of the new boat house at Baker Field has been followed

by a very large increase in the number of men who take

practice in rowing. More than one hundred students

have recently been enrolled for crew practice alone, and
a more general participation in rowing is confidently

expected to follow.

With the completion, in the spring of 1925, of the

baseball field, that sport will also be provided for in a
manner that has not heretofore been possible. In short,
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the development of Baker Field, as thus far carried out,

has already resulted in the increase by not less than five

hundred of the number of students actively participating

in athletic exercises and outdoor sports. As time goes

on there will be a steady increase in the number of those

using the running track and taking part in such sports

as soccer football and lacrosse. The Graduate Manager
of Athletics confidently expects that the number of

students taking active part in some one or more of these

outdoor exercises and sports will shortly be increased

by at least a thousand. These facts clearly indicate the

large part which a well placed and well developed athletic

field may play in the undergraduate life of a modern
college.

The report of the Treasurer (pp. 358-492), sets out in

detail the gifts and bequests received during the year

1923-4. The total amount of these gifts

is $1,196,001.90. The largest items in this

list are the value of the buildings and equipment of the

College of Dental and Oral Surgery of New York,

$445,185.59; the Estate of Joseph R. DeLamar, to be

added to the DeLamar Fund, $200,000; George F.

Baker, for the purchase of additional property at Baker

Field, $125,000; the Estate of F. Augustus Schermer-

horn, $74,906.25; Estate of Cora M. Perkins, to be

added to the Castner Fund, $52,189.56; Estate of A.

Barton Hepburn, $39,634.39; Estate of William A.

Dunning, to establish the Dunning (William A.) Fund,

$30,542.39; Estate of Amos F. Eno, to be added to the

Eno (Amos F.) Fund, $27,460.85; a member of the Class

of 1909, School of Mines, to establish the Kemp (James

F.) Fund, $20,000; Estate of Robert B. Van Cortlandt,

to be added to the Van Cortlandt (Robert B.) Fund,

$19,588.55; from the Borden Company, for research in

Food Chemistry and Nutrition, $15,000; from the Com-
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monwealth Fund for the development of the Psychiatric

Clinic at the Medical School, $15,000; from the William

J. Gies Fellowship Fund Committee, to establish the

Gies (William J.) Fellowship Fund, $10,717.78; from

Newbold Morris, to establish the Morris (Augustus

Newbold) Fund, $10,000; from the Bausch & Lomb
Optical Company, to establish a fund to purchase optical

instruments, $7,100; from Joseph P. Chamberlain, for

the Legislative Drafting Research Fund, $6,500; from

Professor Carlton C. Curtis, to be added to the Curtis

(Carlton C.) Fund, $5,000; from Dr. Frederick W.
Huber, to establish the Huber (Frederick W., Jr.)

Scholarship Fund, $5,000; from Herman A. Metz, for

alterations to the Dental School building, $5,000; and
from George W. Murray, to establish the Murray
(George W.) Fund, $5,000.

The total gifts received during the year by the four

corporations included in the educational system of the

University may be classified as follows:

Purpose
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for the general purposes of the University, whether as

the principal of capital funds or as additions to annual

income, are by far the most helpful and the most needed.

The Alumni Fund, upon which so much admirable work
is being spent, may readily become a chief reliance in

this regard.

Columbia University is profoundly grateful, as it may
well be, for the measure of public confidence and sup-

port that has added to its funds during the past genera-

tion an amount probably unexampled in the whole his-

tory of higher education. The following statement re-

cords the gifts made in money alone since 1890 to the

several corporations included in the University:

1 890-190 1 $5,459,902.82

1901-1923 52,797.783-34
1923-1924 2,320,273.34

Total $60,577,959.50

The following officers of the University have died since

the publication of the last Annual Report:

On November 28, 1923, J. Floyd Bowman, M.D., Instructor

in Clinical Laryngology and Otology, in his forty-fifth year.

Deaths of On January 14, 1924, L. Emmett Holt, M.D.,
University LL.D., Emeritus Professor of the Diseases of

Officers Children, in his sixty-ninth year.

On January 23, 1924, Ralph E. Mayer, C.E., Professor of

Engineering Drafting and Secretary of the Faculty of Applied

Science, in his sixty-sixth year.

On February 2, 1924, William Ferguson, M.D., Instructor

in Clinical Laryngology and Otology.

On March 7, 1924, Baron Serge A. Korff, LL.D., D.C.L.,

Professor of the History of Eastern Europe, in his forty-eighth

year.

On March 29, 1924, Pierre de Bacourt, B.enD., Assistant

Professor of French, in his fifty-sixth year.

On April 10, 1924, Theophile Mitchell Prudden, M.D.,

LL.D., Emeritus Professor of Pathology, in his seventy-fifth

vear.
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For record and for comparison with previous years,

there follow the usual tabular statements as to the
University site, teaching staff, student enroll-

ment, and number of degrees conferred for
g

a na*

the academic year 1923- 1924.

THE SITE
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TEACHING STAFF
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I. RESIDENT STUDENTS
A. Winter and Spring Sessions

Undergraduate Students:

Columbia College

Barnard College

University Undergraduates .

Total Undergraduates . .

Graduate and Professional

Students:

Political Science, Philosophy

and Pure Science ....
Architecture

Business

Dentistry

Journalism

Law
Medicine

Mines, Engineering and

Chemistry

Pharmacy

Teachers College:

Education

Practical Arts

Unclassified University Stu-

dents

Total Graduate and Pro-

fessional Students . .

B. Summer Session (1923) includ

ing Undergraduate, Graduate,

Professional, and Unclassified

Students

C. University Extension
Regular Courses (Net) . .

Gross Total Resident Students

Less Double Registration . . .

Net Total Resident Students . . .

II. NON-RESIDENT STUDENTS
University Extension

Extramural Courses ....
Home Study Courses . . .

Special Courses ......
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DEGREES CONFERRED
During the academic year 1 923-1 924, 3,335 degrees

and 855 certificates and diplomas were conferred, as

follows

:

Columbia College:

Bachelor of Arts .

Barnard College:

Bachelor of Arts .

Faculty of Law:
Bachelor of Laws
Master of Laws .

• • 393

393

• • _I77

177

• • 175

• • 3

178

Faculty of Medicine:

Doctor of Medicine . . . 88
~~

88

Faculty of Applied Science:

Engineer of Mines .... 4

Metallurgical Engineer . . 1

Civil Engineer 7

Electrical Engineer ... 7

Mechanical Engineer ... 8

Chemical Engineer .... 17

Master of Science .... 37

81

School of Architecture:

Bachelor of Architecture . 1

1

Master of Science .... 1

12

School of Journalism:

Bachelor of Literature . .

Master of Science in Jour-

nalism

Certificate of Proficiency in

Journalism

43

School of Business:
Bachelor of Science . . .

Master of Science ....
Certificate in Secretarial

Studies

School of Dentistry:
Bachelor of Science . .

Doctor of Dental Surgery

University Council:
Bachelor of Science . . .

University Extension:
Certificate in Business . .

Certificate in Secretarial
Studies

Certificate in Optometry .

College of Pharmacy:
Pharmaceutical Chemist .

96
16

118

22.
17

30

73

1

1

1

1

Faculties of Political Sci-
ence, Philosophy and
Pure Science:
Master of Arts 495
Doctor of Philosophy . . 137

632

Faculties of Teachers College:
Master of Arts . .

Bachelor of Science
Master of Science .

Bachelor's Diploma
Master's Diploma
Doctor's Diploma

_3
55

885
5io
14

290
481

2

2,182
Total Degrees, Certificates

and Diplomas granted . 4,190
Number of individuals re-

ceiving them 3,499
College of Pharmacy:
Graduate in Pharmacy. . 277

Honorary Degrees ... 8

Nicholas Murray Butler
President

November 3, 1924
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REPORT OF THE DEAN
FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, I924

To the President of the University

Sir:

As Dean of Columbia College I have the honor to present

the following report for the academic year 1923-1924:

The year has not been prolific in the initiation of new ideas.

So many important projects of a somewhat experimental

nature, requiring careful observation and occasional modifica-

tion, have been adopted during the past five or six years that

further sweeping changes either in curriculum or administra-

tion are not to be expected at present. I shall, however,

mention in the course of this report a number of modest

beginnings which indicate tendencies, and which may develop

into movements of considerable significance.

The year has been a critical one for the Honors Course.

At the time when this work was first planned it was recog-

nized that there was great danger of its gradually losing the

informal and individual quality which is one of its most

characteristic features, and degenerating into a course of

the regular standardized type. This danger was not serious

so long as the stimulation which comes with novelty re-

mained. But the plan has now been in operation long enough

so that the new is worn off, and the inevitable tendency both

for students and instructors to fall back into the familiar

class room methods has begun to assert itself. It has been

necessary to attempt to re-evaluate the various elements in

the whole project, and to analyze the effectiveness of the

method of instruction employed, in order that the most

effective technique may be followed. This has been accom-

plished by weekly conferences over the lunch table by the

dozen or more Honors Directors. Several conferences with
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the students or their representatives have also been held.

As a result, all of the parties concerned understand more
clearly what is being attempted, and a balance seems to have

been struck between a rigid requirement and complete freedom

from restraint both for student and teacher. At any rate, a

strong group consciousness both among students and in-

structors has developed out of the year's experience.

The experience gained through the first presentation of the

course in the History of Science, referred to in my report

of last year, enables us to answer some of the questions that

caused almost endless debate while the course was being

planned. Many members of the scientific departments felt

that it was useless and worse than useless to attempt to out-

line the development of scientific ideas until the student was

familiar with the scientific method as gained in the laboratory.

This meant, in the opinion of many of those who first discussed

the course, a prerequisite of at least three years of college

chemistry, three years of college mathematics, about two

years of physics, and a year of zoology, a requirement quite

out of the question if anybody was expected to take the

course. During the past year a course has been given which

begins with the emergence of science from Greek philosophy

and comes down to modern times, tracing the growth and

continuity of scientific thought through the various civiliza-

tions to which it has contributed. Students with a variety

of scientific training were authorized to take the course in

order to find out how far they could profit by it. It turns

out that the development of science down to the beginning of

the Eighteenth Century is entirely within the capacity of a

serious student who has taken only the mathematics and

science usually covered in the high school and the freshman

year in college. Further experimentation will be necessary to

determine just how it will be wise to treat the subject after

the time of Newton. We have, however, demonstrated that

it is possible to give to students of sophomore grade a course

in the History of Science which is full of ideas and which will

stimulate them to work prodigiously, and to think carefully.
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Assurance of this one fact is worth all that the year's work

has cost.

In this connection it might be observed that the theory that

a college course should only be presented to students who
have gained the maturity and background adequate for com-

plete mastery of every topic considered is not the theory

which is followed, either in the course just mentioned or in

many other courses in Columbia College. To assert that a

freshman course would be a good course for seniors is one

of the most important reasons why it is good for freshmen,

provided there is an abundance of material in it which the

freshman can assimilate, and provided it is presented in such

a manner as to cause the freshman to follow out the ideas

gained with further reading and study. The assumption

that our college students are not competent to use their

minds except in the groove plowed by their instructors, and

that college courses should be self-contained, complete and

open only at the top, is responsible for a good deal of the

lack of intellectual vitality so often observed among college

students.

The study preliminary to the reorganization of instruction

in elementary economics has gone forward successfully and
will be continued for another year. A set of cases is being

prepared somewhat after the fashion of the case books used

in the Law School. From a study of these carefully selected

cases of actual economic situations, the student will gradually

be inducted into a study and reasonable understanding of the

fabric of our society, and of the social and economic forces

that are operating to mould it. The method is far enough

along to be used to a certain extent in the course in elementary

economics during the year 1924-1925, but nothing will be

published until the cases have been tried out and the effective-

ness of the method thoroughly established.

The organization of some kind of an alternative to the

present six year course in Engineering has been discussed for

several years by all members of the University who are inter-

ested in Engineering education. At the last Faculty meeting

of the year a resolution was passed authorizing the Dean to
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approve schedules of study which will enable College students

to pursue a four year course leading to the degree of B.S.,

which will be conferred on the recommendation of the Faculty

of Applied Science. So far as the College is concerned, the

only effect of the new plan will be to accept as College stu-

dents these prospective four year men, with the expectation

that they will remain in the College for two years, the remain-

ing two years being under the Faculty of Applied Science.

Since, with our present accommodations, the registration

in the College cannot be allowed to increase, this means that

for every four year Engineering man who is admitted to

College someone else must be refused admission. Hence
the inclusion of a considerable number of four year engineers

would give the College a less permanent student body and
a smaller opportunity to present a worthy climax of the

College course to juniors and seniors. At the same time,

Columbia College is a part of Columbia University, and if

it is to enjoy the advantages of that relation it must expect

occasionally to contribute to the general good, even though

the immediate result is not what the College would most
desire for itself. The strength of the College depends on the

strength of the University, and of each one of its Schools.

Any action by the College, not too unfavorable to its welfare,

which tends to strengthen some other school of the University

will in time react to its advantage. In the meantime, the

College should make its offering so stimulating and worth

while that serious students will wish to get as much of it as

they possibly can, and consequently lengthen their collegiate

course from two to three, or even four, years.

Each of my annual reports has emphasized in one form or

another the conviction that Columbia College should edu-

cate the whole man: the physical, the social, the esthetic,

the religious, the intellectual aspects, each in its appropriate

manner. This does not mean that the College should attempt

to segregate these traits from each other, but rather that in

the entire scheme of education provided by the College each

of them should have its place, and each should be approached

in a manner in keeping with the main business of a liberal
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arts college. It would be easy enough to organize a number

of units in each of which one of these aspects should receive

exclusive attention. It is not so easy to keep them all har-

nessed in a team that pulls evenly and always in the direction

of an orderly development of the entire personality.

Whether it is possible permanently to keep the athletic

interests of a large and vigorous college harnessed to the

educational wagon some are inclined to doubt. One fact,

however, is certain. Unless the athletics of an institution

are conducted on a high level of sportsmanship, by men of

character who realize that athletics are a vital though second-

ary element in an educational institution, they may well

do more harm than good. An athletic policy which brings

about in both the faculty and the athletic people a feeling

that they are pulling in opposite directions is all too common
in our colleges. It is, of course, inevitable that there will

be a few members of any faculty who have a blind spot for

athletics, just as some otherwise educated people have a blind

spot for religion, or for art. But unless the athletic manage-

ment also has a blind spot for studies, good character and

sportsmanship, no controversy can arise.

There is a difference of opinion as to whether even the

most desirable and successful athletic policy brings to a

college the kind of students that the college most desires.

Of course successful athletics attracts athletes, but a college

of athletes who are not primarily students is a damage instead

of a blessing. In fact, I am inclined to think that among
the elements that go to make the solid reputation of a college,

athletic supremacy comes far down on the list in the minds

of those, both young and old, whose judgment really counts.

This means that the cultivation of athletics in the college

should be in the interest of the part that it plays in the educa-

tion both of players and of spectators. Unless athletics can

take its place in the picture, in its proper perspective, and

in cooperative relations with the rest of the college, trouble

is certain to arise.

The sine qua non of the athletic problem is a staff of coaches

and managers who know a college when they see one, and
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who regard themselves and are regarded by all as a part of

the teaching force of the institution, contributing through

the medium of their subject the stimulus toward a healthy

development of mind and character which athletics is best

adapted to contribute. This we are fortunate enough to

possess at Columbia. It is also necessary that there should

be frequent conference between the athletic people and the

more distinctly academic officers in order that both may
continually understand each other.

During the past year, with the cooperation of the Student

Board, a Committee has been organized which constitutes the

most effective contribution yet developed to the solution of

the athletic problem inside the College. This Committee

consists of five members: three undergraduates from the

junior class, the Graduate Manager of Athletics, and an

Assistant to the Dean appointed for this duty. The function

of this Committee is to see to it that the students who are

candidates for each of the various teams strike the right

balance between their studies and their athletics, that they do

not attempt to do more than they can do well, that schedules

of studies are wisely prepared, that the men who need stimu-

lus or encouragement or criticism receive it before it is too

late; in short, that the athletic activity of the students finds

its proper place in its relation to the more indispensable college

duties. This Committee has already justified its existence

as a bond of connection between the elements concerned, and

has protected many an over-enthusiastic youth from his

own ill considered zeal to the benefit not only of the boy and

the College, but of the principle back of the entire policy

which regards sane athletics as a proper and worthy con-

comitant of a college education.

Although athletics and religion do not seem at first sight to

have a great deal in common there are certain analogies in

their academic positions. I doubt whether many colleges

find that their students become so involved in religious activ-

ities as to endanger their academic standing, nor have I

heard that the alumni are over-zealous in stimulating and

supporting religious organizations to the embarrassment of
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the faculty. The similarities do not show themselves in just

this way. But they are nevertheless quite real. Here are two

features of the spirit of youth during and following the

adolescent years which everyone recognizes, the athletic and

the religious, but which our colleges have as yet found no

natural and adequate means of fitting into their scheme of

education. It makes no difference whether or not some of the

older generation have forgotten the joy of a hard athletic

contest; most young men rejoice in it, and it helps them in

the cultivation of the qualities of loyalty, self control, sacrifice,

and sportmanship. ' Similarly it makes no difference whether

some worldly wise persons regard questions of religion as un-

important; the fact is that they are not unimportant to our

youth, and any system of education that omits the considera-

tion of the religious side of man's nature is faulty and incom-

plete.

But the difficulty arises in finding an approach to the sub-

ject which is in accord with the college man's point of view.

For many years most colleges have offered a few courses

in the literature of the Bible, and have left the rest to student

religious organizations. This is good so far as it goes, but it

does not recognize the whole problem. The activities of these

organizations continue the social and religious interests which

the student brings with him to college. They tend to pre-

serve such religious nurture as the home training has afforded,

and to give adequate opportunity for the exercise of the

various kinds of service that are associated with these or-

ganizations. This work, however, is really an extra-curric-

ular activity, without any more organic relation with the

educational work of the College than uncoordinated athletic

interests would possess.

The object that I have in mind in this connection is not

an opportunity for the expression of the religious life of the

individual, but a means of analyzing and studying the reli-

gious life of man in as objective manner as one would study

any other human trait. Two years ago the first step was

taken in this direction by placing the responsibility for reli-

gious affairs more directly under Faculty control. Recently
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a plan for scholarly work in the field of religion, leading to the

Ph.D. degree, has been worked out through the cooperation

of the Graduate Faculties and the Union Theological Semi-

nary. This move gives the College exactly the stimulus that

is desired to build up, as rapidly as the demand may warrant,

courses that lead to the advanced work of the Graduate

School. During the year just closed a survey course has

been given which admirably serves the purpose of an intro-

duction to this new and important field. During the coming

year a new course on the Philosophy of Religion will be

offered which will make a critical study of the general intellec-

tual and institutional aspects of several of the more significant

religions, in the attempt to initiate a philosophic discussion

of the subject. These courses form a part of the plan of

recognizing the study of religion in the curriculum of Columbia

College and of affording as a part of a well rounded education

the opportunity to study and to understand the religious

aspect of the human spirit, as well as its artistic, its logical,

or its critical sides.

Probably the most harrowing task connected with the

administration of the College is the award of financial assis-

tance to students. The Committee on Scholarships receives

at least three times as many applications as the resources at

their disposal can satisfy. Most of the applications are

justified, and the Committee regrets that the funds are not

adequate for many more awards than they are able to make.

By Faculty action no student may receive or retain financial

assistance unless he passes all of his academic work. So long

as the funds are inadequate to take care of all deserving

cases, this rule is probably a wise one. But under these con-

ditions a deserving student sometimes becomes involved in a

vicious circle from which it is difficult to extricate him. A
very competent student who is obliged to earn his entire

expenses may receive financial assistance from the College,

only to lose it on account of attempting a heavier schedule

than he can carry together with all of his other duties. With

the necessity of earning his tuition added to his already heavy

financial burdens, it is quite out of the question to raise his
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grades so that the Committee has discretion to make an award.

This requires him to do more work for his support, get less

out of his College course, with the result that he finally

becomes discouraged and drops out. By means of loans funds

it has been possible to break this vicious circle in many in-

stances, but students near the beginning of their course

hesitate to borrow money which they see no possibility of

repaying until some time after graduation. Following action

by the Trustees of the University, beginning with the year

1925-1926, all of the funds which are available for disburse-

ment by the Committee on Scholarships of the College

will be used as a loan fund, except those that are required by

the deed of gift to be given out as scholarships without obliga-

tion for repayment. This will leave about thirty-five thousand

dollars per year for scholarships in Columbia College, an

amount less than one-third as much as is available in certain

other colleges of about the same size as Columbia, and with a

far wealthier student body. It will, therefore, be necessary to

use these funds as scholarships for the freshmen and sopho-

mores, requiring most of the juniors and seniors to take loans

in case they are in need. It is impossible to predict just what
effect this move will have upon the morale and the academic

work of the impecunious students, but it is to be hoped that

it will result in the considerable increase of both the loan

funds and the scholarship funds, so that it may once more be

said, as it was possible to say when the College was small,

that no student who does his College work faithfully and well

is obliged to leave because he cannot pay his tuition.

It is the fashion now-a-days to disparage the seriousness

and competence of the younger generation. I would recom-

mend any who feel that their faith in our youth is waning to

familiarize themselves with the efforts that scores and hun-

dreds of students of Columbia College are making to gain an

education. Scarcely a day passes without my learning from

students the details of a story of loyalty to parents, deter-

mination to go ahead, ambition to make the most of such

talents as they possess, which gives one complete confidence

that whatever one may think of the manners of some of our
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youth, when it comes to fundamentals, they are by no means
inferior to their fathers.

The erection of the proposed building at the corner of

114th Street and Amsterdam Avenue will provide dining

and grill rooms, adequate accommodations for the student

activities, additional dormitory space, and will go far toward

providing Columbia College with the equipment that it must
have if it is to go forward effectively in its present direction.

I will not at this time enlarge upon the service that this build-

ing will afford to the College. The considerations mentioned

in my report for the year 1922-1923 are still valid, and al-

though the financial necessities may require further delay, it

should be understood that this delay postpones by just so

much the time when the College can make an appeal to the

physical and social side of prospective students and their

parents at all commensurate with the appeal of our academic

work. The embarrassing fact is that a boy must eat as a

preliminary to his being a student. And there is no substitute

for the vigorous health for which proper food obtained under

suitable conditions is essential. If students were disembodied

spirits we could devote ourselves exclusively to their spiritual

welfare. Unfortunately, or perhaps fortunately, they are

exceedingly human, and impose upon us the responsibility of

taking care of their human needs.

During the past five years activity of the Faculty of the

College in the initiation of important College policies has been

conspicuous for its absence. The Faculty annually elects

two members of its Committee on Instruction, and is apparent-

ly willing to leave the active work of conducting the affairs of

the College to that Committee and to the other administra-

tive officers. At any rate, the Committee on Instruction

meets each week in a two—or often three-hour session for the

consideration of questions which seem at that moment to

be of importance to the College. Special action regarding

individual students is rarely taken. The Chairman usually

presents for discussion questions of policy which lead either to

the interpretation of Faculty action already taken, or to new
legislation. The Committee has, therefore, developed a two-
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fold function which seems to serve a distinct purpose for the

College. On the one hand it is a Committee of advice to the

Dean on all matters that he chooses to bring before it, whether

technically under the jurisdiction of the Faculty or of the

Dean. It is also the Executive Committee of the Faculty,

preparing legislation for its consideration in the form of res-

olutions, thus sparing the Faculty countless hours of dis-

cussion. By means of conferences with representatives of

departments and with students, the Committee is able to

carry most questions that should be brought before the

Faculty through the controversial to the judicial stage. As

a consequence, during recent years there has been practically

no discussion or debate on the floor of the Faculty, all of the

resolutions presented by the Committee being accepted

unanimously without comment.

The provision of the Faculty that a member of the Com-

mittee on Instruction is not eligible for reelection until at

least one year has elapsed has been in force for nearly fifteen

years. As a consequence of this provision a considerable

number of the Faculty have served on the Committee and

know from their own experience the painstaking care with

which the Committee considers the questions that are brought

before it. It may be that this policy has resulted in a certain

amount of confidence in its deliberations.

If the situation just described meant that the Faculty is

not sufficiently interested in the affairs of the College to care

to discuss them there would be ground for serious alarm.

After careful thought I am convinced that such is not the

case. During the past year several meetings of the teaching

staff have been held at the Faculty House for the informal

discussion of live educational topics. Not only have these

meetings been largely attended, but the interest displayed in

the discussions has been marked. It is perfectly evident

that the Faculty is vitally interested in the educational work

of the College, but it is just as evident that they are perfectly

willing to let the details of administration and discipline be

attended to by someone else. This seems to mean that the

Faculty assume that the administrative officers will make the
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conditions under which the real work of the College is done

as satisfactory as possible without their being asked or expected

to attend to it. The entire time and energy of the teaching

staff can, therefore, be devoted to educational work with a

minimum of diversion to administration.

It should not be forgotten, however, that certain details

like the regular observance of stated and adequate office

hours, the punctual report of grades and attendance, sufficient

conference with colleagues regarding the content and conduct

of courses, are semi-administrative duties which cannot be

avoided if the College is to progress smoothly and effectively.

For example, an important result of one of the conferences

of the teaching staff was the discovery that the grades handed

in by the instructors to the Registrar are by no means uni-

form in meaning. Some instructors give grades that are

in part based on estimates of certain qualities of character,

such as reliability, industry, punctuality, and the like. Others

rule out all such considerations and give grades that indicate

only knowledge of the course. There can be no doubt that

the qualities of character referred to are important and that

some method should be devised to make them matters of

record, provided a reasonably accurate method of estimating

and reporting them can be developed. But at the present

time there seems to be no conviction on the part of the teach-

ing staff that their estimate of such qualities would be suffi-

ciently accurate to be helpful. It goes without saying that

inaccurate estimates of qualities of character on the record

of a student would be grossly unfair and misleading. One
of the immediate necessities is to find out whether any of

the means of estimating qualities of character now used in

other institutions are really safe and fair, and to see to it

that our own records mean something which is definite and

uniform.

The whole question of measurement in collegiate education

is gradually progressing to a point where another forward

step can be taken. The use of the so-called Intelligence

Test as a part of our requirement for admission has passed

the experimental stage. Our experience of this past six years
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assures us that this test gives us important information about

our entering students. The Placement Examinations referred

to in my last report are still in the experimental stage. They
were given in September, 1923, to all students who were

admitted to College, in order to determine exactly what
courses in English, modern language, and mathematics each

student was qualified to take.' The results in the Department

of English were definite and resulted in the complete organi-

zation of the freshman courses in that subject several weeks

earlier than has been previously possible. In modern language

and in mathematics the results indicate the possibility of

far more accurate placement than is possible on the basis

of the school records. The examinations will be continued

in September, 1924, with the expectation of results that

will be conclusive regarding the significance of these tests.

There can be little doubt that one of the most pressing

needs felt at present by our colleges is that of obtaining data

for and methods of giving correct vocational advice to stu-

dents. The best information available indicates that an

average of about ten years is spent by college graduates before

they find the life work for which they are best adapted. The
saving in human energy that would result from the discovery

of a means of avoiding even a small percentage of this flounder-

ing is evidently very great.

At present the most effective method seems to be the time-

honored one of personal interview. The reasons for the

inadequacy of this method are many and probably unavoid-

able. Not enough persons exist in our college faculties who
have the combination of temperament, judgment, time and
opportunity to give advice to all who ought to have it. And
even if they did exist, few of them are or can be on sufficiently

intimate terms with the students to afford them adequate

data for accurate advice. Consequently, any attempt to

develop the method of personal interview as a final solution

of this problem seems doomed to failure from the start.

It is probable that the study of individual differences and
the methods of testing these differences have progressed to

a point where a scientific study of at least some of the simpler
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aspects of the problem might yield important results. But

the field is too vast for any one college to attempt to cover,

or even to enter without the cooperation of other institutions.

There are very few scholars who possess the equipment, the

training, the vision, and the human sympathy to direct such

work. The coming year, however, should see the organization

of a means of attacking this difficult problem on a scale com-

mensurate with its importance. And when this is done, the

preliminary work which has already been accomplished in

Columbia College will undoubtedly be of value, both on

account of the actual results obtained and the methods em-

ployed.

There seems to be no reason to fear that the College may
not continue during the coming year to improve its distinctly

academic work, always remembering that it is educating a

whole man rather than a scientific or a literary or an artistic

fragment. It is hoped that it may also progress toward a

solution of the great problem of discovering these young

men to themselves, to the end that they may see clearly into

what niche of our complex social order they may fit with

the greatest satisfaction to themselves and the maximal bene-

fit to the community.

Respectfully submitted,

Herbert E. Hawkes,

Dean
June jo, 1924
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REPORT OF THE ACTING DEAN
FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1924

To the President of the University

Sir:

I have the honor to submit the report for the School of Law
for the academic year ending June 30, 1924.

The registration of the School was as follows

:

Graduate Students 6

Third Year—Class of 1924 216

Second Year—Class of 1925 188

First Year—Class of 1926 259

Non-Matriculated Students 26

Total 695

Summer Session 256

951
Less Duplications 125

Net Total 826

Colleges and universities whose graduates were in

attendance during the academic year 1923-1924 num-
ber 103.

During the year the degree of LL.B. was awarded to

172 candidates and the degree of LL.M. to 3 candidates.

The retirement of Dean Stone upon leave of absence from

October 1, 1923, and by resignation effective June 30, 1924,

coupled with the desire of the President and Trustees of the

University to give the fullest consideration to the selection

of his successor, resulted in the designation by the President,

in accordance with the Statutes of the University, of an Acting

Dean.

Dean Stone had been connected with the Law School since

1895, first as a student, then as instructor and Professor of

Law, and since 1910 as Dean of the Law Faculty. Under his
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administration the School had grown in numbers and use-

fulness. To students and Faculty he was always a guiding

and inspiring teacher and colleague. He gave unstintingly

of his time, his energy and his great ability to the development

of the School and its opportunities. What to others might

seem inconsequential details received his patient considera-

tion and attention. No question involving the School or

one of its students was unimportant in his estimation. It

was by this patient attention to detail that he developed the

School, its Faculty and its student body.

Dean Stone's appointment as Attorney General of the

United States resulted in the advancement to April 7, 1924,

of the effective date of his resignation. The vacancy caused

by Dean Stone's retirement has been filled by Professor

Huger W. Jervey, who graduated from the Law School in

19 1 3 and became an Associate Professor in the Faculty of

Law on July 1, 1923. The selection of Professor Jervey,

effective as of July 1, 1924, followed the unanimous recom-

mendation of the Law Faculty.

The teaching staff of the School has suffered the additional

loss of John Bassett Moore, Hamilton Fish Professor of

International Law and Diplomacy, and Munroe Smith,

Bryce Professor of European Legal History, both of whom
retired on June 30, 1924. Professor Moore will continue to

have an office at the University where he will spend such time

as his duties as a Judge of the International Court of Justice

permit and where he will keep his important collection of

international law documents.

Other changes in the teaching staff include the promotion

of Associate Professors Noel T. Dowling, Edwin W. Patter-

son, Richard R. B. Powell, and Huger W. Jervey to be

Professors of Law; the appointment of Mr. Roswell F. Magill,

formerly of the Law Faculty of Chicago University, as

Assistant Professor of Law for one year, and the appointment

of Professor Karl N. Llewellyn of the Yale Law School

Faculty, as Visiting Lecturer for one year with the under-

standing that at the end of that year Professor Llewellyn

will become an Associate Professor in our Law Faculty.
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On the recommendation of the Faculty of Law, a Cutting

Traveling Fellowship was awarded to Mr. John H. Johnson,

who received his LL.B. degree in 1924, with a view to his

pursuing researches in England respecting the development

of Real Property law by modern legislation.

During the year the Trustees authorized the appointment

of an Assistant to the Dean to deal with those detailed prob-

lems which, notwithstanding our central administration, are

involved in the daily administration of the School.

The School has fully absorbed the recent changes in the

teaching staff and is splendidly equipped to render, under

Dean Jervey's leadership, new and expanding service in

the cause of legal education.

Respectfully submitted,

Thomas I. Parkinson,

Acting Dean
June 30, 1924



SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

REPORT OF THE DEAN
FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1 924

To the President of the University

Sir:

I have the honor to submit the following report of the work
at the College of Physicians and Surgeons for the year ending

June 30, 1924:

Three hundred seventy-three students registered for the

courses leading to the M.D. degree. There were 101 First

Year students, 89 Second Year, 95 Third and 88 Fourth Year
students. There were 35 graduate students who registered in

various departments of the School of Medicine under the

Faculty of Pure Science. In the courses for graduates in

medicine there were 849 students. We wish to again express

our appreciation of the earnest cooperative efforts on the

part of the premedical teachers at Columbia College in the

selection of students.

The following promotions have been made:

Alphonse R. Dochez from Associate Professor to Professor of Medicine

Alwin M. Pappenheimer from Associate Professor to Professor of Pathology

Calvin B. Coulter from Associate to Associate Professor of Bacteriology

William W. Herrick from Assistant Clinical Professor to Associate Pro-

fessor of Clinical Medicine

Edgar G. Miller, Jr. from Assistant Professor to Associate Professor of

Bio-Chemistry

Karl M. Vogel from Assistant Professor to Associate Professor of Clinical

Pathology

Maxwell Karshan from Instructor to Assistant Professor of Bio-Chemistry

John B. Lynch from Instructor to Assistant Professor of Ophthalmology

Mary Nevin from Instructor to Assistant Professor of Bacteriology

Max Schulman from Associate to Assistant Professor of Clinical Medicine

Frederick B. Humphreys from Associate to Assistant Professor of Bac-

teriology
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Distinct progress has been made in developing the courses

for graduates in medicine under their own Administrative

Board.

As a result of the report of the Committee appointed to

consider the problem of the full-time organization in the clini-

cal departments, the Faculty adopted the following resolu-

tions at its December meeting:

RESOLUTIONS REGARDING ORGANIZATION
OF CLINICAL DEPARTMENTS

December 17, 1923

Resolved, that

1. The Faculty of Medicine approves the report of its Committee on

Administration relating to like academic status in all departments of the

University.

2. The Faculty of Medicine recommends that the Directors of Medicine

and Surgery be authorized to organize their departments on the same

basis as is enjoyed by all other departments of the University, and is

guaranteed under Section 65 of the University Statutes.

3. The Faculty of Medicine recommends that the salaries in the De-

partments of Medicine and Surgery be adjusted to conform with those in

other departments of the Medical School.

4. The Faculty of Medicine recommends that, in order to minimize

individual personal hardships, these adjustments be made gradually and

in accordance with the specific Budget Proposals of the Directors of the

departments concerned; the complete adjustment in all cases to be accom-

plished within three years.

5. A copy of these resolutions together with a copy of the Report upon

which they are based shall be forwarded to the President, for such action,

if any, as may be necessary.

These were approved by the Trustees in January and by the

Board of Managers of the Presbyterian Hospital, and begin-

ning at that time the new plan was put into effect. The most

important change was that the men who were giving their full

day to their University work and who limited their private

patients to those who could and would come to the Hospital,

began to have direct dealings with their patients. They ren-

dered bills to these patients and the patients paid them directly

instead of paying the Hospital. The additional salaries which

the University had been paying these men were decreased
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gradually during the year and the sum turned over to the

University by the Hospital for this purpose correspondingly

decreased. This meant that the Hospital generously allowed

these men a year to adjust themselves to the new conditions.

As before, the individual is free to regulate the amount and

character of private work that he does in any way that seems

best to him, provided that it does not "interfere with the

thorough, efficient and earnest performance of the duties of

his office." (Statutes §65.)

The members of the Departments of Medicine and Surgery

are now on the same basis as are those of the fundamental de-

partments of the Medical School, as well as the other depart-

ments of the University. The present plan allows far greater

latitude in the building up of an organization within a depart-

ment of individuals who differ widely in their special abilities

and usefulness as well as in their needs and opportunities.

This plan allows each individual to personally arrange his

mode of living and of work instead of attempting by legisla-

tion to control the activities of a group made up of individuals

who vary widely among themselves as to the different qualifi-

cations required of clinical teachers. As has been mentioned

in previous discussions of this problem, it should be possible

not only to include in a department men of varying qualifica-

tions, whose energies are devoted in a varying degree to teach-

ing, research and the care of the sick, but also to allow each

individual over a period of years to adjust his daily schedule

to meet changing conditions. It should be possible for men
to gradually come from outside practice into the full-time

organization and it is of even greater importance to allow

them to gradually change from the full-time to the part-time

plan. A good deal of information has been obtained by the

experiment of the last three years and much first-hand knowl-

edge gained. The early adoption of the extreme type of full-

time is in no way regretted, and during this period a strong,

active and useful department has been built up in Medicine

and Surgery to a degree which could not have been obtained

under any other plan. There is a wide variation in conditions

existing in the different schools and hospitals which are ex-
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perimenting with the full-time type of organization and condi-

tions in each individual place will probably vary from year

to year. It is rather confidently hoped that methods will be

established before long whereby the best results may be ob-

tained not only for the promotion of teaching, investigation

and care of the sick, but also for the welfare of the individual

members of these departments. One cannot but admire and

gratefully appreciate the sincere devotion and patient and

loyal efforts of the individual members of the departments who
have met and helped toward solving this difficult problem.

Considerable progress has been made toward the founding

of a School of Tropical Medicine on the island of Porto Rico.

A cordial and generous invitation was extended to the Uni-

versity by the Government of Porto Rico to cooperate in

founding and maintaining a School of Tropical Medicine at

San Juan. In June the Senate and House passed a joint reso-

lution establishing such a School and providing a site of land,

$100,000 for the erection of a suitable building and a generous

annual budget for maintenance. They look to the University

for the administrative and educational work in this School.

The Trustees have approved of the plan and have agreed to

participate as far as funds available will permit. It is hoped

that courses will be given beginning in the fall of 1925, using

at first the Institute of Tropical Medicine which has been in

existence for a number of years at San Juan, until the new
building shall be completed. The facilities existing in Porto

Rico offer very unusual opportunities for the carrying on of

research and instruction in diseases peculiar to the tropics.

It seems much more desirable to have such teaching and re-

search carried on where these conditions exist so that they may
be studied and taught in their own environment rather than

having the school in a northern region and importing the

material to that point. The study of the causes and preven-

tion of such conditions can much more readily be carried on

where the process may be considered as a whole rather than

in the more disjointed and separate manner. It is earnestly

hoped that funds may be obtained from interested persons
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which will enable the University to assume its share of the

financial burden of such a project.

The rapid development of this idea is due to the vision and
activities of a number of men : in Porto Rico, most especially

to Colonel Bailey K. Ashford, U. S. A., and to the hearty and

enthusiastic support of Governor Towner, Senor Barcelo,

President of the Senate, Senor Guerra, Speaker of the House,

and Dr. Pedro Ortiz, Commissioner of Health; in New York,

to Dr. A. L. Goodman, P&S 1895, and Dr. A. Lopez, Syracuse

University, 1904.

Continued progress in the plans for the new buildings for

the Medical Center has been made, the most difficult part of

the work having been the reduction from what is desired to

what can be built for the money available. It is confidently

expected that during the coming academic year ground will

be broken and construction commenced of the first two units

of the proposed Medical Center: buildings for the School of

Medicine and the Presbyterian Hospital. It is sincerely

hoped that the other portions of the Center will soon follow.

DEPARTMENTAL REPORTS

The present executive officer of the Department of Bacteriology was

offered and accepted the headship of this Department at a relatively late

date (June) in the academic year. This, together with the fact that no

one of the past staff remained, made it necessary to organize the department

on an emergency basis for the first year.

Dr. Hopkins, long a member of the Department but in recent years

associated only on a research basis, volunteered to return to active teach-

ing and his assistance has been invaluable during this transition period.

The rest of what must be regarded as not merely an adequate but a really

unusual group, including Drs. Coulter, Humphreys and Weiss, Mrs. Nevin,

and, as assistants, the Misses Clark and Callow, was assembled for the

most part on a part-time basis.

Although the number of courses formerly offered by the Department has

been temporarily reduced, the facilities for instruction and the number of

students have not only not decreased but indeed markedly increased, owing

to the somewhat unexpected taking over of the New York Dental School.

This unexpected influx of approximately 150 students necessitated the

repetition of the regular medical course in the spring term and the assem-

bling of a second emergency staff consisting of Drs. Stevens and Gross,

Mr. Haviland, Mrs. Keeler and Miss Hazen. Graduate students to the
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number of three from the University at large have taken the regular courses

designed for medical or dental students.

Inasmuch as no undergraduate courses in general or non-medical bac-

teriology are offered by the Department, or indeed in the University, no

students are accepted unless they have completed such a course elsewhere.

It should be stated that we have not met with any demand for such a

course sufficient to justify its establishment.

Graduate students to the number of eight have been enrolled in the more

advanced courses offered by the Department.

The main effort of the Department in teaching has been expended on the

regular course in bacteriology as prescribed for medical students. A
new outline of the course has been devised and published, differing in

details only from such courses as given elsewhere, except in the introduc-

tion of experimental problems for each student, worked out individually

and demonstrated to the class. This innovation here has apparently met

with approval by the students, to judge from their interest in the work.

The course offered for dental students is the same as that for medical

students except for omission of the problem work.

In addition to research opportunities available for regular graduate

students in the University, facilities for advanced investigation have been

given to the following special workers: Dr. Bent, Fellow in Medicine of

the National Research Council; Drs. Boucek, Combiescu and Ionescu-

Mihaesti, all Fellows of the Rockefeller Foundation. Drs. Ornstein and

Steinbach have continued work with us in conjunction with the Depart-

ments of Dermatology and Medicine.

Productive scholarship is at least as important a function of a university

department as is the transmission of acquired knowledge. In re-establish-

ing a department, the adjustment of all members to a new environment

involves a certain period of lag. In addition, the majority of the staff this

year had outside responsibilities and interests. In spite of these temporary

deterring conditions, work already in progress has continued and new prob-

lems have actually been undertaken.

Dr. Gay, assisted by Dr. Bent, Dr. Weiss and Miss Clark, has continued

his work on the relation of clasmatocytes to streptococcus immunity which

it is believed involves rather fundamental relations, and has published two
articles on this subject.

Dr. Coulter has continued his work on the source of electrical charge

of red blood cells.

Dr. Hopkins, in conjunction with Mrs. Keeler, Miss Rockstraw and

Miss Nichols, has been working on the luetin reaction and on comparison

of various diagnostic tests for syphilis.

Dr. Humphreys has just prepared for publication an article on acrolein

production by certain anerobic bacteria.

Mrs. Nevin has completed her observations on the effect of Drayer's

vaccine on tuberculosis and will undoubtedly be forced to the conclusion

that it gives no therapeutic promise. She has also recently published a

paper on poliomyelitis.
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Dr. Weiss has worked with Mr. Baird on xylose fermentation by the

typhoid group.

Miss Callow continued with profit her work on the bacteriophage phe-

nomenon.

Mrs. Parker has done most interesting work on skin tests in staphy-

lococcus infections and on local anaphylactic reactions in guinea pigs.

Drs. Ornstein and Steinbach have worked in collaboration with the

Department of Dermatology and the Department of Medicine on lupus

erythematosus in relation to tuberculosis and have also obtained interesting

results on the resistance of rats to tuberculosis.

Mr. Eggerth is investigating the adjuvant effect of serum and serum

constituents on the bactericidal action of acriflavine.

The problems under investigation bj' members of the staff and graduate

students are discussed weekly or bi-weekly at a seminar.

Dr. Gay, at the request of the National Research Council, has continued

to serve as Chairman of the Medical Fellowship Board. It is believed that

the time given to this work is justified in view of the importance this fellow-

ship system shows evidence of assuming in medical education.

The outstanding feature of the work of the Department of Biological

Chemistry for the year was the instruction, in our laboratory here, of the

second-year class of 137 dental students. These students were given in-

struction for twelve hours a week, throughout the first half-year, under

special mechanical difficulties due to over-crowding, but which the staff

was able to surmount. The officers of the Department believe that the

students of dentistry should be given instruction in the medical sciences

in the laboratories in which similar instruction is given to the students of

medicine. In conformity with that policy, every effort was made to meet

the mechanical requirements of such cooperation with the School of

Dentistry.

In addition to the laboratory instruction of 137 second-year students of

dentistry, the Department also gave a series of lectures to 128 first-year

students of dentistry. This course of weekly lectures was given by Dr.

Harrow during the second half-year in the building of the School of

Dentistry.

The number of students given laboratory instruction in the Department

during the year may be noted from the appended summary:

School of Medicine, entire year 102

School of Dentistry, first half-year 137

School of Pure Science, candidates for the degree of Ph.D.,

entire year 12

School of Pure Science, candidates for the degree of A.M.,

entire year 4

Special students (4) and advanced workers (10) 14

Total 269
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Officers of the Department also gave courses of lectures, in other parts

of the University, to students in Practical Arts, Pharmacy, Dentistry and

Oral Hygiene.

The subjects of research that have received special attention in the lab-

oratory during the year may be indicated briefly as follows

:

Quantitative micromethods for clinical analysis. Cation ratios of blood

and tissues in health and disease. Biochemical studies of skin. Studies

of salivary mucin, and its quantitative determination. Chemical studies

of internal secretions. Synthetic media for bacterial growth. Pharma-

cology of glutathione. Arsenic medication. Formation of amino acids in

plant tissues. Physiological behavior of glyceryl tri-margarate (Intarvin).

Precipitation tests in syphilitic sera. Hydrogen-ion concentration in

intestinal contents. Intestinal toxins. Vitamines of germinated grain.

Dentition in white rats. Placental transmission of inorganic ions. Isola-

tion of antibodies. Nucleosidases. Protein colloidal reactions and the

Donnan equilibrium. Formation of salivary calculus. Excretion in the

saliva.

These researches have been conducted by members of the staff, graduate

students and special workers.

Four candidates for the degree of Ph.D., with their major subjects in

Biological Chemistry, fulfilled the requirements for the award of that de-

gree. Of these was Dr. San Yin Wong of the staff of the Peking Union

Medical College. Two of these successful candidates availed themselves

of an opportunity to meet some of the requirements on a plan of informal

affiliation between the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research and the

Department.

In the fall of 1919 Dr. Max Kahn (then and now a member of the staff)

initiated, in our laboratory, an effort to prepare an artificial fat which,

in persons suffering from diabetes, would yield the energy of a normal fat

but which would not be convertible into the poisonous acidic substances

that are derived, in diabetes, from natural fats. This research culminated

during the year, with the cooperation of Professor McKee of the Depart-

ment of Chemical Engineering, in the preparation of large quantities of

glyceryl tri-margarate ("Intarvin"), the fatty-acid radicals of which con-

tain an odd number of carbon atoms and which, in diabetes, may be com-

pletely oxidized without production of such toxic substances as beta-

hydroxy-butyric-acid, which ordinarily arise in that disease.

Experiments now in progress in our laboratory with this artificial fat

have shown that glyceryl tri-margarate, added to a balanced normal diet

in quantities equal to from 5 to 12 per cent, and eaten by healthy albino

rats, through four successive generations in one series of tests and five

generations in another, failed to induce the slightest evidence of toxicity.

Glyceryl tri-margarate is digestible, absorbable, and assimilable.

The departmental bibliography has been published in the University

Bibliography. Repetition is therefore avoided in this statement.
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In recognition of their earnest and effective service, and of their prospec-

tive further development in teaching and research, Assistant Professor

Edgar G. Miller, Jr., and Instructor Maxwell Karshan have been promoted,

respectively, to the grades of Associate Professor and Assistant Professor.

Professor Gies is about to complete the study of dental education, which

he has been conducting for the Carnegie Foundation. The public report

will be issued early in the fall. Last September he was elected a Fellow

of the American College of Dentists, which body expressed in that special

manner its hearty approval of the way in which the study of dental educa-

tion had been conducted and of the general recommendations ensuing from

it. These recommendations are, in effect, (a) the advancement of dental

education to an academic basis of at least two years of work in a college of

liberal arts; (b) a three-year professional curriculum for the training of

general practitioners of dentistry; (c) close accord with medicine in the

character and aims of the instruction in the medical sciences; (d) and the

addition, to the undergraduate curriculum, of several years of elective

graduate curricula for the training of specialists such as orthodontists and

oral surgeons, particularly in combined medico-dental curricula, with a

view to making dentistry the service equivalent of an oral specialty of

medicine.

The Department of Dermatology and Syphilology again shows an in-

crease in its activities, having treated 5,724 new patients, whose total

visits amounted to 41,64s. 4,904 salvarsan treatments were given and

6,923 mercury injections. 3,836 Wassermanns were taken.

The special clinic devoted to the treatment of prenatal and congenital

syphilis has been continued during the past year, pregnant women, infants

and children being taken care of one day in the week. This has resulted

in a larger attendance and has enabled the department to treat and follow

up these cases in a more systematic manner.

Research in chemo-therapy has been active. Studies on the distribution

and excretion of arsenic in the body fluids of syphilitic patients after treat-

ment are now completing their third year. The scope of the work has been

greatly increased over that of the preceding two years and has also included

animal experimentation on a large scale. In addition to the director of

this division, Dr. C. N. Myers, five assistants have been engaged on the

various problems. The results published this year have appeared in twelve

papers, the titles of which are given in the bibliography. Several other

communications are under way for next year and, in addition to the arsenic

studies, it is planned to work on several problems connected with certain

phases of the blood chemistry of syphilitic patients.

As the quarters assigned for syphilis therapy in the Vanderbilt Clinic

have long been outgrown, it has recently been assigned two floors and the

basement of the vacated dental building. This space has been converted

into waiting, examining and treatment rooms. The alterations and equip-

ment will entail an expenditure of $8,000 to $10,000. A special fund has
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been established for this purpose, to which Mr. Herman A. Metz has con-

tributed $5,000 and two patients of Dr. Fordyce's—$2,000 and $250

respectively.

Dr. A. Benson Cannon, in collaboration with Dr. George G. Ornstein

of the Department of Bacteriology, has carried on an investigation as to

the possible relationship of lupus erythematosus, erythema induratum,

sarcoid, and papulo-necrotic tuberculide to tuberculosis. Tissue has been

removed from patients and inoculated into guinea pigs. Several

positive results have been obtained, the details of which will be incorporated

in a communication from the joint departments. Tuberculin injections

have been given in most of these cases.

In the Wassermann division a study has been made during the year of

the Kahn precipitation test for syphilis, which work will be reported before

the Society of Experimental Biology and Medicine.

Studies on the fermentation reactions of the ringworm fungi were com-

pleted and published in the Archives of Syphilology and Dermatology for

November and December, 1923. A report on the treatment of syphilis

in experimentally infected rabbits and human beings was also made in the

Archives of Syphilology and Dermatology for June, 1923. Conclusions have

been made from doubtful cases for diagnosis of chancroid and ringworm

infections

In the division of radiotherapy, 5,695 x-ray treatments were given, in

addition to 1,287 observations. 149 cases received 1,080 treatments by
Kromayer or Alpine light. 340 new clinical photographs were taken.

Three years ago the employment of endothermy was begun at the Clinic

under the charge of Dr. George A. Wyeth. The results obtained in the

treatment of certain types of malignant growths of the skin and mucous

membranes, as well as in lupus vulgaris, warts, moles and pigmented nevi,

have been such as to justify its more extended use. Dr, Wyeth has de-

vised an improvement over the original apparatus which he has called the

endotherm. This machine provides, by a sharp, pointed needle applicator,

a monopolar current for desiccating, a bipolar current for coagulating and

a current of extremely high frequency for the endotherm knife. By means

of the first current, cases of skin tuberculosis and other local growths have

been successfully treated.

Deeper, more widespread lesions and the more malignant conditions are

treated by bipolar endothermy. The endotherm provides the necessary

amount and kind of current and the coagulation is carried to anjr desired

depth, after which the lesion is excised by the endotherm knife. This

knife, the most recent development in endothermy, is of value to the

patient because it sears off lymphatics and small blood vessels as it cuts,

making a sterile incision without incrustation, such as follows the use of

the cautery knife. The advantage to the operator is that he has the three

currents in one machine, with the same applicator. Hence, after the

malignancy is coagulated in situ, a turn of the switch brings into use
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the endotherm knife by means of which excision can be made without

hemorrhage.

Endothermy, by its quickness and cleanness of application, its accuracy

of dosage, its reduction of the dangers of metastasis and the likelihood of

recurrence, and the good cosmetic results following its use is winning a high

place in the treatment of accessible neoplastic disease.

PUBLICATIONS

Dk. J. A. Fordyce:

The Prognosis of Syphilis. American Journal of the Medical Sciences,

September 1923, No. 3, Vol. clxvi, p. 313.

A Hitherto Undescribed Condition of the Tongue. (In collabora-

tion with Dr. A. B. Cannon.) Archives of Dermatology and
Syphilology, December 1923, Vol. 8, pp. 749-753.

Results in the Treatment of Congenital Syphilis. (In collabora-

tion with Dr. Isadore Rosen.) Archives of Dermatology and
Syphilology, March 1924, Vol. 9, pp. 355~367-

Quantitative Studies in Syphilis from a Clinical and Biologic
Point of View.

1. Normal Arsenic. (In collaboration with Isadore Rosen, M.D.,
and C. N. Myers, Ph.D.) Archives of Internal Medicine, May
1923, Vol. 31, pp. 739-757-

2. Arsenical Content in Scales, Blood and Urine in Arsenical
and Non-arsenical Eruptions. (In collaboration with Isadore

Rosen, M.D., and C. N. Myers, PhD.) American Journal of

Syphilology, Vol. VII, No. 2, April 1923, pp. 209.

3. Arsenic Content in the Blood at Various Intervals after
Intravenous Injections of Salvarsan. (In collaboration with
Isadore Rosen, M.D., and C. N. Myers, Ph.D.) American Journal
of Syphilology, Vol. VII, No. 2, April 1923, p. 22.

4. Arsenic Content of the Blood and Spinal Fluid after Neo-
salvarsan in the Swift-Ellis Method of Treatment. (In

collaboration with Isadore Rosen, M.D., and C. N. Myers, Ph.D.)
American Journal of Syphilology, Vol. VII, No. 3, July 1923, p. 444.

5. Arsenic Content of the Spinal Fluid after Salvarsan in the
Swift-Ellis Method of Treatment. (In collaboration with
Isadore Rosen, M.D., and C. N. Myers, Ph.D.) American Journal
of Syphilology, Vol. VII, No. 3, July 1923, p. 478.

6. Arsenic Content of the Spinal Fluid after Salvarsan and
Drainage. (In collaboration with Isadore Rosen, M.D., and C. N.
Myers, Ph.D.) American Journal of Syphilology, Vol. VII, No.

3, July 1923, p. 513.

7. The Arsenic Content of the Blood after Intravenous Injec-
tions of Silver Salvarsan. (In collaboration with Isadore Rosen,
M.D., and C. N. Myers, Ph.D.) American Journal of Syphilology,

Vol. VII, No. 3, July 1923.

8. The Arsenic Content of the Blood after Intravenous Injec-
tions of Neosalvarsan. (In collaboration with Isadore Rosen,
M.D., and C. N. Myers, Ph.D.) American Journal of Syphilology,

Vol. VIII, No. 1, January 1924, p. 34.
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9. Arsenic in Human Milk after Intravenous Injections of

Salvarsan. (In collaboration with Isadore Rosen, M.D., and
C. N. Myers, Ph.D.) American Journal of Syphilology, Vol. VIII,

No. 1, January 1924, p. 65.

10. Partition of Arsenic in Serum and Clot after Intravenous
Administration of Salvarsan, Neosalvarsan and Silver Sal-

varsan. (In collaboration with Isadore Rosen, M.D., and C. N.
Myers, Ph.D.) American Journal of Syphilology, Vol. VIII, No.
2, April 1924, p. 193.

11. Arsenic Content of the Blood after Intravenous Injections
of Tryparsamide. (In collaboration with Isadore Rosen, M.D.,
and C. N. Myers, Ph.D.) American Journal of Syphilology, Vol.

VIII, No. 2, April 1924, p. 264.

12. Arsenic Content of the Cerebrospinal Fluid after Intraven-
ous Injections of Hypertonic Saline Solution and Neo-
salvarsan. (In collaboration with Isadore Rosen, M.D., and C. N.
Myers, Ph.D.) American Journal of Syphilology, Vol. VIII, No.
2, April 1924, p. 297.

Dr. Isadore Rosen:

(In collaboration with Dr. Fordyce and Dr. Myers. See bibliography

above, Quantitative Studies in Syphilis from a Clinical and
Biologic Point of View.)

Dr. Chester N. Myers:
(In collaboration with Dr. Fordyce and Dr. Rosen. See bibliography

above, Quantitative Studies in Syphilis from a Clinical and
Biologic Point of View.)

Dr. George M. Mackee:
1

.

Revision and Rewriting of Chapter on Roentgen Dermatitis and
Radium Dermatitis in the Nelson Loose Leaf Encyclopaedia of

Medicine.

2. Dermatitis Artifacta Simulating Roentgen Dermatitis. (In

collaboration with Dr. George C. Andrews.) American Journal of

Roentgenology and Radium Therapy, August 1923, Vol. X, No. 8,

pp. 617-622.

3. Coolidge Tube Quantitative Variations. (In collaboration

with Dr. George C. Andrews.) American Journal of Roentgen-
ology, June 1924.

4. The Square of the Distance Law for Filtered Roentgen Radia-
tion. (In collaboration with Dr. George C. Andrews.) To be
published in the American Journal of Roentgenology for July, 1924.

5. Major Ectodermal Defect, Clinical and Histological Study
and Review of the Literature. (In collaboration with Dr.
George C. Andrews.) To be published in the Archives of Derma-
tology and Syphilology.

Dr. George C. Andrews:
(In collaboration with Dr. MacKee. See bibliography above, articles

2-5-)

Dr. Fred Wise:

1. Bullous Eruptions in Hemorrhagic Sarcoma of Kaposi and
in Lichen Planus. (In collaboration with Dr. J. J. Eller.)

Archives of Dermatology and Syphilology, May 1923, Vol. 7, pp.
625-631.
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2. Acrodermatitis Chronica Atrophicans and Its Relation to
Scleroderma. New York Medical Journal and Medical Record,
July 18, 1923.

3. Pruritis with Lichenification. Further Observations on Neuro-
dermatitis of Brocq or Lichen Chronicus Circumscriptus of Vidal.
(In collaboration with Dr. J. J. Eller.) New York Medical Journal
and Medical Record, December 5, 1923.

4. Diseases of the Skin in Their Relation to Internal Medicine.
(In collaboration with Dr. J. J. Eller.) Medical Review of Re-
views, XXX, 3. March 1924.

Dr. Joseph J. Eller:

(In collaboration with Dr. Wise. See bibliography above, articles I,

3 and 4.)

X-ray and Combined Treatment of Acne Vulgaris. New York
Medical Journal and Medical Record, July 1923.

Common Drug Eruptions. New York State Journal of Medicine,
October 1923.

Dr. David L. Satenstein:

The Roentgen Ray as a Therapeutic Agent in the Treatment of
Pyorrhea Alveolaris. Dental Outlook, March 1924.

Dr. A. Benson Cannon:
A Hitherto Undescribed Condition of the Tongue. (In collabora-

tion with Dr. Fordyce.) Archives of Dermatology and Syphilology,
December 1923, Vol. 8, pp. 749-753.

Lumbar Puncture in Neuro-Syphilis. New York Journal and Medi-
cal Record.

Dr. J. Gardner Hopkins:

Bismuth in the Treatment of Syphilis. Archives of Dermatology
and Syphilology, Vol. 7, No. 6, pp. 745-762.

Fermentation Reactions of the Ringworm Fungi. (In collabora-

tion with Dr. K. Iwamoto.) Archives of Dermatology and Syphilol-

ogy, Vol. 8, No. 6, December 1923, pp. 838-843.

Fermentation Reactions of the Ringworm Fungi. Archives of

Dermatology and Syphilology, Vol. 8, No. 6, November 1923,

pp. 619-624.

Dr. E. W. Abramowitz:
Drug Eruptions, Especially the Fixed, Pemphigoid and Other Un-

usual Skin and Visible Mucus Membrane Lesions Form.
Ingestion and Parenteral Administration of Antyase, Arsenicals,

Bismuthates, Phenolphthaleins and Other New and Revised Medic-
inal Agents, May and June Medical Times, 1924.

Dr. Max Scheer:

1. Tuberculosis Papulo-Necrotica with Serpiginous Lesions
Resembling Tertiary Serpiginous Syphiloderm. Medical
Journal and Record, January 1924.

2. The Hydrogen-Ion Concentration of the Surface of the
Healthy Intact Skin. (In collaboration with Dr. Herman
Sharlit.) Archives of Dermatology and Syphilology, May 1923,
Vol. 7, pp. 592-598.
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Dr. Herman Sharlit:
(In collaboration with Dr. Scheer. See bibliography above, article 2.)

The Use of Chromogenic Indicators in Dermatology. (In collab-

oration with Dr. Walter Highman.) Archives of Dermatology and
Syphilology, Vol. 8, No. 4, October 1923, pp. 515-519-

Dr. Walter J. Highman:
A Heavenly Meeting. Archives of Dermatology and Syphilology,

Vol. 8, No. 4, October 1923, pp. 531-535-

The Use of Chromogenic Indicators in Dermatology. (In collab-

oration with Dr. H. Sharlit. Archives of Dermatology and Syphi-

lology, Vol. 8, No. 4, October 1923, pp. 515-519.

Adenoma Sebaceum. (In collaboration with Dr. Rulison.) Archives
of Dermatology and Syphilology, Vol. 7, No. 6, June 1923, p. 841.

Arsphenamine Dermatitis of Lichen Planus Type. Archives of

Dermatology and Syphilology, Vol. 7, No. 6, June 1923, p. 841.

Dr. George A. Wyeth:
Endothermy in the Treatment of Accessible Neoplastic Diseases.

Annals of Surgery, January 1924.

Endothermy, A Surgical Adjunct in Accessible Malignancy and
Precancerous Conditions. Surgery, Gynecology and Obstetrics,

May 1923, pp. 711-714.

After the resignation of Professor L. Emmett Holt three years ago, the

Department of Diseases of Children was reorganized under the direction

of Professor Herbert B. Wilcox. In the process of reorganization it was

realized that proper instruction to undergraduate and graduate students

and scientific research can only be properly carried on when through their

influence the efficiency of the institutions involved is increased as to the

care of their patients, the completeness of the study of the individuals'

diseases, the training offered the interne staff and the opportunity offered

the attending staff for constant advance.

Opportunities for special study, such as are available to a relatively

small number of physicians attending upon large active services, carry

with them an obligation of making these available to outside physicians

by some more direct means than is offered through the literature. Since

the study of disease in children is almost entirely objective, and the child's

tolerance to manipulation limited, a larger number of beds is needed to

supply individual case study to the student than is true in the study of

adult medicine.

The necessity of providing the fourth year students with practical in-

struction, in addition to the previous exclusively theoretical teaching

given the third year class, more than doubled the number of sudents for

whom such teaching material was to be provided.

More affiliating hospitals had, therefore, to be found and plans made for

the correlation of the teaching distributed among them. Curriculum

changes in the department's first year made necessary the repetition of
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the fourth year course twelve times, to sections of six men each, a situation

unsatisfactory to the student and vastly wasteful of the instructors'

time. No laboratory facilities were available at Bellevue Hospital for the

children's wards. Provision for this most necessary factor in preparing

material for teaching presented a difficult problem. The Bellevue service,

although numerically large and correspondingly rich in material, offered

poor opportunity for extensive teaching on account of lack of adequate

equipment and space and on account of its distance from the College.

Adequate provision for the increased requirements has been found in the

use of the children's wards at Presbyterian Hospital, St. Luke's Hospital,

St. Mary's Hospital, Babies' Hospital, and of the service Vanderbilt

Clinic.

To meet the need of a larger teaching force, the department personnel

has been increased and consists of a Director and three Clinical Professors,

Drs. Smith, Van Ingen and Haynes, whose teaching obligation rests with

group instruction carried on in the third and fourth years. This latter,

in the third year, consists of the thirty lectures given to the whole class

and the thirty Saturday afternoon clinics, which have been added to the

third year course with a view to giving the students some preliminary

experience in personal contact with the well and diseased child. In the

fourth year the staff holding professorial grade is responsible for the Tues-

day clinics offered in sections, and for group teaching on the wards and

out-patient departments of the various institutions used.

Six associates, each in charge of one of the outlying hospitals (Dr.

Mason at Presbyterian, Dr. St. Lawrence at St. Luke's, Dr. Norton at

Babies', Dr. Byard at St. Mary's, Dr. Reuben at Vanderbilt Clinic, Dr.

May and Dr. Hamilton at Willard Parker) are in charge of the teaching

done at their respective clinics. This consists of individual case instruc-

tion with the exception of the Babies' Hospital, where the teaching is done

by sections in clinics, cases for which are prepared in turn by the students

assigned.

Two associates (Dr. Graves and Dr. Stevens) are in charge of the third

year quizzes, now held once weekly for the whole year instead of twice

a week for half the year, whose chief object is to elaborate and drill the

students in the subject matter covered by the lectures. The case system

of study has been added to these quizzes with considerable success. Four

cases a year are given to each man for his study and complete report.

Four associates (Dr. Graves, Stevens, Previtali and May) are in charge

of the preparation of teaching material at Bellevue Hospital for the fourth

year.

One associate, Dr. Lyttle, is in charge of the laboratory at Bellevue

Hospital and is responsible for such teaching as has to do with the applica-

tion of laboratory procedures to children.

One associate, Dr. St. Lawrence, is assigned to the Department of

Obstetrics, where he is in charge of the teaching, and care and treatment

of the new-born.
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Nine instructors assist in the teaching at Bellevue Hospital in the wards

and out-patient department and nine assistants serve the same purpose

for the other institutions, making a staff totalling thirty-three men.

For the purpose of standardization and correlation of the teaching,

weekly conferences are held at Bellevue Hospital where the most important

teaching material of the week is discussed and a common basis of diagnosis

and interpretation arrived at by the various teaching members of the staff.

Not all the staff members from outlying institutions are present at these

meetings, but in the course of the year most of them have been able to at-

tend a sufficient number of the conferences to serve the purpose for which

these latter are intended. Four evening staff meetings are held a year

in which departmental matters, policies as to teaching and personal pro-

fessional problems are discussed. Each year one or more general con-

ferences are offered by Presbyterian Hospital, Sloane Hospital and Van-

derbilt Clinic. Not all the instructive and interesting material finds its

way into the literature. Therefore, this opportunity offered all physicians

interested in Diseases of Children to follow the work done in the various

hospitals of the department has a definite educational value.

The teaching of the third year has been very little changed. The lectures

aim to guide the student in his individual study, informing him of the recent

advances in the subject, stimulating his interest—directional, in intent,

rather than didactically complete. These lectures are given by the four

staff members of professorial grade and three of associate grade. The
clinics offered to the third year class by sections further illustrate the

lecture material and provide opportunity for the students to personally

observe and handle children in open informal conference. For the past

three years abstracts of the lectures have been prepared for the students

in order that they may not have to divide their attention between note

taking and the lecturer. At the present time a handbook, made up from

an elaboration of these lecture abstracts in loose leaf form, is in preparation.

This book will combine, with the lecture material, literature references

with which the students are expected to familiarize themselves and with

the subject matter covered in the special clinics given the third and fourth

years.

Teaching in the fourth year is by sections, one-fourth of the class after-

noons for one-fourth of the year. Two weekly clinics are given each

section—one at the Babies' Hospital and one at Bellevue Hospital. Once

a week acute infectious diseases are studied at Willard Parker Hospital.

The remaining afternoons of the week are spent in ward and out-patient

instruction at Bellevue, Presbyterian, St. Luke's, St. Mary's and the

Vanderbilt Clinic. Even with the numerous institutions available, and

the large amount of material always at hand at Bellevue, it is frequently

the case that the particular sort of material needed for instruction is not

available. To cover this lack and also to provide a source of information,

whether it be for undergraduate or graduate teaching or for purposes of

publication, considerable material is being collected by way of photographs,
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lantern slides, graphic representations of the course of disease, and feeding

charts, which it is hoped will be increased from year to year and remain

as a permanent record of the department's activity.

The main source of teaching material is the Children's Medical Division

at Bellevue Hospital. Over 3,000 children yearly pass through its seven

wards. In addition, the staff is responsible for rounds and consultations

on the children's surgical service. The Out-Patient Department, under

the direction of Dr. C. H. Smith, cares for 26,000 children yearly and has

been greatly aided in its development through the assistance received from

the Huddleston Memorial Fund for Children Cardiacs and from the Asso-

ciated Out-Patient Clinics. The Out-Patient Department is divided for

teaching purposes and for the treatment of the children into ten divisions:

Infants, Runabouts or children of pre-school age; Infant Feeding, Cardiac,

Nutrition, Pre-Tuberculosis, Syphilitic, Asthma, Endocrine and Posture.

The service is continuous, every member of the staff having the same
duties in out-patient and wards, attending and internes alike; full attend-

ings, holding professorial grade at the College, act as out-patient depart-

ment consultants on one, two and three days a week. Assistant attendings

are in charge of the various clinics or rooms in the Out-Patient Depart-

ment. Adjunct attendings carry on the routine work, together with the

interne and the regular out-patient physicians.

The handicaps in managing a service of this size in a city institution are

many. Lack of funds to meet emergency needs and the inelasticity of the

budget system is the greatest. Inadequate clerical aid puts many unneces-

sary burdens upon the medical staff. Insufficient nursing has materially

impaired the results of ward and out-patient treatment. The assistance

given the staff by the women volunteer workers in the Out-Patient and
in the Wards cannot be overestimated. Without it, particularly in the

Out-Patient Department, the present organization could never have been

created. Largely due to their presence, there has developed in both Out-

Patient and Wards a human element which has made friends as well as

patients of the majority of the patients there for treatment. During the

Department's first year, although provision was made in the budget for

the equipment of a laboratory and the appointment of a director, it was

found impossible to carry out plans for this branch of the work.

The lack of the resource of a well-equipped laboratory made itself ap-

parent in the character of the work done and in the availability of the

cases for teaching. During the latter part of this year, Dr. Lyttle, recently

graduated from the interne staff, began to supply this need, doing his work
in an outside laboratory. The second year, laboratory space having been

provided by the Department of Pathology, Dr. Lyttle undertook the

general routine ward procedures on a half-time basis, with a technician

and volunteer assistant. Although the primary necessity lay in carrying

out such routine bio-chemical procedures as were needed for better diagnosis

and treatment, there was begun at once a study of the chemistry of the

spinal fluid and the adaptability to children of tests for kidney function.
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The present year, Dr. Lyttle's first on full time, has demonstrated the

peculiar value of this type of work when under a director interested in

clinical medicine and responsible for ward work, as well as the technicalities

of laboratory procedure.

While research has been going on increasingly, the immediate aim has

been to improve the value of the teaching material to visiting staff, in-

ternes and students alike. This year an attempt has been made to stand-

ardize laboratory procedure as to its importance and applicability to chil-

dren as compared with adults. A pamphlet has been prepared and is in the

hands of the students, dealing with methods and interpretation of bio-

chemical procedures in the diagnosis and care of sick children.

The first study undertaken was an investigation of kidney function in

acute disease, to determine the degree of kidney impairment brought about

by non-renal disease and the importance of consideration of the kidney

function in treatment. In connection with this, further investigation as

to the figures normal in children for the red test, kidney fixation and blood

chemistry have been carried out.

For four years a study of nephritis has been going on, up to the present

including seventy-five cases, classified as acute hemorrhagic nephritis,

acute nephritis following infectious disease, chronic nephritis with arterial

change, and chronic nephritis without arterial change. This study will

be the subject of a communication during the coming year. These are

being continued and, in addition to them, studies of electrical reactions

and blood chemistry in rickets and tetany and in hypertonic infants, prep-

aration of diagnostic and treatment material for the asthma and sensitiza-

tion clinic, anemias and blood dyscrasias, chorea, spinal fluid chemistry,

the hydrion concentration of gastric contents and stools in relation to

blood minerals and diet, and, with the hospital transfusionist, a series of

cases are being observed to test the contention that repeated small trans-

fusions when the bone marrow is not active are better than larger trans-

fusions at longer intervals.

Last year a study of the anti-rachitic activity of the active principle of

cod liver oil on animals in infancy was carried on jointly with the Depart-

ment of Pathology. Dr. Zucker having isolated this component of the oil

and proved its efficiency in experimental animals, Dr. Chaplin undertook

to demonstrate its action on the rickets of the human infant. This study

was carried out on the wards and in the Out-Patient Department of Belle-

vue and controlled by repeated physical examinations, blood chemistry

and bone x-rays.

A system of home visiting was established by physicians and nurses.

The patients so visited were classified according to the hygienic conditions

found. Comparison between patients given prophylatic or curative treat-

ment with the control group resulted in unquestionable evidence of the

efficacy of this drug, both in preventing and curing the disease.

Fewer children developed rickets even under less favorable conditions

while taking the drug than did the controls under better conditions without
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it. Healing of existing rickets was more prompt and complete in those

under treatment than in the control group. A clinical and therapeutic

study of chorea was begun in 192 1 by Dr. Wilcox and Dr. Langmann, with

a view to determining the relative value of various methods of starvation

treatment. One hundred and one cases of chorea were studied from this

standpoint. In addition to various well-known methods of treatment

—

arsenic, salicylates, bromides and luminol and the auto-serum—treat-

ment by starvation, according to the plan followed in epilepsy, was

included. The former proved itself both dangerous to the comfort of the

child and consistently without effect. The latter gave encouraging results.

Of the twenty-five children so treated, there were seven cures and twelve

marked improvements in a period shorter than is usually needed for im-

provement by the other methods of treatment. About a year later work

was again taken up by Dr. Sutton from the standpoint of the thyroid

activity as determined by the Kottman reaction. Three hundred and fifty

Kottman reactions have been done in two hundred and fifty children:

normals, cardiacs, idiocies and choreas. Mild choreas usually show normal,

severe, accelerated reactions. Of the seventy now under observation fifty

were accelerated and forty of these responded to thyroid treatment.

The present routine is to give alternate cases some form of thyroid

medication and compare their course with that of controls. This study

will be continued for the coming year. In 1921 a special clinic for asthmatic

children and those suffering from protein sensitization was started in the

Out-Patient Department. Since this time, one hundred and ninety-four

cases have been under observation. One hundred and four have proved

to be true asthmas with a sensitive basis; forty-eight have showed no sensi-

tization, other causes for their symptoms having been determined; thirty-

three have remained unclassified. For the sensitive cases needing desensi-

tization by protein extracts, a Saturday morning class was established in

order not to interfere with school appointments. The non-sensitive cases

have been studied with the cooperation of the Nose and Throat Service,

X-ray Department and by blood and sputum examinations, with the result

that ten were found to have their foci in sinus infections, six in diseased

tonsils, four due to pulmonary tuberculosis and one a fibrosis of the lung

from foreign body aspiration. Twenty-seven cases remain as yet unidenti-

fied as to etiology. Great assistance has been rendered this class by the

cooperation of the Laboratory, where preparations for diagnosis and treat-

ment have been made and necessary bacteriological work done.

The influence of postural defects upon disturbances of function of varied

types in children has only recently come to be appreciated. After spending

some time in Boston this winter, observing the posture work done at the

Boston City Hospital, Dr. Sutton has established a posture class in the

Bellevue Out-Patient Department. Only a few children are at present

enrolled in this group, but as the class functions in addition to the care of

its individual patients, also as an adjuvant to the cardiac and nutrition
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groups, it is expected that its number will rapidly increase and that it will

eventually add greatly to the efficiency of these two divisions.

Accumulation of the graphic representations of the defects and their

progress toward cure is furnishing valuable teaching material. The class

of cases treated here are those of malnutrition, obstinate constipation, re-

current vomiting, and obscure gastro-intestinal and nervous affections,

many of which have their basis in faulty body mechanics.

Four years ago a special class in syphilis in children was started by Dr.

Previtali. To it were referred children from all other groups in the clinic

showing positive or suggestive evidences of specific disease. These patients

have been treated on the basis of a family problem, in every instance all

other members of the family having been brought to the clinic, examined,

diagnosed and referred to their proper departments for treatment. Seven

hundred twenty-three patients have so far been under observation, of which

one hundred and ninety-three were found to be luetic; fifty-two of these

have been lost sight of; one hundred and one have been under constant

observation and treatment. Of these, ninty-one were congenital, ten were

acquired. Twenty-nine children today are and have been for varying peri-

ods of time, entirely free from symptoms of syphilis and present negative

Wassermanns, apparently affording some basis for the belief that some

cases of congenital syphilis are curable.

During the past year, thirteen hundred and twenty-two examinations

have been made upon one hundred and fifty-nine patients. Fifty-six of

these proved to be luetic; thirteen in children, forty-three in adult members

of the family. The value of the Wassermann in diagnosis, and as an index

of the stage of cure seems to be demonstrated by the fact that in no case has

a child, dismissed from the luetic clinic with a negative Wassermann, been

returned with further signs of the disease. Moreover, only eight children

showing negative Wassermanns were thought, because of their clinical evi-

dences, to need treatment. The vast majority of these children, when free

from symptoms of active disease, are up to par in weight and height. But

an equally large majority show definite mental deficiency. No case in the

one hundred and ninety-three observed showed clinical evidences of syphilis

of the central nervous system, such as tabes, juvenile paresis, cerebral syph-

ilis or syphilitic meningitis. Apparently the central nervous system was

not infected by the spirochete. Therefore, the mental deficiency commonly
observed in luetic children may not be a symptom of syphilis of the central

nervous system, but may be better considered as evidence of independent

developmental defect. The main problem under consideration in this

clinic now is that of the effect upon the endocrine glands of congenital syphi-

ilis in embryonic and early life. The work of Dr. Merritt in urobilin ex-

cretion in children has confirmed that of others in establishing the low unit

excretion as compared to adults and the value of the test is an index of the

rate of blood destruction.

Considerable effort has been made to bring back to its former place in

the activity of the department, the children's class at the Vanderbilt Clinic.
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Teaching has been re-established there, the fourth year class now being

assigned three days a week to Dr. Reuben for case instruction. The clinic

has benefited greatly, as we believe have also the other departments in-

volved, by the plan established two years ago for the reference of all chil-

dren to the Children's Clinic for a preliminary examination and subsequent

distribution to special classes. This has greatly increased the material

coming to the Children's Department and has sent cases calling for special

treatment into other departments, with complete general physical examina-

tions already made. It has naturally brought about better cooperation

between departments, to their own benefit and to that of the patient. Clini-

cal conferences, conducted by the Vanderbilt Clinic staff and open to all

members of the department, have been of interest and value in bringing

together all groups of the teaching staff.

Since 1920, Dr. Reuben has been anxious to have established a health

study of families located in the Vanderbilt district, which should include all

members of the household, adults and children alike, and all phases of their

life: domestic, financial and medical.

With the cooperation of the A. I. C. P. and with the aid of outside finan-

cial assistance, this was begun in November, 1923. It is believed that to

successfully attack the social problem of any family, every phase of that

family's life must be under supervision, correction and control, as the health

and happiness of the individual depends necessarily upon that of the group.

The object in view, therefore, was to keep under constant medical super-

vision and social adjustment the whole family group, with a view to correct-

ing every factor interfering with success. The work has been under the

direction of a visiting nurse, Miss Dorothy Hailes, who has had, since Dec-

ember, twenty-eight families under constant supervision, including in all

one hundred and eighty-eight individuals, and indirectly many more rela-

tives and friends whose problems have been referred to her. The earning

capacity of these families has been investigated and suggestions as to meth-

ods of increase of income and better distribution of assets made. In the

survey, a correlation of all possible sources of medical aid has been brought

about, referring to the proper clinics each individual according to his or

her needs. Material aid, where needed, has been obtained from the A. I. C.

P. and cooperation invited in the schools attended by the children. The
problems found seem to be much the same as would obtain in families of

different social status and of better geographical location in the city. The
relation between the nervous, unbalanced child and domestic disharmony;

between unrecognized communicable disease and susceptible infants; be-

tween the neglected child and the insistent demands of the aged infirm are

the same on Fifth Avenue as on West 61st Street. Part-time work has been

found for members of the family whose day was not entirely occupied; more

productive occupations for others; wasted effort in the care of the hopelessly

sick or insane has been stopped and efficiency in general increased. Where-

as the entrance to many families was found at first difficult, the continued

service offered by Miss Hailes has come to be not only accepted but sought

after by those families in her charge.
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At the request, and with the assistance of the A. I. C. P., a survey of the

colored children of pre-school and school age living in the district adjacent

to the clinic has been added to the routine work. So far one hundred and

ninety-two children have come under observation and treatment on special

days. The children are directed to the clinic by the visiting nurse, where

they are divided into those needing and those not needing medical attention.

The former are re-examined periodically for any newly developed abnormal-

ities; the latter are kept under routine treatment. These are not considered

as social service problems, but as attempts at organized medical prophylaxis

among children and therefore rightly a part of the function of this depart-

ment in its teaching of the maintenance of the health and the treatment of

disease in childhood.

PUBLICATIONS

Kidney Function in Acute Disease. Drs. Wilcox and Lyttle. American
Journal of Diseases of Children, September 1923, Vol. 26.

American Pediatrics—A Retrospect and Forecast. Dr. Holt. Jour-
nal of the American Medical Association, October 6, 1923, Vol. 81.

Growth as a Factor in Prognosis. Dr. Holt. Journal of the American
Medical Association, April 26, 1924, Vol. 82.

Calcium Absorption in Children. Dr. Holt and Miss Failes. American
Journal of Diseases of Children, March 1923, Vol. 25.

Observations on Health and Growth in Children in an Institution.
Dr. Holt and Miss Failes. American Journal of Diseases of Children,

July 1923, Vol. 26.

The Pediatrist and Congenital Syphilis. Dr. Haynes. Atlantic
Medical Journal.

Studies of Cerebrospinal Fluid in Infants. Dr. McLean. American
Journal of the Medical Sciences, September 1923, Vol. CLXVI, No. 3.

A Mixed Tumor of the Cervix and Vagina in an Infant. Drs. McLean
and Wollstein. American Journal of Diseases of Children, July 1923,
Vol. 26.

Cerebrospinal Meningitis with Purulent Iridochoroiditis with
Recovery. Drs. McLean and Gilmartin. American Journal of Diseases
of Children. June 1924, Vol. 27.

The Treatment of Vascular Nevi. Drs. Rulison and McLean. Ameri-
can Journal of Diseases of Children, May 1923, Vol. 25.

Preliminary Report on the Kottman Reaction in Children. Drs.
Lyttle and Sutton. American Journal of Diseases of Children, August
1923, Vol. 26.

Gaucher's Disease. Dr. Reuben. A Study in Preventive and Socio-
logical Medicine. Dr. Reuben. Archives of Pediatrics, July 1924,
Vol. XLI, No. 7.

Congenital Hypogonoidism. Drs. Reuben and Manning. Archives of
Pediatrics, July 1924, Vol. XLI, No. 7.

Rat Bite Fever. Drs. Reuben and Steffen. Archives of Pediatrics, July
1924, Vol. XII, No. 7.

Lipodystrophia Progressiva. Drs. Reuben and Zamkin. Archives of
Pediatrics, July 1924, Vol. XII, No. 7.

The Diatheses in Childhood. Dr. Epstein. Archives of Pediatrics.
September 1923.
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An Anatomical Basis for Functional Murmurs. Dr. Epstein.
American Journal of Medical Science, August 1923, Vol. CLXVI, No. 2.

Theory and Practice of Artificial Feeding. Dr. Horwitt, New York
Medical Journal and Medical Record, March 7, 1923.

Scurvy in a Child Eight Years Old. Dr. Coe. Archives of Pediatrics,

September 1923.

Epidemic Pleurodynia (?). Dr. Greene. Archives of Pediatrics, May
1924.

Prognosis of Tuberculosis in Infancy. Drs. Reuben and Smith.
Archives of Pediatrics, August 1924, Vol. XLI, No. 8.

Abscess of the Brain. Drs. Reuben and Bernstein. Archives of Pediat-

rics, August 1924, Vol. XLI, No. 8.

Toxic Nephritis. Dr. Martinson. Archives of Pediatrics, August 1924,
Vol. XLI, No. 8.

The Clinical Staff at the Vanderbilt Clinic has been slightly increased.

The Vanderbilt Clinic and Bellevue Hospital Assistants have been pains-

taking in their work and faithful in attendance, and much of the success of

the Department is due to the efficient work of the Staff.

At Vanderbilt Clinic, during the twelve months from May 1, 1923, the

Department has treated 10,139 cases, a decrease of 329 over the previous

year. There were 2,511 new cases, a decrease of 166. These figures do not

represent all the cases examined by the Staff, as every day cases are brought

from other departments for consultation and, as many of them require no

treatment, no credit is given for this work. A record of 1,992 such con-

sultations has been made. The new ruling that all children regardless of

local complaints, be first examined in Children's Department, probably

more than accounts for apparent loss in number of new patients. From the

Eye and Neurological Departments quantities of referred patients are

examined.

The number of interesting and unusual cases has been large and the ma-

terial satisfactory.

The attendance at third year recitations averaged 94.1 percent of the

class. A pleasant feature of the year's work in section teaching of fourth

year students in operative and bedside instructions has been the interest

taken by the students in the section courses at Bellevue Hospital.

At the Vanderbilt Clinic there have been but six fourth year students

in each section to whom eleven two-hour lessons were given. The con-

tinuation of the section teaching throughout the entire year means a

considerable increase in the amount of individual instruction and atten-

tion the instructors could give to each student, which has made the sec-

tion teaching much more satisfactory.

In the Department of Neurology, the most important feature of the

year has been the organization of a complete series of post-graduate courses

carried on in conjunction with the Department of Psychiatry. These

courses represent the neurological participation in the general plan of the
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Medical School to offer post-graduate opportunities in all branches of

medicine. This is probably the first organized attempt to give a full

neurological and psychiatric schedule for post-graduate students in neu-

rology and psychiatry. The courses aimed primarily to provide a thor-

oughly practical contact with nervous and mental diseases by utilizing

the material and opportunity in the great metropolitan center. Most of

the available sources have been drawn upon to put the post-graduate

students in easy touch with every clinical advantage. Among these sources

may be mentioned the Neurological Department of the Vanderbilt Clinic,

the New York Neurological Institute, the Central and Neurological

Hospital and the Manhattan State Hospital on Ward's Island.

The facilities of experimental research and therapeutic laboratories

have also been put at the disposal of the matriculates. The staff of in-

structors includes the heads of all divisions in the departments of neurology

and psychiatry, and offers instruction as well as opportunity for study in

neuro-surgery, neuro-pathology, neuro-anatomy, neuro-physiology, serol-

ogy, clinical neurology and psychiatry.

Although the time of these courses is limited to eight or twelve weeks,

the opportunity provides an intensive clinical survey in these branches of

medicine and has been especially adapted to the needs of practitioners

charged with a large and responsible practice. No time is devoted to

purely didactic lectures or discussions. Each hour of the schedule is

designed to furnish the most direct clinical experience.

The Department of Neurology is especially fortunate this year in the

addition of Professor J. Ramsay Hunt to the teaching staff. Dr. Hunt, in

this country and abroad, occupies the position of one of the best known

contributors and highest authorities in organic neurology. His brilliant

pathological interpretations of symptom-complexes due to lesions in the

fore and hind brain have helped establish the classical standards of our

day and are an inspiring impetus in furthering the investigation in these

lines of neurology. Dr. Hunt is a lucid teacher and no one is better fitted

than he to guide the efforts of post-graduate students.

By the addition of Professor Walter Timme, the Department is this

year equally fortunate in gaining the services of one of the most distin-

guished endocrinologists in America. Professor Timme's course in the

clinical and pathological aspects of diseases attributed to improper func-

tion of the glands of internal secretion has attracted wide attention and

drawn many post-graduate students. The need of such a well-organized

course as this has been clearly demonstrated by the response to it from all

over the country.

Other features of the post-graduate courses are the opportunities which

they offer for students to see the operative procedure of Professor Elsberg

at the Neurological Institute in cases of brain and spinal cord tumor, as

well as a course in neuro-otology particularly concerned with the balancing

mechanism, given by Dr. Randall Hoyt, formerly Chief of Clinic of the

Neurological Department. The psychiatric phases of the subject have
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been carried on by Professor Raynor in a course of bedside instruction in

the Manhattan State Hospital; also by clinical practice under the super-

vision of Dr. C. I. Lambert, and the discussion of psychopathology by

Professor Salmon. The student may, if he so desires, take a course in ex-

perimental neurology under Professor Frank H. Pike, in the experimental

laboratories. This course is designed to disclose some of the more impor-

tant experimental procedures by which knowledge concerning the nervous

system has been obtained and is being advanced. It aims to elucidate

clinical psychiatry as well as clinical neurology.

The teaching of the undergraduate medical students has been carried

on with much the same plan as in the past. Professor Casamajor has

been in charge of the clinical work in the Vanderbilt Clinic and has taken

over the entire instruction of the third year in neurology in order that the

students' contact with clinical cases may be made even more ample than it

has been in the past. Under his most efficient leadership, this third year

course has been greatly improved and considerably extended in scope.

Professors Casamajor and Strong have continued the clinical conferences

and night class of the neurological staff, an organization in the Depart-

ment which continues to be one of the most attractive features of its

work. Professor Riggs now offers his lectures on the treatment of the psy-

choneuroses to the fourth year students. He also provides very unusual

opportunities for post-graduates to spend eight or twelve weeks in actual

attendance in the Stockbridge Institute where they may observe and

study the application of treatment which has proved of such benefit to

patients suffering from the psychoneuroses. Dr. McKendree has been ad-

vanced to full membership on the medical board of the Central and Neu-

rological Hospital on Ward's Island, which distinguished position makes

it possible for the University to utilize in its undergraduate and post-

graduate teaching some 600 beds for neurological patients. It is probable

that no larger collection of organic nervous conditions is to be found in

this country. Professor E. Livingston Hunt continues his inspiring teach-

ing to the undergraduate students at the State Hospital on Blackwell's

Island where nearly every variety of nervous disease may be seen by the

student. Dr. Hunt's associate, Dr. Irving Pardee, assists in this instruction

and has also connected himself with the teaching of neuro-anatomy which

since the close of the war has been most ably conducted by Professor Riley.

This latter course has been transferred to the last half of the first year in

order that the students might be the better prepared for the physiological

work on the nervous system to which they are introduced in the second

year. An effort has been made to coordinate the teaching in physiology

under Professor Williams with the work of the Neurological Department.

Under Professor S. Philip Goodhart, the extensive neurological material

of the Montefiore Home is made available for teaching in the University.

Dr. Goodhart here conducts an excellent course which is open to both

graduate and undergraduate students.
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The research efforts of the Neurological Department have materialized

this year in the production of a number of papers, among which may be

mentioned Dr. Elsberg's splendid and comprehensive monograph on

spinal cord tumors, their diagnosis and treatment; Dr. Cornwall's paper on

the serological diagnosis of neurosyphilis; Dr. Casamajor's and Dr. Til-

ney's myelinogenetic studies of behavior; Dr. Pike's and Dr. Tilney's

treatise on muscular coordination experimentally studied in its relation

to the cerebellum; Dr. Rosett's contributions to epilepsy and the new
method for the investigation of fibre tracts in the brain.

The union of physiology and clinical neurology consummated by the

accession of Professor Pike has more than proved its value in stimulating

experimental work in the department. Professor Pike's participation in

all of the many pieces of research work now in progress has been of in-

calculable benefit, and all members of the department actively engaged

in research are enthusiastic in expressing their approval of this innovation

of departmental organization in neurology.

Professor Elsberg's experimental studies on epilepsy as well as his in-

vestigation concerning the function of the cerebral cortex, have made
important advances in the past twelve months, and important publications

based upon them will soon appear. The generous support of the Common-
wealth Fund still makes it possible to carry on these investigations and
also enables Dr. Cornwall to pursue his further studies in the pathogenesis

of multiple sclerosis. Dr. Osnato, Dr. Riley and Dr. Cornwall are engaged

in an intensive study of several very carefully observed cases of epidemic

encephalitis. Dr. Tilney and Dr. Casamajor are preparing a second con-

tribution to the study of the genesis of behavior on the basis of myeliniza-

tion, the preliminary report of which was presented with bradykinetic

cinematographic pictures at the fiftieth anniversary meeting of the Ameri-

can Neurological Association in Philadelphia last June. A series of six

articles by Drs. Tilney and Riley, presenting the evidence of evolution

in the brain stem of man and apes, is nearing completion and will begin

to appear this year in the Journal of Anthropology, while Drs. Pike and
Tilney are continuing their experimental studies of cerebellar localization.

There is nothing of interest to report in regard to the work in the Eye
Department. It is hoped, however, with the increased salaries, new in-

stallations and better cooperation with other departments that the work
will be facilitated.

There is nothing special to report in connection with the Orthopaedic

Department. Work has gone on much as usual this year, except that it is

thought the teaching is somewhat better, both for the third and fourth

year students. The work in anatomy done by the Orthopaedic Depart-

ment would be improved if the courses could be given earlier in the season,

on account of the anatomical materials being affected by the warm weather.
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During the past year the personnel of the Department of Pathology

has been as follows:

Professor: James W. Jobling {Executive Officer).

Associate Professor: Alwin M. Pappenheimer (recently promoted to

Professor)

.

Assistant Professors: William C. Johnson, David Marine and William

C. von Glahn.

Associates: Theodore F. Zucker and Maurice J. Sittenfield.

Instructors: Hannah Pierson, Mark Butler and Benjamin N. Berg.

Instructor in Medical Illustrating: Alfred Feinberg.

During the coming year the Department will take over the instruction

in pathology for the Dental School, and the following additional appoint-

ments have been made:

Associate: Louise D. Larimore.

Instructor: Pastor R. Sapinoso.

Dr. Hannah Pierson has been transferred also to this sub-department.

Dr. Benjamin N. Berg, who had charge of the experimental work in

connection with the course of teaching, has been reappointed for the fol-

lowing year as instructor. Dr. Mark Butler at the Presbyterian Hospital

will be succeeded by Dr. Beryl Holmes Paige as Assistant Resident Path-

ologist.

The following have taken an active part in research work of the Depart-

ment: Dr. Alfred Hess, Miss Mildred Weinstein, Miss Margaret Gutman,

Miss Helman, Dr. M. Sittenfield, Dr. Andrew de Jeney of Szeged (Hun-

gary) has been working in the Department under a fellowship from the

Rockefeller Foundation. Dr. J. R. Meyer of Sao Paulo, Brazil, also has

been working with Professor Johnson in gynecological pathology under

tenure of a scholarship from the Rockefeller Foundation.

The method of teaching during the past year has been modified some-

what in the direction of giving the students greater latitude and responsi-

bility by insisting less rigidly upon a daily schedule of work. The material

of the course has been divided into blocks, each block to be completed at a

specified time. While our impression of the results of this changed method

is in general favorable, it is felt that it can be further modified and

improved.

There has also been introduced a course in experimental pathology as

part of the regular work. This part of the course has been successfully

conducted by Dr. Berg.

The course in tumors has as usual been given by Professors Wood and

Woglom, while that part of the course dealing with the glands of internal

secretion was given by Dr. Marine.
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The Department has continued to work in close cooperation with the

laboratory of the Presbyterian Hospital which has been used largely for

the teaching of gross pathology by the case system.

The weekly pathological clinical conferences at the Presbyterian Hos-

pital have been continued during the past year, and were ably directed

by Dr. William C. von Glahn. The change in the method of presentation

of the material, that is, the grouping of the cases, has made more forcible

the characteristic clinical and pathological features. These conferences

have been illustrated with lantern slides. The continued interest and

attendance at these conferences has been a source of gratification to the

Department. The illustration of the autopsy records with photomicro-

graphs in conjunction with photographs of gross specimens, has been con-

tinued over a sufficiently long period to make these records exceedingly

valuable for teaching and reference. There were 325 deaths in the hospital

during this period, with 120 autopsies, or 36.9 per cent. In addition to

these, three autopsies were performed on cases formerly hospital patients,

but who died at home, making a total of 123 autopsies for the year.

Since the Sloane autopsies were taken over by the Department of

Pathology in October, 1919, 558 autopsies have been performed, nearly

all of which have been on new-born infants. In the year ending April 1,

1924, there were 131 autopsies. The proportion of infant autopsies in the

two years ending July 1, 1923, was 72 per cent of the total number of

deaths. In the nine months ending April 1, 1924, the percentage has risen

to nearly 92 per cent. The number of adult deaths and autopsies has been

small. In the nine months ending April 1, 1924, there were eight deaths

and two autopsies (25 per cent). The examination of gynecological speci-

mens was taken over by this Department in November, 192 1. In the year

ending April 1, 1924, specimens have been examined from 391 operations.

The total number of placentas examined in the past year was 222.

Beginning with the demonstration of a few specimens five years ago, a

course in obstetrical and gynecological pathology has been gradually

developed. At present the course consists of seven exercises of two and
one-half hours each, covering pathology of the new born, pregnancy, and
gynecological pathology. The course is given to fourth-year students

during their clinical clerkships in obstetrics and gynecology, and is repeated

each quarter.

The pathological work during the past year has been carried on by the

following men:

Dr. Virgil Damon, Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology, was assigned

to spend one year at Sloane Pathological work in the Department of

Pathology. This plan of assigning a young clinician to pathological work
has proved very successful in maintaining close contact and cooperation

between the clinical and pathological services.

Dr. J. R. Meyer of Sao Paulo, Brazil, has also been engaged in Sloane

Pathological work on a scholarship from the Rockefeller Foundation. He
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has rendered faithful and valuable service in the routine work, and has

also devoted part of his time to research.

As part of their interneship at Sloane, each interne is assigned to work
in the pathological laboratory every afternoon for two months.

Dr. R. N. Pierson of the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology,

while devoting most of his time to clinical work, has also kept in touch with

the pathological side, and has assisted with the teaching.

The pathological work has been carried out under the direction of Dr.

W. C. Johnson of the Department of Pathology.

During the past year at the weekly staff meetings of the Department of

Obstetrics and Gynecology, reports have been presented on the autopsies

and on the other pathological examinations. The reports have been illus-

trated with lantern slides; the clinical and pathological aspects of the

cases have been discussed.

Professor Jobling, with Drs. Johnson, Zucker, Pierson, Jeney and Miss

Margaret Gutman, has begun a study of the anemias, particularly per-

nicious anemia, but this study is not sufficiently advanced to justify a

detailed report at this time.

Further studies have been made in continuation of the rickets investiga-

tion which has been in progress for the previous three years. Dr. Zucker

has done further work on the isolation of the active anti-rachitic substance

in cod liver oil, and, with the cooperation of the Department of Pediatrics,

has been able to demonstrate the great clinical possibilities of his prepara-

tion in the prevention and cure of this disease. He has been able to throw

some light on the mode of action on both cod liver oil and light in per-

mitting calcification by demonstrating that both these agents have the

power of rendering more acid the intestinal contents, thus favoring the

absorption of phosphate from the intestinal tract. He has also made
further studies of the acid base metabolism in relation to the absorption and

excretion of calcium and phosphorus. The investigations into the various

forms in which phosphorus occurs in the blood have been continued, and

the distribution of these various forms in normal and rachitic children and

rats was studied.

Dr. Hess and his assistants have made the very practical observation

that egg yolk contains an anti-rachitic substance of considerable potency,

and that this can be concentrated according to the same principles as the

anti-rachitic substance present in cod liver oil. Dr. Hess has also been

able to show that cod liver oil administered to rats during pregnancy and

lactation is unable to prevent the development of rickets in the offspring

—

a point of obvious practical as well as theoretical interest. In collaboration

with Mr. Matzner, now a third year student at the medical school, and

with the cooperation of the Sloane Hospital, a study was made of the

inorganic phosphate and calcium in maternal and fcetal blood and its

relation to the subsequent development of rickets, and it was found that

there was no relation between the percentage of these substances in the

hlood of the newborn and the subsequent development of rickets. Dr.
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Hess also made a study of the effect cf minute amounts of copper, such as

are regularly present in women's and cows' milk, upon the distribution of

the antiscorbutic vitamin during pasturization.

Dr. Pappenheimer studied the effect of subcutaneous injection of

phosphate in the prevention of rickets in rats on a low phosphorus diet,

and was able to show that it was effective when administered in this way.

Drs. Pappenheimer and von Giahn have also completed a study of the

aortic lesions produced by the virus of rheumatic fever.

Dr. von Glahn has been conducting experiments dealing with the

deposition of calcium in the lung and other tissues. In addition, he has

been studying the phagocytosis of injured red blood cells.

Dr. Sittenfield has continued his studies on the effects of radium and

X-ray on experimental tumors of animals.

With the establishment of a School of Tropical Medicine by Columbia

University and the Insular Government of Porto Rico, it has devolved

upon this Department to take charge of the teaching in tropical pathology.

Professor Pappenheimer has been appointed by the University to take

over the work in pathology during the coming year and to serve as tem-

porary director of the new organization.
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Professor Lieb has just completed an investigation of the movements and

pharmacological reactions of the isolated human appendix, and with Pro-

fessor Hyman and Dr. Hirshfeld is now carrying out a series of experiments

on decerebrate rigidity. Dr. Hirshfeld is also doing some work on in-

tracranial pressure, and Professor Hyman has been carrying out a research

into the pharmacological action of various quaternary ammonium bases.

Miss Spencer has been making a study of the relation of onset of sexual

maturity to cessation of growth in mice and is now engaged on a study of

some commercial hair dyes.

During the summer of 1923 the changes in the laboratory referred to in

last year's memorandum were carried out. The old students' laboratory

on the third floor was converted into a library, giving stack room adequate

to meet the needs of the library for several years and enough floor space to

accommodate chairs and tables for readers as well as the several card

indices which have hitherto been kept in rooms apart from the library.

The machine shop which occupied a corner of one of the large laboratories

was removed to the small room where the library had been sO that it is now
isolated from the rest of the department and noise from its activities does

not interfere with other work. The compressed air plant was also removed
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to this room. In the space gained by this transfer it has been possible to

provide for substantial enlargement of the chemical laboratory and to pro-

vide two other large light laboratories for research. The room which

houses the Swift Memorial Cabinet has for many years been also used as

a reading room and storage place for the current journals. As the library

is now adjacent to the secretarial office, it was thought convenient to pro-

vide shelving in this office for the current journals and the space thus made
available has been used to make another laboratory for use in instruction of

undergraduates. In enlarging the chemical laboratory a dark room has

been provided for work with the polarimeter, spectro-photometer, etc.

The plan of teaching has been essentially that outlined in last year's

memorandum. The plan of presenting physiology of the central nervous

system and special senses after the completion of the corresponding work
in anatomy proved very advantageous. It was found possible to complete

the stated work of the course before the Christmas holidays and the remain-

ing month was devoted to review and to the performance of advanced ex-

periments by such students as were qualified to do so. This advanced

work which was given to half the class, was carried out after the manner
of original research insofar as possible and students participating in it also

read up the various subjects in the original literature. The work covered

a wide variety of subjects. This work seemed to be most advantageous in

giving to those who participated a more intimate knowledge of the methods

of original investigation. A number of students have voluntarily continued

some of this original work, though it is unfortunate that the curriculum

is still so crowded that this can hardly be done without detriment either to

the student's course work or to his health. A relatively small amount of

time employed on original investigation has a value in developing inde-

pendence of thought and confidence on the student's part in his own powers

far beyond that of the equivalent time spent in formal course work. The
courses should be so planned that the more capable students may have this

opportunity in some department and at some time during their course as a

rule, rather than as an exception.

The course as now given to the medical students makes much more

exacting demands on the instructors than was usual in former years.

At the same time it affords a larger opportunity. The success of the course

depends more upon the coordinated effort of the staff than upon individual

accomplishment, and the Director of the Department desires to compliment

the instructors upon their successful group effort.

Professor Scott has given much time during the second semester to the

teaching of the medical students and has personally conducted the confer-

ences, a phase of the teaching which we believe offers an excellent opportun-

ity to establish a more intimate contact between the students and the

senior members of the department. He has also inaugurated the practice

of conducting weekly conferences with the staff of instructors and this has

proved most helpful.
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During the year 1923-1924, Professor Lee has continued his investiga-

tions on fatigue and fatigue tests. He attended the eleventh International

Physiological Congress at Edinburgh in July, 1923, presenting a paper on

Weichert's Supposed Fatigue Toxin. He is now abroad to attend the first

International Meeting for Discussion of Fatigue Tests in Industry, to be

held at Geneva, July 15-18. In his capacity as President of the New York
Botanical Garden, he has given much time to the needs of that Institution.

Professor Pike has carried on experimental work on the physiology of

the cerebellum and corpora quadrigemina, has made a study of some con-

ditions of disease of the internal ear in animal and has also spent some time

in working out an application of the principle that "a process tends to occur

with the least expenditure of energy," to some phases of organic evolution.

Under Professor Pike's direction, Miss Mary G. Springer has begun a

study of the respiratory mechanism of fishes with a view to tracing out the

comparative physiology of the neuro-muscular part of the respiratory

mechanism in the phylogeny of vertebrates.

Of the various investigations in chemical physiology under the direction

of Professor Scott, the following may be mentioned:

A study of the effects of continued injection of insulin upon the concen-

tration of blood-sugar and upon the structure of certain glands and other

tissues. The experimental portion of this work is completed and the results

are being tabulated and pathological study of the tissues is being made.

The preparation of the pathological material was done by courtesy of the

Department of Pathology. This study was carried out in collaboration

with Dr. Harvey S. Thatcher.

A study of the condition of the sugar in its relation to physiological

activity has been begun. This is intended to throw light on the question

whether the various forms of glucose have the same physiological value or

whether some special virtue lies in certain forms, as has been claimed for

"gamma" glucose. This work has so far been done by Mr. Walter F.

Duggan. Next year it is expected that he will have the cooperation of

Mrs. R. P. Wiener.

It is also planned to carry out another phase of this work directly upon
the blood. This phase will be worked out by Mr. Pierce and in connection

with it the lower temperature apparatus mentioned below will be used.

Mr. Michael G. Mulinos has been making a study of some of the effects

of a preparation known as " Pan-secretin Co.," which is supposed to have

a value similar to that of insulin. This work is nearly completed.

Professor Scott has been cooperating with Dr. H. C. Taylor of the De-

partment of Chemistry in a study of insulin, which the Department of

Chemistry is making.

Mr. Pierce has been developing apparatus for maintaining constant low

temperatures for use in connection with a series of proposed investigations

in chemical physiology. Last autumn he was appointed Consulting

Engineer to the William Holland Wilmer Foundation for Study of Diseases
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of the Eye, of Washington, D. C, and he has recently been elected a Trus-

tee of this Foundation.

Dr. Tulgan has been occupied with studies in cardiac acceleration under

various experimental conditions. He has published the following papers

during the year:

A Study of the Relations of Afferent Impulses to the Activity
of the Central Cardiovascular Nervous Mechanism. Ameri-
can Journal of Physiology, Vol. 65, June 1923.

Cardiac Acceleration in the Absence of the Inhibitory Center.
American Journal of Physiology, Vol. 68, March 1924.

Second paper on the physiological maximum rate of the heart after
bilateral vagotomy, to appear in the same journal, 1924.

Dr. Thatcher has two papers which will appear shortly: "Sarcoma of

the Stomach" to be published in the Archives of Internal Medicine, and
"The Oral Administration of Insulin," to be published in the Proceed-

ings of the Society for Experimental Biology and Medicine. The work upon
which this paper is based was carried out with the collaboration of Levin,

Allen, Malich, Nachamie, Knox and Hoff, of the Class of 1926.

Professor Williams has completed the development of a method of gra-

phically recording heart sounds which has been under way with numerous

interruptions over a period of five years. He has also collaborated with the

engineering staff of the Western Electric Company in perfecting an elec-

trical stethoscope equipped with filters for excluding sounds of specified

period. He has spent considerable time during the year in arranging data

gathered during the last ten years in connection with the development of

new types of string galvanometer. This material is to appear as a series of

papers on the string galvanometer, the first of which, dealing with the ma-
thematical theory of the instrument, has gone to press and will probably

be published this summer in the Journal of the Optical Society of America.

In addition to her secretarial duties, Miss Gains has devoted considerable

time to the library. A provisional cataloguing of a simplified character

has been undertaken which will suffice to make the books available until

such time as a more complete and systematic cataloguing can be effected.

By arrangement with Mr. Robert, books in the library are now available

on application to students for use in their reading room, the matter of

issue and return being in charge of Mr. Robert and his assistants.

The teaching in the department has been carried out very much as in

former years. Since work in medicine extends over a period of two and

one-half years, the success of the instruction in this field is best evaluated

at the end of the fourth year. When the time allotted to medicine and
the conditions under which the practical work must be given are con-

sidered, it is felt that, on the whole, the work is fairly satisfactory, but there

is room for improvement. That there may be certain advantages in having

the instruction given in three clinics differing considerably in their charac-

ter, as do the Vanderbilt Clinic, Bellevue Hospital and the Presbyterian

Hospital, is granted. On the other hand, this feature leads to diffuseness,
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a lack of uniformity and widely varying points of view, which tend to con-

fuse the average student. This criticism is not new, but is here reiterated

in order to emphasize what is believed to be the chief cause in the moderate

success obtained in the school training in medicine in the majority of the

students. A few exceptional students seem to overcome this handicap.

It is firmly believed that the students during their four years in medical

school should, in addition to being taught a technique fundamentally

sound, acquire a thorough knowledge of disease and disease processes and,

at the same time, develop the power of discrimination and analysis. The

students appear to be in possession of a great many facts. At times one

is amazed at the number of facts they retain during their four years in the

school. It is in the power of discrimination and analysis of the facts so

retained that the student is deficient. In the effort to deal out facts, and in

medicine the temptation to retail practical points useful in practice is

great, the student does not get the necessary rigid discipline in scientific

method: observation, induction, deduction, experiment. Any amount of

miscellaneous information does not take the place of clear thinking. The

retailing of facts is the most popular and at the same time the easiest

type of teaching. Fewer facts, with the ability to use them intelligently,

are what the student needs. If the student can be taught to think and

reason, there would seem to be little need to worry about the acquisition

of facts during his hospital experience and days of practice. It is the prob-

lem with which this department is particularly concerned and with which

it will struggle, no doubt, for years to come.

Certain matters of organization have been accomplished during the

past year which improve the work of the department as a whole and nat-

urally the character of the instruction. At Vanderbilt Dr. Herrick is in

charge of the entire clinic, which coordinates both clinical and teaching

activities in a manner not possible before.

At the Presbyterian Hospital the organization of the entire staff on the

so-called team basis for continuous ward and out-patient service has been

a distinct step forward. One of the chief criticisms of hospital work in the

past, which affects both teaching and care of patients, has been its discon-

tinuity. Through the above arrangements this defect is eliminated to a

large extent, probably as much as it is possible. The several special clinics

(diabetes, nephritis, cardiac disease, asthma, thyroid disease, etc.) have

been maintained to the maximum of the special facilities. These activities

afford excellent opportunity for special instruction during the fourth year.

A most gratifying and stimulating feature of the medical laboratories at

the Presbyterian Hospital is that they have been overcrowded with en-

thusiastic workers. Several of the men have had attractive opportunities

to go elsewhere, many times with increase in both financial and academic

rewards. That there is a reluctance on the part of the men to leave is

both encouraging and gratifying. On the other hand we cannot expect to

hold all the good men to develop in the clinic. Twenty men are engaged
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in research. Twelve of the twenty spend their entire time at the Hospital.

Several of the internes have taken part in the problems under investigation,

always at their own initiative. This indicates, it would seem, a most

healthy atmosphere in the clinic.

Of special interest is Dr. Dochez's work in scarlet fever with the develop-

ment of an antitoxic serum of distinct therapeutic value, at the same time

clinching the etiology of the disease.

During the past year funds to the amount of $29,500 have been given for

special work, $15,000 by Mr. John D. Rockefeller, Jr., for the extension of

the use of insulin. During July, August and September of 1923, over 600

physicians were taught the use of insulin in diabetes and several thousand

dollars expended in supplying needy patients with this most valuable prep-

aration. In addition to the Rockefeller fund, $1,500 was given by individu-

als for work in diabetes. The Misses Cheney gave $5,000, and miscellaneous

sums amounting to $2,500 were added to this for the maintenance of the

Constitution Clinic, which is under Dr. Draper's direction. $5,000 was
given by the Epilepsy Committee for Dr. Geyelin's work in epilepsy. Funds
for further work in special fields are expected. The Chemical Foundation

has offered $5,000 a year for five years for work on colds. Mrs. Willard

Straight has offered $5,000 for special work in scarlet fever. Part of the

money is already in the hands of the treasurer of the hospital. The work
in epilepsy will be continued by a grant from the Epilepsy Fund.

One problem confronts the Department of Medicine as it affects the full-

time workers at the Presbyterian Hospital, the solution of which is not at

the moment entirely clear. On January 1st, 1924, the "full time" or-

ganization in force for two and one-half years was amended in favor of the

true university status as it exists in all other departments in Columbia

University. This is as it should be. One thing is clear, that whatever else

may happen the academic and scientific standards of the department must

be maintained. In order to provide sufficient income to retain the type of

men desired in the clinic, the university salaries must be supplemented.

Whether this can be accomplished through the small amount of private

practice these men can do, remains to be demonstrated. It is my opinion

that in a few selected cases it will be right and desirable that the hospital

should help in supplementing the salaries of men in order that the academic

and scientific work may be unimpaired.

Another matter which confronts the development taking place in medi-

cine, not only in our own school but in others, deserves serious consideration

and shall be the subject of a more extensive discussion in a subsequent

report. This is the position occupied by the executive officer. One of the

features which has been emphasized from the beginning has been the op-

portunity that the chief should have to devote much time to teaching,

directing the policies of the department and particularly to self-develop-

ment in the way of intensive clinical experience and investigation. During
the transitional period at least, the executive duties are so consuming of

time and energy that the realization of the chief function has been most
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disappointing. If one reflects on the recent appointments to heads of depart-

ments of medicine in several of the important medical schools, the number

of young men so appointed is very striking. Several men, older and better

fitted to assume duties of these responsible positions, have refused invita-

tions to head departments on account of the lack of opportunity these

places afford for self-improvement. Unless the chief of clinic can find time

for study and research, his position becomes merely executive, and thereby

not very attractive. Furthermore, unless these positions can be made
desirable so there will be a very keen competition for them, the very object

for which the present organization was installed will be defeated.

PUBLICATIONS

Bauman, Louis (with Chudnoff, Mildred, and Mackenzie, George M.).

Attempts to Separate the Active Constituent of Ragweed Pol-
len. Proceedings of the Society of Experimental Biology and
Medicine 21: 226, 1924 (February).

Benedict, Ethel M. (with West, Randolph).

Intarvin in Phlorhizinized Dogs. Proceedings of the Society of

Experimental Biology and Medicine 21: 223, 1924 (February).

Crump, Armistead C.

Sausage Skin as an Aid in X-ray Esophageal Diagnosis. Trans-
actions of the American Gastro-Enterological Association, 1922.

Dochez, A. R. (with Sherman, Lillian).

Studies concerning the Significance of Streptococcus Hemoly-
ticus in Scarlet Fever (Preliminary report). Proceedings of the
Society of Experimental Biology and Medicine 21: 184, 1924
(January).

The Significance of Streptococcus Hemolyticus in Scarlet
Fever. Journal of the American Medical Association 82: 542,
1924 (February 16th).

Geyelin, H. Rawle (with Bigwood, E. J., and Wheatley, Marjorie).
The Reaction of the Blood in Epilepsy. Proceedings of the Society

of Experimental Biology and Medicine 21: 227, 1924 (February).

Hanger, Franklin M., Jr. (with McCoy, C. C, and Frantz, A. M.).
An Epidemic of Mild Fever of Unknown Origin. Journal of the
American Medical Association 81: 826, 1923 (September 8th).

Harrop, George A. (with Loeb, Robert F.).

Uncompensated Alkalosis in Encephalitis. Journal of the
American Medical Association 81: 452, 1923 (August nth).

Harrop, George A. (with Benedict, Ethel M.).
The Participation of Inorganic Substances in Carbohydrate
Metabolism. Journal of Biological Chemistry 59: 683, 1924
(April).

Ladd, William S. (with Palmer, Walter W.).
The Use of Fat in Diabetes Mellitus and the Carbohydrate
Fat Ratio. American Journal of Medical Science 166: 157, 1923
(August).
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Loeb, Robert F. (with the assistance of S. Steinberger).

Diffusibility of the Calcium of Blood Serum through Collodion
Membranes. Journal of General Physiology 6: 453, 1924 (March).

McAlpin, Kenneth R. (with Von Glahn, William).
The Effect of Radiotherapy on a Case of Hodgkin's Disease.

Proceedings of the New York Pathological Society 23: 130, 1923.

McAlpin, Kenneth R.
Blood Counts in Hodgkin's Disease; Report of 18 Cases. Ar-

chives of Internal Medicine 32: 954, 1923 (December).

Shibley, Gerald S.

Studies in Agglutination. I. The Agglutination of Strep-
tococci. Journal of Experimental Medicine 39: 245, 1924
(February).

Stevens, Franklin A. (with Dochez, A. R.).

The Study of Hemolytic Streptococci Associated with Scarlet
Fever. Proceedings of the Society of Experimental Biology and
Medicine 21: 39, 1923 (October).

Stevens, Franklin A.
The Rate of Growth of Virulent and Avirulent Streptococci.

Proceedings of the Society of Experimental Biology and Medicine
21: 82, 1923 (November).

During the year it has been possible to organize instruction in psychiatry

on a basis of work during the second, third and fourth years. Commencing
with the class graduating in 1925, the course will deal with fundamental

concepts in psycho-pathology in the second, year, in the third year with

descriptions of the more important forms of mental disease and, in the

fourth year, nearly all the periods will be devoted to practical clinical in-

struction. Through the generosity of the Commonwealth Fund, an effec-

tive teaching psychiatric clinic has been provided at the Vanderbilt Clinic.

A carefully chosen personnel of physicians, psychologists and social workers

has been appointed and an important new resource in the clinical facilities

of the College now exists. Although the College does not yet control any
beds for the treatment of psychiatric patients, through the courtesy of

Doctor Marcus B. Heyman, Superintendent and Medical Director of the

Manhattan State Hospital at Ward's Island, Professor Raynor has been

able to use the Friday hour during the entire spring term for clinical demon-
strations at the College for the benefit of the fourth year class. The pro-

vision of adequate clinical facilities in the new center has received a good

deal of thoughtful consideration and plans are being worked out for oppor-

tunities for the study and treatment of mental diseases that are believed

to compare favorably with those available anywhere. The Hartley Cor-

poration has generously renewed the appropriation of $2,500 made last year

for the general uses of the Department of Psychiatry. This gift will make
it possible to purchase some charts and other illustrative material that

is much needed. Professor Lambert has continued to give courses on men-

tal hygiene to students of Public Health Nursing at Teachers' College and

to conduct, for their practical instruction, a mental clinic at Public School

No. 43-
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PUBLICATIONS

Mind and Medicine. Columbia University Press.

Mind and Medicine. Columbia Alumni Weekly.

Presidential Address of the American Psychiatric Association.

American Journal of Psychiatry, July, 1924.

During the past year the Department of Public Health Administration

has been enlarged by the appointment of two part-time assistants: Dr.

Aleita Hopping and Dr. Louise D. Larimore. A gift of $2,000 was received

from Miss L. N. Grace of Great Neck for the work of the department and

this sum has paid the salary of Dr. Larimore.

No important change in regular teaching has been made, but it is obvious

that effective teaching of elective courses in preventive medicine such as

have been offered in Child Hygiene will not be popular unless the facilities

for instruction are under the control of the University.

By requiring written tests of the subject matter of public health during

the first term, and a formal written or oral presentation and discussion of

some special topic from each student in the second term, the qualifications

of the students will have been sufficiently tested without a final written

examination at the end of the academic year.

The major research and extra curricular work of the department have

been the following:

Survey of Hospitals and Health Agencies of San Francisco, now pub-

lished by the San Francisco Community Chest.

Survey of Health Service at Phillips-Exeter Academy, Exeter, N. H.,

and report to the Trustees.

Survey of the New York Nursery and Child's Hospital in its relation

to sickness and health services of the community.

Survey of condition of health, hunger and disease among the children of

Germany. Report published in the Survey.

Survey of Hospitals and Health Agencies of Louisville, Ky. (Incom-

plete, begun April 28th.)

There have been prepared for publication, reports of studies upon:

Milk Consumption in American Cities. American Journal of

Public Health, April 1924.

Maternal and Infant Mortality in Physicians' Families. Amer-
ican Journal of Hygiene, July 1924.

Epidemiology of Diabetes. For Association of American Physicians

and American Medical Association.

Scarlet Fever, Diphtheria and Measles at Willard Parker Hos-
pital, 1919-1923. For Academy of Medicine and American Public

Health Association.

Tuberculosis in Germany. American Review of Tuberculosis,

May 1924.

Formal addresses or discussions of public health and preventive medicine

have been given on seventy-five occasions since last July in the following

places, to an estimated total of 13,000 persons.
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Geneva, N. Y I

New York, N. Y 24

Syracuse, N. Y 2

Boston, Mass 2

Detroit, Mich 3

Holyoke, Mass 2

Exeter, N. H 1

Philadelphia, Pa 5

Albany, N. Y 1

Newark, N. J 4
Salamanca, N. Y 1

Columbus, Ohio I

Riverdale, N. Y 1

Jersey City, N. J 2

Scarborough, N. Y 1

Pittsburgh, Pa 4
Erie, Pa 1

Hartford, Conn 1

Chicago, 111 1

Wilkesbarre, Pa . 1

New Haven, Conn 2

Des Moines, Iowa 1

Omaha, Neb 1

Brooklyn, N. Y 2

Bridgeport, Conn 2

Staten Island, N. Y 1

Nutley, N. J 1

Yonkers, N. Y 1

Washington, D. C I

Louisville, Ky 1

St. Louis, Mo 1

Atlantic City, N. J 1

Rochester, N. Y 1

The topics dealt with in these public addresses have been chiefly:

Periodic Health Examinations of Presumably Healthy

Persons

Expectancy of Life as Related to the Family

Personal Responsibility for Health Protection

Systematic Health Protection for Schools

The Health Conditions in Germany
Community Organization for Nursing and Other Health

Services

Diabetes as a Preventable Disease

Two studies are under way to be completed presumably in the ensuing

year, one dealing with the loss of days of school attendance on account of

preventable sickness and defects, the other dealing with the causes of the

seasonal variation in the growth of children.

Plans have been completed for participating in a directing capacity in

the offering of twenty-six courses in public health, as well as in conducting

two courses in the Summer Session.

The teaching in the school is now so organized that the students are

getting the fundamentals of surgery without any false impression that

they are qualified to practice the art. The effort in all three classes is to

impress the necessity of being able to recognize and diagnose the diseases

and pathological entities requiring surgical therapy. The common, urgent

and serious lesions, such as the acute, abdomen empyema, osteomyelitis,

cellulitis, pyogenic infections of the hand, fractures and malignancy are

the subjects that are studied in detail. Such subjects as ulcer of the

stomach and other lesions of borderline therapeutic interest are presented
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in such a way that the student will preserve an open mind and appreciate

the advantages and disadvantages of surgical therapy.

The three upper classes this year have been superior in many ways to

those of the past. The interest shown in the fourth year has been largely

due to the work of Dr. Berry at Bellevue, and to Drs. Bull and Smith at

the Presbyterian. For next year it is planned to start the group history

file, using typical as well as unusual cases of common surgical diseases,

carefully abstracted from our unit histories, as texts to be assigned to the

clinical clerks for collateral reading. By having each clerk in his course

work up two cases, giving him extra credit if the case history is good

enough to put in the group history file, we can accomplish what we have

been wanting to do for some time. With these cases would be follow-up

notes and bibliography accessible to the student. The unit histories are

in so many cases filled with nurses' notes, various reports, irrelevant bed-

side notes, that they confuse a clerk and have a tendency to divert him
from the study of the case as a whole. This system can be carried out both

at Bellevue and Presbyterian.

The third year class has been more regular and attentive at the Wednes-

day clinic than previously. Throughout an hour and one-half to two hours

in the hot amphitheatre the attention and interest have been remarkable.

Next fall X-rays and charts will be illustrated by means of the new day-

light screen, recently purchased. Dr. Stout, who is finishing an intensive

study of all the tumor cases, will have very interesting follow-up data for

almost every type of neoplasm to be presented next year. These are being

prepared on lantern slides.

Drs. Clarke and Stout are most enthusiastic over the second year, now
going on to their third year. Again the second year course has proved to

be the best organized and most keenly appreciated of any given in the

Surgical Department.

This brings up one of our problems for next year. Some $6,000 has to

be raised if the Surgical Laboratory is to be kept to its standard of the past

five years. By economizing in the matter of trained nurse, efficient animal

man, the filing and abstracting of case histories with teaching specimens

money can be saved, but for the students and experiments there will be a

very great loss and a failure to put to its good use the laboratory given for

tnis purpose. A good percentage of this sum can be raised this year, but

the yearly effort and uncertainty of raising this sum has a demoralizing

effect and results in untold worry to those working in that department.

It is exceedingly desirable that an endowment be established for the Labora-

tory and for Fellowships that will remove this source of anxiety. The
former donor has certainly done his share under very unusual circumstances

and it is felt that only the stress of many outside pressing interests has

compelled him to discontinue his gifts.

The past year has brought further changes in the clinical organization.

In full agreement with the Medical Department, with whom work had

been carried on on an exclusively full-time basis, and as a result of Faculty
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action, there has been adopted, since January first, the desired elastic

system of clinical organization. On this basis five of the attending staff

at Presbyterian are practicing in outside offices but are spending a large

part (over half) of their time in the hospital; seven of them are confining

their private practice as well as their ward work to the hospital; two are

confining their clinic and ward work to the hospital without any private

practice. The hospital authorities, and especially the President and Super-

intendent of the Hospital, have been most understanding and cooperative

in making it possible to try out the feasibility of having offices in the

hospital.

It is strongly believed that all three types of men are needed in a Uni-

versity Clinic and that hospitals in all the University Clinics will in time

adopt this scheme of organization. There is a very keen interest in several

of the reorganized clinics in this matter, and one of the things most needed

in these clinical departments is an annual meeting of the Directors and

Associate Directors of Surgical Departments to study these problems of

organization and teaching.

This group of men, practicing but limiting their time and work to the

hospital, will act as a very desirable liaison between the group in the hos-

pital not practicing, and the group with outside offices. Furthermore, as

the elastic system is studied it will be found advisable for the younger

group who are confining their work to the hospital, as Fellows, for instance,

without practice, to work easily into the intermediate group, where, as a

result of special investigation and outstanding accomplishment, they will

be able to carry on enough referred practice to have their salaries reduced

and steadily give way to the younger group anxious and needing fellow-

ship work. This will help solve the problem of retaining men who have

been on full time salaries who should give way to the younger grade. This

method is being used in St. Louis, and is essential to organization.

The year at the Presbyterian Hospital has been a much busier one than

last and has offered unusually interesting surgery. Of the more recent

advances in surgical therapy, there have been cases of angina pectoris

treated by cervical sympathectomy, lung abscess treated by cautery ex-

cision, gall bladder disease studied by the newer methods of intravenous

dye injection. As a result of the ninety per cent follow-up reports, mis-

takes are being learned and good results seen. In gastric surgery, in hand

infections, in fractures, in surgery of the biliary tract and spleen, the results

seem to be equal to, if not better than those reported in any other clinics.

A review of gastric resections for carcinoma done in this hospital in the

past six years shows that of the nineteen cases surviving the operation,

ten are alive and well, two over four years, three over three years and the

rest over one year. In a series of over 200 consecutive cholecystectomies

with pathology limited to the gall bladder, there was but one operative

death, that is one death during the post-operative course in the hospital.
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This is believed to be as low a mortality as reported in any of the large

clinics.

Two members of the staff will return in the autumn after periods of

study abroad. Dr. Wilder Penfield reached Spain in April, and will be

there until September studying the newer histological methods developed

in Cajal's laboratory. He is working with Rio Hortega, who fortunately

is engaged in studying repair in the brain, and spinal cord, a subject Dr.

Penfield has been working on in the Pathological Department for the past

two years. It is felt that as the result of this period of learning the methods

and acquiring a knowledge of Spanish, Dr. Penfield will be able to carry out

fundamental research in neuro-surgery.

Dr. Hanford is leaving for Switzerland in June to study heliotherapy

and treatment of surgical tuberculosis in Rolliers Clinic in Leysin. This

is an especially interesting subject and Dr. Hanford is especially desirous

of applying it at the Presbyterian. He will be in the Clinic for about a

month.

Dr. Jay McLean has joined the staff this year after two years as Re-

search Fellow under the National Research Council. He worked for one

year in Leipsic with Payr, and one year in Paris in several of the well

known clinics. As Chief of Clinic of the Vanderbilt, it is hoped to obtain

through him closer cooperation between the Vanderbilt and Presbyterian

Clinics. There is much material in the Gastro-Intestinal Department

that could be studied to advantage by both medical and surgical staff, and

this is being arranged with Dr. Kantor and Drs. Herrick and Knapp.

There is a considerable amount of thyroid work that should come to the

Presbyterian Hospital in the same way.

publications

Dr. Penfield:

Cranial and Intracranial Endotheliomata—Hemicraniosis. Sur-
gery, Gynecology and Obstetrics, May 1923, pp. 657-674.

Osteogenetic Dural Endothelioma: The True Nature of Hemi-
craniosis. The Journal of Neurology and Psychopathology,
London, May 1923, Vol. IV, pp. 27-34.

Prolonged Intravenous Infusion and the Clinical Determina-
tion of Venous Pressure. Archives of Surgery, July 1923, Vol.

7, pp. 111-124. Drs. Penfield and Teplitsky.

Subdural Effusion and Internal Hydrocephalus. American
Journal of Diseases of Children, October 1923, Vol. 26, pp. 383-390.

Dr. Whipple:
Pancreatic Esthonia as a Post-Operative Complication in Patients

with Lesions of the Pancreas. Annals of Surgery, August 1923.

Pre-Operative and Post-Operative Care of Lesions of the Biliary
Tract. Read before the Morristown Medical Society, September
1923.

End Results in Operations for So-Called Chronic Appendicitis.
Read before the Agnew Society, University of Pennsylvania,
November 1923.
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Dr. Bauman:
The Role of Anhydremia and the Nature of the Toxin in Intes-

tinal Obstruction. Drs. Bauman, Invaldsen, Whipple and B. C.
Smith. January I, 1924, Vol. xxxix, No. I, pp. 1 17-127.

Attempts to Separate the Active Constituent of Ragweed Pollen.
Dr. L. Bauman, Mildred Chudnoff and Dr. Geo. M. Mackenzie.
Proceedings of the Society for Experimental Biology and Medicine,
1924, xxi, pp. 226-227.

Dr. Parsons:

Traumatic Fat Necrosis. (To be published.) Journal of the Ameri-
can Medical Association.

There have been no radical changes in the teaching at the Surgical Divi-

sion at Bellevue. As formerly, one-half of the fourth year class was taken

care of by the director and his assistants. This year Dr. Frank Berry,

the Resident, acting as instructor, made excellent liaison between the at-

tending surgeons and the clinical clerks and it was made possible through

Dr. McWhorter to give the students much more surgical pathology.

Considerable investigation was carried on during the past year and

various reports have been published. Dr. Hooker has continued the study

of end results of the chronic appendicitis cases with the hope that it will

be possible to more clearly determine what class of cases can better be

helped by treatment other than surgical. Dr. Lambert has continued his

investigation of the operative treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis. The
work is carried on in close connection with Dr. J. A. Miller of the Tuber-

culosis Service. This work has steadily progressed and the procedure

has so far been standardized as to offer to some of these unfortunate and

otherwise hopeless cases a fair chance of recovered health. Dr. McCreery

has studied and reported on a most instructive series of acute perforated

ulcers of the stomach and duodenum and is continuing his study of the

chronic ulcers.

Drs. McGuire and McWhorter have completed and published a most

exhaustive study of sarcoma of bone, thoroughly analyzing fifty cases with

complete records and follow-up.

Dr. Grace has begun a study of the end results of fractures of the femur.

Dr. Carlucci has about completed a two-year analysis of the hernia opera-

tions, and Dr. Potter has published a valuable article on infections of the

fingers.

A slight change has been made in the follow-up system this year by

attempting to have all cases of one type return the same evening. This

has not only made the follow-up more interesting but has facilitated the

study of the cases.

publications
Dr. Lambert:
Treatment of Lung Abscess. Lambert and Miller. Archives of

Surgery, 8, 446-456 (pt. 2), January 1924.

Surgical Treatment of Pulmonary Tuberculosis. Lambert and
Miller. American Review of Tuberculosis. (In publication.)
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Dr. McCreery:
Acute Perforated Ulcers of the Stomach and Duodenum. Annals

of Surgery, 79: 91-99, January 1924.

Acute Perforation of the Gall Bladder. (In publication.)

Fracture Dislocation of the Tarsal Scaphoid. (In publication.)

Dr. Neuhof:
The Transplantation of Tissues. Monograph. Appleton.

Drs. McGuire and McWhorter.
Sarcoma of Bone. A Study of Fifty Cases. Archives of Surgery.

(In publication.)

Drs. McWhorter and Weeks:
Multiple Zanthoma of the Tendon Sheaths. S. G. and O. (In

publication.)

Dr. Carlucci:

Wounds of the Lower Extremity Communicating with a Fracture
or Joint. Annals of Surgery, May 1924.

Dr. Potter:

Bone Regeneration Following Chronic Suppurative Ostitis of
Distal Phalanx. Potter and Levine. (In publication.)

Respectfully submitted,

William Darrach, M.D.,
Dean

June 30, 1924



FACULTY OF APPLIED SCIENCE

REPORT OF THE DEAN
FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1 924

To the President of the University

Sir:

I have the honor to present to you the following report on

the work of the Schools of Mines, Engineering and Chemistry

in the academic year just closed:

The number of students registered this year was in the

third year 48, second year 52, first year 66, naval officers 39,

non-matriculates 23, total 228. The corresponding total in

the previous year was 221. The number of students graduat-

ing in the class of 1924 was 44. The degree of Master of Science

was awarded to 36 officers of the U. S. Navy on completion of

the special post-graduate course in mechanical or electrical

engineering. The distribution of the entering class among the

several courses of study followed the same lines as in the pre-

vious year, with the number in electrical engineering largest,

and in mining engineering next.

The report of the Department of Chemical Engineering

notes that seventeen men were graduated with the degree of

Chemical Engineer, six with the Master of Arts degree and

four with the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. Candidates

for the Master of Arts or Doctor of Philosophy degree in Chem-
ical Engineering are not registered in the Schools of Mines,

Engineering and Chemistry, but the number of graduates

mentioned above shows how this primarily engineering depart-

ment is serving the needs of students not only in the regular

professional course but also in instructing and directing the

research of properly prepared students who are interested in

more specialized studies.

The report calls attention to the large number and wide

range of industrial plants and factories in and near New York
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City which have been visited and studied by the students as

part of their assigned work, and lists also the names and sub-

jects of the seventeen special lecturers of the year on chemical

engineer subjects, each a man qualified to discuss his subject

with the authority of experience.

In the Chandler Museum of chemical substances and manu-

factured products, the University has material of high edu-

cational and scientific value, nearly all of which has been

collected and given to the University by Professor Charles F.

Chandler, retired. The advantages that would come from a

proper further development of this museum have been realized

for some time. As a most important step in this direction,

Mr. Elwood Hendrick, D.Sc, well known for his writings on

chemical subjects and for his wide interest in all chemical

developments, has accepted an appointment as curator of the

Chandler Museum. Under his guidance it is expected that

the usefulness of the museum to the work of the departments

of Chemistry and of Chemical Engineering will steadily in-

crease.

The Department of Chemistry reports activities and publi-

cations of its staff and students that exhibit well the sustained

scientific productiveness of this great department of the Uni-

versity. My report last year emphasized the well recognized

plight of this department as to lack of laboratory space. The

Trustees have now made provision for an addition to Have-

meyer Hall, as discussed later in this report, which will happily

meet the acute need of the present.

Charles R. Wyckoff, B.S., C.E., A.M., was added to the

staff of the department as Associate in Civil Engineering.

The Civil Engineering Testing Laboratories report an in-

creased volume of work, the total number of tests for the year

being 4,423. From receipts for commercial tests in the lab-

oratory and at the Greenpoint Fire Testing Station, the lab-

oratory has accumulated a fund, sufficient to purchase a large

amount of needed equipment, but no substantial expenditures

can be made until more floor space can be provided for this

laboratory. The work in the laboratory, not only of testing

but what is more important, that of research, could at once
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be greatly increased in value if it were not confined in the very

limited amount of space now available. The Testing Lab-

oratory has been elected to membership on the Sectional

Committee of Specifications for Fire Tests of the American

Engineering Standards Committee. The American Society

for Testing Materials has also designated this laboratory as

a member of its Gypsum Committee C-n.
As an example of the usefulness of the kind of experimental

work that this laboratory is carrying out and publishing, refer-

ence may be made to the paper published last summer, No. 12,

in the series of Engineering and Scientific Papers, entitled

Comparative Tests on Clay, Sandlime and Concrete Brick

Masonry. Largely as a result of these tests there has been a

revision of the specifications for concrete brick of the American

Society for Testing Materials and the specifications for con-

crete and clay brick masonry prepared by the National Build-

ing Code Committee.

Revised programs of study leading to the degree of Civil

Engineer have been approved by the Faculty which offer

mainly in the third year of the course optional groups des-

ignated as Structural Option, Sanitary Option, Railroad

Option and Hydraulic Option.

The Department of Electrical Engineering finds a steadily

increasing number of students coming to it. Since this is a

condition that exists in most other engineering schools also,

it leads to thought as to why so many young men have decided

to study this branch of engineering. There seems to be no

doubt that the wide use of radio communication apparatus

has widely aroused keen interest in electrical subjects, and

that this is reflected in the registration in electrical engineering

courses. It appears that another fact may be a determining

factor at Columbia. Many students are largely dependent on

summer earnings, and the required summer work in our elec-

trical engineering course interferes less with summer employ-

ment than that in several of the other curriculums.

Professors Morecroft and Hehre have published as a text

book entitled Continuous Current Circuits and Machinery the

material which thev have used with our classes for several
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years, and will follow this by a companion volume on alternat-

ing current circuits and machinery.

Professor Morecroft has been honored by election to the

presidency of the American Institute of Radio Engineers and

Professor Slichter has served as senior vice-president and

much of the time as acting president of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers.

The Department of Geology and Mineralogy has a larger

number of graduate students than ever before. The number
of engineering students, mainly mining engineers, has increased.

The feature of the year's work has been the number of calls

that have been made upon the staff of the department for

consulting work in connection with large engineering and

mining undertakings. This department has been instrumental

in a leading way in showing how the subject of geology can be

applied in engineering projects and in other practical ways.

Professor Douglas W. Johnson spent the academic year in

France as visiting professor to the universities of France, under

the exchange arrangement provided between seven univer-

sities of our Atlantic Coast and the National Office of Higher

Instruction of France. The French accounts show that the

lectures of Professor Johnson, in the general field of phys-

iography, aroused an astonishing amount of interest at the

French universities. At Grenoble the university conferred

upon him the degree of Docteur honoris causa and since his

return he has been notified of his appointment as Chevalier

of the Legion of Honor.

In the absence of Professor Johnson, part of his work was
carried on most satisfactorily by one of his former students,

Professor Frank J. Wright^ on leave from Bridgewater College,

who was appointed Associate in Physiography here. In Min-
eralogy, advantage was taken of the presence in New York of

Professor Austin F. Rogers, on leave from Stanford University,

by arranging for him to offer two courses in the Winter Session.

The Department of Industrial Engineering is working to-

ward developing close contact with industrial problems

through very close relations with manufacturing establish-

ments in the vicinity of New York. Much of the instruction
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is worked up into what may be called a "case system" which

seems to arrive at very satisfactory results.

The Mechanical Engineering Department submits a careful

report on the great need of a mechanical engineering laboratory

in the University for the purposes of instruction, testing and

research, but most of all for investigations in the field of me-

chanical engineering, which, if carried out with proper facilities

and under proper direction, are sure to bring a definite increase

in the material advantages enjoyed by the public. The report

discusses the distinction between testing, research and develop-

ment and shows that a laboratory for both research and devel-

opment is needed in this community. Such a laboratory

should be located on a site where freight facilities can be han-

dled by rail and water ; that is, on a water front, which location

will also insure the unlimited water supply essential for such a

laboratory. The report goes further and shows in drawings

and plates a building on a certain site and exhibits the interior

arrangements that would be suitable for the type of mechan-

ical engineering laboratory under discussion. This report, well

thought out and clearly presented, merits the very careful

attention of the University authorities. It is hoped that if the

construction of such a laboratory on a suitable site is approved

in principle by the University, it will interest corporations and
individuals that have much at stake in mechanical engineering

research to the point of enlisting their material support. As
an aid to this, the report of the department should be

published.

Revised programs of study leading to the degree of Mechani-

cal Engineer have been approved by the Faculty which offer

mainly in the third year of the course, optional groups desig-

nated as Standard Machinery Option and Public Utility Power
Option.

The Department of Mining and Metallurgy has received

valuable gifts and loans of apparatus, among them a set of

models of flotation machines from the Miami Copper Company,
a twenty-inch experimental ball and rod mill from the Har-

dinge Company, a set of valuable metallurgical specimens for

the museum from Professor A. L. Walker, and an electric coal
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cutter from the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company. A list of

seven completed investigations in the non-ferrous laboratory,

two in metallographic work and two in the ore dressing lab-

oratory are reported.

The members of the staff have, as usual, been active on

committees of engineering societies; Professor Campbell has

acted as Advisory Metallurgist to the New York Navy Yard.

He was elected chairman of the Committee on Non-Ferrous

Metals and Alloys of the American Society for Testing Ma-
terials and served as a member of the Iron and Steel Committee
of the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engi-

neers. Professor Walker acted as one of the two representatives

on Engineering Foundation from the American Institute of

Mining and Metallurgical Engineers and likewise represented

that society in the Engineering Division of the National

Research Council. Professor Raymond has served as chair-

man of the Mining Methods Committee of the American In-

stitute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers.

The department makes a plea for space and equipment for

the development of research work in the physical chemistry of

metallurgy; particularly the physics and chemistry of the

reactions that take place in metals and furnaces at high tem-

perature.

To commemorate in the university organization the name
and renown of the late Henry Marion Howe, formerly professor

of metallurgy, the Trustees have named a professorship the

Howe Professorship in Metallurgy and have appointed Pro-

fessor William Campbell to be Howe Professor of Metallurgy.

Professor Campbell was a student under Professor Howe and
carries forward the work in metallography in which field Pro-

fessor Howe was most active.

Changes in the programs of study required for the Engineer

of Mines and Metallurgical Engineering degrees have been

adopted by the Faculty which provide that the student in

mining engineering has the option of a curriculum in general

mining engineering, one specializing in mining geology or one
in which ore dressing is the prominent feature. Similarly, in

metallurgy an option is offered of a general metallurgical en-
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gineering course or a course in physical metallurgy in which

the physical and chemical study of the properties of metals and
alloys and their changes under treatment in manufacturing

or other processes is featured.

The Faculty of x\pplied Science adopted at its May meeting

important modifications of the admission prescriptions for

students entering the Schools of Mines, Engineering and

Chemistry from Columbia College, and with the concurrence

of the Faculty of Columbia College approved corresponding

modifications in the pre-engineering curriculum in Columbia

College. With these modified requirements the student enter-

ing Columbia College and looking forward to engineering may
take either the three-year pre-engineering course as heretofore,

or he may shorten his pre-engineering studies to two years and

one summer session, thereby decreasing by a whole calendar

year the time required for him to attain one of the engineering

degrees. In order to be able to pursue this shorter curriculum

the student must offer among his admission subjects for Co-

lumbia College, elementary chemistry, elementary physics and
advanced mathematics. As compared with the regular three-

year pre-engineering course, the shorter course of two years

and one summer session covers exactly the same scientific

subjects, the same English, history (Contemporary Civiliza-

tion course) and economics, but has a year less of one foreign

language and fewer general electives.

In addition to modifying the admission requirements of

the Schools of Mines, Engineering and Chemistry, the Faculty

has provided, beginning with 1926, for the' award of the degree

of Bachelor of Science to students upon the completion of the

first two years of one of the regular three-year curriculums in

the Schools of Mines, Engineering and Chemistry. This action

follows naturally upon the provision of an optional shorter

pre-engineering course in Columbia College. The distinction

between the two-year pre-engineering students and the three-

year pre-engineering students, so far as Columbia College

is concerned, is that the two-year students will not, like the

three-year students, be able to avail themselves of the "pro-

fessional option" under which the Bachelor of Arts degree is
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awarded, on the recommendation of the Faculty of Columbia

College, to students who have completed the first year in the

Schools of Mines, Engineering and Chemistry following three

years in Columbia College. The new Bachelor of Science

degree, awarded on the recommendation of the Faculty of

Applied Science, provides the proper degree for those students

who have completed the two-year pre-engineering course in

Columbia College and two years in the Schools of Mines,

Engineering and Chemistry. Thegraduatewho leaves college on

attaining this Bachelor of Science degree will go out equipped

with an excellent engineering training, differing from the

ordinary four-year engineering course in a greater emphasis

upon general studies and the fundamental sciences, and less

upon some subjects of engineering technique, which in the

Columbia course are reserved for the last year of the engineer-

ing curriculum, upon the completion of which the student re-

ceives the appropriate engineering degree.

The two options open to the student entering Columbia
College with the expectation of going on through the Engineer-

ing School are, accordingly, as follows

:

I

The student enters Columbia

College without special restrictions

as to subjects offered for admission.

Student takes three-year pre-

engineering course, with 12 points

of general electives.

Student enters Schools of Mines,

Engineering and Chemistry at

beginning of fourth year.

End of fourth year: Bachelor of

Arts degree, under Columbia Col-

lege Professional Option Plan, at-

tained on completion of first year's

work in three-year course of Schools

of Mines, Engineering and Chem-
istry.

At end of the sixth year the stu-

dent receives the degree of Engineer

of Mines, Metallurgical Engineer,

Civil Engineer, Electrical Engineer,

Mechanical Engineer, Chemical En-
gineer, or Master of Science (in

Industrial Engineering).

II

On entering Columbia College

the student includes in his offering

for admission Elementary Chem-
istry, Elementary Physics and Ad-

vanced Mathematics.

Student takes pre-engineering

course of two years and one six-

week summer session.

Student enters Schools of Mines,

Engineering and Chemistry at

beginning of third year.

End of fourth year: Bachelor of

Science degree attained on com-
pletion of two years' work of the

three-year course in the Schools

of Mines, Engineering and Chem-
istry.

At end of the fifth year the stu-

dent receives the degree of Engineer

of Mines, Metallurgical Engineer,

Civil Engineer, Electrical Engineer,

Mechanical Engineer, Chemical En-

gineer or Master of Science (in

Industrial Engineering).
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The admission prescriptions for students entering the

Schools of Mines, Engineering and Chemistry from colleges

other than Columbia College remain unchanged. The new
provisions as to admission through Columbia College, which

involve no changes in the engineering course itself, provide a

desirable flexibility in the university type of engineering train-
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ing which Columbia University offers. Having been duly

approved by the University Council and by the Trustees the

changes go into effect at once.

In my report for 1923, reference was made to the serious

and wide-reaching study of Engineering Education in which

the Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education was

seeking to enlist the cooperation of all engineering schools

and of several educational foundations. This undertaking has

been greatly forwarded by the Carnegie Foundation through

its action in appropriating funds to meet the expenses of a

director and a central office and staff. While this central office

will do much work on its own account and will correlate results

obtained by the engineering schools and other agencies, it is

expected that the central office will, in the main, assist the

engineering schools to investigate their own problems and

serve as a clearing house for the facts brought out in such

investigation. The director of this study is Mr. William E.

Wickenden, an electrical engineer and teacher of electrical

engineering, who has for some time directed the employment

of engineering graduates by one of our largest corporation

employers and has studied engineering schools through the

records of their graduates.

Definite statistical information about alumni of engineering

schools is obviously called for in order that the accomplish-

ments or shortcomings of graduates in engineering may be

studied in relation to the type of instruction given in the

schools and the school records of students. Columbia Univer-

sity has an opportunity to cooperate actively in this work and

the organization of this cooperation should engage the atten-

tion of the Faculty early in the Winter Session. It would

seem particularly desirable for us to gather information as to

our alumni since, not only in the past seven years when we
have had a three-year professional course based on three years

of graduate study, but also in the former four-year course, our

curriculum has been sufficiently different from that of other

engineering schools to make of special value comparative

studies of the records of graduates and the courses of instruc-

tion as between Columbia and other institutions.
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The action of the Trustees providing at the May meeting

for the immediate erection of a new laboratory for physics to

stand on the Green along 120th Street near Broadway and for

an addition to the laboratory for chemistry, consisting of an

extension to Havemeyer Hall northward along Broadway to

the Mapes Gate, will, do much toward relieving, not only the

general University pressure for room, but in particular the

need of more room in some of the Engineering Departments.

Chemistry and Chemical Engineering will fill completely,

at once, the new extension to Havemeyer Hall. Since, how-
ever, it will obviously be necessary to build a physics lab-

oratory much larger than the immediate needs of that depart-

ment, which has been held down for years in its development

by lack of laboratory space, the new physics building will

provide temporarily much class room and laboratory space

that can be shared by other scientific departments. For ex-

ample, it is planned to accommodate some of the research

work in Chemical Engineering in the physics building until the

construction of the new Chemical Engineering Building can

be carried out.

It is planned to have the physics building, which will be

about 1 80 by 62 feet, run up twelve stories. This will be a

novel type of laboratory building but it seems to be the most

practicable way of getting the floor space necessary. Tests

made with sensitive instruments in many buildings in the

vicinity indicate that the disturbance from vibration in a

properly constructed building of this height will not be serious-

ly worse than in any building on Manhattan Island. The
construction of the physics building will make useless the

present small astronomical observatory, hence a dome for

an equatorially mounted telescope and a room for a transit

instrument is to be provided on the top of the physics building.

For both the chemistry and physics laboratories, depart-

mental committees have with the architects been planning the

laboratories after close study of the best laboratories elsewhere.

It is hoped that construction can proceed rapidly in the fall.

These buildings and the development of research that they
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will make possible, will mean a new era for these two funda-

mental sciences as represented in this University.

At the beginning of the year, the Trustees were able to set

aside a fund of $25,000 to be expended for scientific instruction

and research on the authorization of the President and the

Committee on Education of the Trustees. Through the ex-

penditure of this fund, there have been or are being added to

each of the engineering departments new apparatus of first

importance. Among some of the items may be mentioned a

liquid air plant of about 10 liters an hour capacity for the

Departments of Physics and Chemistry, two refrigerating

machines for the Department of Chemistry, a steam jacketed

still, electrolytic hydrogen apparatus and a steam driven

vacuum pump, for the Department of Chemical Engineering;

a complete Thomas Standard Air Meter for the Department

of Mechanical Engineering; a string galvanometer with com-

plete camera equipment for the Department of Electrical

Engineering; X-ray crystal analysis apparatus for the Depart-

ment of Geology and Mineralogy ; assay balances, microscopes,

mechanical screen shaker, optical pyrometer, electric furnaces

and grinding laps for the Department of Mining and Met-

allurgy. Expenditures were also made from this appropria-

tion for the Departments of Botany and Zoology. This fund

has enabled each department to add expensive pieces of ap-

paratus which the yearly appropriations have not so far en-

abled them to purchase and it therefore has added very greatly

to the facilities for instruction and research.

There has been, and justly so, great pressure brought upon

industrial establishments to provide safety measures in con-

nection with all machinery and equipment in connection with

which accidents might occur. In order that the University

may set the proper example to its students who are going out

later to engage in engineering undertakings, attention is con-

stantly given to questions of safety. A prominent firm of

safety engineers engaged to inspect thoroughly all our lab-

oratories, with the cooperation of the professors in charge,

reported in full last summer as to additional safety measures

that might be carried out. The recommendations of the report
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have been carefully followed out and the necessary expendi-

tures have been made for additional safety devices. Even
when all foresight is used, accidents still occur in engineering

laboratories but it is a recognized duty of the University to

provide against hazards that may be foreseen.

Ralph Edward Mayer, C.E. 1879, Professor of Engineering

Drafting, Secretary of the Faculty of Applied Science, Ex-

ecutive Secretary of the Alumni Association of the School of

Mines, Engineering and Chemistry, died January 23, 1924,

a few days after his sixty-fifth birthday.

For a number of years, as chairman of important faculty

committees and then as Secretary of the Faculty and of the

Committee on Instruction, he had shared in the work of the

Dean's office and had become, in effect, an Associate Dean.

No one can replace him, for his was a status that came from

his own unique abilities and personal qualities. His connection

with Columbia spanned a period of nearly fifty years and no

one else knew so well the internal developments of the Schools

of Mines and Engineering through this period. No one came
closer to the students and no one compared with him in mem-
ory of and acquaintance with the alumni of all this period.

The marvellous extent of his acquaintance and association

with students and alumni developed from a nature so full of

sympathy and understanding that his life was lived chiefly in

the lives of others. Their problems were his problems; their

successes his successes; their short-comings and griefs were

weights upon him.

Appropriate biographical notes have been published else-

where but it should be recorded here that in the death of Pro-

fessor Mayer there has passed away another of those great

characters, and great teachers through character, whose in-

fluence will live throughout the present generation and will

thereafter be cherished among the traditions of the University.

Respectfully submitted,

George B. Pegram,

Dean
June 30, IQ24
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REPORT OF THE DEAN
FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1 924

To the President of the University

Sir:

As Dean of the Faculties of Political Science, Philosophy

and Pure Science, I have the honor to submit the following

report for the academic year ending June 30, 1924:

The total registration under these faculties, including the

Summer Session of 1923 and students registered primarily

under other faculties, was 2,635, as against 2,590 for the pre-

ceding year. The registration for the Winter and Spring

Sessions alone was 1,905, as against 1,872. The number of

new students was 930, as against 614. The number of degrees

was as follows: Master of Arts 496, as against 522 ; Doctor of

Philosophy 137, as against 107. Under the new provision

for the doctorate in Law and for the extension of the degree

to subjects not comprised within the departmental offering

of these faculties, the first candidate in Law appeared with

completed dissertation and successfully passed the examina-

tion for the degree. The first candidate from the School of

Business presented himself for the preliminary examination

before a committee from the School and the Department of

Economics and successfully passed.

At the October meeting of the University Council the fol-

lowing resolution was passed

:

Resolved: That those powers and duties assigned by resolution of the

University Council on February 16, 1909 to the Standing Executive Com-
mittee of the Council, which, prior to that date, had been assigned to the

Committees on Higher Degrees, on Fellowships and Scholarships, to the

Committee on Admission to the Non-professional Graduate Schools, be
now assigned to the Joint Committee on Graduate Instruction in con-

formity with the provisions of the resolution of the Council adopted April

17, 1923.
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This reassignment of powers and duties was a natural con-

sequence of the development of the Joint Committee on Grad-

uate Instruction from an informal committee of advice to

the Dean to a committee regularly constituted by the Faculties

and recognized by the University Council. So long as the

Faculties had no such committee, the Executive Committee
of the Council was the only standing committee competent

to deal with the matters covered by the resolution. When,
however, the Joint Committee on Graduate Instruction was
incorporated within the constitution of the University, there

was no longer a reason why the Executive Committee should

act as a special committee for these faculties, especially as

it did not have similar powers in relation to other faculties.

The effect of the resolution on the Joint Committee has been

greatly to increase its significance and importance. It has

now largely solved the problem with which Dean Burgess

was originally confronted and for which he first constituted

the committee, namely, how to bring unity of administration

and interest in the graduate faculties without destroying

their own autonomy. The effect of the resolution on the

Executive Committee has been to relieve it of a great amount
of routine business.

The Joint Committee has undertaken a study of graduate

and research work, department by department. The first

study completed, that of Zoology, is appended to this report

(P- 133).

The special fund for research which the Trustees have put

at my disposal has been expended to promote individual re-

searches in Chemistry (one), Geology (three), Mechanical

Engineering (one) and Zoology (one) ; to assist publication of

researches in Anthropology and English ; to purchase valuable

library research material in Fine Arts and Law, and an exten-

sive collection of papyri for research work in Ancient History.

There were more demands on the fund than it could meet.

There is particular need of more funds for publication. I

have commented on this in other reports and accordingly do

no more now than emphasize again the increasing difficulty

of securing publication of researches which, appealing pri-
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marily to experts, have a circulation too limited to defray the

cost of printing them.

The income from the fund for the William Bayard Cutting

Fellowships were sufficient this year to provide for the appoint-

ment of four fellows. The competition was of a high order

and the men selected admirably prepared to fulfill the pur-

poses of the fellowship. Following the precedent of two years

ago one of the appointments was made from our staff of in-

structors, Mr. Horace L. Friess who, having completed his

work for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, desired to con-

tinue his study of German philosophy and will return to the

University to continue courses in that field. The other ap-

pointments were Mr. John H. Johnson who goes to England

to study at first hand the operation of the new property laws

there; Mr. Henry C. Sprietsma who goes to Paris to continue

his researches in French literature and Mr. Ralph DeL.

Kronig who goes to Copenhagen and other research labora-

tories in Europe to continue the study of physics.

In the early days of these faculties, the University entered

into educational affiliations with a number of neighboring

institutions whereby students in these institutions were

granted certain privileges if they registered as graduate

students in the University. My experience has led me to

believe that those affiliations were for the most part unwise.

They rested on the assumption that, being local, they could

be so controlled that they would operate with fairness and

justice to the student body generally and not interfere with

the legitimate demands which the University had a right to

make under the circumstances. This assumption has not

been verified in fact. I will not burden you with examples.

But is there fairness and justice in allowing a student in a

neighboring institution residence and even scholarly credit

for his work there and denying the same privilege to another

student who comes from a remote institution of similar

character and standing? There might be if the neighboring

institution were affiliated not simply through privilege, but

also through administration. But this latter type of affilia-

tion is obviously, in our situation, neither practical nor ad-
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visable to the extent to which our existing affiliations of

privilege have gone. Moreover, we are under constant pres-

sure to undertake new affiliations of the kind now in force and
frequently our refusal, in view of our practice, is arbitrary.

This whole matter has received consideration by the Joint

Committee on Graduate Instruction during the current year

with the result that a recommendation has been sent to you

that our affiliations be hereafter restricted to those institu-

tions with which, by special agreements, we have established

a genuine community of interest. These institutions, through

long association, have become in a real sense parts of the

University. Their officers and ours are united by obvious

ties of professional association. They are engaged with us in

common university enterprises. With them reasons for affilia-

tion exist which are not based on privileges to students, but

on common undertakings to advance learning. The proposed

restriction is made in the interest of justice to students and

of orderly administration.

Professor Lucius C. Porter, who through the courtesy of

Peking University, received leave of absence from that insti-

tution to serve with us for two years as Dean Lung Professor

of Chinese, returned to China at the end of the year. The
University is deeply indebted to him for what he has done

toward the upbuilding of the Department of Chinese. We
regret that he could not stay with us permanently because

he combines so admirably matured scholarship, executive

ability and a wise understanding of the way the study of the

Far East should be organized in this country if it is properly

to serve our own needs, promote friendly relations and lead

to productive scholarship. His obligations to his own uni-

versity were, however, compelling. He returns to them carry-

ing with him the good wishes of all who have known him and

expressing on his part his desire and willingness to continue

in active cooperation with us in carrying on the work he has

begun.

Professor Porter saw clearly that the central and controlling

motive in a Chinese department with us should not be lin-

guistic, antiquarian or benevolent. We need to understand
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China, its land and its people, with which, in the coming years,

we shall have increasingly to do. It is our national need of

such understanding, rather than a university's need to round

out its philological studies or China's supposed need of our

aid and benevolence, which should receive primary emphasis.

Naturally, as a university, it is our desire to extend to the

Chinese in general and Chinese students in particular any edu-

cational advantages which are in our power to offer and which

they come here to enjoy, but it is clear that our effectiveness

in this regard depends both on our attitude and our under-

standing, and these can not be right unless our knowledge is

sound. It should be our business to promote the study of

Chinese civilization. In this study, language, literature, art

and archaeology will naturally have their places, but the chief

places should be given to history, economics, society, govern-

ment, philosophy and religion. Our Department of Chinese

should be a center of reliable information about China and its

people, and particularly about China in the more recent years

of its history.

In saying all this, I am repeating what will be familiar

to you as the substance of conversations which we have had

with Professor Porter. So far as the brief period of two years

and our too limited resources would allow, he has carried

forward such a programme. He visited individuals, institu-

tions, societies, clubs and corporations interested in China.

He familiarized himself with the work of other universities

in this country. He went to Europe last summer to examine

what is done there. The results of his inquiries with recom-

mendations for the future have been embodied in a special

report which he has submitted and which has been sent to

you in the course of the year. He leaves the department in

the hands of his able colleague, Assistant Professor Thomas
F. Carter. Work so admirably begun is in need of hearty

and liberal support. Without the accumulation of several

years in the Dean Lung Fund, Professor Porter's work could

not have been done nor could Professor Carter go forward

with his present plans. The annual income of the fund is

not sufficient for the Department's needs. It is to be hoped
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that the progressive spirit which animates its development

will receive recognition and support from those who are inter-

ested in and able to further our better understanding of

China.

Respectfully submitted,

Frederick J. E. Woodbridge,

Dean
June jo, 1924



FACULTIES OF POLITICAL SCIENCE,
PHILOSOPHY AND PURE SCIENCE

A REPORT ON RESEARCH IN ZOOLOGY 1

FOR THE YEARS I919-I924 INXLUSIVE

Modern Zoology seeks on the one hand to examine the ex-

isting forms and functions of living things, on the other to

interpret these as the product of an historical process of evolu-

tion. In theory these two aims are inseparable, but in prac-

tice they often involve widely different aims and methods.

At the time the Department of Zoology was first organized,

in 1890-91, the main movement of the subject was along

the lines of the Darwinian revolution and was in large degree

dominated by studies in comparative morphology and phylog-

eny with direct reference to problems of descent. The orig-

inal plans for organizaton of the Department were largely

influenced by that situation; but even at that time a new
movement in Zoology was getting under way which ulti-

mately led to important developments of those plans. It

began as a reaction against certain errors and speculative

extravagances of the post-Darwinians, and it was largely

determined by growing recognition of the fact that under the

existing conditions in Zoology a causal analysis of evolution

could not profitably be pursued without better under-

standing of organisms as they now are. It had become
evident that the way to such an understanding must be

sought in a closer cooperation between Biology, Physics and
Chemistry, and in more extensive use of the experimental

methods of the exact sciences in biological research. During

the nineties these considerations caused a steady drift towards

experimental and quantitative researches in Zoology as

distinguished from the descriptive-comparative and specula-

tive activities of preceding years. It steadily gained headway

*This report was originally prepared by the Department of Zoology in the form of re-

plies to a series of specific questions formulated by a special Faculty committee appointed
to inquire into the present status of research in the University. Since the first draft was
not intended for publication, its form has been somewhat altered for the present purpose.
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with the rediscovery of Mendel's laws of heredity; with

investigations on experimental embryology; with new ad-

vances in cytology, including especially the discovery of the

fundamental mechanism of heredity and of sex-determination

;

with experimental studies on the structures and activities of

the simplest forms of life; with new researches on cell-

physiology in higher forms; and with the rapid extension of

experimental methods in other fields of biological inquiry.

The development of the Department in advanced teaching

and research could not fail to be greatly affected by all this;

and its program of work gradually extended accordingly.

The net result was a marked expansion of experimental and
other analytical methods of inquiry in the departmental

activities; but this did not involve any restriction of morpho-
logical comparative work. On the contrary, the present work
of the Department in these directions will, we believe, com-
pare favorably with that at any earlier period of our history.

It is true, regrettably, that Professors Osborn and Dean,

both engaged primarily with research in vertebrate mor-

phology, ultimately withdrew from active participation

in instruction in the Department in order to concentrate

their activities at the American Museum of Natural History.

The work thus relinquished has been ably carried forward

both at Columbia and at the Museum, while important

advanced instruction in other morphological fields has been

continued and developed. The later expansion of research in

the Department has been more especially in the experi-

mental study of heredity and genetics, in protozoology and
parasitology, and in cytology and experimental embryology.

The Department has made every effort to keep its work in

close touch with the most modern advances in these various

fields.

(i). Research in Recent Years

The more important general lines of investigation in these various

fields during the past five years, in alphabetical order, include:

A. At the Columbia laboratory or in immediate connection with it:

(i). Investigations by Professor R. H. Bowen in Cytology, particularly

on the chondriosomes, Golgi-apparatus and other formed components
of the protoplasmic cell-system.
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(2). The continued experimental studies by Professor G. N. Calkins

and his pupils on the structure and life-history of the Protozoa, in particular

on senescence, conjugation and the renewal of vitality in these unicellular

organisms.

(3). The researches by Professor W. K. Gregory and his pupils on

the evolution of the vertebrates, and the artistic and carefully studied

reconstructions by Professor J. H. McGregor of the races of primitive

man.

(4). The continued studies by Professor T. H. Morgan, and a group of

associates and advanced students under his direction, in Mendelian hered-

ity, involving an extended experimental analysis of the underlying or-

ganization of the germ-plasm. Among those prominently associated

in these investigations have been especially A. H. Sturtevant, Calvin

Bridges, H. J. Muller and Donald C. Lancefield (the latter now Assistant

Professor on our staff). For several years past this work has received

substantial aid from subsidies granted by the Carnegie Institution of

Washington.

(5). Work in cytology by Professor E. B. Wilson and his pupils, con-

tinuing earlier investigations on the chromosomes, and on the formed

components of the cytoplasm, with especial reference to heredity and the

germ-cells.

B. To the foregoing may be added the following which do not belong

to the immediate activities of the Department but are technically more
or less under its auspices:

(6). The continued zoographical studies by Professor H. E. Crampton
of Barnard College on variation, heredity and geographical distribution

of the land-snails of the Pacific Islands.

(7). The extended work of Professor Bashford Dean of the American

Museum of Natural History (titular Professor of Vertebrate Zoology at

Columbia) on a bibliography of fishes, which has been published in three

large volumes.

(8). The continued investigations by Henry Fairfield Osborn, President

of the American Museum of Natural History, and Research Professor in

Columbia University, on vertebrate paleontology and the evolution of

man and the higher vertebrates.

The researches indicated in the above outline have been so numerous
that it is not possible to review them in much detail. They have been

listed from year to year in the University Bibliographies. The following

statements will indicate some of their important features.

(2). Protozoology

The unicellular structure and relatively simple differentiations of the

Protozoa make them peculiarly suitable for experimental studies on funda-

mental problems in biology, including especially those involved in the

basic activities of protoplasm. Prominent among these are the nature
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of declining vitality and old age, and the restoration of exhausted vitality,

to which Professor Calkins' work during the last five years has been

largely devoted. His long continued investigations on this much disputed

subject have now come to a climax in the experimental demonstration

that rejuvenescence may result from conjugation, a question that has

been debated for more than forty years. Professor Calkins is also at work

on a general treatise on the biology of the Protozoa, begun in 1920, which

will shortly be ready for the press.

Graduate students in Protozoology have worked along similar or

collateral lines, particularly on more limited problems which do not

require years of experimentation. More recent researches include especially

studies on the differentiated cytoplasmic structures in Protozoa, which

offer many interesting problems. Among these researches may be men-
tioned studies on the phenomena of meiosis and conjugation in the ciliates;

on the significance of the cytoplasmic granules; on the metaplastids,

particularly the paramylum bodies; on the life-history of euglenoid flagel-

lates; on the life-cycle and reduction-phenomena in gregarines; on the

conditions inducing conjugation in ciliates; on the cytology of encystment

and reorganization of ciliates; on the effects of various proteins upon
metabolism in ciliates; and on the origin and fate of chromidia in testate

rhizopods.

(3). Zoogeography, Variation and Heredity

The work in this field has comprised especially investigations by
Professor H. E. Crampton, carried out with the aid of financial support

from the Carnegie Institution of Washington. They have included several

expeditions to the oceanic islands of the south Pacific, especially those of

the Tahiti group and of Guam and Saipan, in order to study with care

the distribution of the land snails. These animals, owing to their great

numbers, variability, and isolation in the sharply separated valleys of

these volcanic islands, offer remarkable opportunities for studying sys-

tematic inter-relationships with reference to barriers and to the general

problem of the origin of species. An immense mass of data has thus been

accumulated, which has been set forth and discussed in two large memoirs

published by the Carnegie Institution. This work is still in progress.

Here may be mentioned also an elaborate study of the distribution and

relationships of the birds of the Belgian Congo, by J. P. Chapin, recently

accepted by the Department as a Ph.D. dissertation (under direction of

Professor Gregory) and now in preparation for publication.

(4). Vertebrate Zoology, Comparative Anatomy and Paleontology

Research in this field has included especially studies on the evolution

of man and the higher vertebrates. The main part of this work has been

carried on at the American Museum of Natural History, where the splendid

material brought together in the course of years offers almost unparalleled
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opportunities for investigations in this field. Researches on this material

have brought forth a long series of important monographs and more

general works by Professor Osborn (Research Professor); by Professor

Gregory and his pupils; by Professor Dean; and by other investigators of

the Museum staff. Many of these works have been closely associated

with, and in considerable degree an outgrowth from, Professor Gregory's

advanced graduate courses on the comparative anatomy, paleontology

and evolution of the vertebrates. Among those of especial interest may be

mentioned Professor Gregory's studies, and those of several of his pupils

(Camp, Romer, Noble, Miner, Adams) on the correlation in evolution

between the skeleton and the muscular system in the evolution of mammals,
reptiles and amphibians. This work has introduced a new point of view

and method in the study of evolution in the vertebrates and its importance

has been widely recognized. Reference may also be made to Professor

Gregory's researches on the origin and evolution of the human dentition;

on the comparative myology and osteology of the titanotheres; on the

evolution of the primates; and on the classification of human races (now

in press).

Professor Osborn's investigations at the American Museum of Natural

History on the evolution of man and the higher vertebrates have been so

numerous and are so widely known as to need no extended review here.

Among the more important of his published technical works in recent

years may be mentioned continued researches on the evolution of the

dinosaurs and other extinct reptiles; of the horse; of the titanotheres

the elephants and the mastodons; and of the past history of man and the

primates. Among his larger and more general works may be mentioned

especially The Men of the Old Stone Age, Their Environment, Life and Art

and The Origin and Evolution ofLife (also published in French translation)

.

These have brought together in more popular form the results of a great

number of researches, by the author and others, that have contributed

in an important way to the advancement of knowledge.
Closely connected with the foregoing has been the work of Professor

McGregor at the main Columbia University laboratory on his recon-

structions of primitive man. These reconstructions possess, we believe

a higher value, both artistic and scientific, than any heretofore attempted.

They are artistic, but they do not rest upon mere fantasies or random
impressions. They are based on exact measurement, on scrupulous

comparative anatomical studies of the skeletons and muscles of various

existing types of man and the higher anthropoids, and on close studies

of the fossilized remains of the "ape-man" of Java {Pithecanthropus)

the Piltdown man (Eoanthropus) , the Neanderthal man, and the Cro-

Magnon man. The study of this material has necessitated two trips to

Europe in the course of which the leading museums of England, France,

Belgium, Holland and Germany have been visited. These reconstructions

have been widely reproduced by photographs and by casts, which are
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steadily being distributed to leading scientific centers throughout the

world. Professor McGregor has now nearly completed a composite model

of the entire skeleton of an adult male of the Neanderthal race, based on

three skeletons of nearly equal size, the originals of all of which he has

studied, and of which he has casts. On this skeleton the flesh is being built

up to make a life-sized model which will probably be finished and cast

in the near future.

(5). Experimental Zoology and Kindred Subjects

Investigations in this field, under direction of Professor T. H. Morgan
and his associates (including Professor Lancefield), have occupied an

increasingly important place in the investigations of recent years and are

represented by a large number of published works, both special and general.

They cover two distinct but closely related fields, genetics and experi-

mental embryology, the first of which has in recent years taken the more

important place. The investigations in the field of genetics, which began

more than fifteen years ago, have steadily increased in significance and

volume. They have been supported by grants from the Carnegie In-

stitution of Washington, from which are paid the salaries of two expert

investigators, Doctors Sturtevant and Bridges. While their work consists

largely of independent investigation, it also renders important service to

the Department of Zoology in carrying out the advanced studies of gradu-

ate students under Professor Morgan's direction. The Department is thus

in a position to command a leading group of experts in the field of genetics.

Without the assistance given by the Carnegie grants such far-reaching and

fundamental investigations could not be carried on here in the way that

the requirements of the subject demand. Even the means provided by
the Carnegie Institution would be quite insufficient to carry out extensive

work in this field, which is very costly, were it not that the particular

material under investigation makes it possible to keep large numbers of

living animals in a very limited space. Even so the laboratory of genetics

is crowded almost beyond endurance. Some 400 separate stocks are kept

under artificial cultivation, representing many types of mutation that

have arisen under observation in the laboratory. The care of this material

requires the attention of one assistant. Another assistant makes the

necessary illustrations, drawings and tabulations for the work, and at

the same time assists in carrying out certain protracted experiments. Both

assistants render first aid to graduate students working in genetics, and
in this way make a return to the laboratory for the meager space that

they occupy.

These investigations can not be reviewed in extenso here. Their aim

has been primarily to follow out the operations of Mendel's laws of heredity

by standardized laboratory methods applied to material exceptionally

adapted to the needs of precise experimental work. Such material is

offered by the fly Drosophila which may readily be bred by millions and
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which, owing to its frequent mutation, offers wonderful opportunities for

analysis. These widely known investigations, together with parallel

-cytological work on the chromosomes, have now expanded into a general

experimental analysis of the physical basis of heredity and the mechanism

of development. They are attracting to the laboratory of genetics, small

and crowded as it is, students and more advanced investigators from other

institutions, including some from foreign countries, who are anxious to

learn the methods that have produced such results.

Secondly, investigations in experimental embryology are being carried

on by Professor Morgan, mainly at Woods Hole during the summer.

During the last three years, three separate problems have been followed,

and the results, in part, have been published. These are: the problem

of self-fertilization in hermaphrodite animals; the experimental study of

Bidder's organ of the toad; and the problem of animal asymmetry.

In addition to a very large number of special monographs and special

papers these various researches have been summarized in several im-

portant books by Professor Morgan and his associates which have exercised

a widespread influence on the development of genetic research. The most

important of them include a series of special monographs published by

the Carnegie Institution of Washington, and two general works, one by

Morgan on The Physical Basis of Heredity, the other by Morgan,

Sturtevant, Muller and Bridges on The Mechanism of Mendelian Heredity.

(1 and 6). Cytology or Cellular Biology

Work in this field has from the beginning been under the direction

of Professor Wilson, more recently also of Professor Bowen. It has through-

out been closely affiliated with research in genetics, the two having in

fact often overlapped in the progress of the general inquiry. It has in-

cluded two rather distinct lines of inquiry, one dealing with the chromo-

somes as representing the visible mechanism of Mendelian heredity and

sex-determination, the other with the so called formed components of

protoplasm (cytoplasm) which offer a series of problems as yet but in-

completely solved.

The first of these lines took the lead in earlier years, while the second

has received greater attention of late. To the latter belong the researches

of Professor Bowen on the central bodies, chondriosomes and Golgi-

bodies; those of Professor Wilson on the chondriosomes; those now in

progress or recently completed by graduate students on the microdissec-

tion of living cells with especial reference to the problem of the origin of

the central bodies de novo; and on the central bodies and associated struc-

tures in the sperm-formation. The work of Professor Bowen has been of

especial interest in this direction, having greatly enlarged our knowledge

of the part played by the cytoplasmic components in the formation of the

germ-cells, and opening new and promising suggestions concerning the

fertilization of the egg. His work has also brought forward important
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new evidence concerning the functions of the Golgi-apparatus in the tissue-

cells with especial reference to the problems of secretion.

Cytological researches on the chromosomes have been less active of

late than in earlier years, but have included some noteworthy studies.

Among these may be mentioned investigations on the sex-chromosomes

of beetles; on the relation of the chromosomes to sex in insects and arach-

nids, which have made known some very novel conditions; on certain

difficult problems of synapsis in beetles which have now been successfully

disentangled; on the chromosomes and other phenomena in the life-history

of certain parasitic insects; and on the origin of the primordial germ-cells

and other problems connected with the early development of Drosophila.

Professor Wilson's long-continued researches on chromosomes, which

helped to make known the chromosome-mechanism of sex-determination,

have been nearly suspended of late. However, his studies on the remark-

able conditions shown by the chondriosomes and Golgi-bodies in the

germ-cells of scorpions have steadily progressed, though nothing has been

published on them since 1916. Aside from a few general and critical articles

(including a small volume published in 1923 by the Yale Press on The

Physical Basis of Life) his time has been almost entirely given during the

last five years to the preparation of a new, much enlarged and completely

rewritten edition of his general work The Cell in Development and Heredity,

the preceding (second) edition of which appeared in 1900. Since that time

the subject has been almost completely made over; in some respects, by
investigations carried on in this laboratory. The new edition, just pub-

lished by the Macmillan Company, is illustrated by more than 500 figures

and comprises upwards of 1200 pages. It offers a general synthesis of the

researches of the past forty years on the cell-mechanism of the reproductive

processes generally, including the structure of protoplasm and cells, the

formation of the germ-cells, the phenomena of cell-division, fertilization,

sex-determination, development, heredity and kindred topics.

(3). Fields not Touched upon in the Department

Zoology has now come to include so large and heterogeneous a group

of subjects that no single department could possibly represent them all.

Many of these subjects are not represented, or not sufficiently represented,

in the research work of the Department and some others should be more
encouraged. If the Department is to keep pace with modern develop-

ments in fundamental work it needs expansion in the study of experimental

embryology, of animal behavior, and especially of experimental cell-physi-

ology, including microdissection and tissue-culture. On the whole, how-
ever, we do not consider the further expansion of this field of work as

equal in importance to certain other needs of the Department indicated

below. It seems both inevitable and desirable, under present conditions

in Zoology, that a certain division of labor should take place among
different universities (to a considerable extent it already exists), and
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that departments of Zoology may readily lose in effectiveness by attempting

to spread over too wide a field. We believe, further, that in some cases

a decided gain in effectiveness might result by distributing the work
designated as "Zoology" among two or more departments within the

same university: for instance, by bringing together the work of compara-

tive morphology (comparative anatomy, paleontology, comparative

embryology) in a department separate from microscopical and experi-

mental studies which are in many respects more closely affiliated with

physiology, biophysics and biochemistry.

(4). Recognition of the Work of the Department

The questions propounded by the Committee include one concerning

outside recognition of the work of the Department in the form of member-
ship in scientific societies, degrees conferred and the like. The embarrass-

ment caused by this question is to some extent mitigated by calling to

mind the remark of a well-known scientific investigator that at sixty (and

sometimes earlier) men are of little further use except for the purpose of

being elected into scientific societies and academies, of delivering public

addresses, and of becoming the recipients of honorary degrees. The value

of such recognition may therefore be variously estimated; but such as it

is, the members of the departmental staff seem to have had a fair share.

It includes membership in many scientific societies, at home and abroad;

honorary degrees from a number of American and foreign universities;

and the delivery by invitation of lectures and addresses before various

societies, academies and universities. Members of the staff have also long

been active in the editorship of scientific journals and other serial works

and in the administrative work of various cooperative enterprises, such as

the Woods Hole Marine Laboratory, the Naples Zoological Station, the

Mt. Desert Marine Laboratory and others,

(5). Special Advantages Offered by Columbia University

The advantages offered by Columbia are only in minor degree of a

material kind, since the existing laboratories and their equipment are

now far surpassed by several other American laboratories. One main
advantage is offered by a group of advanced and critical courses of instruc-

tion dealing with the most recent advances in the fields which they cover

and which lead directly into original research. Inseparable from this is

the opportunity of association with, and direct guidance in investigation

by, men who are themselves actively engaged in research and have
closely followed the modern movement of the subject. In certain subjects,

notably in cytology, genetics, protozoology and vertebrate morphology
investigators have the opportunity to make use of the extensive, and in

many respects, unique material that has been brought together here in

the course of years and also the use of the extensive private libraries of
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members of the staff, in some respects among the most complete in the

country. The great collections of the American Museum of Natural His-

tory offer in many directions unique opportunities for research in Verte-

brate Morphology; and less directly the New York Aquarium and the

Bronx Zoological Park contribute towards the same end. Exceptional

opportunities for access to scientific literature are offered by various public

libraries, including those of Columbia, the New York Academy of Sciences,

the New York Academy of Medicine, the American Museum of Natural

History, and the New York Botanical Garden.

(6). Difficulties Encountered and New
Opportunities Desired

The difficulties encountered may be summed up in the words: lack

of space, deficiencies of equipment, and lack of sufficient working funds

for trained assistants in research. The laboratory, planned more than

twenty-five years ago, is too small, is now out of date, has a leaky roof,

needs a new and better type of work-tables, more window-space, more
small rooms for individual investigators, a better aquarium room, and a

more adequate greenhouse and vivarium. A very serious block to research

work caused by lack of space is the necessity for research students to work
in general laboratories that must also be used by students engaged only

in class-work (A.M. students, and others taking Zoology as a minor).

The graduate laboratories are thus rendered uncomfortable, crowded,

and noisy. This difficulty has steadily increased of late and is deeply

felt by the most serious and able of our graduate students and research

workers, including especially older persons, professors in other universities

at home or abroad, a certain number of whom come almost every year to

the laboratory for special research. All the difficulties thus arising—and

they have really become almost insupportable—would disappear could

laboratory workers be segregated in rather small rooms accommodating

not more than two to four persons; or at least in laboratories containing

no merely minor or class-students. Apart from this there is pressing need

for a number of special laboratories properly fitted up for special work in

various lines of zoological research; and only less important is the need for

suitable rooms for keeping living material for experimental work in many
directions. These conditions cannot be remedied until new space can be

found, either in a new laboratory or by an extension and remodeling of

the present one in Schermerhorn Hall.

Closely connected with the foregoing is the present inadequate provision

for trained research assistants. We have at present three such assistants,

but the salary of only one of these is paid by the Department, the others

being chargeable to the grant from the Carnegie Institution above referred

to. The single departmental research assistant has been paid from a

special yearly grant from the Fund for Research. It is however difficult
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to procure and retain the services of a competent person for the sums avail-

able. In our judgment the research work of the Department would be

much advanced by more adequate and permanent provision for work

of this type, and also by better secretarial assistance for the dictation

and copying of scientific letters, articles and the like. This applies alike

to the work of the laboratories at Columbia and to that of Professor

Gregory at the American Museum of Natural History, who is without

any kind of assistance in the conduct of his advanced graduate lectures,

laboratory work, and research.

Lastly, a difficulty now especially acute is offered by the existing ob-

stacles to prompt and suitable publication of scientific results. Owing to

the financial difficulties and consequent congested condition of all the

journals and academies all papers are now long delayed, often for one or

two years, sometimes, much longer, and their publication is beset with

many other difficulties. Some of the larger universities (e. g. Harvard)

and even some of the smaller ones (e. g. Kansas), long since met this

difficulty by establishing their own series of publications. Few things

could more effectively advance the interests of zoological research at

Columbia than the establishment of such a series.

(7). Research and Candidates for the Doctorate

Whether candidates for the Ph.D. degree are a help or a hindrance to

research on the part of their instructors and advisers depends on the stu-

dent, and also in considerable measure on the nature of the work. Every

university professor is glad to have research students of first rate ability

and is often able to accomplish more with them than without them. The
case is widely different with the Ph.D. candidate of mediocre capacity

who is always a serious problem and often a distinct hindrance to the pro-

fessor in charge, as is especially felt by men who must supervise the practical

work of such students in the laboratory. The difficulty here in question

is deeply embedded in our whole educational system owing to the com-

mercializing of the A.M. and Ph.D. degrees by schools and colleges which

commonly make salaries dependent upon the attainment of these degrees.

In our judgment, the cause of real research in the universities would be

greatly advanced were it possible to find a way by which professors en-

gaged in research and the direction of research could be enabledto eliminate

all research students save those of evident and unquestioned ability. In

theory they now have such power; in practice its exercise is often most

difficult. It is more than doubtful whether the difficulty can be met by
any set of formal rules or regulations; and it is certain that under existing

conditions such a discrimination would exclude a considerable majority

of graduate students who desire to enter for the Ph.D. This question is

however too broad for discussion here, for it concerns not only every

department but the whole structure of the university.
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List of Researches Published during the
Period 1919-1924 Inclusive

Assistant Professor R. H. Bowen

New methods for the analysis of cytoplasmic structures. Proc. Soc.

Exp. Bio. & Med., 17. 1919.

Studies on insect spermatogenesis. I. The History of the cytoplasmic
components of the sperm in Hemiptera. Biol. Bull., 39. 1920.

Studies. II. The components of the spermatid and their r61e in the
formation of the sperm in Hemiptera. Jour, of Morph., 37. 1922.

Studies. III. On the structure of the nebenkern in the insect spermatid
and the origin of nebenkern patterns. Biol. Bull., 41. 1922.

Studies. IV. The phenomenon of polymegaly in the sperm cells of

the family Pentatomidae. Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts & Scis., 57. 1922.

On certain features of spermatogenesis in Amphibia and Insects. Amer.
Jour. Anat., 30. 1922.

On the idiosome, Golgi apparatus, and acrosome in the male germ
cells. Anat. Rec, 24. 1922. •

Notes on the occurrence of abnormal mitoses in spermatogenesis. Biol.

Bull., 43. 1922.

A teaching note on the arrangement of the tube-feet in Asterias. Amer.
Nat., 56. 1922.

Studies, V. On the formation of the sperm in Lepidoptera. Quart.

Jour. Mic. Sci., 66. 1923.

The origin of secretory granules. Proc. Nat. Acad, of Sciences, 9. 1923.

On the nature of mitochondria. Anat. Rec, 26. 1923.

On a possible relation between the Golgi apparatus and secretory
products. Amer. Jour. Anat. 1924.

Studies. VI. Notes on the formation of the sperm in Coleoptera and
Aptera, with a general discussion of flagellate sperms. Jour, of
Morph. 1924.

On the acrosome of the animal sperm. Anat. Rec, 28. 1924.

Professor G. N. Calkins and work done under his direction.

The Effect of Conjugation. Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol, and Med., 16. 1919.

Studies on Uroleptus mobilis. I. History of the Nuclei during Division
and Conjugation. Jour. Exp. Zool., 27. 1919.

Uroleptus mobilis. II. The Renewal of Vitality through Conjugation.
Loc cit., 29, No. 1. 1919.

Restoration of Vitality through Conjugation. Proc Nat. Acad., 5.

1919.

Uroleptus mobilis. III. The Effect of Parents' Age on Vitality of

Offspring. Jour. Exp. Zool., 29, No. 2. 1920.

Uroleptus mobilis. IV. Effect of Cutting during Conjugation. Loc. cit.,

34, No. 3. 1921.
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What did Maupas Mean? Amer. Naturalist, 57. 1923.

Uroleptus mobilis. V. The Life History of a Double Individual. Jour.

Exp. Zool., 42. 1924.

W. J. Kostir. The Comparative Resistance of different Species of

Euglenoidae to Citric Acid. Ohio Jour. Sci., 21. 1921.

Donnell B. Young. A contribution to the Morphology and Physi-

ology of the Genus Uronychia. Jour. Exp. Zool., 36, 3. 1922.

Professor H. E. Crampton.

Studies on the Variation, Distribution, and Evolution of the Genus
Partula. The Species of Tahiti. Carnegie Institution Publication

No. 228. 1917.

Studies on the Variation, Distribution, and Evolution of the Genus
Partula. The Species of the Mariana Islands,—Guam and Saipan.

Carnegie Institution. 1924.

Reports on progress of research in Year Books of the Carnegie Institution

and of the Director of the Bishop Museum, Honolulu.

New and Significant Species of Partula from Moorea, Society Islands.

Nautilus, 37. 1924.

On the Simultaneous Production of Dextral and Sinistral Young in

the land-gasteropod Partula. Sci., 49. 1924.

Professor Bashford Dean.
Bibliograph of Fishes. Authors: I, A-K. Edited and enlarged by

C. R. Eastman. Amer. Mus. of Nat. Htis. 1916.

Bibliography of Fishes. Authors: II, L-Z. Ibid. 19 16.

Bibliography of Fishes. Indices, Bibliographies, etc.: Vol. III. Ex-
tended and edited by E. W. Gudger with the cooperation of A. W.
Henn. Ibid. 1923.

Associate Professor Louise H. Gregory.

The Conjugation of Oxytricha fallax. Journal of Morphology, 37. 1923.

Professor W. K. Gregory and work done under his direction.

A Review of the Evolution of the Lacrymal Bone in Vertebrates. With
special reference to mammals. 1920. Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., 42.

The Origin and Evolution of the Human Dentition. 1922.

(With R. W. Miner and G. K. Noble). The Carpus of Eryops and the

structure of the primitive chiropterigium. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., 48.

1923.

The origin of the mammalian alisphenoid bone (with Gladwyn
Kingsley Noble). Jour, of Morph. and Phys., 39. 1924.

Three incomplete anthropoid jaws from the Siwaliks, India (with

Barnum Brown and Milo Hellman). Amer. Mus. Novitates, 130.

1924.

On design in nature. Yale Review, 13. 1924.

Australia, the land of living fossils. Nat. Hist., 24. 1924.

Adams, L. A. A Memoir on the Phylogeny of the Jaw Muscles in Recent
and Fossil Vertebrates. Annals, N. Y. Acad. Sci., 28. 1919.
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Camp, C. L. Classification of the Lizards (based upon studies in com-

parative myology and osteology). Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., 48.

1923.

Morton, D. J. The Evolution of the Human Foot, Parts I and II.

Amer. Jour. Phys. Anthrop., 5, 7. 1922-24.

Noble, G. K. The Phylogeny of the Salientia (a classification based
upon studies in comparative myology and osteology of frogs and
toads). Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., 46. 1922.

Romer, A. S. The Locomotor Apparatus of Certain Primitive and
Mammal-like Reptiles. Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., 46. 1922.

The Ilium of Dinosaurs and Birds. Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., 48.

1923.

Crocodilian Pelvic Muscles and their Avian and Reptilian Homo-
logues. Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., 48. 1923.

The Pelvic Muscles of Saurischian Dinosaurs. Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat.

Hist., 48. 1923.

A Comparison of the Mammalian and Reptilian Coracoids. Anat.
Rec. 24. 1922.

A fossil ganoid fish (Lepidotus (?) lacotanus, new species) from the
Lower Cretaceous of South Dakota. Amer. Mus. Novitates, 134.

1924.

Alfred F. Huettner. (University Extension).

The Origin of the Germ Cells in Drosophila Melanogaster. Jour.

Morph., 37, 2. 1923.

Maturation and Fertilization in Drosophila Melanogaster. Jour.

Morph., 1924.

Assistant Professor D. E. Lancefield.

Two sex-linked lethals in Drosophila obscura. Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol.

Med., 17. 1919.

Linkage relations of sex-linked characters in Drosophila obscura. Genet-

ics, 7. 1922.

Professor T. H. Morgan and his Students or Associates.

1919

Bridges, C. B. Duplications: Anat. Record, 15.

The genetics of purple eye color in Drosophila: Jour. Exp. Zool., 28.

Specific modifiers of eosin eye color in Drosophila melanogaster:
Jour. Exp. Zool., 28.

Vermilion-deficiency: Jour. Gen. Physiol., I.

The developmental stages at which mutations occur in the germ tract:

Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol. Med., 17.

Bridges, C. B., and O. L. Mohr. The inheritance of the mutant
character "vortex": Genetics, 4.

Bridges, C. B. and T. H. Morgan. The second-chromosome group
of mutant characters: Carnegie Inst. Wash, publ., 278.

Gowen, J. W. A biometrical study of crossing-over. On the mechanism
of crossing-over in the third chromosome of Drosophila melanogaster:
Genetics, 4.
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Lynch, C. J. An analysis of certain cases of intra-specific sterility:

Genetics, 4.

Mohr, O. L. Character changes caused by mutation of an entire region

of a chromosome in Drosophila: Genetics, 4.

Mohr, O. L., and A. H. Sturtevant. A semi-lethal in Drosophila
funebris that causes an excess of males: Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol. Med., 16.

Morgan, T. H. A demonstration of genes modifying the character
"Notch." Carnegie Inst. Wash. Publ., 278.

The Physical basis of heredity. Philadelphia.

Morgan, T. H., and C. B. Bridges. The construction of chromosome
maps: Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol. Med., 16.

The origin of gynandromorphs: Cam. Inst. Wash, publ., 278.

The inheritance of a fluctuating character: Jour. Gen. Physiol., I.

Morgan, Sturtevant, Bridges. Study of the constitution of the germ-
plasm in relation to heredity. Year-book Carnegie Inst, of Washington,
No. 18.

Muller, H. J. and E. Altenburg. The rate of change of hereditary
factors in Drosophila: Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol. Med., 17.

Stark, M. B. An hereditary tumor: Jour. Exp. Zool., 27.

A benign tumor hereditary in Drosophila: Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol.

Med., 17.

A benign tumor that is hereditary in Drosophila: Pro. Nat. Acad.
Sci., 5.

Sturtevant, A. H. Inherited linkage variations in the second chromo-
some: Carnegie Inst. Wash. Publ., 278; 305-341.

A new species closely resembling Drosophila melanogaster: Psyche, 26.

Sturtevant, A. H., C. B. Bridges and T. H. Morgan. The spatial

relations of genes: Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., 5.

1920

Altenburg, E. and H. J. Muller. The genetic basis of truncate wing,
an inconstant and modifiable character in Drosophila. Genetics, 5.

Bridges, C. B. White ocelli—an example of a "slight" mutant character
with normal viability: Biol. Bull., 38.

The mutant crossveinless in Drosophila melanogaster: Proc. Nat.
Acad. Sci., 6.

Morgan, T. H. Variations in the secondary sexual characters of the
Fiddler Crab: Am. Nat., 54.

The endocrine secretion of hen-feathered fowls: Endocrinology, 4.

The effects of castration of hen-feathered Campines: Biol. Bull., 39.

The effects of ligating the testes of hen-feathered cocks: Ibid.

The genetic factor for hen-feathering in the Sebright Bantam: Ibid.

Castration of hen-feathered Campines: Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol. Med., 17.

Morgan, Sturtevant, Bridges. Study of the constitution of the
germ-plasm in relation to heredity: Year Book Carnegie Inst. Wash.,
19.
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The evidence for the linear order of the genes: Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci.,

6.

Muller, H. J. Are the factors of heredity arranged in a line? Amer.
Nat., 54.

Further changes in the white-eye series of Drosophila and their
bearing on the manner of occurrence of mutation. Jour. Exp. Zool.,

31.

Xonidez, J. F. The internal phenomena of reproduction in Drosophila.
Biol. Bull., 39.

Safir, S. R. Genetic and cytological examination of the phenomena
of primary non-disjunction in Drosophila melanogaster: Genetics, 5.

Strong, L. C. Roughoid, a mutant located to the left of sepia in the
third chromosome of Drosophila melanogaster: Biol. Bull., 38.

Sturtevant, A. H. Intersexes in Drosophila simulans: Sci., n. s., 51.

The vermilion gene and gynandromorphism: Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol.
Med., 17.

The dipterous genus zvgothrica of Wiedemann: Proc. U. S. Nat.
Mus., 58.

Genetic studies on Drosophila simulans. I. Introduction. Hybrids
with D. Melanogaster: Genetics, 5.

Weinstein, A. Homologous genes and linear linkage in Drosophila
virilis: Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., 6.

Wilson, E. B. and T. H. Morgan. Chiasmatype and crossing over:
Am. Nat., 54.

1921

Bridges, C. B. Gametic and observed ratios in Drosophila: Amer.
Nat., 55; 52-61.

Proof of non-disjunction for the fourth chromosome of Drosophila
melanogaster: Sci., 53.

Current maps of the location of the mutant genes of Drosophila
melanogaster: Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., 7.

Genetical and cytological proof of non-disjunction of the fourth
chromosome of Drosophila melanogaster: Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., 7.

Triploid intersexes in Drosophila melanogaster: Sci., 54.

Morgan, T. H., A. H. Sturtevant, C. B. Bridges. Study of the con-
stitution of the germ-plasm in relation to heredity: Year Book Car-
negie Inst., 20.

Sturtevant, A. H. Genetic studies on Drosophila simulans. II. Sex-
linked group of genes: Genetics, 6.

Genetic studies on Drosophila simulans. III. Autosomal genes.
General discussion: Genetics, 6.

The North American species of Drosophila: Carnegie Inst. Wash.
publ., 301.

Linkage variation and chromosome maps: Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., 7.

A case of rearrangement of genes in Drosophila: Proc. Nat. Acad.
Sci., 7.
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1922

Bridges, C. B. The origin of variations in sexual and sex-limited

characters. Amer. Nat., 56.

Lancefield, D. E. Linkage relations of the sex-linked characters in

Drosophila obscura: Genetics, 7.

Morgan, L. V. Non-criss-cross inheritance in Drosophila melanogaster:

Biol. Bull., 42.

Morgan, T. H. The mechanism of heredity: Nature, 109.

On the mechanism of heredity. Croonian Lecture: Proc. Roy. Soc.

B., 94-

Morgan, T. H., A. H. Sturtevant, C. B. Bridges. Study of the con-

stitution of the germ-plasm in relation to heredity: Year-book Carnegie

Inst., 21.

Weinstein, A. Crossing over, non-disjunction and mutation in Dro-
sophila virilis. Sigma XI Quart., 10.

1923

Bridges, C. B. Aberrations in chromosomal materials. Eugenics,

Genetics, and the Family, I.

Bridges, C. B. and T. H. Morgan. The third-chromosome group of

mutant characters of Drosophila melanogaster. Carnegie Inst. Wash,
publ., 327.

Huettner, A. F. The origin of the germ cells in Drosophila melano-

gaster. Jour. Morph., 37.

Morgan, T. H. The bearing of Mendelism on the origin of species.

Sc. Monthly, 16.

Removal of the block of self-fertilization in the ascidian Ciona.

Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., 9.

The development of asymmetry in the fiddler crab; Am. Nat., 57.

Further evidence on variation in the width of the abdomen in im-

mature fiddler crabs: Am. Nat., 57.

The absence of lutear cells in the testis of the male Phalarope: Am.
Nat., 57.

The modern theory of genetics and the problem of embryonic develop-

ment. Physiol. Reviews, 3.

Morgan, T. H., A. H. Sturtevant, C. B. Bridges. The constitution

of the germ-material in relation of heredity. Carnegie Inst. Year

Book, 22.

Morgan, T. H., A. H. Sturtevant, H. J. Muller, C. B. Bridges.
The mechanism of Mendelian heredity. Revised edition, New
York.

Schrader, F. and A. H. Sturtevant. A note on the theory of sex

determination. Am. Nat., 57.

Sturtevant, A. H. Inheritance of direction of coiling in Limnaea.
Sci., 48.

The probable occurrence of parthenogenesis in Ochthiphila poly-

stigma (Diptera). Psyche, 30.
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New species and notes on synonymy and distribution of Muscidae

acalypteratae (Diptera). Amer. Mus. Novitates, 76.

Sturtevant, A. H. and T. H. Morgan. Reverse mutation of the bar
gene correlated with crossing over. Set., 57.

1924

Morgan, T. H. Heredity of embryonic characters. Sc. Monthly, 18.

Morgan, T. H. Mendelian heredity in relation to cytology. General
Cytology, Section XI.

The artificial induction of symmetrical claws in male fiddler crabs.
Amer. Nat., 58.

Human inheritance. Amer. Nat., 58.

Self-fertility in Ciona in relation to cross-fertility. Journ. Exp. Zool.,

40.

Dilution of sperm suspensions in relation to cross-fertilization in Ciona.
Journ. Exp. Zool., 40.

Warren, D. C. Inheritance of egg size in Drosophila melanogaster.
Genetics, 9.

Vicari, A. M. The non-inheritance of the effects of training. Set., 49.

Professor Henry Fairfield Osborn

Observations on the Skeleton of Moropus cooki in the American Museum.
Bull. Geol. Soc. Amer., 29. 1918.

A Long-Jawed Mastodon Skeleton from South Dakota and Phylogeny
of the Proboscidea. Bull. Geol. Soc. Amer., 29. 1918.

Equidae of the Oligocene, Miocene, and Pliocene of North America,
Iconographic Type Revision. Mem. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., N. S.

ii, Pt. 1, 1918.

Men of the Old Stone Age, their Environment, Life and Art. Third
Revised Edition, with new notes and illustrations on the archaeology
of Spain and North Africa. Charles Scribner's Sons, 1918.

The Origin and Evolution of Life or the Theory of Action, Reaction,
and Interaction. English Edition, G. Bell & Sons, Ltd., London.
1918. French translation, Manon et Cie., Paris, 1921.

Seventeen Skeletons of Moropus; Probable Habits of this Animal.
Proc. National Acad. Sci., 5. 1919.

Paleomastodon, the Ancestor of the Long-Jawed Mastodons only.
Proc. National Acad. Sci., 5. 1919.

New Titanotheres of the Huerfano. Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist.,

41. 1919.

Characters and Restoration of the Sauropod Genus Camarasaurus
Cope—From Type Material in the Cope Collection in the American
Museum of Natural History. (With Charles Craig Mook.) Proc.
Amer. Philos. Soc, 48. 1919.

Camarasaurus, Amphicoelias, and other Sauropods of Cope. (With
Charles Craig Mook.) Bull. Geol. Soc. Amer., 30, 3. (Dated Sept.

30, 1919—issued March 2, 1920). 1920.
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Reconstruction of the Skeleton of the Sauropod Dinosaur, Camarasaurus

Cope (Morosaurus Marsh). (With Charles Craig Mook.) Proc.

National Acad. Sci., 5. 1920.

The Evolution, Phylogeny, and Classification of the Proboscidea. Amer.
Mus. Novitates, No. 1. 1921.

Resemblances and Contrasts between Zoologic and Palaeontologic

Research in Mammalogy. Desirability of Uniform Standards and
Systems in Classification, in Description, in Measurement, in Reason-
ing. Journ. of Mammalogy, 2. 1921.

Camarasaurus, Amphicoelias, and other Sauropods of Cope. (With
Charles Craig Mook.) Mem. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., N. S., hi. 1921.

The Evolution, Phylogeny, and Classification of the Mastodontoidea.
Bull. Geol. Soc. Amer., 32. 1921.

Adaptive Radiation and Classification of the Proboscidea. Proc.

National Acad. Sci., 7, 8. 1921.

Hesperopithecus, the First Anthropoid Primate found in America.
Amer. Mus. Novitates No. 37. 1922.

Palaeontology. The Encyclopaedia Britannica, 12th Ed., 32. 1922.

Orthogenesis as Observed from Paleontological Evidence beginning
in the Year 1889. Amer. Nat., 56. 1922.

Species of American Pleistocene Mammoths, Elephas jeffersonii, New
Species. Amer. Mus. Novitates No. 41. 1922.

Dibelodon edensis (Frick) of Southern California, Miomastodon of

the Middle Miocene, New Genus. Amer. Mus. Novitates No. 49.

1922.

Migrations and affinities of the Fossil Proboscideans of Eurasia, North
and South America, and Africa. Amer. Nat., 56. 1922.

Old and New Standards of Pleistocene Division in Relation to the
Prehistory of Man in Europe. (With Chester A. Reeds.) Bull.

Geol. Soc. Amer., 33. 1922.

Mastodons of the Hudson Highlands. Nat. Hist., 23. 1923.

Baluchitherium grangeri, a Giant Hornless Rhinoceros from Mongolia.
Amer. Mus. Novitates No. 78. 1923.

Titanotheres and Lophiodonts in Mongolia. Amer. Mus. Novitates,

No. 91. 1923.

A New Genus and Species of Ceratopsia from New Mexico, Pentaceratops
stembergii. Amer. Mus. Novitates No. 93. 1923.

Cadurcotherium from Mongolia. Amer. Mus. Novitates No. 92. 1923.

Two Lower Cretaceous Dinosaurs of Mongolia. Amer. Mus. Novitates

No. 95. 1923.

New Subfamily, Generic and Specific Stages in the Evolution of the
Proboscidea. Amer. Mus. Novitates No. 99. 1923.

Psittacosaurus and Protiguanodon: two lower Cretaceous iguanodonts
from Mongolia. Amer. Mus. Novitates. No. 127. 1924.

Suarapoda and Theropoda of the Lower Cretaceous of Mongolia.
Amer. Mus. Novitates No. 138. 1924.
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Impressions of Great Naturalists. 1924.

Three new Theropoda, Pretoceratops Zone, central Mongolia. Amer.
Mus. Novitates No. 144. 1924.

Edinoceras, Upper Eocene amblypod of Mongolia. Amer. Mus. Novi-

tates No. 145. 1924.

Andrewsarchus, giant mesonychid of Mongolia. Amer. Mus. Novitates

No. 146. 1924.

Factors in the Evolution and Phylogeny of the Proboscidea. Anat.

Record, 29. 1924.

Parelephas in Relation to Phyla and Genera of the Family Elephantidae.

Amer. Mus. Novitates No. 152. 1924.

Additional Generic and Specific Stages in the Evolution of the Pro-

boscidea. Amer. Mus. Novitates No. 154. 1924.

Professor Edmund B. Wilson and work done under his direction.

Bowen, R. H. The history of the cytoplasmic components of the

Sperm. Biol. Bull. 39. 1920.

Johnson, H. H. Preliminary paper on Peripheral Migration of a
Centriole-derivative in Oecanthus. Sci. 44. 1922.

Hayden, M. A. Karyosphere Formation and Synapsis in Phanaeus.
Privately printed, p. 1-29; to be published with four plates in a
scientific journal. 1924.

Huettner, Alfred F. The Origin of the Germ-Cells in Drosophila

melanogaster. Journ. Morph., 37, 1923.

Hughes, S. M. (Mrs. Franz Schrader). The Life-history of Xenos
Peckii.

Nonidez, J. F. Spermatogenesis of Blaps, etc. Journ. Morph., 34,

1920.

Schrader, Franz. Sex determination in the White Fly (Traileurodes

vaporariorum) . Jour. Morph., 34. 1920.

Wilson and Morgan. Chiasmatype and Crossing-over. Am. Nat.,

54. 1920.

Wilson, E. B. The Physical Basis of Life. Sci., 57, 1-10. Published

in fuller form by the Yale Press. 1924.

Respectfully submitted,

Edmund B. Wilson
June 30, 1924



SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR
FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1924

To the President of the University

Sir:

As Director of the School of Architecture, I have the honor

to submit the following report for the academic year ending

June 30, 1924.

Training in architecture might well be defined as the process

of leading the students' imagination from elementary instruc-

tion to reproductive thinking and from this to production

and finally to vision, that sense with which genius is born

but which must, in the average mortal, be cultivated. Vision

is the faculty of seeing by imagination an idea as an object

rounded out in three dimensions, defined in mass, line propor-

tion and color. • It is that God-like gift by which the Greeks

envisaged beauty clearly defined, to the minutest shadow of

a line and the most delicate perception of proportion. Our
problem in the School of Architecture is not only to stimulate

the imagination but to develop it into clear vision, restrained

by painstaking study of those refinements which establish

good taste.

It is now fashionable in America to liken our tendencies

and even our probable decline to those of Rome, citing as

proof the resemblance of American public buildings to those

of ancient Rome. While our stadiums and places of public

assembly are not unlike those of the ancients, the majority

of our buildings are of a new system of construction and are

defined by new requirements. This requires us in our teach-

ing to guide students to personal and independent thought in

design, and also to acquaint them with the achievements of

the past and those truths of beauty which consciously or

unconsciously control all artists.
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The past year has attended the carrying out of these prin-

ciples of instruction. The increased attendance and the

higher quality of new students suggest some modification

as to the requirements for entrance, for we are forced to admit

that the facilities of the school limit the number of students

to a maximum of 120.

The registration in the School of Architecture for 1 923-1 924

was as follows:

Winter Spring

Session Session

Regular Course ... 72 75
Combined Course . . 27 29

University Extension . 305 250

404 354

There were graduated this year 11 students with the de-

gree of Bachelor of Architecture and one with the degree of

Master of Science in Architecture.

The Schermerhorn Fellowship, established in recognition

of the liberality of Mr. F. Augustus Schermerhorn, and

awarded every three years, was offered this spring on the

usual competitive basis, the subject being the design of a

War Memorial. The winner must, in all cases, spend a

year in foreign travel and study under the direction of the

Administrative Board. Mr. T. Merrill Prentice won the

prize of approximately $1,875, and Mr. Lawrence Moore's

design was placed second. The quality of all drawings sub-

mitted in this competition shows improvement.

The American Institute of Architects Medal is awarded

annually to the student who has maintained, during his entire

course, the best general standard of scholarship in all depart-

ments. Mr. T. Merrill Prentice received this medal.

The Alumni Medal, which is offered annually by the

Alumni Association of the School of Architecture to the stu-

dent who maintained the highest standard in Advanced De-

sign throughout his entire course, was awarded to Mr. T.

Merrill Prentice. This is the first time in the history of the

School, that one student has received all three honors.
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In general competitions judged by the Beaux-Arts Institute

of Design, the School submitted the following number of

designs:

Submitted Passed Commended

Class "A" Projets 33 30 3

Class "B" Projets 35 26 3

Class "B" Analytique Projets 25 20 4
Class "A" and "B" Archaeology Projets 9 9 4
Class "A" Esquisse-Esquisse 14 1

Class "B" Esquisse-Esquisse 5

Prize Competitions 40 21 18

The record in Design—Columbia problems and sketches

—

was as follows:

Problems Submitted Passed Commended

Pre-Elementary Design . 50 47 15

Elementary Design 24 17 3

Intermediate Design 20 16 3

Advanced Design 40 32 n
Intermediate and Advanced Archaeology 28 24 7

Problems of Interiors 6 5 2

Model Problems 20 9 4

Sketches

Pre-Elementary Design 80 40 4
Elementary Design 43 16 2

Intermediate Design 43 25 4
Advanced Design 70 30 9

The increased registration makes necessary more assistance

in design. This will have to be arranged for, should the next

registration not fall below present figures.

The final report blanks contain records as follows

:

Passing grades (6.0 or higher) 232

Failures (5.9 or lower) 26

Debarred from examination 6

Dropped courses 19

Absent 11

N. C. (no credit) 8

H (attendance only) 1

Inc. (incomplete) 14
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A full-time librarian has been placed in charge of the Ware
Memorial Library in consequence of the greatly increased

use of that room, both for the School of Architecture and for

the Department of Fine Arts.

A new drafting room has been arranged on the fifth floor

of Avery Hall by making the exhibition room smaller. This

is now used by students who attend evening lectures but who
work at drafting during the day.

Professor Butler Murray, in charge of the Fine Arts Depart-

ment of Columbia College, is to teach the course in History

of Painting and Sculpture. This was formerly the duty of

Professor Dinsmoor who is in Greece, on a six months' leave

of absence to complete some archaeological work which he

undertook when he was connected with the American School

of Classical Studies in Athens.

Satisfactory reports have been received from Mr. Perry

Coke Smith, McKim Traveling Fellow of 1923, and from

Messrs. Henri Gabriel Marceau and Arthur Deam, Fellows

of the American Academy in Rome. Messrs. Piatt, Wood-
bridge, Clement and several other graduates of the School

are abroad for further study and observation in architecture.

The annual meeting of the Association of Collegiate Schools

of Architecture, which was attended by the Director, was

held in Washington on May 19 and 20. The Director also

read a paper at the annual convention of the American In-

stitute of Architects which was held at the same place.

On July 28 to August 1, in London, England, there will be

held an International Congress on Architectural Education,

at which the School of Architecture has been invited to present

an exhibition and the Director has been appointed, by the

American Institute of Architects, to read a paper on the

History of Architectural Education in the United States.

Our exhibition has been prepared and will be of such a form

that it can be used on other occasions.

This year, for the first time since 1918, a publication, show-

ing the work of the School, has been issued. The majority of

schools of Architecture have continuously published a year

book, but since the War, Columbia has not been in a position
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to do this, owing to the established policy of not receiving sup-

port from advertisements to help cover the cost of an annual.

We greatly feel the need of three or more scholarships, of

three hundred dollars ($300) each, to be offered to students

of exceptional ability and ready for third or fourth year work,

or for post-graduate work. Such assistance would be of benefit

to the School, for we sometimes lose students of exceptional

ability who are unable to meet the expenses of attending the

School of Architecture.

I should again like to repeat my plea for turning the court,

surrounded by the Chapel, Fayerweather, Schermerhorn,

and Avery, into an architectural museum. This could be

made a splendid memorial monument to a donor; the cost

would be somewhere between ten and twenty thousand

dollars.

The year closed with harmony in the family of staff and
students. A healthy enthusiasm for work, encouraged by the

sympathy of the Alumni, the Committee of Visitors and its

friends—practicing artists of eminence—seems to promise

continued improvement in the chief aim of the School, high

scholarship and good design in Architecture.

Respectfully submitted,

William A. Boring,

Director

June 30, IQ24



SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM

REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR

FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1924

To the President of the University

Sir:

I have the honor to submit the twelfth annual report of

the School of Journalism.

The registration for the year 1923-1924 was as follows:

1923-1924
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of Colorado, Cornell University, Dartmouth College (2),

Emmanuel College (Mass.), Florida State College for Women,
University of Florida, Goucher College, Hunter College (4),

Indiana State Normal College, Kansas State Agricultural

College, Lafayette College, Lindenwood College, McGill Uni-

versity (Canada), Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

University of Missouri, Muhlenberg College (Pa.), University

of Maryland, Ohio Wesleyan University, Pennsylvania State

College (3), University of Pennsylvania (2), Robert College

(Turkey), Smith College (2), University of South Carolina,

Stanford University, Syracuse University, Temple University

(Pa.), Transylvania College, Trinity College (D. C), Wellesley

College, University of West Virginia, University of Wyoming,
Yale, Yale-in-China (Changsha, China).

Of the 172 students registered during the year, 52 reported

their home residence as New York City, and 23 in other

parts of New York State. The remaining 97 came from the

following states and countries: Arkansas, California, Colorado,

Connecticut, District of Columbia, Florida, Illinois, Indiana,

Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts,

Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, New
Hampshire, New Jersey, North Carolina, Ohio, Oregon,

Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Texas, Virginia,

West Virginia, Wisconsin, Wyoming, Canada, China, France,

Latvia, Porto Rico, South Africa.

The undergraduate work calls for little remark. We have

had a prosperous and quiet year, in spite of two cases of disci-

pline, which caused a good deal of excitement at the time,

but fortunately left no serious results of a permanent nature.

The only change in the undergraduate curriculum was the

extension of the Newspaper Writing course from a half to

a full year, which gave satisfactory results. "The Columbia

Journalist, 1924," containing selections from the published

work of the students during the year, was printed in time

for the annual dinner, at which a re-organization of the

Alumni Association was accomplished.

The graduate curriculum will be strengthened next year

by the addition of a course on "The Psychology of News and
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Popular Reading," to be given by Professor Pitkin in place

of his short-story writing course. It was felt that this latter

subject might safely be left to University Extension, where

it is adequately provided for by a series of courses offering

considerable variety.

Valuable service has been rendered to the School, since

its foundation, by a number of Associates—journalists of

eminence who took charge of a course or a section in addition

to their professional work outside the School. But in the

interests of concentration and economy, it was felt that the

number of these Associates might be allowed to decrease in

order to increase the permanent staff, who are more regularly

accessible to students for purposes of consultation. Dr.

Allen Sinclair Will, a journalist and author of distinction,

was accordingly promoted during the year from the position

of Associate to that of Associate Professor, and assigned to

courses or sections in Reporting, Copy Reading, Editorial

Writing, Dramatic Criticism, and Book Reviewing. The
School congratulates itself on securing as a member of its per-

manent staff a journalist whose natural versatility and varied

experience enable him to cover subjects of such wide range.

Mr. Sackett, who found himself hampered by the time

limit of a one-hour course for his exposition of the Law of

Libel, generously agreed to an extension to two hours. The
necessary adjustments in the curriculum have been made
without difficulty, and the new arrangement will come into

force next year, when the course will be transferred to the

graduate schedule. In this connection it should be mentioned

that a former student in the Libel course, Mr. Samuel Dawson,

took "Qualified Privilege" as the subject of the essay re-

quired as part of the qualifications for the M.S. degree.

This essay, which was completed under Mr. Sackett's super-

vision, embodied results of investigation which proved of

sufficient value to merit publication, and it will be issued

by the Columbia University Press under the title "Freedom
of the Press—Qualified Privilege."

The increase in the number of graduate students recorded

above points to the necessity for a further development of the
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graduate curriculum, which is at present somewhat lacking in

variety and offers little freedom of choice to students who have

already taken undergraduate work in the School. The pro-

vision of graduate courses for a comparatively small number

of students is always expensive, and progress in this direction

must be gradual, but the need for it should not be forgotten.

In addition to the degrees conferred in course recorded

above, the University at the Commencement of 1924 be-

stowed honorary degrees upon three distinguished journalists

—Mr. Victor Fremont Lawson, of the Chicago Daily News;

Mr. Adolph Ochs, of The New York Times; and Mr. Melville

Elijah Stone, of the Associated Press. This was regarded

by the Journalism staff not only as a compliment to the

profession of journalism, but indirectly as a recognition of

the work done by the School, with which Mr. Lawson and

Mr. Stone are associated as members of the Advisory Board.

Various tendencies of importance to journalism as a pro-

fession have attracted public attention during the year.

The merging of the New York Herald with the New York

Tribune, which took place just when the members of the

class of 1924 were beginning to look for positions upon their

graduation, created a feeling of anxiety as to the employment

situation which was not dispelled until the end of the academic

year, when most of the men obtained engagements either in

or out of town, the establishment of the New York Bulletin

having afforded some relief from the temporary and local

restriction of openings. Of the students who took the B.Lit.

degree this year, five received graduate scholarships, and

about twenty have up to the time of writing obtained pro-

fessional employment on newspapers, news associations or

magazines. The newspapers on which positions were secured

before or immediately after graduation included the Brooklyn

Daily Eagle, Christian Science Monitor, Jersey Journal, New
York Bulletin, New York Times, Paterson Call, and the Wall

Street Journal.

In its broader aspect, the merger of the Herald and the

Tribune is significant. As long ago as 1886 the late Joseph

Pulitzer said: "There are fewer papers in New York today
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than there were ten years ago. Ten years from this time, I

fancy, there will be fewer still, notwithstanding the fact that

in the meantime the population will have largely increased.

The fittest will survive. The cause of centralization is simple.

Competition begets excellence. Papers now cover every

field. They never were so good as they are now, though I

believe that they are still only half developed. The people,

becoming accustomed to the best, will be satisfied with nothing

less. Yet to give them the best means an enormous outlay

of money. It is and will continue to be only the possessors

of enormous capital who can afford the necessary expenditures.

So each large city will have only a very few great papers and

everybody will take them. Of course, interests are so diverse

and prejudices and sincere convictions so varied that every

large community will give a living support to minor cheap

papers, but these will not be the real journals of dignity,

enterprise and positive influence. The real journals of power

will be few."

Dr. Talcott Williams, the revered first Director of the

School, in his annual address in chapel to the graduating

class, stated his conviction that for several years the

number of professional journalists in the United States has

not increased. The probabilities are that it will not advance

in the next few years, the increase in the population being

about balanced by the decrease in the number of newspapers.

We shall have fewer newspapers, with wider circulation, and

the salaries of the editorial and reporting staffs will be a

comparatively small amount in the total expenditure. As
it will be of increasing importance that the editorial and re-

porting work should be well done, it may reasonably be

hoped that there will be a constant demand for capable and

well-trained journalists. The policy of the School, in endeav-

oring to turn out a moderate number of really competent

men and women rather than a large number of merely mediocre

ones, is therefore justified by the conditions of the profession

and it is at the same time in accordance with the high ideals

Joseph Pulitzer had in view when he planned the foundation

of the School.
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The issue of how far this and other schools of journalism

have succeeded in forwarding newspaper work on its way to

become a profession, was raised in an article entitled "Is

Journalism a Profession?" published on May 13th, by the

editor of the Christian Science Monitor. This editorial pro-

voked from Mr. William Allen White, editor of the Emporia

Gazette, a response in the course of which he said: "Until

the people of this country get it well in their heads that

journalism is a profession which must be licensed and con-

trolled, as the medical and legal professions are licensed and

controlled, there can be no freedom of the press which is not

liable to great abuses. When the newspaper business is

socially controlled as medicine and law are, the freedom of

our newspapers will be an asset. As it is, our freedom is

a liability. Until journalism is recognized as a profession

for trained men who have certain defined qualifications, the

newspaper business will vacillate. Sometimes it will be an

organ of predatory capitalism, sometimes the expression of

class demagogy—in both events a menace to stable govern-

ment and growing institutions."

The Director of the School of Journalism of Columbia

University was invited by the editor of the Monitor to com-

ment upon Mr. William Allen White's editorial and did so

in an article published on June 9th, from which the following

paragraphs may here be quoted: "I agree with Mr. White

that the best way of guarding against inaccuracy (and worse)

in the newspapers is in the competent training of the men
who are to conduct them and the cultivation of the profes-

sional spirit. That is precisely what the schools of journalism

are trying to do. They should be strengthened and encouraged

to exercise discrimination in the selection of the men they

accredit. Newspaper work as now conducted requires both

intelligence and training, and there are plenty of suitable

young people, with good abilities and high ideals, presenting

themselves for the task. The time is past for any bright

boy with a high school education to be allowed to assume the

responsibility of informing and instructing the public. The
time may come when, as Mr. White suggests, the public will
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demand some guarantee of competence and responsibility

from those who are collecting and disseminating the informa-

tion on which public opinion is formed, as such a guarantee is

now demanded from practitioners in law and medicine.

Meanwhile, the obvious course to pursue is to develop the

existing educational agencies and to support those newspapers

which are conducted, as many still are, not merely as a means

of profit to their owners and of amusement to their readers,

but with a high sense of public duty and responsibility.

"The pride of the journalist in his profession is not yet dead

—very far from it—and this is a most valuable resource which

ought to be encouraged and developed for the public advan-

tage. Fewer newspapers we are almost certain to have,

and. with a larger income at their disposal, the survivors

ought to be better newspapers. But they will only be better

if the men conducting them have intelligence, education,

professional capacity, and a keen sense of public responsibility.

If the conception of the newspaper as a private business

enterprise should become universal, and it should no longer

be regarded as a public trust, I do not see how democratic

government is to be carried on."

Respectfully submitted,

J. W. CUNLIFFE,

Director

June 30, 1924



BARNARD COLLEGE

REPORT OF THE DEAN
FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1 924

To the President of the University

Sir:

I have the honor to submit the following report on the

condition and progress of Barnard College during the aca-

demic year 1923-24.

The enrollment in our four regular classes has been as fol-

lows:

1Q22-23 1Q23-24.

Seniors 94 104

Juniors 219 256

Sophomores 168 192

Freshmen 270 296

751 848

In addition to these regular students we have also had 59
unclassified students and 39 non-matriculated special students,

making a total of 946 primarily registered in Barnard College,

an increase of 124 as compared with last year. This increase

was due to the fact that a much larger number of former

students than usual returned. Believing that we were already

crowded, we had not intended to have a student body much
larger than that of last year, and the Committee on Admis-

sions admitted six fewer students than in 1922-23.

Besides the students primarily registered in Barnard, we
have had 54 students from Teachers College and 113 from

other parts of the University taking some courses at Barnard.

The total registration has been 1,113, an increase of 188 over

last year.

On Commencement Day 177 candidates were recommended
by Barnard College for the degree of Bachelor of Arts. This

is the largest number ever presented by Barnard.
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During the year Professors Henry L. Moore, James T.

Shotwell and David S. Muzzey have been absent on leave,

and during the second term Professors Frank N. Cole, Marga-
ret E. Maltby and La Rue Van Hook.

Two members of the Faculty have been promoted from

the rank of Assistant Professor to that of Associate Professor,

—

Dr. Louise H. Gregory, of the Department of Zoology, whose

promotion dates from July i, 1923, and Dr. Henri F. Muller,

of the Department of Romance Languages, whose promotion

dates from July 1, 1924.

The following members of the staff have been appointed

Assistant Professor for next year: Miss Carolina Marcial-

Dorado, in Spanish, Miss Grace Langford, in Physics, Dr.

Alma De L. Le Due, in French, and Dr. Helen H. Parkhurst,

in Philosophy.

It is with much regret that we record the transfer of Pro-

fessor David S. Muzzey from Barnard College to the Graduate

School. In future he will confine himself to research and

graduate instruction. Our Chair of History has not yet been

filled, but we are searching carefully for a worthy successor

to Professor Muzzey.

During the past year we have greatly enjoyed the visit

of Donna Santa Borghese, who gave a course on Contempo-

rary Movements in Italian Literature during the first term;

and that of Mademoiselle Marguerite Mespoulet, who, as

a regular member of the Faculty during the second term, gave

two admirable and stimulating courses on Contemporary

French Poetry. Through her residence at the College many
of our students and officers had the privilege of becoming

acquainted with this charming and brilliant representative

of French scholarship.

We are able to resume for the year 1924-25 the practice of

having a visiting professor from Great Britain. This has

been made possible by a generous gift from Mr. Dwight W.
Morrow. We have been fortunate enough to secure for the

first term the distinguished historian, Professor Albert F.

Pollard, of the University of London, who will give one course

on the History of Political Ideas and another on Aspects of
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the Tudor Period. Some of our Trustees who are especially

interested in British-American relations are endeavoring to

establish a permanent fund to endow this "British-American

Chair," so that we may enjoy every year the presence of a

scholar from Great Britain.

To the great regret of the College and the Alumnae we have

to record the retirement of our Bursar, Mrs. N. W. Liggett,

who has served Barnard with unfailing devotion, enthusiasm

and efficiency for thirty-four years. Coming to the College

in its infancy, at the end of its first academic year, she con-

tributed, through her intense interest and her delightful

and vigorous personality, to the upbuilding of the spirit as

well as the financial strength of the institution during all its

early years. She has been succeeded in the office of Bursar

by Miss Emily Lambert, a graduate of Barnard College in

the Class of 1915.

The College suffered a serious loss in the death of one of

its most valued Trustees, Miss Clara B. Spence, on August

9, 1923. Miss Spence became a Trustee on February 10,

1905, and from that time until her death was a devoted and
interested member of the Board, serving constantly on its

committees, especially the Committee on Education. She
supported with courage and vigor all progressive plans and
policies, and contributed generously to the College in time,

in money, and in enthusiasm. In the passing of her gallant

spirit Barnard loses one of its best friends.

The Board of Trustees has been strengthened by the elec-

tion, as permanent member, of Mrs. Alfred F. Hess, (Sara

Straus) of the Class of 1900, whose term as Alumnae Trustee

expired in December. Mrs. Frederic F. Van de Water, Jr.

(Eleanor Gay) of the Class of 1909, has been elected Alumnae
Trustee in her place.

In the Dean's Report last year the problem of residence

was emphasized as the most serious one confronting the Col-

lege. This is now in a happy way to be solved. The Trustees

have authorized the erection of the Claremont Avenue wing
of Brooks Hall, which is being constructed and will, it is

expected, be ready for occupancy for the Summer Session of
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1925. It has been hoped that some donor might appear to

contribute at least a part of the cost of this building, which

will amount to nearly a million dollars. Failing this, the

Trustees are planning to invest in the wing some of the un-

restricted funds of the College. This new hall will accommo-
date about 250 students, making our total capacity, with

Brooks Hall, about 350,—about 100 more than at present.

We shall be able to give up the apartments in John Jay Hall,

which have been a great help to us temporarily in accommo-
dating our student body, but cannot be considered as in

any way permanently desirable for dormitory purposes.

Besides students' rooms, the new building will contain

reception rooms, some suites for women members of the

Faculty, a duplex apartment for the Dean, and two dining

rooms, in which meals for all resident students will be served.

The completion of this wing will greatly improve our material

equipment, our comfort, our health and our social life.

During the year, in connection with this expansion of our

residence facilities, there has been considerable discussion

among the Faculty and alumnae regarding the possible future

size of the College. Though many feel that we are already

fully large enough, there is, on the whole, a fairly widespread

sentiment in favor of our expanding further,—as far as we
reasonably can without losing too much of personal, intimate

intercourse. We ought to put at the service of as many stu-

dents as possible the unique opportunity that we enjoy here

in New York, with the rich resources of Columbia University

to aid us. Probably we should be able to accommodate a

student body of at least 1,500, of whom 500 should be in

residence in Brooks Hall and its two wings. With the release

of some of the space in Students Hall which has been used for

feeding resident students, that building can be restored to

its primary purpose of a social center for the whole College,

especially for the non-resident students. With proper in-

creases in our administrative and teaching staffs we ought to

be able to provide for adequate personal contacts for this

number,—that is, for about 500 more regular undergraduates

than we have at present.
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In order to achieve this growth, however, we urgently need

a new academic building, to contain lecture rooms and in-

structors' offices, which should be erected on Claremont

Avenue just north of Students Hall.

The financial condition of the College is, on the whole,

good, though in view of the heavy drain on our resources

caused by the building of the new residence hall, we must

proceed prudently. During the past year we have lived within

our income. The Trustees have felt able to establish for next

year one $10,000 professorship and one at $7,500, in addition

to the two already existing, thus carrying out the general

plan approved in principle a year ago.

During the year the College has received in cash gifts

$116,866.25. The most considerable item in this is a payment
from the Sage Estate of $90,000. Under the will of the late

Augusta Larned we have received $10,000 to endow a new
scholarship, and under the will of the late Helen Adair, a

graduate of Barnard College in the Class of 1915, a fund of

$1,000 in memory of her parents, William R. and Martha

S. Adair. The income of this is to be used for the purchase of

books for the Library. Mrs. Alfred Meyer, a member of

our Board of Trustees, has established the Margaret Meyer
Graduate Scholarship, in memory of her daughter, Margaret

Meyer Cohen, of the Class of 1915. This scholarship is to

be awarded each year to a member of the graduating class

for training in secretarial work. We are glad to have a memo-
rial to this valued and loyal alumna.

Of the total amount given, $13,750 has been for salaries

for visiting professors, either for current payments or toward

the endowment for this purpose. The Class of 1899 has

presented, as its Twenty-fifth Anniversary gift, $1,100 for

free endowment.

Besides gifts of funds there have been several welcome and

interesting gifts of other sorts, notably that by Mrs. Adrian

H. Joline of a beautiful collection of old musical instruments,

most of which illustrate the evolution of the piano. These

are a beautiful adornment to our College Parlor and have also

served to inspire among our students increased interest in
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music. They will be a great stimulus toward a further de-

velopment of our work in music during future years.

The Trustees have accepted the offer of the Class of 1905

to present on the Twenty-fifth Anniversary of the establish-

ment of Greek Games, in 1928, a statue of a Greek Games
contestant, to be executed by Mr. Chester A. Beach. This

should be a beautiful addition to the main entrance hall in

Students Hall. The Class of 1914 has presented as its decen-

nial gift some mural decorations for this corridor, and the

Class of 1924, as its parting gift to the College, a section of

brick walk in front of Students Hall. Our buildings and

grounds are thus gradually developing, through the coopera-

tion of many loyal alumnae, unity of effect and beauty.

We are also to receive from some friends a portrait of Mr.

George A. Plimpton, one of the founders of Barnard College

and its Treasurer since 1893. Barnard has had no better

friend than Mr. Plimpton, without whom it could hardly

have existed and certainly could not have attained its present

resources. It will be gratifying to have permanently his

portrait on our walls.

The most important problems which can concern any col-

lege,—the subject matter which it teaches and its methods of

instruction,—have been discussed with even more interest

than usual during the past year. The Faculty has been

considering the possibility of making the curriculum somewhat

less rigid, with less prescribed work. Though the question of

what subjects are to be taught is, of course, very important,

it seems to be on the whole much less important than that of

methods and standard of instruction. We should above all

instill in our students a conception of real thoroughness, and

do away, to some extent at least, with the national curse of

superficiality. This is not an easy task.

Closely connected with the question of the curriculum is

that of advising students as to their courses, a necessity which

becomes rather more urgent the less prescription there is in

the curriculum. It is not easy to combine the proper degree

of guidance, information and advice with the fitting amount
of freedom and the throwing of responsibility upon the stu-
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dent herself. Under the leadership of Professor Louise H.

Gregory, as Chairman, our new Faculty Committee on Stu-

dents' Programs has begun to develop a very promising sys-

tem of advice. As was reported last year, the students receive

valuable assistance of this sort also from the Occupation

Bureau, under the direction of Miss Katharine S. Doty, who
has, during the past year, given information and advice in

2,213 interviews with students, besides 615 with alumnae.

In our Department of Government excellent progress has

been made in starting the plans outlined in the Dean's Re-

port of last year. Professor Moley is building up some very

valuable courses for our regular students, and has also begun

a careful study of possibilities of political education to be

given by Barnard and University Extension jointly to the

women of this vicinity. An Advisory Committee has been

organized, consisting of representatives of the Women's
University Club, the Women's City Club, the League of

Women Voters, the Democratic Party and the Republican

Party, to act as a kind of coordinating body in this field. This

Committee has had several conferences with Professor Moley

and other representatives of Barnard and University Exten-

sion regarding the best way of organizing instruction in

politics for women, and has planned to begin with a special

short course of lectures starting in October.

In the Department of Fine Arts also we have made at last

an excellent beginning. Professors Butler Murray and Ernest

De Wald have had a large registration in the introductory

courses and have planned to offer next year further advanced

work. We feel that in cooperation with the Metropolitan

Museum of Art and the Hispanic Museum, and with the aid

of the other artistic riches of New York City, we ought to

make this one of our most valuable and effective fields of

work.

We have been fortunate this year in having exceptionally

conscientious and able student officers. Student government

and student activities are passing through a very interesting

stage in this part of the country. There seems to be, es-

pecially in the women's colleges in the East, a somewhat
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general reaction against the traditional ideas of "college

life," with considerable diminution of enthusiasm for extra-

curricular activities. This year at various colleges there has

been great lack of interest in student government. In one

institution the student board resigned, because it got no sup-

port or interest from the community. In two other colleges

the student board almost resigned. In our own group there

seems to be a tendency to realize more fully than in the past

that the main interest of college should be study, and that

so-called "student activities" should, so far as possible, ra-

diate from and be closely connected with the work of the

classroom, the library and the laboratory. To deal with

these matters, however, and to cooperate with the Faculty in

the general educational work of the College, some form of

student government seems obviously necessary. Our stu-

dent officers have accordingly devoted much time and thought

this year to working out a less cumbersome and more effective

system, whereby a "representative assembly" is substituted

for most of the general meetings of the Undergraduate As-

sociation.

On the whole a very admirable spirit of cooperation has

prevailed during this past year, and there seems to be every

prospect that the students, the Faculty, and the Trustees

can continue in this spirit to accomplish excellent results

during the year to come.

Respectfully submitted,

Virginia C. Gildersleeve,

Dean

June 30, 1924
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To the President of the University

Sir:

I transmit herewith the annual reports of the Directors

of the Schools of Education and Practical Arts.

The work of the College for the year ended June 30, 1924,

has been eminently satisfactory. The delay in building oper-

ations has been distressing, but the expectation of some day
having adequate space has served to maintain our courage.

The new library building, opened in April, has given great

relief to administrative officers and to students and the library

staff. To our Trustees and other donors the entire College

owes a debt of gratitude. The addition to Dodge Hall, and

the changes necessitated by the removal of the library, still

await completion, but the end is in sight. Next year will see

us more comfortably situated than ever before.

The growth of the College in numbers of students, remark-

able as it is, is less significant than are the changes in the

character and scope of our work. The main purpose of Teach-

ers College, as I have repeatedly pointed out, is to train for

leadership in the profession of education. As one of the higher

levels of vocational education, the professional school aims to

fit its students for expert service in a particular field. But in

addition to technical skill, which is the mainstay of the crafts-

man, the professional worker should have a broader and
deeper knowledge, and his service should be directed by
higher ideals. A professional school that has novices in

training may be content to give that which will fit its students

to begin where the average practitioner leaves off, but equip-

ment for leadership must include the means of self-direction

in anticipation of future needs.
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The students of Teachers College are for the most part

experienced teachers. They have had both the cultural and
the technical training commonly required of novices in our

profession. They are looking forward to the strategic positions

in the more highly specialized types of educational service at

home and abroad. The success of our efforts is measured not

so much by what our graduates can do when they leave us,

as by what they will be ten years or a generation hence. Our
main problem is to predict the course of progress and to esti-

mate the requirements at each successive stage of develop-

ment.

Vocational training on all levels tends to become static.

The standards are set by those who are skilled in doing the

day's work. There is an old English saying that "the teacher

liketh that he knoweth and seeth not the use of that he

knoweth not." In modern phrase, the teacher tends to check

initiative because he knows no better way. Every step in

advance depends on new knowledge, new ways of using old

facts, or new facts adjusted to old conditions.

The dictum once prevalent in learned circles, that all that

a teacher needs in teaching is a knowledge of his subject,

has been controverted by the work of the great scholars

themselves. The acquisitions to knowledge of any subject

within a generation, to say nothing of what was known before,

are so extensive and of such far-reaching significance that no

one, however scholarly, would venture to apportion off-

hand those parts or phases of the subject best suited to par-

ticular ages or groups of learners. The selection of materials

of instruction, their arrangement into courses of study, and

the combination of courses of study into curricula, have

become the subject of intensive study and investigation.

Coincident with the advance of science and an inevitable

result of scientific curiosity, scientific method was directed

to the mind itself. The new psychology made possible the

comparison of mind with mind, and the testing and measuring

of intellectual capacity and achievement. Research in this

direction has led to a revolution in methods of classification

and promotion in our lower schools, and has raised questions
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never before asked as to what knowledge can best be acquired

by some individuals, and the extent to which the education of

such individuals is possible. It has raised questions, too, of

how children learn, and of the obstacles to be overcome due

to individual differences. Most of these questions still remain

unanswered, and await the findings of patient investigation

of a most exacting kind.

The splendid results of research in the intellectual field are

a 'challenge to similar investigation of the emotional and

volitional life. Somewhere in this field lies hidden the clue

to educational aims and ideals, and to the processes that

make for desired ends. Meantime, we are dependent upon

empirical data, and are swayed by selfish whims. Success

seems to be rated by some parents in terms of money-making.

The college sets metes and bounds to the process of acquiring

culture and social rank. The church prescribes the type of

school that leads to salvation along denominational routes.

The state wants healthy, self-supporting, patriotic citizens,

and makes compulsory the schooling provided by lay boards.

The eclectic, with faith in variety, says that any kind of in-

struction is good, provided it is well given. The individualist

advocates freedom of teaching and freedom of learning, and

points to Athens as the historic example of the progress that

is possible when personality is given free rein. Another

philosopher sees what became of Athens after it reached its

zenith, and therefore prefers the longevity of a Chinese civ-

ilization, even though it be on a lower level. Of what avail,

he asks, if one does gain the whole world, if in the end he shall

lose his own soul? These are but instances of points of view

which confuse and confound the student of education.

While exposing our ignorance, I do not deny the value of

experience and tradition in evaluating the means and materials

of instruction, nor do I under-rate the wisdom of the ages

in fixing the aims of education. But I remind myself that the

wisdom of the ages once upheld the geocentric theory of the

universe. The new order made no change in the facts of the

case, but it did change men's way of thinking and acting with

respect to those facts. Hence, while I do not delude myself
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into believing that education will ever become an exact

science, I am morally certain that some of the processes of

moral and social education will be scientifically determined.

The facts will not be changed, but we shall look at them from

a different point of view. There will still be children and
materials of instruction, schools and teachers, the family,

the Church, and the State; but a scientific determination of

measurable facts will provide a rational basis for experimen-

tation with ways and means of securing better results from

these prime factors in education.

Teachers College has always fostered research and exper-

imentation. At first it was necessary in order to provide

reliable information for our students. Later it became an

obligation for the advancement of the profession. Recently

it has assumed such proportions as to warrant a special or-

ganization for its control and direction. The Institute of

Educational Research was set up three and a half years ago

with three divisions: Educational Psychology, under the

direction of Professor Thorndike; School Experimentation,

under the direction of Professor Caldwell; and Field Studies,

under the direction of Professor Strayer. A fourth section, in

Practical Arts, has grown up under the supervision of Pro-

fessor Bigelow. The character and range of the studies com-

pleted since the establishment of the Institute or now under

way are shown in the list appended to this Report (p. 180).

The appended list is by no means a complete survey of the

research and experimental work of the College. Every de-

partment has its own problems which it is working out ex-

perimentally. Some of the best results have been attained

by teachers who have given freely of their time and strength

to research in the interests of their professional students. But
the greater part of the work has been done under special

grants for particular purposes. The total amount of such

contributions is $690,399.00, and it is safe to say that the

College has contributed directly or indirectly as much more.

A new line of research is opened up for next year by a grant

of $20,000 to $30,000 annually for a period of three years by
the Institute of Social and Religious Research, for a study
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of character education with special reference to social and

religious training. Professor Hugh Hartshorne, of the Uni-

versity of Southern California, and Professor Mark A. May,
of Syracuse University, have been appointed Research Asso-

ciates to conduct this study under the general direction of

Professor Thorndike. The Laura Spelman Rockefeller

Memorial also has made a grant of $50,000 a year for five

years, to maintain studies in child welfare research. Plans

are now being formulated for the organization of this work,

which is to be restricted to the pre-school period of educa-

tion and to the non-academic phases of school life.

The International Institute is both a teaching and a re-

search institution. From the report of the Director it will

be seen that the year has been rich in experiences, both in

dealing with students and in surveys of other countries. The
means at our disposal have made it possible to grant many
scholarships to students who otherwise would have been

hard pressed financially by the adverse rate of exchange for

foreign moneys. The high cost of living in New York City is

an added burden that cannot be met in many worthy cases.

As a means of partial relief, and for the encouragement of

exceptional ability, Mr. and Mrs. V. Everit Macy have

pledged the sum of $20,000 a year for five years for the

purpose of meeting the personal expenses of a few specially

selected students from other lands.

A gracious act of the Trustees is the designation in the

Library of Teachers College of a collection to be known as

the "Baldwin Collection," in recognition of the twenty-eight

years of devoted service of Miss Elizabeth G. Baldwin, "not

only as efficient Librarian, but also as generous friend and

adviser of students and officers of the College."

After thirteen years of most efficient service as Secretary of

the College and as Provost, Professor Clifford B. Upton lays

down these offices to devote himself wholly to teaching and

to investigation of the training of teachers of mathematics.

I cannot speak too highly of the assistance he has given me
and our other administrative officers during a period of rapid
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change and increasingly perplexing problems. The duties of

Secretary have now become so onerous as to require the un-

divided attention of the best man we can find. Were it not

for the exceptional ability of the Controller and of the several

Directors of the Faculties, Institutes, and Schools, I should

not know how to meet the problems that present themselves

for settlement. We work together without friction as one

happy family. The service of Miss Baker as head of our din-

ing halls, and of Dr. Reynolds, in charge of our Bureau of

Educational Service, deserves more than passing mention.

Mr. Tidwell has put the Bureau of Publications on a business

basis, and given new life to the Teachers College Record, which

will appear hereafter in ten numbers a year instead of five

numbers as during the past twenty-five years. The secre-

tariat of the Students' Organizations, under Miss Swan, has

proved to be a distinct success. Under the direction of the

Students Executive Council and supported by a voluntary

fee of seventy-five cents a semester paid by full-time students,

it has had charge of the publicity and finance of the several

students' organizations.

During the year the College has received a gift of $10,000

from the Estate of Miss Augusta Larned for the founding of a

Scholarship for women. Mr. and Mrs. Carl H. Pforzheimer

have presented to the Horace Mann School for Boys, "as an

expression of appreciation of the ideals and work of the

School," a swimming pool, to be erected in connection with the

new Gymnasium which has been provided, in part, by gifts

from patrons of the School. The Trustees have purchased

seventeen and one-half lots on the Albany Post Road at the

northeast corner of the grounds occupied by the Boys' School.

They have also recently procured the Patchell property,

which gives us possession of the entire Teachers College

block. Instead of the nuisance which we have endured for

twenty-five years, we shall now have a comfortable addition

to our office space.
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The reports of the Controller, the Registrar, the Librarian,

and of the several Directors of the Institutes and Schools of

the College will be published separately, and may be obtained

on application to the Secretary.

Respectfully submitted,

James E. Russell,

Dean

June 30, IQ24
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INSTITUTE OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

I. DIVISION OF EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

Subject. An Inventory of English Constructions.

Publication. Report in progress.

Financed by: Teachers College.

Subject. The Psychology of Algebra.

Publication. The Psychology of Algebra, xi -f- 483 pp. The Macmillan

Company, 1923; also separate articles in various educational and

other scientific journals.

Financed by: The Commonwealth Fund.

Subject. Tests for Vocational Guidance of Children.

Publication. Tests for Vocational Guidance of Children Thirteen to Sixteen,

Contributions to Education No. 136, Teachers College.

Financed by: The Commonwealth Fund.

Subject. New-Type Examinations in Algebra and Ancient History.

Financed by: College Entrance Examination Board.

Subject. The Teaching of Latin.

Publication. Parts of the official report of the Latin Inquiry, also sepa-

rate articles in educational journals.

Financed by: General Education Board and American Classical League.

Subject. Fundamental Units of Intellect and Capacity.

Publication. Report in progress. Separate articles have appeared in edu-

cational journals.

Financed by: Carnegie Corporation of New York.

Subject. Mental Discipline in the High School Subjects.

Publication. Report in Journal of Educational Psychology, Vol. 15, pp.

1-22 and 83-98; also separate articles in other educational journals.

Financed by: The Commonwealth Fund.

Subject. Application of Vocational Tests.

Financed by: The Commonwealth Fund.

Subject. Study of the Educational and Industrial Histories of Two
Thousand Children.

Publication. Report in progress.

Financed by: The Commonwealth Fund.
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Subject. Experiment with a Class of Children of Exceptionally High

Intellectual Status.

Publication. Report in progress. Partial report in Twenty-Third Year-

Book of National Society for the Study of Education, pp. 221-237 and

275-289.

Financed by: Carnegie Corporation of New York.

II. DIVISION OF SCHOOL EXPERIMENTATION

I. General

Subject. Rural Experimental School. (In cooperation with the Board

of Education, Allamuchy Township, N. J.)

Publication. Report in progress.

Financed by: Mr. Felix M. Warburg.

Subject. Extent, Nature and Causes of Failure of School and Community
to deal effectively with Special Cases. (In cooperation with Public

School No. 165 Manhattan.)

Publication. Report in preparation.

Financed by: The Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial.

Subject. The Psychology of Children's Fears. (In cooperation with the

Heckscher Foundation.) The Value of Eggs in the Diet of Young
Children. (In cooperation with the Manhattanville Day Nursery.)

Publication. Reports in progress.

Financed by: The Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial.

2. In connection with The Lincoln School

Subject. The Lincoln School.

Publication. See bulletins published by The Lincoln School.

Financed by: General Education Board.

Subject. The Present Conditions and Tendencies of History Teaching

in Elementary and Secondary Schools.

Publication. Report in progress.

III. DIVISION OF FIELD STUDIES

Subject. Chamber of Commerce Inquiry.

Publication. Report of The American City Bureau.

Financed by: The Commonwealth Fund.

Subject. Civic Education.

Financed by: Inter-racial Council and Mr. Felix M. Warburg.
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Subject. Educational Activities of the Young Men's Christian Associa-

tion.

Publication. Report published by the Y. M. C. A., New York City.

Subject. Baltimore School Survey.

Publication. Report of Board of School Commissioners, Baltimore.

Financed by: City of Baltimore.

Subject. Stamford School Survey.

Publication. Report of The School Committee, Stamford, Conn.

Financed by: Town of Stamford.

Subject. Atlanta School Survey.

Publication. Report of Board of Education, Atlanta, Ga.

Financed by: City of Atlanta.

Subject. Augusta School Survey.

Financed by: City of Augusta.

Subject. Springfield School Survey.

Publication. Report of The School Committee, Springfield, Mass.

Financed by: City of Springfield.

Subject. Providence School Survey.

Publication. Report of The School Committee, Providence, R. I.

Financed by: City of Providence.

SPECIAL SECTION—EXPERIMENTATION IN HORACE MANN SCHOOL

Subject. Projects in the Lower Primary and Kindergarten Field.

Publication. Reports on some of these projects are in preparation;

separate articles have appeared in the Teachers College Record.

Financed by: Teachers College.

Subject. Studies Related to Elementary School Problems.

Publication. Report in preparation; separate articles have appeared in

educational journals.

Financed by: Teachers College.

Subject. Studies in Health Education.

Publication. Report in progress.

Financed by: American Child Health Association.

SPECIAL SECTION—PRACTICAL ARTS RESEARCH

Subject. Studies of Corn Products.

Financed by: Corn Products Refining Company.
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Subject. Yeast Vitamin.

Financed by: The Fleischmann Company.

Subject. Nutritional Value of Bread.

Financed by: The Fleischmann Company.

Subject. Temperature and Humidity of Household Refrigerators.

Financed by: Dr. Mary Pennington.

Subject. Effect of Canning Process on the Vitamin Content of Food.

Financed by: National Canners Association.

Subject. Testing of Acids on Enamel Ware.

Financed by: Associated Manufacturers of Enamel Ware.

Subject. Oven Temperature Tests.

Financed by: Ralph H. Jones Company.

Subjects. Comparison of Sweeping and Cleaning in Bacterial Content of

Air.

Financed by: Lillibridge Company.

Subjects. Miscellaneous Studies: Vitamin Yeast Test Studies; Frying

of Fats; Fondants; Silver Polishes and Floor Waxes; Effect of Clean-

ing Agents on Fabrics; Use of Calcium in Almonds; Basal Metabolism

of Young Girls; Pressure Cookery Efficiency; The Value of Phytin

in the Prevention of Rickets; The Standardization of Hemoglobin

Determinations; The Value of Peanut Flour as a Substitute; Basal

Metabolism of the White Rat; Dishwashing and Germ Transfer;

Phosphorus in Fracture Cases; The Functions of the Spleen as regards

Blood Phosphorus Changes; Bacteriological Problems in Milk Cul-

tures; Dietary Studies at Hope Farm.

Financed by: Teachers College.
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. REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR
FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1 924

To the Dean of Teachers College

Sir:

I submit herewith my report for the School of Education

for the academic year 1923-1924.

The total number of students enrolled in the School of

Education has been 2,730 (not including graduate students

with majors in Practical Arts), as compared with 2,290 for

the preceding year. In Practical Arts there were 430 grad-

uate students as against 344 in 1922-1923. The matriculated

students of both schools in the Summer Session of 1923, not in

attendance during the academic year, numbered 3,468.

Of the total number of graduate students in the School of

Education during the academic year, 17 were enrolled as

unclassified students, and i,582 1 indicated their desire to

become candidates for the Master's or Doctor's degree. In

addition, there were 1,131 matriculated unclassified students,

of whom 624 signified their intention to apply for the degree

of Bachelor of Science. In the preceding year there were

1,286 candidates for the degree of Master of Arts or Doctor

of Philosophy, and 16 unclassified graduate students.

During the year the degree of Doctor of Philosophy was
conferred upon 40 students, 26 of whom had taken the Mas-
ter's degree at Columbia. In the preceding year, 14 doc-

torates were awarded; in 1921-1922, 19; 1920-192 1, 7;

1919-1920, 23; 1918-1919, 9; 1917-1918, 19; 1916-1917, 9.

For the academic year 1923-1924, 885 students in Teachers

College received the degree of Master of Arts, 14 the degree

of Master of Science, and 509 the degree of Bachelor of Science.

The total number of Teachers College professional diplomas

>2,029 including graduate students with Practical Arts majors.
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granted during the academic year was 810. These diplomas

are granted only in connection with a degree.

Of the 2,029 graduate students, 265 held the Master of

Arts degree from Columbia University; 282 students held the

degree of Bachelor of Science from Columbia University.

Other colleges and universities were represented as follows:

Hunter College, 134; University of Chicago, 64; College of

the City of New York, 54; Wellesley College, 41; New York
University, 40; Vassar College, 38; Syracuse University, 37;

Smith College, 35; University of California, 34; University

of Pennsylvania, 34; Oberlin College, 34; Harvard University,

33; Cornell University, 30; University of Wisconsin, 30;

University of Minnesota, 27; University of Illinois, 26; Uni-

versity of Michigan, 23; Mount Holyoke College, 23; Uni-

versity of Washington, 21; Northwestern University, 21;

University of Missouri, 18; Ohio State University, 17; New
York State College for Teachers, 16; Princeton University,

16; Adelphi College, 14; Bryn Mawr College, 14; George

Peabody College for Teachers, 14; Leland Stanford Junior

University, 14; Yale University, 13; Colgate University, 12;

George Washington University, 11; Indiana University, 11;

Ohio University, 11; Bucknell University, 11; Colby College,

11; Rutgers College, n; Brown University, 10; Kansas State

Agricultural College, 9; University of Pittsburgh, 9; Ohio

Wesleyan, 9; Carnegie Institute of Technology, 9; State Uni-

versity of Kentucky, 9; Dickinson University, 9; Middlebury

College, 9; Pennsylvania State College, 9; Bates College, 8;

Swarthmore College, 8 ; University of Texas, 8 ; University of

Nebraska, 8; Denison University, 8; University of North
Carolina, 8; University of Oregon, 8; University of West
Virginia, 8; Franklin and Marshall College, 8.

The total number of institutions represented was 378.

In the choice of subjects other than Education pursued by
Teachers College students in other parts of the University, the

following departments proved most attractive: English, 577;
History, 342; Psychology, 209; French, 165; Sociology, 158;

Comparative Literature, 127; Spanish, 102; Philosophy, 78;

Economics, 75 ; Mathematics, 62 ; Architecture, 47 ; Chemistry,
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42; Music, 35; Geography, 26; Physics, 22; Italian, 22;

Botany, 21; German, 21; Government, 19; Physiology, 18;

Zoology, 18; Advertising, 12; Geology, 12; Phonetics, 11;

Latin, 10; Statistics, 9; Astronomy, 9; Hygiene, 8; Physical

Education, 8; Typewriting, 8; 34 other subjects were chosen

by a smaller number of students. A total of 2,273 class regis-

trations represents the interest of Teachers College students

in other phases of University work.

Three meetings of the Executive Committee have been

held during the year. A total of 77 new courses has been

approved: 41 for the academic year, 20 for the Summer Ses-

sion, and 16 for the Extramural Division. Diploma titles

have been approved for Supervisor of Civic Education, Su-

pervisor of Immigrant Education, and Vocational Counselor.

The diploma title, Supervisor of Vocational Education, has

been changed to Director of Vocational Education.

The faculty of the school has given considerable attention,

throughout the year, to the types of programs best suited to

the needs of the several professional groups of students. As
a result of a series of conferences, the general conclusion has

been reached that each program should include a substantial

amount of work in the field of major interest, normally about

one-third of the total program, an additional one-third in

fields related to the major, and the remaining third repre-

senting courses designed to broaden the student's range of

interest, and relate his work to the whole field of education and

to society at large.

In order that the designation of courses might be indicative

of their character and level, a new numbering system has

been devised, to become effective with the beginning of the

academic year 1924-25. Under the new plan, numbers 101

to 199 are reserved for courses of senior-graduate rank; pri-

marily for unclassified students, and may be counted, subject

to proper approval, toward the degree of Bachelor of Science

or Master of Arts. Numbers 201 to 299 are reserved for first

level fundamental and major courses, general courses, and

courses covering a special aspect of a field of education;

primarily for candidates for the degree of Master of Arts.
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Numbers 301 to 399 are reserved for advanced graduate

courses, including research courses, advanced fundamental

courses, general courses, and courses covering a special aspect

of a field of education; primarily for students who wish to

extend their graduate studies beyond the Master of Arts

degree and for candidates for the degree of Doctor of Philos-

ophy. Numbers 401 to 499 are reserved for the most ad-

vanced research courses and seminars, limited to candidates

for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.

It is significant to report that as a result of faculty action,

the diploma for Superintendent of Schools will hereafter be

awarded only to those who have completed two years of

professional training, including the first major course and the

second major course, together with advanced work in related

fields. This will do much to professionalize the work of the

Superintendent of Schools. A major course for training

Advisers of Women and Girls has also been approved. Several

new courses in Religious Education have been developed due
to the availability of experts who will share in the investiga-

tion on Character Building with Special Reference to Reli-

gious Education, arranged for by the Institute of Social and
Religious Research. The work in Natural Science has been
further developed by the addition of several new courses.

After a series of conferences, members of the staff concerned

with the teaching of Supervision of Secondary School Subjects

have perfected a plan for the organization of a major course

for Heads of Departments of Secondary Schools. The course

will include the basic work necessary for supervision, together

with a study of subject-matter fields.

The cooperative arrangement between Teachers College

and the University of Paris for the training of teachers and
supervisors of French has now been in existence for one year.

Graduate students, who are candidates for the degree of

Master of Arts with a major in French, may be in residence in

Teachers College for a period of one Summer Session and one
Winter Session and at the University of Paris for one Spring

Session. The first group of students has completed this

program of training which is highly promising for the further
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development of modern language teaching in this country.

The Department of Educational Research, through the

Committee on Higher Degrees, has revised certain aspects

of the matriculation requirements for the degree of Doctor of

Philosophy, looking toward effectiveness and simplicity in

administration. In the future, it is the hope of the staff that

graduate students will present themselves for the preliminary

written examination at the end of one year of graduate study.

Under the new plan, the written examination will be upon the

field of major interest and its related fields. The oral examina-

tion will continue to be administered in the future as in the

past.

It is a pleasure to record the following new appointments to

the Faculty of Education: Thomas Alexander, Ph.D., Professor

of Education; Peter W. Dykema, M.L., Visiting Professor of

Music Education; Forest C. Ensign, Ph.D., Visiting Professor

of Education, for the Spring Session; and Fletcher Harper

Swift, Ph.D., Visiting Professor of Education for the year.

The following promotions have been made: Charles H.

Farnsworth, Mus.D., from Associate Professor of School

Music to Professor of Music Education; Arthur I. Gates,

Ph.D., from Associate Professor to Professor of Education;

Franklin W. Johnson, A.M., L.H.D., from Associate Pro-

fessor to Professor of Education; Edward H. Reisner, Ph.D.,

from Associate Professor to Professor of Education; Harold

Ordway Rugg, Ph.D., from Associate Professor to Professor

of Education; Paul R. Mort, Ph.D., from Associate in Educa-

tion to Assistant Professor of Education; and Lois C. Moss-

man, Ph.D., from Instructor in Practical Arts Education to

Assistant Professor of Education.

Allan Abbott, A.M., Associate Professor of English, has been

transferred from the Faculty of Practical Arts to the Faculty

of Education.

Leaves of absence have been granted to Professor Charles

H. Farnsworth for the year; to Professor Patty S. Hill for the

Winter Session; and to Professors W. C. Bagley, N. L. Engel-

hardt, E. W. Bagster-Collins, and Henry A. Ruger for the

Spring Session.
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The report of my first year's work as Director of the School

of Education would be incomplete indeed without expressing

to you my sincere appreciation for your counsel and leadership,

to my predecessor for his thoughtful assistance, and to the

members of the faculty for their cordial cooperation.

Respectfully submitted,

Robert Josselyn Leonard,

Director

June 30, 1924
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REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR
FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1924

To the Dean of Teachers College

Sir:

I submit herewith my annual report as Director of the

School of Practical Arts for the academic year ending June

30, 1924.

According to the Registrar's records summarized in the

annual announcements of Teachers College, the total regis-

tration of regular students in the School of Practical Arts

from September, 1923, to June, 1924, was 2,043, a decrease of

9 from last year. This total was not expected, because, as

stated in my report for last year, no freshman class was en-

rolled. The average freshman class has been about 180

students and hence the decrease of 9 students means that the

School has gained 171 advanced students in place of the

omitted freshman class.

The regular students were grouped as follows: Graduate

students, 430; junior-senior professional students, 734;

unclassified professional students taking junior-senior courses,

689; sophomores, 190. In addition, 501 extension students,

most of whom were teachers in service, were admitted to

sections of technical courses for which their preparation was

equivalent to that of matriculated students in the same
courses; and 135 women, who enrolled as extension students,

were members of non-credit classes for homemakers. The
total number of students in regular credit courses was 2,544,

making a grand total of 2,679. Cards of admission were

granted to 1,153 auditors, not classified as students, who
attended extension special series of popular lectures in fine

arts and household arts and lessons in physical training

conducted by the departments of the School in cooperation
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with the Institute of Arts and Sciences of Columbia Uni-

versity.

The departmental distribution of graduate students in

Practical Arts for three years is shown in the following table

:

1921-1922 1922-1923 1923-1924

Household Arts 91 147 175

Fine Arts 53 55 82

Industrial Arts Education .... 13 6 6

Music Education 14 16 22

Nursing Education 17 23 36
Physical Education 33 57 68

Practical Science 41 40 41

262 344 430

In October, February and June, 1923-1924, the Bachelor's

and Master's degrees were conferred by the University on

532 students whose major interest was in Practical Arts. The
figures in parentheses are those of 1922-1923. Of 324 (297)

who received the Bachelor's degree, 318 (282) were women
and 6 (15) were men. The Master of Arts degree was con-

ferred on 181 (143) women and on 13 (8) men. The Master

of Science degree was conferred on 14 (13) women, most of

whom were students of practical science.

The number of Teachers College diplomas in Practical

Arts conferred in 1923-24 was 258 (214 in 1922-23), 163 (151)

to holders of the Bachelor's degree and 95 (63) to holders of

the Master's degree; 249 (208) of the diplomas were educa-

tional (for teaching or supervision) and 9 (6) were technical.

The distribution of the educational diplomas in Practical

Arts by departments was as follows: u

1921-1922 1922-1923 1923-1924

Household Arts 95 88 101

Fine Arts 28 30 50
Industrial Arts Education .... 9 11 12

Music Education 13 12 17

Nursing Education 30 21 25
Physical Education 31 40 40
Practical Science .

.

6 4

206 208 249
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During this academic year the administrative officials and
departmental committees have given much attention to the

readjustments incident to the omission of the freshman and
sophomore classes. Pursuant to the Trustees' order, no

freshmen were accepted in September, 1923. Numerous
applicants were referred to other colleges. Barnard College

published in its annual announcement an excellent two-year

program intended to prepare for professional work in Practical

Arts; and Teachers College advised all students who could

satisfy entrance requirements to apply for admission to

Barnard College. Several other colleges have shown much
interest in adapting their programs to preparation for pro-

fessional work in Practical Arts. However, it is not probable

that Teachers College is likely to have a great increase in

applications for transfer after two years at other colleges,

because a successful student is likely to remain at the college

first entered and complete the requirements for the Bachelor

of Science degree. Our experience extending back over ten

years leads to the conclusion that the majority of students

who wish to change colleges at the end of two years are not in

the first rank as regards scholarship and promise of success

as teachers of Practical Arts.

There is little difficulty in fitting the work of the first two

years in regular colleges to the professional curriculum leading

to the Bachelor's degree in every department in the School of

Practical Arts; but there are many problems of adjustment in

programs of students who after high school have spent one

to three years in technical schools in household arts, indus-

trial arts, fine arts, music and physical education. As a rule,

such students from technical schools which do not confer

degrees, enter with little or no credit towards the 45 points

of general work required for the Bachelor's degree; and,

moreover, much of their technical study has been on a level

scarcely in advance of high school, with little attention to

scholarly training. For these reasons, most students who
have spent two years in such technical schools will find it

necessary to devote two years and two or three summer
sessions to completing our requirements for the Bachelor's
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degree. It is probable that this situation will improve rapidly,

because the directors of most technical schools whose students

tend to go into teaching are realizing the importance of a

better foundation in general education, and consequently the

graduates of such schools are now much better adapted to our

professional work than were those who came to Teachers

College from the same institutions fifteen years ago.

The most important movement in the School of Practical

Arts during this year has been the beginning of reorganization

of the work in Music Education, that is, the training of teach-

ers and supervisors of music in schools and colleges. By
agreement of the Trustees of Teachers College and the Trus-

tees of the Institute of Musical Art in the City of New York,

these institutions will cooperate in the training of teachers

and supervisors of school music, beginning with the opening

of the next term in September, 1924. Teachers College will

offer courses related to music education for students who
have received their technical training in music in the Institute

or elsewhere. The Institute will give instruction in theory

and practice of music to students of Teachers College who
have the necessary preparation for the music studies they

desire to pursue. Students of the Institute who have com-
pleted satisfactorily two or three years of work after gradua-

tion from high school, will be admitted as regular students of

Teachers College and candidates for the Bachelor of Science

degree. Mature and advanced students of the Institute who
can not meet the regular matriculation requirements may be

accepted in Teachers College classes for which they are well

prepared in technical lines.

Professor Peter W. Dykema, who has been at the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin since 19 13, will come to Teachers College

in September, 1924, to take charge of the reorganization of

the work in music education. Professor Charles Hubert
Farnsworth is on leave of absence for the academic year

1924-25 after twenty-four years of service in Teachers Col-

lege. Dr. Frank Damrosch, Director of the Institute of

Musical Art, will hold an honorary seat in the Faculty of

Practical Arts in Teachers College.
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The Institute of Musical Art was established twenty years

ago for the purpose of providing an American school of music

in which musical talent could be given the highest possible

development. Its requirements for admission are high-school

graduation and musical ability satisfactory to the Director

of the Institute. It offers extensive instruction in singing,

playing musical instruments and musical theory. Some of

this work is very advanced and will be open to graduate

students of Teachers College.

Full announcement of the programs and courses to be

offered in Teachers College and in the Institute for students

of Teachers College has been published in the Announcement
of the School of Practical Arts and in a special bulletin which

has been given wide distribution.

The primary purpose of the department of Nursing Educa-

tion in Teachers College has been from its beginning advanced

training of graduate nurses who wish to prepare for teaching

or administration in schools of nursing, for school nursing,

and for the educational aspects of public health nursing. In

addition to such advanced work, and in harmony with the

Teachers College tendency towards educational research

and experimentation, it was decided five years ago to experi-

ment with a plan whereby young women who have recently

graduated from high school might spend two and one-half

years in college work and nearly the same amount of time in

hospital work, and finally at the end of five years receive

their diplomas as graduate nurses and also the Bachelor of

Science degree. This plan has been in successful operation

for five years and a number of young women have completed

the combination curriculum.

The desirability and practicability of such combined train-

ing in college and hospital has been demonstrated beyond

the shadow of a doubt, and the five-year curriculum has

already been imitated by several colleges which have made
the necessary affiliation with hospital training schools. Hav-
ing completed the experimental stage of this new type of

training for nurses, the combined curriculum is no longer a

logical part of the nursing education programs in Teachers
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College. Moreover, the omission of the freshman and sopho-

more classes makes it impossible to offer satisfactorily the

general work which must be preliminary to the two years

of practical work at the Presbyterian Hospital. It has there-

fore seemed best to discontinue the five-year program in

nursing, and hereafter only graduate nurses from approved
hospital training schools will be admitted to the courses

offered in nursing education in Teachers College.

The completion of Grace Dodge Hall makes it possible to

begin next year an attack on the problems of household engi-

neering, which to a great extent involves applied physics and
some closely correlated general chemistry. Three large

laboratories and one small laboratory on the fifth floor of

Dodge Hall will be assigned to work in Applied Physics and
Household Engineering. Courses and opportunities for

experimental work in physics applied to household problems
will be offered. It is probable that most of the cleaning and
other technical processes formerly connected with the laundry

and housewifery laboratories should be treated as problems of

household engineering, so far as Teachers College students

are concerned.

Along this line some experiments to determine the relation

of certain problems of housewifery and home laundering have
been planned for next year. Obviously, there is much pioneer

work to be done in the field of physics applied to the house-

hold, and especially to the teaching of household arts. The
great interest in chemistry applied to foods has led to an
over-balance of chemistry in the curricula of all schools of

home economics or household arts ; and up to the present time

Teachers College has certainly played its part in encouraging

neglect of physics in the programs of students of household

arts. The widespread neglect of physics appears to have
resulted from the fact that professors of physics have not

worked to apply their science to household arts, as have the

chemists and the biologists, and staffs and students can
scarcely be blamed for failing to see any close connection

between the traditional college course in physics and the every-

day problems of the home.
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Recognizing this situation, the departmental committee on

Practical Science in Teachers College has for many years

urged an attempt to develop applied physics in relation to the

household, so that advanced students who go from Teachers

College as leaders of household arts will be prepared to stimu-

late or direct appropriate work in applied physics.

In my reports of recent years I have mentioned the con-

stantly increasing activity of members of the teaching staff

and of advanced students in practical arts research, both in

education and in applied science. A summary of the prob-

lems which have been undertaken and the results achieved

are included in a special report which I submit for the records

of the Institute of Educational Research. Experience has

shown the wisdom of providing in the Institute a special fund

for practical arts research in coordination with the regular

work of the instructing staff in Practical Arts. It is now evi-

dent that without separate laboratories it would not be satis-

factory to attempt practical arts research as independent of

the School of Practical Arts as educational research is inde-

pendent of the School of Education. Moreover, the chief

reason for practical arts research in Teachers College is not

contribution to scientific knowledge so much as giving oppor-

tunity for the research interest of members of the staff and

advanced students. So far as contribution to knowledge

which relates to practical arts is concerned, Teachers College

can scarcely hope to have the ideal conditions for research

which are now available in several endowed institutions in

America. These are well prepared to deal with every problem

relating to the field of practical arts. It seems, therefore, that

more and more practical arts research in Teachers College

should be involved in the training of advanced students who,

as leaders of technical education in America, need thorough

training in the research methods of science applied in the field

of practical arts.

It is already evident that the omission of the freshman and

sophomore classes is going to have a marked influence within

two years on the average maturity of Teachers College stu-

dents. With a possible registration of 4,500 students in
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Teachers College next year, all will have had at least two

years of college training, and probably there will be less than

500 who have not had at least five years of study and ex-

perience since graduation from high school. With the excep-

tion of this younger group, which will probably decrease fifty

per cent within one year, there is no essential difference in the

educational records of the students under the two faculties of

Teachers College. The great majority of present candidates

for the Bachelor of Science degree under the Faculty of

Practical Arts have had training equivalent to the unclassified

(undergraduate) students under the Faculty of Education.

In both Schools the great majority of candidates for the

Bachelor's degree are prepared to take courses ("senior-

graduate") which are also adapted to a very large percentage

of the candidates for the Master's degree.

The result of all these facts is that, so far as the student

body of Teachers College is concerned, there are no longer

any sharp lines between students in Education and Practical

Arts and between graduates and undergraduates. In short,

with the exception of the small and disappearing group of the

younger four-year students, there is now only one type of

student in this institution, namely, Teachers College pro-

fessional students.

The inevitable result of these changes in the composition of

the student body is a tendency toward unification of Teachers

College as an institution for the advanced training of teach-

ers and educational leaders which, for convenience, and not

as a matter of policy or difference in standards, is divided into

general education and practical arts or technical education.

This will be the situation as soon as the last representatives

of the four-year group are graduated in June, 1926. This will

close completely the gap between education and practical

arts which developed with the organization of the four-year

undergraduate non-professional curriculum in 19 12 and
continued for more than ten years.

A number of changes in the Faculty of Practical Arts

should be recorded in this report: Charles Hubert Farns-

worth, Mus.D., has been promoted from Associate Professor of
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School Music to Professor of Music Education; Hermann T.

Vulte, Ph.D., from Assistant Professor of Household Arts to

Associate Professor of Household Chemistry; Grace MacLeod,

Ph.D., from Instructor to Assistant Professor of Nutrition.

Professor Katharine A. Fisher has resigned in order to devote

her time to investigation and writing in relation to household

arts. Professor Carleton J. Lynde, of Macdonald College,

Quebec, has been appointed Professor of Physics. Professor

Peter W. Dykema, of the University of Wisconsin, has been ap-

pointed Visiting Professor of Music Education.

Respectfully submitted,

M. A. Bigelow,

Director

June jo, 1924



COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

REPORT OF THE DEAN
FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1924

To the President of the University

Sir:

I have the honor of submitting the following report for

the academic year 1923-1924:

The important events of the year, in our history, may be

enumerated as follows:

1. The successful inauguration of a requirement of full

secondary school training for matriculation.

2. The graduation of the largest class in our history.

3. An increase of nearly a half in the next following class.

4. An increase of some 200 per cent, in the ratio of univer-

sity students, matriculated for the three- and four-year courses,

to those taking the two-year college course.

5. The occupancy and highly successful use of a building

annex which both increases and improves our teaching ac-

commodations.

6. An arrangement for increasing our minimum course of

instruction from two to three years, the change to be inau-

gurated not later than 1928.

Commenting on the developments thus recorded, I may
refer to a number of facts which are exceptionally gratifying.

Our increased entrance requirements have been established

as a result of many years of sustained effort, in the face of

heavy obstacles, and without the co6peration and support of

the other pharmacy schools of our State. That many students

would take advantage of a last opportunity to matriculate

under easy requirements, resulting in a class of exceptional

size, was to have been expected. Under such conditions,

we might well have anticipated a corresponding reduction in

the size of the class next following, and it is exceptionally

gratifying to find, on the contrary, an unprecedented increase.
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The improved quality of the student-body matriculated

under the new requirement is notable and fully justifies our

expectations. It is worthy of remark that this improvement

is not wholly due to the better preparation of the students.

At the beginning of the year, the work of the faculty was

reorganized. For lecture purposes, the class was formed into

two divisions, the work of the lecturers being duplicated. For

class-work, the sections were multiplied and reduced in size,

with such satisfactory results that next year the arrangement

will be extended to both classes.

The increase in the number of university students is per-

haps the most significant of the year's developments. There

had been some doubt in the minds of all as to the probable

effect of an increase of two years in the preliminary require-

ment on the students' attitude toward a voluntary lengthening

of the professional course. The result appears to indicate

that the better preparation tends toward a desire for better

professional training. One hundred and twelve members of

our freshman class took their final examinations in the uni-

versity section, twelve of them being registered for the full

four-year course.

The results above recorded have made both our Faculty

and Trustees eager to inaugurate an obligatory minimum
three-year course, and an effort has been made to do so within

the coming year. Owing to the status of the plans of the

Education Department of the State with regard to pharmacy
legislation, it may become desirable for us to postpone such

action until the year 1928. At that time, a new Regents'

rule will go into effect, under which every applicant for ad-

mission to a pharmacy school must be able to show a record

of two years of practical experience in a pharmacy or drug-

store. It has been resolved by the State Pharmacy Council

that this certificate must be supplemented by an examination

to show that this experience has been of such a character as

to have yielded satisfactory educational results.

This report would not be complete without an expression

of faculty appreciation of the advantages offered by our new
building, aside from the obvious improvement from the stu-
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dents' standpoint. For the first time in our history, the

members of the faculty find themselves in a position to carry

on their researches and special work under favorable condi-

tions. One of the most agreeable experiences is to have our

valuable and useful herbarium, heretofore kept in a dark

storage-space beneath the lecture room, housed in our commo-
dious museum-room, with good light and abundance of desk-

space. Much of the summer vacation has been devoted to the

incorporation of the Alphonso Wood collections into the

general herbarium, so that they can be readily consulted.

It is a rather startling fact that the cost of this building

addition, representing a little less than one-third of the mate-

rial and labor entering into the original structure, has been

just about double that of the latter in 1894.

Present attention among pharmacy schools is centered

largely on investigations now in progress as to the bearing

of the subject-matter taught on the practical duties of the

pharmacist. It is believed that the conclusions reached may
have the result of bringing about important changes in the

curriculum.

Respectfully submitted,

H. H. Rusby,

Dean
June 30, 1924



SUMMER SESSION

REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR
FOR THE SUMMER SESSION OF 1 924

To the President of the University

Sir:

As Director of the Summer Session I have the honor to

submit the following report of the twenty-fifth Summer
Session of the University which opened July 7 and closed

August 15, 1924.

The report of the Registrar includes the statistical record

of the Session. (See pages 331-337). Outstanding figures are

:

(1) the enrollment of 12,916 students, which is the largest in

the history of the Summer Session (against 12,675 f°r the at-

tendance of 1923) ; (2) the percentage of men and women,

31.28 and 68.72 respectively; (3) the wide territorial distribu-

tion with 8,969 students from outside of New York State, and

with 1,691 (13.09 per cent) from the South Atlantic Division

(Delaware, District of Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Maryland,

North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia) and

351 students from foreign countries. Of the students in at-

tendance 46.04 per cent had taken work at the University

previously. Studies of the distribution of previous years in-

dicate clearly that the percentage of students from outside

New York State is constantly increasing.

The figures for the enrollment of 1924 show in comparison

with the figures of 1923 very small gain in any Summer Session

throughout the country and in some a small loss. It seems

likely that in every Summer Session the chief increase in

numbers is to be expected from the development in the field

of education, and in some few institutions from the increasing

use which undergraduates make of the Summer Session in

order to decrease their period of residence. In Schools of

Business throughout the country the percentage of increase
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is very slight, both in the Summer Session and the academic

year, while a decrease is evident in many of the branches of

engineering.

Other interesting figures of the Summer Session of 1924 are:

568 instructors—396 men and 172 women; with the addition

of 41 assistants—24 men and 17 women. In the Demonstra-

tion School there were 3 High School teachers and 19 Ele-

mentary teachers. The composition of the instructing staff

was marked by the attendance of five instructors from foreign

countries. There was a total of 230 instructors from outside

the University.

A total of 830 courses was offered. In addition to the

regular courses there were 102 lectures given as recorded in

the Weekly Bulletins of the Summer Session

:

Physical Education Department 8

Mathematics 4
Intelligence Tests 7

Romance Languages 14

Physics Colloquium 4
Greek and Latin 5

Rural Education 6

Miscellaneous 25

Women's Graduate Club 8

Americanization Conferences 5

Metropolitan Museum of Art Lectures 5

Religious Conferences n

Total lectures 102

The analysis of these lectures is interesting as revealing in

several departments a continuity of development during the

Session. The Metropolitan Museum of Art for the first time

conducted under its own auspices a series of lectures at the

Museum which were planned and announced especially for

the students of the summer sessions in New York City.

The University of the State of New York, as in years past,

presented various aspects of the education of the adult im-

migrant. Through the initiative of Mrs. Haskell the Women's
Graduate Club instituted a series of afternoon talks and

receptions in which persons well known for literary and artistic

achievement participated.
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The organization of the students of the Summer Session

into clubs on the basis of geographical distribution or common
interest in a subject-matter has been an important feature for

many years. The resourcefulness of the officers of these clubs

and the promptness and good spirit in which they carry out

their work mark them as conspicuously good citizens in the

academic community.

Excursions were conducted in and about New York City

with a total of 13,443 participants. The West Point excursion

included 2,081 students and 847 were taken to Atlantic City.

The Director of Excursions, Professor Leonidas W. Crawford,

of the George Peabody College for Teachers, has so perfected

his organization that from the thousands of students who
benefited from their introduction to New York and its sur-

roundings under his guidance not a single complaint or record

of mishap was reported in the Session of 1924.

Music, as always, held a prominent place in the Session.

In the Summer Session of 1924, three instrumental and vocal

concerts were given in the Gymnasium, and three organ recitals

and the usual music festival, with chorus and symphony
orchestra, were given.

At the request of the Federal Department of Public Health,

the Universities of Iowa, Michigan, California, and Columbia

introduced a series of courses for physicians, nurses, and

others interested in public health administration. In each

institution the enrollment reached between one hundred and

twenty-five and one hundred and fifty. Physicians and public

health experts connected with the East Harlem Health Center,

research laboratories of the City Department of Health, Belle-

vue Hospital, Crocker Research Laboratory, Vanderbilt Clinic,

Cornell University Medical College, Presbyterian Hospital,

College of Dental and Oral Surgery, and the College of Physi-

cians and Surgeons cooperated in giving an unusually com-

prehensive program at Columbia. This will be repeated in

1925 in an effort to provide instruction and to determine the

desire for summer training of public health officials.

Three developments of especial interest were undertaken

within departments which have been represented in the
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Summer Session for many years. Contemporary achieve-

ment in various branches of psychology was presented in the

following program:

Mental Tests and Democracy, and Immigration by Robert S. Wood-
worth, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology, Columbia University.

The Social Instincts, and the Psychology of Capital by Edward L.

Thorndike, Ph.D., Professor of Educational Psychology, Director, Insti-

tute for Educational Research, Columbia University.

Skill in Work and Play by Tom H. Pear, B.Sc, M.A., Professor of

Psychology, University of Manchester, England.

Mental Tests and Their Bearing on the Problems of Intelligence, Charac-

ter, and Individual Differences by Charles E. Spearman, Ph.D., Grote

Professor of Mind and Logic, University of London.

Industrial Psychology, Its Recent Development in General, and in

Great Britain by Charles S. Myers, M.A., M.D., Sc.D., F.R.S., Director,

National Institute of Industrial Psychology, London.

Applied Physiological Psychology; Re-education for Nervous Defects

by Shepherd I. Franz, Ph.D., Director of Research, St. Elizabeth's Hospi-

tal, Washington, D. C.

The Individual from the Standpoint of Conduct Tendencies as well

as Mental Capacities by William Healy, M.D., Director, Judge Baker

Foundation, Boston.

In Economics, Professor William E. Weld directed a com-

parative survey of economic conditions in five countries and
offered an interesting program which will be continued in

1925:

England, Charles R. Fay, former Fellow and Tutor, Christ College,

Cambridge.

Germany, Ludwig Bendix, Financial Adviser to the German Embassy.
Argentina, Burgess Wooley, Member of the Board of Directors, Argen-

tine-American Chamber of Commerce.

Japan, Tadao Wikawa, Assistant Financial Commissioner of the Japan-

ese Government to the U. S. A.

India, William E. Weld, formerly Professor of Economics, Ewing
Christain College, Allahabad, India.

Adequate instruction in Advertising is at all times difficult

to secure since those actually engaged in the practice of the

profession are usually unwilling to devote a part of their time

to teaching. In the summer of 1924 a professional course was
offered in copy writing and a survey course was given through
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the cooperation of seven specialists who undertook the presen-

tation of various phases of advertising practice.

The appended table (pp. 208-209) showing housing con-

ditions in 1921, 1922, 1923, and 1924, still indicates a marked

difference in the dormitory rates for men and for women. The
average charge for men in the dormitories is $5.75 per week,

in the Barnard dormitories for women, $8.00, and in the

Columbia dormitories for women, $7.38.

The Summer Session of 1924 marked the twenty-fifth year

in which instruction had been given in the University for a

period of six weeks during July and August. From the second

of July until the tenth of August, in 1900, Columbia University

offered its first Summer Session. Twenty-five years ago the

Administration Board consisted of Seth Low, LL.D., President

of the University; Nicholas Murray Butler, Ph.D., LL.D.,

Professor of Philosophy and Education, Dean of the Faculty

of Philosophy, and Director of the Summer Session; James

Earl Russell, Ph.D., Professor of the History of Education,

Dean of Teachers College. The members of the faculty

proper were

:

Franklin Thomas Baker English

Nicholas Murray Butler Philosophy and Education

George Rice Carpenter Rhetoric and English Composition

James McKeen Cattell Psychology

Richard Elwood Dodge Geography

William Hallock Physics

Cassius Jackson Keyser Mathematics

Abraham V. W. Jackson English

Francis Ernest Lloyd Botany

Frank Morton McMurry Theory and Practice of Teaching

John Angus MacVannel Philosophy and Education

Paul Monroe History

George CD. Odell Rhetoric and Composition

Charles Russell Richards Manual Training

Watson Lewis Savage Physical Training

Edward Lee Thorndike Psychology

In 1900 there were 24 members of the teaching staff. In the

Summer Session of 1924 the teaching staff numbered 609. In

1900 there were 35 courses; in 1924, 857. In 1900 there were
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417 students, all of whom were registered in Room 213 Library

by President Butler and Miss Helen C. Wadelton, Recorder

at the University. In 1924 the students of the Summer
Session numbered 12,916. Great as the growth has been, it is

interesting to record that the general plan of the Summer
Session and, in most instances, its administrative detail were

so well thought out in 1900 that the Summer Session of 1924

shows development rather than marked alteration.

President Butler, who organized the Summer Session, re-

mained as its Director through 1901. He was followed by
Professor James Chidester Egbert, who continued as Director

through 19 1 9. From the beginning, the Summer Session has

been an integral part of the University with practically every

school offering work credited toward degrees and diplomas

granted by the University. In the six weeks of the Session the

educational advantages are thus continued through the sum-
mer, and to the number of regular students of the University

there are added many who find long-time residence impossible

but who profit greatly by that contact with fellow workers

which is afforded by the Summer Session.

The success of the Session in the quality of its work and the

sincere purpose of its students is such as to leave no doubt as

to the wisdom of its introduction and continuance through a

quarter of a century.

Respectfully submitted,

John J. Coss,

Director

September 30, IQ24
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HOUSING—DORMITORY ACCOMMODATIONS

SUMMER SESSION

Men's Dormitories
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Off-Campus Rooms

209

Women
Men .

Total Summer Session enrollment

Number students from outside N.Y.C. . .

Percentage of students from outside

N. Y. C. accommodated in dormitories

$8.60



UNIVERSITY EXTENSION

REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR
FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1924

To the President of the University

Sir:

I have the honor to present herewith the report of Univer-

sity Extension for the year 1923-1924.

The question has recently been asked whether University

Extension was accomplishing what its name signifies or

whether it was simply offering courses which, were it not

for its existence, would be given under the established degree-

granting schools of the University.

Again—are not the students drawn largely from the various

schools who elect for different reasons the courses in University

Extension as part of their scheme of study?

I regard these questions as most important and well worthy

of consideration. Although those who desire to know what
University Extension at Columbia actually is and what it is

accomplishing, I may refer to the reports of the Director

since 1910, I shall endeavor to make clear in this report in

as succinct a manner as possible, its scope and purpose and

how it sharply differs from the schools of the University and
what service it renders in the plan of University education.

In making an explanation of our work we invariably start

with the admirably worded statement of the Statutes in which

University Extension is defined as "instruction given by
University officers and under the administrative supervision

and control of the University, either away from the University

buildings or at the University, for the benefit of students not

able to attend the regular courses of instruction."

This is where we begin, and from this as a basis we proceed

"to extend" the work of the University, continually remind-

ing ourselves of certain important facts: our offering is part
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of University instruction and therefore standards must be

maintained; we are providing for the mature student who
could not obtain higher education except through University

Extension; we must avoid duplication, confining our work to

late afternoon or evening. Now let us consider how we
extend the work of the University.

Courses are offered which cannot for many reasons be

given with advantage in the curricula of the schools. In

many instances it is a question of hours as we select periods

which are not convenient for the students in the schools but

are convenient for those who can come only at unusual times.

Again it frequently happens that Morningside Heights may
not be accessible at the hours selected. Thus the courses

offered in Brooklyn at the Long Island College Hospital are of

service to pre-medical students in that Borough, or extra-

mural courses given at many different centers are of imme-

diate service to those who cannot go to the University.

Economy of administration often assigns courses to Uni-

versity Extension where it is clearly appropriate and legiti-

mate that the income should be sufficient to meet the expense.

Such a theory generally applied in university education would

be most unfortunate. Nevertheless in University Extension

little danger exists of misunderstanding the purpose and

application of this principle and its regulation is simple and

easily understood. A double advantage is found in this

method as experimentation and testing of courses are possible

without adding to the financial burden of the University.

Again through this system it has been possible to build up
important schools of the University without an immediate

demand upon the endowment of the institution. We may
refer to the School of Business and the School of Dentistry as

illustrations. In their early history they were maintained

in the financial system of University Extension.

Two important questions arise at this point which concern

academic credit and the attendance, on credit courses, of

students who are candidates for a degree. The question of

credit is determined by the department and school concerned

and depends upon their approval of the personnel of the
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instructing force, the regularity in operation and details,

such as the supply of books and equipment which indicate

that the course is equivalent to those offered in the schools

granting degrees. The attendance on such credit courses

on the part of students of any school is determined entirely

by the administration of that school and is carefully regulated

and guarded.

Wherever it is wise the students of the University in general

should enjoy opportunity of attendance on courses which

University Extension affords; nevertheless duplication should

be avoided and exactness of administration demanded. It

is gratifying to know that this exactness has been observed

and that the progress of University Extension and the support

which it has received throughout the University testify to

its careful administration and its usefulness in the University

system.

Dean Hawkes of Columbia College has recently made a

study of this question. The results of his investigation were

most reassuring and fully justified the statements I have just

made. In the matter of numbers it may be interesting to

know that in 1923 in 9623 registrations of Columbia College

students only 228 were in University Extension classes. These

figures do not include the courses covering entrance require-

ments for which no credit is assigned nor those in elementary

French and German which are definitely assigned to Uni-

versity Extension as a matter of University policy.

I have been speaking of the great body of courses in general.

It must be understood that these are attended in the main

by students who have no other connection with the Uni-

versity. To such students academic credit is a secondary

consideration, although it may be fairly earned and should

be just as fairly granted. It is therefore one of the great func-

tions of University Extension to complete and round out the

University offering; or, putting it somewhat differently, to

fill in the interstices between the schools.

Although it is true that University Extension is concerned

with courses which may be termed academic to which credit

may be assigned, this is, however, only one of its functions.
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The Institute of Arts and Sciences, which fills a most im-

portant part in University life, is primarily the lecture and

lyceum branch of University Extension. Home Study has

been recently established so as to bring to those at a distance

opportunities of higher education under University super-

vision, although they may not take part in class exercises.

In both the Institute and Home Study we are extending the

service of the University in a remarkable degree.

In reviewing the work of the year I would emphasize in

particular Home Study which has claimed our most earnest

attention and has brought very satisfactory results. In Home
Study we are building up an important part of University

education furnishing to the eager student courses of advanced

study on a basis entirely different from that of the institution

which exists for profit and must subordinate education to

financial gain. We hope thus to protect the aspiring student,

providing for him what he needs at a reasonable cost. This

is a problem unique and difficult. Home Study found as its

primary task the question of production and this has been

expensive and tedious. We are now taking up distribution.

Here again we are pioneers for an institution organized as

Columbia. The question is how are we to bring what we have

prepared to the attention of the student whom we desire to

help. Hitherto we have relied upon the circulation of our

announcement and advertising in reputable journals. Now
we shall endeavor to reach the student by personal contact

and we are beginning to send out personal representatives of

the University who will present skillfully and tactfully the

opportunities which we offer through Home Study. Again

we have learned that we are not organizing a direct substitute

for residence work and a parallel which shall differ alone from

residence study in the fact that no credit is given. The great

object of Home Study should not be to provide a substitute

for residence instruction of the undergraduate type but to

furnish instructional facilities for people who never can go

to college and who need something just as useful and yet

entirely different from the traditional undergraduate studies

in content and scope. This of which we are thinking has been
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the special field of the commercial correspondence institutions

and the people whom they have had in mind are those to whom
we, concerned as we are with adult education, should devote

ourselves. We cannot relinquish our endeavor to present

liberal arts subjects but the larger field is that to which we
should turn and thus approach that which no other educa-

tional institution has as yet touched. In the field of business

certain prominent commercial institutions, e. g. the Alexander

Hamilton Institute and the La Salle Extension University,

of the correspondence type, give themselves on a purely com-

mercial basis to a field which educational institutions have

avoided. In vocational education we recall the International

Correspondence Schools; in home economics, the Woman's
Institute. Even popular magazines and newspapers have

turned to this field. Yet business education, the home and

community, and the vocations really embrace every adult

educational interest except that of those who have been dis-

appointed in obtaining a college degree. Columbia Uni-

versity and other recognized educational institutions should

enter this hitherto untried field. Home Study must then seek

out lines of approach to groups of people who, not necessarily

thinking of obtaining a college degree, really need instruction

in subjects which are essential to their well-being but which

may be unrelated entirely to any previous academic experience.

The officers of Home Study have determined upon this as

its peculiar mission.

During the past winter we have been conducting experi-

ments in the use of the radio for educational purposes. Cer-

tain members of the teaching staff of the University have had

experience in presenting their subjects and have learned the

necessity of using a concise yet effective form. We know that

about iooo students took these radio courses and many
others were "listeners in" to these lectures. This use of the

radio for education is as yet in an uncertain stage so that it is

impossible to say just what the results will be. We have had

definite courses of instruction and have issued syllabuses

which could be purchased at a nominal price and which served

as guides for the lectures. In the coming fall we shall issue
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syllabuses and give opportunity for the radio student to send

answers to questions issued by the instructor. These will be

criticized and returned to the student. In this way we shall

test the efficacy of this new method of popular education.

Another method of reaching our students who cannot come
to the University is syndicating in abridged form a few of the

courses which lend themselves to general and popular appeal.

This method was received with general approval and deserves

further experimentation.

A series of elementary courses in English, Business, Govern-

ment, and Psychology was published in daily lessons in the

New York Evening World. These were syndicated to the

Boston Post, Chicago Daily News, Pittsburgh Post, Albany
News, Atlantic City Press, Lincoln State Journal and the

Harrisburg Patriot. At the suggestion of Mr. John H. Ten-

nant, Managing Editor of the Evening World, this experiment

closed with three elementary courses in English for foreigners.

Students in Home Study (outside of radio registration)

fully registered numbered 887, as against 698 in 1922-1923.

We must recognize that Home Study is different and calls

for a different organization from any with which we are

familiar in the University. Nevertheless the experience of

the past year merely confirms opinions obtained in each pre-

ceding year that we are doing a unique but most important

work in adult education. •

This closes the eleventh year of the Institute of Arts and
Sciences, the other non-academic division of University Ex-

tension. We definitely set out to furnish a cultural program

for adults who have no other interest in pursuing courses but

who wish to use their leisure time for self-improvement. The
Institute's program is arranged to meet the need of such per-

sons and consists first of all of lectures by scholars from Colum-
bia and from other institutions and well known publicists and
artists from home and abroad. Many other meetings were

scheduled such as the debates between Oxford University

and Columbia University and a series of debates with Ameri-

can Universities. The Institute has cooperated with the

Archaeological Institute of America, with the Institute de
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las Espanas, with the School of Law and with certain depart-

ments: Chinese, Geology, Romance Languages, Slavonic

Languages, Economics, English, Germanic Languages, His-

tory, Indo-Iranian Languages, Music, Physics, Zoology.

Meetings were held commemorative of the life and work of

Pascal and of Renan. In music Bach's Christmas Oratorio

was given by the Columbia University Chorus in Carnegie

Hall and a recital of choral music by the Sunday Choir and
the University Chorus in St. Paul's Chapel. Many dis-

tinguished representatives of European universities delivered

addresses before the Institute.

During the past eleven years the Institute has held prac-

tically all its large meetings in the Horace Mann Auditorium

and the use of this auditorium has made it possible to offer

the extensive programs which have been given. In the com-
ing year we shall use the theatre in the new School of Business

building. This will accommodate about thirty per cent, more
than Horace Mann Auditorium, and since it is provided with

a stage of ample proportions we shall not only be able to

increase our membership but offer exercises which could not

be given hitherto. This past year has included the inaugura-

tion of several short courses of lectures of nine sessions each

:

e. g., 'Significant Current Books', by Professor Richard

Burton; 'Our Personality', by Charles I. Lambert, M. D.;

'Contemporary Drama and Dramatists', by Mr. Clayton

Hamilton. These were conducted as the Lecture Division

of the Institute and separate subscriptions were required.

There was a total enrolment of 514 persons in these courses.

Another achievement of the past year, which indicates the

special function of University Extension in extending the

work of the University and building up an important feature

of its service, is the series of courses for qualified graduates in

medicine. These were given cooperatively by the School of

Medicine and University Extension, the latter furnishing the

administrative machinery and caring for the financial details.

The list of courses is impressive: Diseases of Children at Mount
Sinai Hospital, General Surgery under the auspices of the

Second Surgical Division of the New York Hospital, Laryn-
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gology and Otology and Diseases of Children at Bellevue,

Presbyterian, St. Luke's and Willard Parker Hospitals,

neurological and psychiatric clinical courses and Internal

Medicine at the Presbyterian Hospital, General Medicine at

Mount Sinai Hospital, Dermatology and Syphilology, the

Treatment of Diabetes Mellitus at St. Luke's Hospital and at

the School of Medicine. Short lecture courses on neurology

were given by distinguished foreign scholars, Dr. Alfons Jakob

of the University of Hamburg, Dr. C. W. Ariens Kappers,

Central Brain Institute, Amsterdam, Holland, and Professor

G. V. Anrep, University College, London. These courses

and lectures are noteworthy in the opportunity offered to

graduates in medicine, and indicate the purpose of the School

of Medicine to widen the scope of its efforts and to cooperate

in the fullest and freest manner with the hospitals of the city.

Up to this point I have emphasized the non-academic part

of University Extension: Home Study, the Institute of Arts

and Sciences, and the advanced courses in medicine, which

as not having credit, are classed as special courses.

I desire to mention specifically the collegiate courses given

in Brooklyn in the buildings of the Long Island College

Hospital for pre-medical students. These are parallel and

equivalent to those given in Columbia College and are under

the close supervision of the various departments interested

in undergraduate education. I recommend most earnestly

that there be granted the same recognition of the work per-

formed by the students in their first year in the School of

Medicine of the Long Island College Hospital as is granted to

students in Columbia College at the College of Physicians

and Surgeons. With your approval, Mr. President, and be-

cause of your deep interest in thus extending the influence of

the University, the Director of University Extension is serving

as President of the Long Island College Hospital. The sug-

gestion just made would indicate a desire for closer coopera-

tion and an appreciation of the service rendered by a sister

institution.

I now turn to the great body of University Extension

students who in large numbers could not come to Columbia
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were it not for the educational opportunities presented by
this department. In the year 1910-1911, these students

numbered 922; in 1922-1923, 11,790; in 1923-1924, 12,794.

These figures do not include 3,000 extra-mural students and

the 2,000 special students in non-credit courses. The Depart-

ment reaches through all its branches over 20,000 persons.

The question has been asked as to our service for the worker

and so-called wage earner. We do serve the individual but

we have not as yet been of direct help to the organizations.

Plans are being made whereby a panel of instructors will join

with the officers of administration of University Extension

in endeavoring to care for this part of adult education. There

are difficulties, such as expense, and the selection of qualified

instructors who can and will give time and labor to the cause.

At present we have among our students three women who
came to us from the Bryn Mawr Summer School for Industrial

Workers. The tuition fee and maintenance of these students

were raised by an interested friend and placed in the hands

of the Dean of the Bryn Mawr Summer School for Industrial

Workers for suitable disposition. All of these students are

doing well and are preparing for a collegiate course. To
release a worker from the part she must perform in the home
extra subsidies are needed. These students believe that a

liberal education is essential and this doctrine they are passing

on to their fellow workers at trade union meetings. Here is

an opportunity to establish scholarships for industrial workers

which should have a strong appeal to some Abou ben Adhem
who loves his fellow men and who believes in the improvement

in social conditions.

Among the significant developments of the past year we
must place the unusual interest shown in the special courses

in writing. Many inducements are now offered in the business

world to those who have ability as writers. The University

through its Department of English has a duty to perform in

aiding those who are qualified and in discouraging those who
are not qualified. The desire to write has become a pre-

possession of many who are totally or in great part lacking in

ability or who have no preparation for the career of writer.
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Through the efforts of Professor Frank A. Patterson a Writers

Club has been organized for those who are taking special

courses in writing or for former students in such courses. This

Club, meeting every two weeks, was addressed by distin-

guished authors and publicists. Among them we may name
Harris Dickson, Coningsby Dawson, Owen Davis, Will

Irwin, William Allen White, Ellis Parker Butler, Augustus

Thomas, Miss Sophie Kerr, Miss Edna Ferber. Through the

hearty cooperation of Mr. Howe, Earl Hall has been at the

command of the Club for its large meetings. The Club pub-

lished through the University Press a book entitled "Copy."
This is an anthology of short stories, poems, essays, and

plays. It has received favorable reviews from all sections of

the country. In 19 10 there was one class of twenty-five

students engaged in the study of writing. In the past year

there were 39 classes with an attendance of one thousand.

One series on short story writing embraces four years of in-

struction. Among these courses we include juvenile story

writing, the technique of novel writing, play writing, and

photoplay composition. Among writers of prominence on our

staff, I may mention Mr. Hatcher Hughes, Professor Dorothy

Scarborough, Professor Dorothy Brewster, and Professor

Helen Hull. All of these have attained distinction as writers.

The Writers Club is only one evidence of the enthusiasm which

is characteristic of our large staff of instructors in English.

This is also true of such large and vigorous departments as

History, Government, Chemistry, Mathematics, Romance
Languages, Psychology. The great number of students has

made it necessary to appoint departmental representatives.

These frequently have conferences and discuss the interests

of their departments and the development of University

Extension.

We have cooperated again this year with the Federation

of Churches, through its Department of Religious Education,

in maintaining two training schools: one at Union Seminary,

numbering 195 students; and one for colored teachers at

the rooms of the Young Women's Christian Association on

137th Street, numbering 50 students. The course of study
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covers three years, and while not recognized by the granting

of University credit, leads to a certificate conferred by the

State Sunday School Association. These students are active

teachers in the Bible Schools of the City and vicinity and come
in direct contact with the many problems of schools of religious

education.

May I again call your attention to the burden of expense

which our students must carry, a burden which is very heavy

to those who are wage earners and who are with difficulty

supporting themselves, and as it often happens, are helping

members of their families. It is impossible to relieve them

from their tuition fees and this would, I believe, be unwise.

Mature students should pay for their instruction, which they

always appreciate more when they meet this expense. Never-

theless we can distribute the burden by allowing partial pay-

ments with interest for those who receive their compensation

by the week or month and can only pay at intervals. I would

recommend a loan fund of $20,000 for University Extension

students for which interest would be charged. This should be

administered with great exactness and granted only after

careful scrutiny of the student's career and record. The fund

should be allowed to cover tuition fees and, with careful

restrictions and limitations, dormitory expense. It is pa-

thetic to see deserving students compelled to abandon the

education which they desire and deserve because of lack of

this help which I have described above. Adult education is

hindered by lack of means felt both by the individual and

the organizations which are becoming more and more con-

scious of the need of intellectual development.

Naturally we are anticipating the enjoyment of beginning

our fall campaign in the beautiful new building. The adminis-

trative offices of University Extension are located on the first

or campus floor, a commodious room for the Director and a

large reception hall for officers and students. Rooms are

set aside for the first time for the clerical staff and the large

reception room will be used for consultation and conference

with students. The new building has a large number of fine

class rooms which may now be used for Extension students
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thus relieving other halls which have been overcrowded.

This building so near the street and subway is peculiarly

adapted for the use of evening students who hitherto have

been compelled to wander about the campus from building

to building. The room now occupied by administrative of-

ficers of University Extension in University Hall will be as-

signed to the Library as a reading room for Extension stu-

dents and as rooms for officers of instruction and for the

Writers Club.

In an article in the July number of The Nineteenth Century,

entitled Youth on the Anvil, the writer tells of his success in

winning a workman's scholarship and his transfer from a

smudgy industrial town in England to Oxford, how he shared

in the beauty of that seat of learning and how he enjoyed

the wider culture there afforded him from which his fellows

of the work shop were barred out. He desired "to smash down
the bars which prevented their having a fuller life." Columbia

does not have the ivy covered walls of Oxford but it has

"smashed down the bars" which interfered with the fuller

life for thousands of eager students. This is the great work

of University Extension and in this we glory.

Respectfully submitted,

James C. Egbert,

Director

June 30, 1924
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REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR

FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1 924

To the President of the University

Sir:

As Director of the School of Business I have the honor

to submit the following report for the academic year ending

June 30, 1924:

The organization of the School of Business follows the plan

now generally adopted by the Trustees for new schools where-

by the administration is placed in the hands of a Director

and an Administrative Board. Schools which are administered

by a Faculty and Dean have gradually transferred control

from the Faculty to a standing committee which resembles

very closely an Administrative Board. There is a sharp

distinction, however, in that the Administrative Board is

appointed by the President and not by the Staff. If there is

any weakness in administration by an Administrative Board,

it rests just in this particular. Active interest on the part of

a Faculty in the administration of a school is most desirable.

A sense of ultimate responsibility which is inherent in the

Faculty system certainly tends to maintain interest.

With this in mind, the Staff of the School of Business has

been organized informally and shares in the administration

of the School through the desire and consent of the Adminis-

trative Board, the members of which are appointed by the

President from the members of the Staff. In accordance with

this plan, the President appointed for a period of three years

beginning July I, 1924, the following members of the Ad-

ministrative Board: James Chidester Egbert, Director of the

School; Robert Murray Haig, Roy B. Kester, Roswell C.

McCrea, Robert H. Montgomery, Thurman W. Van Metre,

H. Parker Willis.
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The past academic year has been uneventful in the history

of the School. This has been due to the anticipation of oc-

cupancy of the new building and the preparation for the de-

velopment of the School under circumstances which are as

extraordinary in their promise as the conditions hitherto

experienced have been aggravating and disheartening.

Truly, the School of Business has "a goodly heritage." At
the beginning of the academic year of 1924-1925 the new
building erected for the School of Business at an expense of

over one million dollars will be ready for occupancy. From
those to whom much is granted, much will be required. The
officers of the School are supremely gratified by the opportu-

nities which are immediately before them but recognize also

the responsibilities which belong to such extraordinary op-

portunities and facilities now vouchsafed them for the first

time.

May I briefly record the features of the new building which

mean so much to the School. On the lower floor just below

the street level are located the lavatories and rest rooms and
locker rooms for the students, both men and women. An
academic theatre with a capacity of 1200 persons and with

a stage holding about two hundred is on this floor with gal-

leries on the campus level. Although there are entrances to

the theatre on Broadway and on 116th Street, the student

approach will be from the campus side and on what is vir-

tually the first floor. Dignified and appropriate offices of

administration for the Director of the School of Business, the

Director of University Extension and the Assistant to the

Director in charge of the Institute of Arts and Sciences are

on this floor, also three fine class rooms. On the second floor

is the Banking Laboratory equipped for the performance of

routine banking operations by the students. On the third

floor is the Accounting Room to be a students' study where
they prepare their accounting assignments. Here are neces-

sary desks and lockers and calculating machines. The Audit-

ing Laboratory is unique as it contains sets of accounting

records of various classes of business for practical work in

auditing. On the fourth floor are the Statistical Machine
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Room and the Statistical Laboratory, supplementing the

rooms and equipment in Kent Hall, which are inadequate

for the large number of students in this field. On this floor

is the Seminar Room for Economic Geography. Here will be

gathered specimens of commodities of world trade. On the

fifth floor there will be a Banking Room for graduate research

students, and an Advertising Room for the center of activity in

this branch. The latter will contain advertising exhibits and

material for use in student conferences. On this floor at the

west end will be located the general Library of the School so

arranged as to permit a reading room for students near the

stacks. On the floor above the Library, the Marvyn R. Scud-

der Library of most valuable and unique business documents

will be given a large space for its files, and desks for special

research students. The building has many class and lecture

rooms and will be of service to the entire University.

At the Commencement in June last, 96 students received

the degree of Bachelor of Science; 16 received the degree of

Master of Science. Students registered in the first year num-
bered 131, those of the second year were 106 in number.

There were 55 candidates for the Master of Science degree

and 4 for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. The number
of undergraduates was somewhat smaller than in the previous

year but the number of graduate students showed a gratify-

ing increase. The number of students from outside of New
York City and New York State was 178.

There have been few changes in the Staff of the School.

We are gratified, however, to record the promotion of Dr.

John M. Chapman to be Assistant Professor of Banking, of

Dr. B. Haggott Beckhart to be Assistant Professor of Bank-

ing, and of Dr. John E. Orchard to be Assistant Professor of

Economic Geography. These promotions so fully deserved

strengthen the force of instruction in Banking in which sub-

ject there are 271 students, and in Economic Geography

which, as a subject of study open to Columbia College stu-

dents, calls for an increase in the number of instructors as

well as the promotion to higher grade of the immediate as-

sociate of the Professor of Economic Geography.
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In view of the opportunities which the new building places

before us, we should at this time particularly consider the

development of the School and the various problems which

are inherent in such development. We may regard the School

from several points of view. Nevertheless we must begin

by remembering as a preeminent fact that we are dealing

primarily with an educational institution, the purpose of

which is the training of men and women in certain funda-

mentals of business knowledge to the end that they may have

successful careers and beyond this have an influence on the

profession which they have made their own. We must also

bear in mind that Columbia has adopted a plan for its School

of Business which requires that we care for graduate students

and yet definitely assume the position of an undergraduate

institution giving two years of a course leading to the under-

graduate degree of Bachelor of Science. This is the form of

our School and it is this which we must strengthen and de-

velop. We cannot, however, emphasize the undergraduate

phase of our work to the detriment of the graduate. We have

in New York City a unique opportunity for every phase of

practical business training, as we can reach the business world

in an exceptional and extraordinary manner. During the

past year we have set forth the conditions under which stu-

dents may become candidates for the degree of Doctor of

Philosophy in the School of Business. Hence we must care

for the graduate and undergraduate side of business training

with all that is implied, as to the former, of research work of

the most advanced type.

In reports of other years, I have referred to the impor-

tance of insisting that our undergraduate students should

have some practical experience during their course. It is

true that a period of two years is a very short time in

which to impart the necessary fundamental knowledge
and in addition give practical training. Nevertheless by
employing the summer periods and by adjustment of schedules

in the academic year this may be accomplished. Some schools

will not confer a degree unless a certain amount of time is

given to business of some character. It is our purpose to find

places in business houses to which students may be assigned
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either with or without compensation. Such experience will

enable students to obtain positions more readily when they

graduate. Practical training is, I believe, essential for the

students in an undergraduate school. Close and numerous

contacts with business firms must therefore be made. A
member of the Staff will give a considerable part of his time

to this problem during the coming academic year. Personal

visits in New York and vicinity and correspondence with

business houses at a distance will be employed to establish

these important contacts. We hope that in this way the School

may not only train its students but will render service to the

employer through furnishing satisfactory candidates for va-

cant positions.

Our further purpose is to enable the School to carry on

research projects in the sphere of business in a more

systematic way. Much attention has recently been given

to the "problem method" of instruction in schools of

business. I believe that the study and consideration of

the efficacy of this method has been of great value in improv-

ing instruction in business. The natural tendency as along

the line of least resistance is toward the text-book and lecture

method. This leads to the most arid kind of teaching, es-

pecially when it is difficult to combine practical and theo-

retical training. In our new building we shall have a greater

opportunity for laboratory methods and full test must be

made of the problem or case system. In certain subjects

this method may be employed to the greatest advantage.

In our graduate work we must not forget the existence

of the School of Political Science which is devoted to historical

and theoretical investigation and study. Hence it falls to

the School of Business to turn its graduate work toward

actual business investigations. This must be the research

of which we have so often spoken. The large expense involved

causes hesitation in entering upon elaborate research work on

the part of the School and the individual. Two items of

expense must be recognized at once: first, that which is

involved in provision for suitable clerical assistance; and again

in supplying funds for the payment of salaries for instructors

who may relieve members of the Staff from class work when
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they are engaged upon some important investigation. The
School of Business should have at its command at least one

million dollars so that this research work may be properly

maintained, and this must be the next object of our endeavor.

Nevertheless, we should not hesitate to enter upon our re-

search work as far as is possible using whatever means we
have at hand. It is our purpose to set aside one of our clerical

assistants whose special duty shall be to aid any member of

the Staff who is engaged on some special investigation. Re-

search should not become an excuse for laziness, nor should

it cause us to depreciate regular hours of undergraduate in-

struction. It should not be regarded as an end in itself but

rather as a means of giving vitality to instruction, and train-

ing in method for the study and investigation of business

problems.

Although the School is not divided into Departments,

naturally the instructing force is grouped according to certain

important subjects. Thus for Economics, we have one Pro-

fessor and one Assistant Professor; for Accounting we have

two Professors and three Instructors; for Banking one Pro-

fessor and two Assistant Professors; for Business Adminis-

tration one Professor and two Instructors; for Economic

Geography one Professor, one Assistant Professor and two

Lecturers; for Finance we have one Associate Professor and

one Assistant Professor; for Transportation one Professor; for

Agriculture and Agricultural Economics, one Professor; for

Insurance, one Associate Professor; for Foreign Trade, one

Assistant Professor; for Statistics, one Associate Professor

and one Instructor; for Marketing, one Lecturer. The As-

sistant Professor of Finance cares for Business Law.

As we glance over this enumeration and consider the imme-
diate needs of the School as far as the instructing force is con-

cerned, it is a simple matter to see where there is serious weak-

ness. In the first place, we should have a Professor of Foreign

Trade who would give this subject the importance it deserves

in the School. Cooperation with the foreign trade interests

of New York City is the plain duty of a School located in the

metropolis. The field of Marketing is deserving of greater

consideration than is now afforded, as it touches business
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training on so many sides. In Business Law we shall cooperate

closely with the School of Law so that our students may be

trained in this subject on the high plane of other subjects

of that School, and yet in a manner appropriate to those who
intend to enter business as distinct from law. Finally we
must add to our Staff a scholar who can direct the research

work of which we have been speaking. Such an officer should

make a special study of the problems useful in instruction,

should arrange for the development of research by aiding and

guiding graduate students and in general in cooperating with

members of the Staff who may be engaged upon their own
particular investigations.

At this important epoch in the history of the School, it

behooves us to remember our indebtedness to the other

Schools of the University. We rely upon Columbia College

for the students who desire to enter the School of Business

on completing their Sophomore year. In our graduate work
we are closely associated with the School of Political Science.

It is our hope also that our School may prove of value to

other companion Schools. We look with satisfaction upon
the record of 660 students who, although not members of

the School of Business, are taught in its classes. This is not

an individualistic School, for we glory in our membership in

the University. Hereby we reap the great advantage which

comes from such association. It is difficult for us to under-

stand a university which does not thus find, in the association

and intimacy of its schools, economy of effort and means.

We have been speaking of the School of Business as an

educational institution and this, of course, is its primary func-

tion. Nevertheless we should be neglectful of a very important

field of our endeavor were we to stop at this point. The School

of Business should have a great influence on the community,

particularly the business world in which it finds its home. The
new building should become the center of the business interests

of the city in the highest professional sense. To this building,

its equipment, its libraries, the scholarly man of business

should naturally turn for help in the solution of his problems.

Here will be the specialists in banking, in finance, in statistics,

in marketing, in foreign trade, whom those in practical
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business may desire to meet and consult. The School is now
closely associated with the Chamber of Commerce, which

appoints an Advisory Committee to consider the interests

of the School. We hope to come in closer contact with other

business organizations such as the Merchants' Association

and associations in special fields. We also owe an obligation

to aid wherever possible in the business of the City and of

the State.

Members of our Staff have taken part in the efforts of the

Russell Sage Foundation in the improvement of the City of

New York. In like manner our School should be of assistance

to the Port Authority. Our Professor of Economic Agri-

culture has interested himself in the marketing problems of

New York and our graduate students have cooperated in

providing important papers on this subject, which affects

so vitally the people of New York City.

Finally, Mr. President, we are hopeful that we shall be able

to help the individual student much more fully than hitherto

as we now have our own home. In a great university there

is always danger that the individual student should be sub-

merged and forgotten in the great body of students who throng

its halls. A large university, like a great city, may be a most
lonely place. Nevertheless this difficulty has been met in

the separate Schools. It is our purpose to form and strengthen

ties of regard and affection between the student and the School

of his choice. Our new building will certainly claim admira-

tion, and as time goes on will be more and more the home of

the student in business. With such purposes and expectations

we enter this building so generously provided for our welfare.

May I add that we are fully aware of the fact that we owe
to you, Mr. President, a great debt of gratitude for your

ready appreciation of our needs and for your persistent en-

deavor, now crowned with success, to obtain for the Uni-

versity a suitable building for its School of Business.

Respectfully submitted,

James C. Egbert,

Director
June jo, 1924
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REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR
FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1 924

To the President of the University

Sir:

I have the honor of presenting the report of the work of

the School of Dental and Oral Surgery for the academic year

ending June 30th, 1924.

About the first of January, 1923, there were rumors that

the New York College of Dentistry, founded in i860, and
the College of Dental and Oral Surgery, founded in 1905,

both proprietary schools, were seeking university affilia-

tions. Furthermore, it was reported that any such affiliation

must be effected on or before the first of July following to

avoid a Class C rating by the Educational Council of

America, with a concurrence in this rating by the Carnegie

Foundation in their report on dental education to be

published at an early date. Such rating would debar

students of these schools from taking the licensing examina-

tions in practically every state except New York, and the

schools themselves would be compelled to close on or before

January 1, 1926. The two year pre-professional college re-

quirement for all students in New York state becomes ef-

fective on and after that date.

On investigation by a member of our Administrative Board

these conditions were found to be practically correct, and, in

the best interests of dental education and considering the

large civic obligations involved in the possible discontinuance

of these clinics, it was felt that one of these schools, at least,

should be fostered by Columbia.

The Administrative Board realized fully that it would be

impossible to bring about such an affiliation without tem-

porarily lowering our educational standard and involving

the University in some unpleasant complications. After due
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consideration, it was looked upon as the lesser of two evils,

and a member of the Board was authorized to confer with

the Dean of the College of Dental and Oral Surgery as to

the possibilities in the case.

After several conferences it was reported to the Board that

the conditions seemed favorable to an equitable adjustment

and the matter was referred to President Butler who ap-

pointed a committee of University officials to perfect the con-

solidation. On July 21, 1923, a merger of the College of

Dental and Oral Surgery with the School of Dentistry of

Columbia University was consummated as of July 1st.

By this merger, Columbia University acquired the follow-

ing property:

A four-story and basement concrete and brick building

numbered 302, 304, and 306 on the south side of East 35th

Street, eighty feet east of Second Avenue, occupying a plot

78 ft. x 100 ft. The building was erected in 1913 for dental

educational courses and consists of the following appoint-

ments :

Basement: with a heating plant; students' locker room;

toilets; laundry; forge and metallurgy rooms.

Main floor: front, the administrative offices; back of these

two large lecture rooms and an elevator.

Second floor: one lecture room with its preparation room

adjoining; staff room; four small rooms designed for heads

of departments now used for dental histo-pathology; tech-

nique laboratory ; a microscopical and pathological laboratory.

Third floor: two prosthetic laboratories; plaster room;

prosthetic infirmary equipped with forty-five operating units;

offices for heads of departments and assigning-clerk; stock

dispensing office.

Fourth floor: the operative infirmary and oral surgery

clinic; the operative infirmary is equipped with one hundred

operating units, sterilizing and x-ray space; assigning-clerk's

office; oral surgery clinic has two operating amphitheatres, a

sterilizing room, waiting room and nurse's quarters.

On the roof is a concrete addition reached by a stairway

from the infirmary floor, with accommodations for seventy-

five lockers.
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This building is eighty feet deep with a yard space

twenty feet by seventy-eight feet.

Immediately to the south of this building is a new build-

ing, erected in 1923, also of concrete and brick, four stories

high and with a frontage of eighty-seven feet on East 34th

Street, one hundred feet east of Second Avenue. A concrete

bridge on each floor connects the two buildings.

Basement: with a heating plant of sufficient capacity to

heat both buildings; a freshman plaster room; male students'

locker room; other space, now remodeled, separated by
suitable partitions and used as a lounge and locker room with

all conveniences for women.
First floor (remodeled) now accommodates the oral hy-

giene clinic: the examination room for the classification of

the clinic material for all departments; two large lecture

rooms, one of which is reserved for hygiene students.

Second floor: chemical laboratory; library; orthodontia

clinic and offices for departmental heads.

Third floor: two undergraduate prosthetic laboratories

accommodating one hundred and fifty students each; four

smaller rooms now used as a photographic department, in-

cluding x-ray equipment and teaching space; office for the

head of the operative department; two rooms for multigraph-

ing, addressing, and arranging schedules, etc.

Fourth floor: now used as a senior students' locker space

on one side and the other for the manikin training of both

the hygiene and dental students.

Much of the equipment was of an inferior quality and al-

together inadequate, but by moving the equipment from 59th

Street, it has been possible to carry on the courses during the

year with, we hope, fairly creditable results.

It will be necessary, however, to make some radical changes

in the early part of the coming year both in equipment and

appointment of space. Confusion and delay occurred in the

infirmaries and elsewhere due to the poor ventilation

and lighting. In two of the lecture rooms in particular, it

was necessary to provide an interval of at least an hour to

clear the atmosphere, to make it possible for the students to
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stand the conditions. On very dark days and late in the after-

noon, it was not possible to do other than the simplest opera-

tions in the infirmaries and as we demanded a certain standard

for these operations, it resulted in a very conspicuous reduc-

tion in the financial returns from these departments.

The equipment for instruction in the practical subjects,

the operative and prosthetic infirmaries, was so inadequate

as to make it necessary to divide the classes and assign them
in alternation. We were also obliged to extend instruction

in many cases as late as 6 p. m. and on Saturday afternoon

during the Spring Session. Only in this way was it barely

possible to meet the state requirements.

One of the greatest difficulties during the present year has

been to coordinate our methods of instruction with those of

such members of the old staff of the College of Dental and
Oral Surgery as were retained for the year; the personnel of

the student body was far from desirable, also. The two upper

classes, having but a high school preparation, consisted of 184

seniors and 80 juniors ; the sophomore class had one year college

prerequisite and numbered 146; we accepted students for the

freshman class also on the one year college basis, because of

the obligation under the terms of the merger, and registered

138.

Two years of pre-professional work will be required for

entrance for 1924-25, which will result in a much smaller

freshman class.

The student body responded very favorably to the changed

conditions but naturally there was more or less confusion

throughout the year. The actual results were beyond our

expectations. We passed one hundred and sixty-five for

the degree of Doctor of Dental Surgery and eight for the

Bachelor of Science degree.

The prompt and earnest response of our faculty and teach-

ing staff to the excess demand upon their time is reflected

in this large group of students who were graduated.

Our technic departments have accomplished very satis-

factory results during the year, so much so that it has been

a topic of discussion in the various supply houses and among
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other student bodies in the city. We have established a

technic and slide laboratory of entirely original material and

hope by the end of another year to be able to eliminate

practically all of the stereotyped text-book matter.

The biological and medico-dental subjects have been cared

for in the Medical School at 59th Street and I take this op-

portunity of expressing our gratitude for the cordial coopera-

tion of the medical faculty in this work.

The card systems of the two schools complicated the ques-

tion of handling patients, so that frequently they made
several visits before the work was started. This was partly

corrected in February by gradually installing a new system

which we believe will overcome this difficulty another year.

During the coming year, Professor Leuman M. Waugh will

establish an orthodontia clinic from which we plan to de-

velop a full clinic for the care of children. This question is

fully as important educationally as those subjects taught for

restorative measures in later life. In many cases the efforts

toward clean mouths are defeated because of congenital

malformations which frequently retard the physical, mental

and moral development of the child. Most of these can be

materially improved and many completely cured if given

early attention. This service must be closely related to the

department of oral surgery, as many of the cases presented

are surgical, for instance such as Professor H. S. Dunning

reports: many successful congenital cleft-palate restorations,

particularly those operated upon soon after birth.

We feel that a children's clinic must prove an important

factor in dental education. This is a phase of health service

very much needed in New York and should prove the keystone

to the arch of preventive dentistry.

Unfortunately we have had little time for research work.

However, in the department of dental histo-pathology, Pro-

fessor Charles F. Bodecker has established the presence of

an organic matrix in the enamel of the adult human tooth.

This is of inestimable importance in the study of dental

caries and of immense value to humanity. Professor Bo-

decker's laboratory is equipped with original and personally
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designed instruments which he has furnished and makes
possible a line of research that is sure to reflect great credit

on the University. Professor Bodecker is having his entire

private histological laboratory, which is one of the most
complete in continental Europe, transferred to this country

and to Columbia during the summer, which will give Columbia
a department of dental histology second to none.

We suffered a severe financial loss this past year because

of the complete shut-down of clinical service last summer.
In consequence it required four or five weeks to reorganize

after the opening of the Winter Session. This was a serious

embarrassment and obviously reduced our income. We have
planned to operate such a clinic during the months of June,

July, and September, so that deficient students may make
up such deficiencies, incoming senior and junior students may
acquire advance credits, and that a full clinic may be in opera-

tion when the school opens on September 24.

The school is situated in a neighborhood favorable to a

large clinic, and the coming year we shall be able to render

satisfactory service to the public, adequate instruction to the

student, and ample returns to the University.

Respectfully submitted,

Frank T. Van Woert,

Director

June 30, 1924
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REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR
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To the President of the University

Sir:

I have the honor to submit the following report for the

academic year ending June 30, 1924:

Important changes in the requirements for admission have

been made in the past year by the Schools of Mines, Engineer-

ing and Chemistry. These changes provide an alternative

method of admission for candidates for admission from Co-

lumbia College who on entering the College have been able to

offer among their entrance subjects Physics, Chemistry and

Advanced Entrance Mathematics. Such students may be

admitted to the Schools of Mines, Engineering and Chemistry

on the completion of a program of studies which may be

covered by especially competent students in two regular

academic years and a Summer Session. This program includes

all the work heretofore prescribed for admission to the Schools

of Mines, Engineering and Chemistry except a year of ad-

vanced foreign language. The requirement in elective sub-

jects is also somewhat smaller than for other candidates.

Students who enter by this alternative method will not be

eligible for the degree of Bachelor of Arts since they will not

have met the Columbia College requirements for the exercise

of a professional option. They will, however, be eligible for

the degree of Bachelor of Science on the completion of the

first two years of the course in the Schools of Mines, Engi-

neering and Chemistry. The authorization of this degree

for the students in question is in accordance with the policy

under which students who have completed two years of work

in the Schools of Business, Journalism, Practical Arts or

Dentistry may receive a Bachelor's degree. In each case

not less than four years of work beyond the completion of a
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secondary school course or its equivalent must have been

completed before the student is eligible for a Bachelor's degree.

No important changes in entrance requirements have been

made in any of the other schools of the University, though

the changes adopted by the School of Practical Arts, whereby

the School requires two full years of college work for admis-

sion, become fully effective only for the class entering in

September, 1924.

The numbers admitted to the several schools of the Univer-

sity have not been sufficiently different from those in recent

years to indicate any change in the general trend.

The number of new students who can be accepted in Colum-

bia College and in the College of Physicians and Surgeons and

in the School of Journalism in any year is practically fixed by
the fact that these schools have for several years been obliged

to restrict their numbers for lack of room.

The number of new students admitted to Barnard College

was considerably larger than in the previous year and the

student body as a whole was markedly larger. In most of the

other schools there was a healthy growth. In some of the

more crowded schools it would seem to be evident that some
sort of selective system comparable with that employed in

Columbia College and the College of Physicians and Surgeons

might profitably be tried.

One of the most important problems claiming the attention

of this office in the academic year 1923-1924 has been that

of providing for the admission of candidates in foreign coun-

tries who desire to enter the United States under the special

provisions of the new Immigration Law whereby persons

admitted as students to a college on the approved list of the

Bureau of Immigration may be allowed to enter the United

States as non-quota immigrants.

A very large number of applications from intending foreign

students has been received. Before such an application is

accepted the student must have filed an application over his

own signature and must have submitted full and detailed

credentials guaranteeing his fitness to enter the school of the

University in which he desires to study.
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There is no doubt that many of these applicants are coming

as students simply as a means of entering the United States

outside the quota. Every effort has been made to learn

whether or not the applicants are bona fide students. Special

arrangements have been made whereby such students must
report at regular intervals at the office of the Registrar to

guarantee their continued attendance upon courses in the

University. In case of failure to report as required, informa-

tion will be sent to the Bureau of Immigration to the effect

that the student has discontinued his work. The law provides

that on discontinuing their University work such students

shall be required to return to the countries from which they

have come. Definite arrangements have been entered into

with the Immigration authorities who have cooperated fully

in making proper provision for bona fide students.

It is evident that for some time at least the University will

be called upon for the instruction and guidance of a large

number of students from foreign countries. While most of

them are candidates for admission to graduate study or to one

of the professional schools, a considerable number will desire

or need instruction in undergraduate subjects. It will not

prove practicable to care for many of them in Columbia

College, but the provision for University Undergraduates will

make it possible to provide a definite University status for

them and to provide suitably and conveniently for their

educational needs. It is most fortunate that the new Inter-

national House, so generously provided by private benefaction,

is ready for use, since it will supply living accommodations

for a large number of foreign students. The greatest number
of foreign candidates are from the Eastern Asiatic countries,

from Central and Eastern Europe and from the Scandinavian

countries.

The presence of this large body of foreign students intending

to return later to their own countries would seem to offer an

extraordinary opportunity for rendering a service to scholar-

ship and for assisting in promoting better international under-

standing. While it is doubtless true that our first duty is to

provide the best possible educational advantages for these
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students, the opportunity for cultivating better mutual under-

standing and the great need for such understanding are so

great as to make it seem imperative that we do everything

possible to promote full acquaintance and the cultivation of

human relations. There is no excuse for an attitude of benev-

olent condescension. Our opportunity for better knowledge

of our foreign students and of what they have to offer is perhaps

as valuable as is theirs for knowing what we have to offer. The
best method for accomplishing the desired results is by no

means obvious. Its discovery should be the task of the Com-
mittee on Foreign Students of the University Council.

Respectfully submitted,

Leroy Jones,

Director

June 30, IQ24



REPORT OF THE UNIVERSITY
MEDICAL OFFICER

FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1 924

To the President of the University

Sir:

As University Medical Officer, I have the honor to submit

the following report for the academic year ending June 30,

1924:

The medical office has during the past year run close to the

point of maximum capacity as to the amount of work that

can be done efficiently by the present staff. The records show,

however, satisfactory results in the treatment of our patients

and we are gratified to find that the health enjoyed by our

community during the year was exceptionally good.

There is no other city in the world more happily situated

than is New York for the encouragment of health. Its geo-

graphic and climatic conditions favor normal functioning

of the body and the ill effects produced by its crowded popula-

tion are minimized by the excellent work of the City and

State Boards of Health, supported as they are by the progres-

sive, scientific medical men and women of the City and State.

The university site is one of the ideal locations in New York

for the maintenance of health, situated on the summit of

Morningside Heights about one hundred and twenty feet

above the high water mark of the Hudson. The parks to the

east and west of the Campus are added protection to the

health of our community.

The University has wisely fortified the health assets of

Manhattan Island by erecting for its students dormitories

that are sanitary and hygienic. As Medical Officer of the

University, I cannot express too forcibly my personal appre-

ciation of the needs which these dormitories fulfill. For the

past decade each year has demonstrated that our dormitory
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residents have a lower incident of illness than the students

who live in apartment houses. The new dormitory for gradu-

ate women will undoubtedly improve our health record.

The most common cause of loss of time among our students is

the contagious cold that is prevalent during the fall, winter

and spring months. These colds are found to be less frequent

and less severe among those students who reside in the dormi-

tories, and especially among those who occupy single rooms.

The single room with ample window area for natural ventila-

tion such as we have in our new women's dormitory, Johnson

Hall, is one of the most effective means of insurance against

communicable diseases. The type and plan of building adopt-

ed by the University for its dormitories is admirably adapted

to the problems of housing peculiar to our great metropolis

and is in part responsible for the excellent health record of our

resident group.

The new Cosmopolitan Club building is nearing completion

and will open its doors to our foreign students this fall. This

building is on the edge of our Campus and is virtually a part

of our dormitory system. It will add approximately five

hundred new students to our Morningside Heights family.

So close is this population of foreign students to the University

and its health problems that the University Medical Office

has accepted the responsibility of the medical supervision of

this organization, upon the invitation of Mr. Harry Edmonds,

its Secretary. It is estimated that sixty per cent of the stu-

dents residing in the Cosmopolitan Club will be Columbia

men and women. These students will seek medical advice

and treatment at the University office and it will therefore

make the medical work at the Club more efficient to have the

nursing and infirmary supervision under the same control as

the University dormitories. This close cooperation in matters

of sanitation and the treatment of illness will be of mutual

benefit to the Club and to the University. In the management
of epidemics or in the management of isolated cases of com-

municable diseases, uniform regulations and methods of

procedure are vital for the protection of the community
health.
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The experience of the past eleven years prompts us to plan

carefully for the added duties imposed by this new community,

as the foreign students, with many adjustments to make,

seem to be more susceptible to acute illness than our students,

who are at home in their surroundings. The former are not

always acquainted with our standards of hygiene and medicine

and therefore need more careful attention and supervision.

In the care of the health of our foreign students it is necessary

to make very exhaustive physical examinations. The stren-

uous student life sometimes causes a lighting up of old latent

infections. Many of these students are men and women who
have been chosen candidates for the colleges and universities

of this country because they possess unusual ability. We
therefore feel a keen sense of responsibility in protecting them
from unnecessary illness, and in making every effort to improve

their physical health, to increase their resistance to disease

and to eliminate the bad effects of fatigue. There is also,

however, in this work with the foreign student the opportunity

to demonstrate to him in a practical and forceful way the

value of scientific medicine in increasing physical well-being

and stimulating mental activity.

With the above and many new problems in view for the

coming year, we have prepared a series of new cards for record-

ing more accurately and more uniformly the findings resulting

from the physical examinations of our students and faculty.

The object of these new cards is to insure a most careful

record of the initial examination and to afford a means of

recording future examinations in a manner that will permit

the accurate reading of the changes and progress of the case

under treatment. The large number of cases that must be

handled daily makes it necessary to have a record system

that will be comprehensive, yet simple, accurate and practical.

During the past year much thought and effort have been

put into the organization of the medical work so that we may
treat with no loss of time the more common acute diseases;

such as coryza, pharyngitis, laryngitis, bronchitis, the usual

digestive and constitutional diseases, skin, eye and ear affec-

tions and the innumerable minor surgical conditions. In
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this way more time may be given to the urgent cases where a

careful and thorough physical examination, supplemented

by laboratory tests, is necessary for diagnosis before con-

structive advice and treatment can be given.

The office responsibilities may be divided into three main

fields of work: first, the management of acute illnesses of

every type under the medical and surgical classifications;

second, the treatment of those cases that require careful study

for diagnosis, through history, physical examination and

laboratory tests; third, those cases that do not seek medical

advice because of illness but because they are somewhat

handicapped in the choice of a field of work that will enable

them to secure a living wage, where physical endurance as

well as mental fitness is a deciding factor. Our office must

give this student the time that is necessary to assemble the

facts that are essential before we can truthfully and wisely

advise such an inquirer into what field of work to throw his

life's effort. We have found during the past year that the

first field is constantly increasing in its demands and will

doubtless require added medical assistance with an extension

of office hours before the close of another year. The second

and third fields have also shown their importance, and their

demand for more time in our daily schedule should be planned

for if possible. To initiate through medical supervision a

tendency in the physical life of the student that will result in

maximum good health and in the possibility of uninterrupted

work over a series of years is a victory not only for the patient

but economically for the community in which he serves. We
must therefore develop this fertile field so important to the

progress of our educational system.

Our convictions of past years continue to become more

firmly fixed as to the value of a well-organized division of our

medical service devoted to the health extension of our teaching

staff. From the standpoint of economy it would be a promis-

ing investment. Many of the disturbances of middle and

later life are unnecessary and the early loss of experienced

teachers and scholars, due to preventable incapacity, should

be considered a reproach to our educational institutions.
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The scholar represents an investment in opportunity of

accomplishment and in latent intellectual output that is

necessary to the progress of civilization and to the develop-

ment of our comforts in life through education. We must
therefore make it possible for him to secure easily the benefits

of annual medical examinations followed by the presentation

of a constructive health program for the year. Our organiza-

tion must make it possible for the staff member who shows

disturbances or actual symptoms of disease to secure examina-

tion and to have conferences with the medical staff as often

as it may be necessary. The medical staff should be in a

position to cooperate with the family physician when advisable

in order to give the patient every opportunity to escape from

a premature loss of efficiency as a scholar and teacher. The
University Physician considers this phase of our health

program of first importance and is zealous for the rapid de-

velopment of this field until we can cover the demands fully

and adequately.

It is with a sense of satisfaction that we report further de-

velopments in our infirmary system. The Central Infirmary

for Women will be transferred from Tompkins Hall to the

twelfth floor of our new dormitory, Johnson Hall. There will

be in the south wing of this floor a well-equipped infirmary

to care for patients from all of the women's residence halls

of the University, including Brooks and John Jay Halls,

the dormitories of Barnard College. The infirmary suite

contains two rooms situated and furnished so that they may
be used as isolation chambers for contagious diseases, or as

reception chambers for patients who may have doubtful

symptoms or who may be dangerous to the welfare of con-

valescent cases. There are also two rooms equipped for non-

contagious but very ill patients where quiet is necessary and

where special nursing is called for. There will be two large

rooms accommodating three or four beds each, for convales-

cent patients or for those with non-contagious diseases who
are happier and rest better with the companionship afforded

by the semi-private ward.
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There will be continuous twenty-four hour nursing service.

The head nurse will be on duty at stated hours during the

day and two other nurses will cover the afternoon, evening

and night hours, so that at no time will the infirmary be with-

out active competent nursing service. The Central Infirmary

will also have a well-equipped office and treatment room open

twenty-four hours daily for the care of residents who may meet

with slight accidents or who become ill or need advice such

as can be given by a nurse. This office and treatment room

is a valuable part of the dormitory system. The residents

use the privileges of the office for minor ailments that they

do not consider important enough for treatment at Earl Hall.

And it gives the nurses an opportunity to discover early cases

that should be under medical treatment. With such a service

no resident has an excuse for being ill in her room or for losing

unnecessary time from her work because she cannot afford

the time or expense for medical treatment. This service

protects the household from unnecessary exposure to con-

tagious disease. By segregating the ill students on the upper

floor of Johnson Hall it will be unnecessary to enforce special

regulations in the corridors of the building, giving thereby

a normal, healthy social atmosphere to the dormitory at

large. The sick will have quiet well-ventilated rooms with

the service that they need to bring them speedily back to

health. To the convalescents we will be able to give the

pleasure of living high above the City where they may enjoy

a view of the eastern part of New York and Long Island, of

the high buildings to the south of the City and of the Hudson
and New Jersey. They will have also the benefit of the sunny

open-air porches on the north and south ends of the building.

These benefits will help to lessen the tedium of the hours

of convalescence and will make the infirmary a place to which

the student will not object to being sent when ill.

The Central Infirmary for Men in Tompkins Hall has been

found inadequate at times this year. We therefore plan to

turn over the apartment in Tompkins Hall now used by the

women's infirmary to the men, after the completion of John-

son Hall. This will add eight new beds to our present capacity
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for men and will greatly improve the facilities for bedside

work for the men residents. The organization of the Central

Infirmary for Men will be similar to that described for the

women.
During the past year, 316 students were ill and under

treatment in our infirmaries. Of this number 122 were

men, 194 women. Of the 194 women patients, 123 were

undergraduates in Barnard College. There was a total of

1,520 bed days: 661 for men, 859 for women. At the office

of the Central Infirmary 521 students sought treatment or

advice. We have been free from epidemics of all kinds in

our dormitories this year and the illnesses, except in a few

cases were mild and the number of sick days per patient aver-

aged only four and three-quarter days.

It was found necessary in the office work at Earl Hall to

have the Visiting Nurse make 795 home calls on patients

who lived within a reasonable distance of the University

Campus. Cases that were outside of our visiting zone, need-

ing follow-up advice and care, were kept in touch with the

office staff through the Visiting Nurse by telephone. This

telephone contact, while far from ideal, is satisfactory from

the standpoint of stimulating the student to continue treat-

ment and to remain in bed for a period long enough to gain

strength and reserve after an acute illness, before again under-

taking college work.

In reviewing the statistics of the medical office we find that

during the year 1923-1924, we had 26,307 consultations,

making a daily average of 118. Of this total, 13,970 consulta-

tions were with women; 12,337 were with men. The total

number of different individuals seen at the University office

and at the Barnard office was as follows:

Women: University 1,818

Barnard 883

Men 2,351

Total 5,052

These figures indicate that, during the year, about one in

every four students in attendance upon classes on Morning-
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side Heights has been under treatment in the University

offices; and that each individual treated visited the office on

an average of five times during the year.

Excluding Barnard College students, we find that we have

drawn our patients from the following zones in the percentages

indicated:

Number of Individuals

Zone Men Women
I Dormitories 531 309

II One mile radius of Campus 732 990
III Within City limits 678 401

(Outside one mile radius of Campus)

IV Outside City limits 410 118

Total 2,351 1,818

Grand Total 4,169

From the above summary, we find that 56.4 per cent of

the total number of individuals were men, 43.6 per cent were

women.
The distribution of patients was

:

Proportion Proportion within Zone
Zone of total Men Women

I 20.1 63.2 26.8

n 41.3 42.6 57.4
in 25.9 62.9 37.1

IV 12.7 75.0 25.0

During the fall 722 Medical Examination Forms, A and B,

were filled by candidates for entrance to Columbia College.

It is interesting to note that only one of this number was
stated to be in poor health, seven in fair health, all of the

others were in good or excellent health.

A summary of the medical examinations of prospective

freshmen made by home physicians, is as follows:

Eyestrain 25
Trachoma I

Ear diseases 32

Defective hearing 6

Nose and throat diseases and abnormalities 65
Dental defects 18
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Enlarged cervical glands 11

Cardiac diseases 25

Nervous diseases 17

Skin diseases 45
Orthopedic diseases and defects 39
Hernia 12

Abnormalities due to injuries 14

Subject to sore throat, colds and coughs 187

headache 16

gastro-intestinal disturbances 18

History of measles 482

whooping cough 153

chicken pox 182

mumps 138

scarlet fever 88

diphtheria 51

small pox 8

chronic bronchitis 1

rheumatism 30
fainting spells I

malaria 21

typhoid fever 14

surgical operations 365
'

previous physical, mental or nervous disability .... 15

an illness of more than one week's duration within the past

two years 58

discontinuance of study for a period owing to illness ... 58

limitations placed upon amount and character of physical

exercise 83

Typhoid immunizations 134
Successful vaccinations 623

We have continued to make the needs of the individual the

fiber and substance of the medical work, rather than to

seek numbers and thus make our medical system the mold
and goal through which the needs of the individual must be

sacrificed for the development of a rigid plan. We seek to

develop a service that is real, a service that the men and women
of Columbia can look to for assistance, a service that has no

other aim than to benefit the students and staff through gen-

uine health extension. This service is possible because the

spirit of Columbia as expressed by the Trustees and Faculty

makes for it an atmosphere in which it can live and grow and
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also because the University Physician is fortunate in having

a staff that is loyal to the medical service, to the University

and to the high ideals of the profession of their choice. It is

therefore with pleasure that I again take this opportunity to

express my personal appreciation of their loyalty and of their

efficient and untiring service.

Respectfully submitted,

William H. McCastline,

University Medical Officer

June jo, 1924
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Endowed by George Crocker

REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR
FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1 924

To the President of the University

Sir:

I have the honor to submit the eleventh annual report of

the Institute of Cancer Research.

The only changes in the staff during the year were the

appointment of Dr. Charles Packard, associate in cancer

research, and Dr. H. M. Terrill, associate in cancer research.

Dr. Packard is a graduate of Columbia where he obtained

his Ph.D. in 1914. Of late he has been Assistant Professor

and head of the Department of Biology in the Peking Union

Medical College, Peking, China. He has been working in the

Crocker Laboratory for the last six months studying by
means of vital dyes the changes in the protozoa which follow

radiation.

Dr. Terrill, until recently connected with the Department

of Physics, has been transferred to the Institute to continue

his studies in radiation in the newly developed borderline

region between physics and biology. In this connection he

has recently published a paper, in collaboration with Miss

Pine, containing the results of his investigations to determine

the most suitable metallic filters for the isolation of limited

regions of X-ray. Part of this work appears in the Journal

of the Optical Society of America, August, 1924, under the

title of A Quick Reading X-Ray Spectrometer. This is a new
type of highly accurate spectrometer, with improvements

over existing models, especially developed for the apparatus

which is to be used in work of this type. The other portion

on choice of filter material has just been printed in the Journal

of Cancer Research, 1924, viii, 68. These are preliminary
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studies for the determination of the most effective wave-

length in tumor destruction.

The preliminary biological portion of this work has just

been completed by Professors Wood and Prime and will appear

in the near future. The results showed that within the limita-

tions of measurement employed there was no difference in

biological effectiveness between X-rays averaging 0.6 of an

Angstrom unit and those averaging 0.2 of an Angstrom unit

of equal ionizing power as measured by a certain type of

ionization chamber. If this observation proves to be generally

valid, it will be a very important contribution to the knowledge

of the biological action of radiation on tissues. Such accurate

studies of X-ray dosage have been rendered possible only by
the development of the continuous current apparatus referred

to in last year's report, the construction of which was possible

from the accrued income of the Bondy Fund. In the design

of the apparatus and its construction the close cooperation of

the Department of Physics has been invaluable. In order to

take further advantage of this most useful type of collabora-

tion it is proposed that the income of the George Crocker

Foundation shall be devoted to the study of the general prob-

lems of tumor biology, while that of the Bondy Fund shall for

the present be expended specifically for research in various as

yet unsolved physical phases of the cancer problem.

The usual under-graduate courses at the College of Physi-

cians and Surgeons were given to the students of the second

year class by Professors Wood and Woglom. Professor Wog-
lom also gave a course in the biology of tumors at the Institute

during the Summer Session. This course was attended by a
larger number of students than any year heretofore.

As has been our custom in previous years, the Institute

supplied, for experimental purposes, examples of standard

transplantable tumors of rats and mice to various laboratories

and hospitals, among them the Washington University Medi-
cal School; United States Public Health Service, Hygienic

Laboratory; the Johns Hopkins Medical School; Montefiore

Hospital; Department of Health, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania;

Department of Pathology, College of Physicians and Surgeons

;
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the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research; the Medical

College of Tokyo Imperial University; the State Institute for

the Study of Malignant Disease, Buffalo; the Baldwin Sanita-

rium, Kalamazoo, Michigan; Columbia Hospital, Milwaukee,

Wisconsin; the Research Institute of Cutaneous Medicine,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

The number of published papers has been smaller than

usual. There are, however, a number of articles ready to

appear shortly, some of which represent many years of experi-

mentation just now brought to completion.

Dr. Rohdenburg and Dr. Krehbiel have continued their

investigations on the proportional distribution of certain

inorganic substances in the cancer cell and in the animal

bearing the tumor.

Dr. Bullock and Dr. Curtis have published another paper

supplementing that of last year on The Strain and Family

Differences in Susceptibility to Cysticercus Sarcoma.

Dr. Prigosen has shown that those substances in the cell

which take up vital dyes are not greatly altered by exposure

of tumor cells to destructive doses of X-ray, hence the results,

while of general interest, are not sufficiently characteristic

to enable the applied X-ray dosage to be estimated. This is

partly due to the fact that the cells of a tumor vary enormously

in their susceptibility to radiation of any type and that there-

fore all stages from slight injury, severe damage, and even

death of the cell may occur within the single microscopic field.

Professor Woglom has just published a paper on the reaction

of the cancer cell in which he shows that the range of such

reaction is quite within that seen in normal tissues.

Professor Wood has published during the year two papers

giving the results of his investigations of the action of X-ray

on animal tumors. These are of interest as establishing on a

firm biological basis that which has hitherto been roughly

estimated by physical methods only. Professor Wood has also

written a number of editorials, reviews, and various articles

as a part of the publicity work of the American Society for

the Control of Cancer.
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Professor Wood made the following public addresses during

the year: The American Chemical Society, Washington, D. C.

;

the Hudson County Medical Society; Truesdale Hospital,

Fall River; Lions Club, Atlantic City ; the Philadelphia County
Medical Society; Hartford Medical Society, Surgical Section;

Rutland Clinical Society, Vermont; the County Medical

Society, New York; the American Medical Association,

Chicago.

Professor Woglom addressed the New Haven Medical

Association and the Pre-Medical Club, Columbia University.

The Journal of Cancer Research, which was taken over

last year by the Institute is now appearing under the imprint

of Columbia University in a new format and will prove valu-

able to the Institute as permitting the prompt publication

of contributions from the staff. The circulation is increasing

and there is every indication that the Journal in its new form

will become an important agent in encouraging the study of

cancer in this country.

Respectfully submitted,

Francis Carter Wood,

Director

June jo, 1924
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To the President of the University

Sir:

As Acting Librarian of the University, I have the honor to

submit the following report for the year ending June 30, 1924:

The year under consideration in the General Library and
its several branches has been particularly a period of scrutiny

of existing conditions of administration and their results in

efficiency and sufficiency of service, and of the contents of

the Library itself as properly fulfilling the constantly increas-

ing demands made upon it in every direction of its use as a

necessary adjunct of university instruction and research.

Important structural changes in the loan desks of the General

Library and the Library of the Law School have greatly

facilitated the service in both important places. The more
thorough supervision and control of the shelves of the General

Library and of the seminar rooms by a largely increased force

has resulted in the desired orderliness of material that is

crucial in a much used library, and a consequent betterment

of the page service in the ultimate delivery of books requested

from various directions for the use of borrowers. From the

point of view of the Library, as a collection of the stuff that

libraries are made of, renewed attention has been paid to

the completion of sets, and, wherever possible, to filling in

the breaks in the literature of subjects and authors, which

not infrequently have resulted in the process of the growth

of the Library in most periods of its existence from the

specific demands of its users, rather than from any system of

a sequence of completeness in any discoverable direction.

In looking over the history of the Library, it has seemed
at most times reasonably to have served its purpose of supply

and demand, but the resultant conditions of the collection

in the light of its use by its present and prospective public
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have made it absolutely necessary to adopt other and much
more systematic policies in its development, both for present

and future usefulness. To carry out this purpose, which is

beyond all theory a necessity of University policy, additional

funds must be provided for the purchase of material along

lines that have already been carefully considered by the ad-

ministration of the Library, and which, progressively accom-

plished, would result in good time in a reasonable complete-

ness in essential directions, and in greatly enhanced usefulness

and use.

It is not, of course, possible for any library to have on its

shelves everything in any given subject of research even with

unlimited funds at its disposal' for the purchase of books, and
libraries must depend upon the courtesy of other libraries to

supplement their own material by the use, as loans, of desired

material. The system of inter-library loans has grown greatly

in recent years to fill these gaps, and we frequently borrow
and even more frequently lend books, pamphlets and journals

that are required for completeness in research work here and
elsewhere. An interesting and important movement of the

year, and a convincing sign of the times, to place at the dis-

position of the whole body of research workers in the institu-

tions of the country the holdings of learned journals in all sub-

jects in the libraries of the United States that possess such

material, and are willing to collaborate in the compilation of

the lists required to place them, is now being prepared for

publication as the National List of Serials by the H. W.
Wilson Co., under the direction of a committee of the Ameri-
can Library Association. The list when completed will

possibly record no less than 50,000 titles of sets and parts

of sets (which is an important part of the scheme, since the

frequent possession by the library of broken sets is a frequent

and disturbing condition) in all of the cooperating libraries.

The Library already has in active use available printed card

catalogues of various libraries, together with the published

catalogues of many others, but this is not enough, for other

libraries than these often unexpectedly have material abso-

lutely needed to round out a particular investigation, and only
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such a reliable union list as this under compilation is often

the only means of uncovering and locating material required.

The Columbia University Library is one of the forty libraries

underwriting this project, which, to recapitulate what it has

been attempted to state, is a piece of constructive work more
important in its direction than any ever undertaken in this

country, and which will be of almost incalculable value

in reference and research work, and incidentally, but also

important in the light of its information, in building up our

own collection of periodicals. The sections of the list already

checked up have revealed a large number of titles not con-

tained in our considerable collections, and the locating of

these in other libraries, hitherto in many cases unknown, has

immediately extended by so much our own field of research.

The making of such a list is expensive as an undertaking, in-

volving both a large annual subscription for the three years

that will be necessary to complete it, and a salary appropria-

tion for the special work of checking, all of which has been

provided from general University funds.

The matter that has come during the year more directly to

the surface in consequence of a closer scrutiny of the shelves,

and somewhat more importantly connected in a certain direc-

tion with the ultimate resources of the Library, is the wearing

out of books and its consequences. In a library like this, with

its enormous use by a large clientele, the question of the wear-

ing out of books is one of present and constantly increasing

expense, nor is this aspect of the case a matter, important as

it is, the only one at hand. An even more important considera-

tion is that of the actual replaceability of some of the worn-

out material. In a reading-room collection the question is

principally one of expense, as editions of books for reference

and reading-room use are usually latest revised editions and
not early or rare works, and a lost or worn-out reading-room

book can generally be replaced readily and satisfactorily. In

the case of the stack collections, from which all of the regular

circulation and much of the reserved-book use comes, the

problem is different, as these stacks contain all the early and
first editions which have not yet been segregated in what is
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known as the "B" collection, which is kept apart, under

special conditions, from the open library. A library which

has had a long continuous existence acquires, through the

mere matter of current purchase, many books which at the

time are merely new publications, but which later, in the case

of authors who become famous, are sought-after and valuable

first editions. In some cases these are recognized and removed

from the stacks to the " B " collection where they are protected

from general use, but in others they are left on the shelves,

subject to all the varied use and wear and tear of a regular

stack book. Such books, if worn out, are withdrawn and

possibly replaced by a later edition, which is quite as good for

ordinary use, and the valuable, or potentially valuable, first

edition disappears from the library collections. How often

such a thing happens or has happened is, of course, only a

matter of conjecture, but there are a few suggestive facts.

For example, there is not a single first edition of any of George

Eliot's novels or stories in this Library. In view of her literary

success during her lifetime and the large sales of her books

as published, it is hardly conceivable that the library of

Columbia College, as it then was, passed by her work alto-

gether or secured only American reprints. It seems more

probable that some of the original English editions came to the

library either through purchase, or as gifts from an individual

collector, and were worn out and then discarded. The case

of Robert Louis Stevenson is only slightly better. Of the

first editions published during Stevenson's lifetime, or shortly

after his death, the Library possesses only one, a copy of

"Island Nights Entertainments" purchased some ten years

after its publication and well preserved in the locked collec-

tion. Again it seems hardly possible, in view of Stevenson's

popularity, that all of his work was passed by at the time of

publication, but if original editions were purchased when new
they have now been worn out and discarded. In the case of

the two great Victorians, Dickens and Thackeray, the Library

can make a somewhat better showing, though in these cases

our possessions are deteriorating without having yet reached

the vanishing point through hard use. In the Phcenix Collec-
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tion there are five first editions of Thackeray, once beautifully-

bound and in perfect condition, which are now showing signs

of wear, even with the guarded Phcenix use. A few first edi-

tions of Dickens, acquired at a comparatively recent date,

are in the stacks and are showing signs of wear and deteriora-

tion. These are some of Dickens's less popular works and
accordingly will not be worn out as rapidly as those that are

best known. The placing of valuable early editions where

they will be subjected to the hard and sometimes careless

use of the modern University user means deterioration and
eventual loss of property. The problem, however, has two

sides. Undoubtedly there is a gain to the research student in

having in the stacks, in continuity with the rest of the related

material, the interesting and sometimes important early edi-

tions, and their removal to protected quarters means that

they are too readily lost sight of in his investigations. On the

other hand, however, and from the Library point of view as

a conserver of valuable and at times irreplaceable material,

the withdrawal of such books from too general use would seem

to be the only way of preserving it.

Cross-indexing, continued during the year in connection

with the Cataloguing Department, has added some interest-

ing and valuable material to the resources of the Library. A
rather notable instance is the indexing, as to writer and person

addressed, of the contents of the four folio volumes noted

briefly in the main catalog as: Collection of autograph letters,

official and private, accounts, many relating to New York State,

ship's papers, documents relating to military affairs, etc., in the

possession of the Columbia University Library, covering the

years 1674 to 18Q5. The index makes for the first time readily

available to the research worker a good deal of source material,

in its way and in several directions, of some importance as

history and interesting as first-hand side lights on the life

of old New York. The Colonial and Revolutionary periods

are represented in autograph by such names as King George I

of England; the Colonial governors—Sir Edmund Andros,

Robert Hunter, William Burnet; soldiers—William Alexander

(Lord Stirling), Bradstreet, Gage; and many other names are
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mentioned in the letters though not affixed by themselves.

There are also notes of a social character, e. g., by Benedict

Arnold and Mrs. Benedict Arnold, and by Theodosia, the

daughter of Aaron Burr, to her husband, Joseph Alston. An
unsigned letter in the military group, apparently, as has been

concluded, in the handwriting of Lord Stirling, affords some
new and valuable first-hand information about the conduct

of the battles of Brandywine and Germantown.

Of distinctive New York names the collection presents an

interesting array: Rip Van Dam, Van Buren, Van Rensselaer,

Dyckman, Duyckinck, Schuyler, Schermerhorn, DeWitt,

the Clintons, the Livingstons, as well as the writers who helped

to make some of these names famous, Washington Irving and

Fitz-Greene Halleck. There is an autograph letter from James
Fenimore Cooper, and two signed letters from Daniel Webster

—one to his wife, intimate and entertaining in its references

to his surroundings and his amateur efforts at gardening.

And representing the commercial beginnings of American life

is an autograph letter from John Jacob Astor to his agent in

Canada, concerning the prices to be paid for pelts in his fur

trade.

During the administration of President William Harris,

on Tuesday, the third of August, 1829, the Trustees of

Columbia College gave a dinner to which were invited the

notable men then residing or visiting in New York City;

and the collection contains the notes of acceptance or regret

written in reply to the invitation. Among these invited guests

was "Sam" Swartwout, whose name also appears as Col-

lector of the Port of New York on an old "sea letter," issued

in 1832 by Andrew Jackson as President of the United States

to the master of the brig Lexington of New York. Another

of these "sea letters" is signed in 1800 by John Adams, then

President of the United States.

The correspondence of President Barnard occupies the bulk

of the second, third and fourth volumes, and is rich in mate-

rial pertaining to the Civil War, and in autograph letters

from educators, scientists, and literary folk. Of the names
of scientists abroad with whom President Barnard was in
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close correspondence, John Tyndall's is affixed to twelve

letters. Got together, as was the case, from the official cor-

respondence of the various Presidents of the College and

University, the collection has also the names of such educators

as Mark Hopkins, Theodore Dwight Woolsey, and various

professors of special subjects, and, along the way, letters

from anxious parents in regard to the misbehavior of their

sons and what can or ought to be done about it.

An activity of the year worthy of more than a cursory

notice was the removal of the "Columbiana" collection from

the room on the third floor of the Library, previously used

for committee meetings and for doctor's examinations, to

Room 108 on the first floor of the building, which gives the

collection its own special housing in quarters much more
available for its purposes, and an individuality that it has

hitherto scarcely possessed. The purpose of the special

collection as a collection of "Columbiana" is to conserve

and to present for ready reference all obtainable material

relating directly to the institutional life of Columbia, in all

phases of its history, in a unified and chronological sequence.

The collection as a whole, as it now exists, contains a large

amount of exceedingly valuable, and, in many instances,

unique material that has come together sporadically, but

without adherence to any certain plan of growth or of a

possible sequential or subject arrangement. Its considerable

use in any direction has consequently been restricted, and

the influence which an ordered collection of such material

should obviously exert upon students and alumni in increas-

ing their interest and pride in their University, has unfor-

tunately been largely lacking. The situation of the new
quarters makes the inspection of the collection easier, and the

consequent use of the material much more frequent than could

possibly be the case under previous conditions; and students

and alumni are showing awakened interest in the use of the

material, on the one hand, in the preparation of papers, or

for information regarding undergraduate practice and tradi-

tion, and on the other hand, in the contribution of memora-
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bilia in their possession. The collection has been placed in

charge of Robert Arrowsmith, '82, as Curator.

The problem of space pursues us at every turn in the ad-

ministration of the Library to keep any sort of pace with its

growth and the ever increasing use of its material. The School

of Business library has finished its last year in its confined

quarters in Journalism, and with the Marvyn Scudder Li-

brary, the Montgomery Library of Accounting, and the special

collection on Industrial Relations, variously housed, will

occupy, with the beginning of the succeeding academic year,

the new and ample quarters assigned to it in the School of

Business building. The accompanying release of space in

Journalism will partially relieve the present library congestion

in that building. The transfer of Mathematics from Room
108, now occupied by the Columbiana collection, to Room
302, previously used by the Columbia University Press, gave

that departmental library much better quarters, but there

was in actuality no gain in shelves. English, German and
American History, Government Documents, and Useful

Arts are all in need of expansion, but this can not be accom-

plished without the expropriation to the Library of one or

two other rooms now used in the Library building for other

than Library purposes. Relief in the growing congestion of

use has occurred in the opening of the new library of Teachers

College, which has had an effect on the Loan Desk and the

general reading-room facilities of the campus in appreciably

decreasing the number of readers, who now largely use by
preference the Teachers College collections under the greatly

improved conditions that the new building affords. The use

of the rooms in University Hall—vacated by the removal of

the administration of the School of Business to the School of

Business building—for the special purposes of reading-room

and library for Extension students, for which the necessary

provision has been made, will to a most important extent

relieve the reading-room and reference congestion in the Main
Library and its dependencies, and, what is equally important,

will also give these students the reading facilities which they
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have scarcely had, and could not have, under the existing

conditions of library equipment.

In the academic year, the College Study, during the session

of the Summer School and the regular sessions of Columbia
College, served 350,000 readers, who borrowed by actual

count 191,546 volumes from the open and the reserved book
shelves in the two libraries housed in 301 and 312 Hamilton

Hall. This greatly increased use of the College Study makes
it plain that both rooms should be restricted to chairs, tables

and wall shelves, and that the reserve collections, now in

each room, should find proper quarters elsewhere on the same
floor and be united into one great Reserved Collection, access

to which would be made through the wide corridor which

now disastrously separates the two reading-rooms. The
process would necessitate the release to the library of two or

three of the present class rooms which would have to be

provided elsewhere. The general benefits to Columbia Col-

lege students would, however, more than compensate for

the possible difficulties of change. In the first place, the

space released by the removal of the reserved books in each

room would provide for tables and chairs for fifty additional

readers, an acutely needed increased seating capacity of one

hundred. Under this arrangement, all transactions at the

loan desk would take place in the corridor and not in the

reading-rooms; the supervision of loans would be simpler and

more efficient, the problem of supplying copies of the same
book for both reserved book collections would altogether

disappear, and the entire machinery of administration would

be better and more economically controlled. This matter

of providing adequate reading accommodations for Columbia

College students is a crucial one and needs immediate atten-

tion. The collection of books permanently shelved in the

College Study was increased during the year by 1 108 volumes.

The books and furniture belonging to the W. Edward
Scudder Johnston Memorial Library, for many years housed

in Livingston Hall under College Study supervision, having

been dispossessed and stored in the basement of that building,

were brought back to a useful life by removal to 301 Hamilton
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Hall, as suggested in my previous annual report, and for the

first time became truly active. In Livingston Hall the collec-

tion was open once a week for two hours at a time, and the

books had seldom attained a circulation of one hundred

volumes in an entire year. Shelved conspicuously in the

College Study and available for loans at all times (without

an extra cost for an attendant's services) the library attained

in one month a greater circulation than it had heretofore

known in a whole year. Ephemeral and superannuated

volumes have been exchanged for modern novels and a new
interest in the whole collection has been awakened. These

very evident demands for such literature make it desirable

to add possibly twenty-five new novels annually to the col-

lection as well fulfilling its purpose, particularly to resident

College students for whose benefit it was originally intended.

The outstanding features of the year in the Law Library

have been systematic preparations for building up the foreign

law collection, a satisfactory growth of the whole library, and

the improvement of physical conditions. Following out the

plan previously approved by the Committee on Education

of the Trustees for the purchase of material to complete, so

far as is possible, the resources of the library for research

purposes, attention has been given chiefly to Anglo-American

law and international law. An elaborate bibliography for

foreign law books, accordingly, has been prepared, covering

statute law, law reports, periodicals and monographs, which

will be the basis for purchases in successive years. From this

general bibliography, a special list of the most important sets

has been made for immediate purchase, and the Law Librarian

went to Europe at the end of May for the purpose of purchas-

ing such sets and in order to make connections with publishers,

book-dealers and government departments useful in the future

development of this field. The budget for the present year

contained a special sum for equipment, which was used to

install in the reading-room book-stands and tables to provide

for the greatly increased student and outside reference use of

the library. During the year 6,750 volumes were added to

the Law Library. Of this number, 3,044 volumes were added
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by purchase, and 3,130 by gift. The total number of volumes

in the library at the end of the year is 108,093.

During the year two gifts of money were received: $250
from William G. Low, '69L, and $100 from Dean Harlan F.

Stone, for the purchase of books for the Officers' Library.

Important gifts of books have been received from the Estate

of Roger Foster, '80L, in all 1,078 volumes and pamphlets,

of which 827 volumes and 40 pamphlets, including valuable

trials, went to the Law Library; from Princeton University

Library, 2,595 German legal dissertations, chiefly of the

Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries; and from the Mas-
sachusetts State Library, 8 volumes.

The Law Librarian, as Associate Professor of Legal Bibli-

ography, gave, as in previous years, a course of instruction in

the Winter Session in legal research and the use of law

books.

During the Spring Session, the Librarian of the Avery
Library has had leave of absence for the continuation of work
already under way with the American School of Classical

Studies in Athens, and to preserve the requisite continuity in

administration, Miss Mildred Starrett, cataloguer in the

library, was promoted to the position of Assistant Librarian.

The Fine Arts Department has continued to draw more and

more on the Avery collection. On the other hand, and apart

from purely architectural questions, the reference work of the

Avery has been greatly facilitated by the availability of the

increasing collection in Fine Arts. Although buying for

Avery has always been fundamentally architectural in scope,

it has always been necessary to include a certain number of

books dealing with the allied arts. As the Fine Arts Library

grows it is directly desirable, and, in point of fact, essential,

to group its material within easy access of the Avery, so that

each library from the inherent community of interest may
readily supplement the other. With the Fine Arts Library

accessory to Avery, appropriations can be much more defi-

nitely utilized along purely architectural lines. Additions to

the Avery Library during the year were 402 volumes. The
library now contains 28,709 volumes.
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The following exhibitions were held in the Avery Library

during the year: Etchings and Their Processes, loaned by the

Keppel Galleries, Moroccan Textiles, from Miss Niblack of

Teachers College, Illustrated French Books, Pottery from

Various Kilns in the United States, July—August; Keppel

Memorial Etchings (Avery collection), September—Decem-
ber; Magni's Collection of Plates, showing Baroque architec-

ture and sculpture in Rome (Avery collection), January;

Current Work of the School of Architecture (designs for

cabaret), February; Japanese Architectural Photographs

(Avery collection), March; Reproductions of Architectural

Drawings in the Uffizi Gallery, Florence (Avery portfolios),

April ; Architectural Water-colors by Edgar I. Williams, Asso-

ciate in Design in the School of Architecture, April—May;
Etchings, Woodcuts and Lithographs by Czecho-Slovakian

artists, May; Competition Drawings for the Schermerhorn

Fellowship in Architecture (a war memorial), June.

Library conditions at the College of Physicians and Surgeons

are not essentially different from those outlined in my pre-

vious report. Aside from congestion in the main library and
the unfortunate housing of some of its material, the important

matter at the College of Physicians and Surgeons is the obvious

necessity of the provision for the student and research worker

of better facilities of access to the technical periodical litera-

ture housed in the various department libraries, and hitherto

in many cases administered for specific department purposes.

The resources of the Physiological Library, however, have

for the first time been made generally available by the loan

for use in the reading-room of its material. The Alumni
Library, which is always open to readers, presents a somewhat
different problem. The privilege of using this department

library under present conditions cannot continue much longer,

unless some relief in the way of assistance for care and super-

vision is provided, and the general library administration

to preserve it for general use should assume its full control

at the earliest possible date to make it available in a separate

periodical reading-room, for which additional space can ap-

parently be found, and in charge of a reference librarian. Such
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a procedure would greatly reduce present difficulties and would
reasonably supply, for the present, the absolutely necessary

library facilities now lacking. The greatly increased use of

the medical library is, no doubt, a reflection of the times due

to changed conditions in teaching and the notable strides made
in the science of medicine. To keep in accord with modern
theories and the new discoveries of medicine, the student and

instructor within the medical school, and the practitioner

without, must rely more than ever upon a library, and make a

wider use of its periodicals and books. Additions of the year

to the general reference library were 1,434 volumes, making
its entire content 43,968 volumes, exclusive of the great mass
of dissertations and reprints.

The year's additions to the Barnard College library were

1,992 volumes. The total number of volumes in the library

at the end of the year is 20,596.

For perhaps the first time in its history, Teachers College

offers in its new and well equipped library, opened for use in

February, adequate library facilities. Net additions during

the year were 2,853 volumes. The total number of volumes,

including the Horace Mann School library and excluding

the educational books belonging to the Main University

Library, is 82,330.

To the library of the College of Pharmacy, now adequately

housed in its new quarters, and again available for use, were

added during the year 206 volumes, making its entire content

7,171 volumes.

Of the two Columbia University Bulletins issued from the

Library, the University Bibliography for 1923, compiled by
the Reference Librarian, appeared as a pamphlet of ninety-

five pages containing the increased number of 1,706 titles;

and the list of Essays submitted for the Master's degree,

compiled by the Supervisor of the Catalogue Department,

as a pamphlet of fifty pages.

In a long list of gifts to the Library, consisting in all of

4,457 books, 5,444 pamphlets and magazines, maps and other

minor items, the following are among the most notable. From
officers of the University gifts were received among others as
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follow: from President Butler 390 books, 488 pamphlets

and other items; Provost W. H. Carpenter 21 books, 32

pamphlets; Professor C. S. Baldwin 81 books, 56 pamphlets;

A. J. Barnouw 1 book, 77 pamphlets; W. A. Boring 29 vol-

umes; W. T. Bush 37 volumes; Adolphe Cohn 4 volumes;

J. J. Coss 6 books, 8 pamphlets; E. M. Earle 50 books, 2

pamphlets; J. C. Egbert 4 books, 5 pamphlets; F. D. Facken-

thal 7 books, 3 pamphlets; A. D. F. Hamlin 11 volumes; T. F.

Hamlin 300 books and pamphlets; W. W. Lawrence 9 books,

2 pamphlets; R. C. McCrea 9 volumes; C. A. Manning 54
pamphlets and newspapers; Brander Matthews 141 volumes

(among them Dacier, La poetigue d'Aristote, 1692, and Shake-

speare New Variorum edition in 15 volumes), 60 pamphlets;

R. H. Montgomery a very valuable collection of 20 old books

on accounting; J. B. Moore 92 books and pamphlets; E. D.

Perry 10 volumes; E. R. A. Seligman 179 books, 330 pam-

phlets; V. G. Simkhovitch 75 volumes and pamphlets ; bequest

of F. A. Vanderburgh 130 volumes; W. L. Westermann 23

pamphlets. From other University sources the following

were received: Columbia Law Review 16 books, 1 pamphlet;

Columbia University Press 65 volumes; the department of

Statistics 46 books, 151 pamphlets; Political Science Quarterly

43 books, 2 pamphlets; Pulitzer Prize Committee 123 books,

6 pamphlets and clippings. Gifts for the Collection of Colum-

biana were: E. S. Brownson, Jr., 47 pamphlets; E. P. Herrick,

Constitution and minute book of the Senior Society (Columbia

College), 1 81 7; Professor A. V. W. Jackson, Jackson and

Channing, A history of the Class of 1883 of Columbia College;

George C. Pennell, 2 copies William Betts' Addresses of the

Newly appointed professors of Columbia College, February,

1858. Important gifts from other and varied sources were

among many others, the following: American Museum of

Natural History 137 books, 188 pamphlets; American Asso-

ciation for International Conciliation 6 copies El Significado

de la Educacion, translation of President Butler's Meaning

of Education, and one volume Vettini, La Paz y la Guerra;

Architectural League 600 unbound architectural and art

periodicals; Association Francaise d'Expansion et d'Echanges
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Artistiques 10 copies Tricentenaire de Moliere; International

Railway Congress Association, 72 volumes of proceedings

and reports, Washington, Berne and Rome meetings; Brother-

hood of Railway Carmen of America 8 books, 16 pamphlets;

Cambridge University Library, a valuable gift of Cambridge
Antiquarian Society publications; Canadian Department of

Agriculture 10 volumes; Carnegie Endowment for Interna-

tional Peace 30 books and pamphlets; Chilean Embassy,
Washington, 2 volumes Tacna-Arica Arbitration The Case

of the Republic of Chile; Republica de Colombia Ministerio

de Instruction Publica 4 volumes; Curtis Publishing Co. 6

books, 3 pamphlets; Czechoslovakia Ministry of Education,

the valuable gift of 366 books, 1 pamphlet; Great Britain

National Institute for Medical Research 37 reprints; League

of Nations 2 books, 24 pamphlets; Mexico Ministry of Public

Education and the University 19 volumes Classics in Spanish

;

New York State Federation of Labor 24 pamphlets; New York
State Shorthand Reporters Association 24 volumes Pro-

ceedings; Peruvian Embassy, Washington, 2 volumes Arbi-

tration between Peru and Chile; Poland Ministere des Affaires

Etrangeres 271 Polish publications; Service Polonais des

Echanges Internationaux 170 Polish publications; Reserve

Officers Training Corps 70 books, 130 pamphlets; Royal

Society of South Australia 20 reprints from Transactions

;

Akademiia Nauk, Petrograd, 77 publications; Switzerland

Bibliotheque Centrale Federale 16 pamphlets; U. S. Bureaus

and Departments 117 books and pamphlets; University Club,

New York, 15 books, 150 pamphlets; Workmen's Compensa-
tion Publicity Bureau 64 pamphlets; World Book Co. 17

pamphlets. Gifts of books and pamphlets from individual

donors were received as follows: Colonel Alberti 8 books on

Italy in the World War; Mrs. Hicks Arnold 52 volumes; O. T.

Crosby 10 copies Crosby International War; Mrs. M. de G.

Davies 2 volumes Davies Tomb of Puyemre at Thebes; J. H.

Decatur 125 volumes war songs and music; Estate of Agnes

B. Ferguson 16 books in German; Fabian Franklin 49 num-
bers of magazines; Sir Israel Gollancz 1 volume In com-

memoration of the First Folio Tercentenary; Mrs. G. H. Graves
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no unbound numbers Commercial and Financial Chronicle;

Miss Louise F. G. Grimke 13 bound volumes Illustrated

London News; Rev. Acton Griscom 7 books, 2 pamphlets, and

the valuable gift of Andrew Lang Jeanne d'Arc autograph

manuscript; Grace Guiney a copy of Michael Barrington

Grahame of Claverhouse from the library of Louise Imogen

Guiney; J. B. Haviland 50 numbers Engineering News Record;

Roscoe R. Hill 12 Reports of Republic of Nicaragua
; J. Horner

12 volumes; Edward Keller 80 volumes German classics;

Mrs. Frederick S. Lee 26 volumes in Spanish ; Irving Levy 6

books, 512 pamphlets and parts of periodicals; Cyrus H.

McCormick 1 volume H. H. McCormick Landscape Art Past

and Present; Oscar Maddarn 8 volumes New York Evening Post;

Miss Owen 1 book, 123 pamphlets ; Herbert C. Pell 87 volumes

U. S. Senate Documents beautifully bound; Yao Min-Whay 6

books in Chinese. From anonymous sources were received 152

books, 244 pamphlets. Gifts of maps were received as follows

:

from the former Governor General of Algeria 5 sheets UAf-
rique occidentale francaise; Observatoire Royal de Belgique 19

sheets Carte photographique de del; Canadian Geological Sur-

vey 6 maps ; Charles Davis set of 8 maps National Old Trails

Road Association; 7 maps came from anonymous sources.

Possibly the most interesting of all single gifts to the Library

during the year, and in its particular field one of the most

valuable of the Library's possessions, was the unique pamphlet

°f (5) 9 pages with the title page: "Some Serious Thoughts

on the Design of Erecting a College in the Province of New
York by Hippocrates Mithridate, Apoth. New York printed

by John Zenger MDCCXLIX". The pamphlet was pur-

chased at auction through the generosity of members of the

Board of Trustees of the University. Photostat copies were

subsequently made and distributed to the donors and others.

Gifts of money were received from the Accounting Club

through Director J. C. Egbert to be expended for the School

of Business library $132.42; the Student Columbia Opto-

metric Association for the purchase of material in their par-

ticular subject $174.60; Rev. Acton Griscom for the purposes

of the Joan of Arc collection $50.15; James Loeb for material
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on Labor $175; Professor Brander Matthews $250, being half

of the purchase price of the complete 43 Tonson Separates of

Shakespeare's plays; from the Montgomery Fund, through

Director J. C. Egbert, to be expended on material for the

School of Business library $725.

The Library distributed in the usual way doctoral disserta-

tions and duplicate material among others to the following

local institutions: New York Public Library, New York
Academy of Medicine, New York Botanical Garden, Union

Theological Seminary, and the College of Pharmacy. Twenty-

seven mail sacks containing duplicates of U. S. Government
documents were returned to the Superintendent of Documents,

Washington. Dissertations, in addition to the regular list

of exchanges, and duplicates were sent out to a long list of

institutions at home and abroad. Among them the most

important- were the following: American Archaeological

Institute 80; Association of American Colleges 30; Boston

Public Library 40; University of Cincinnati 25; Philadelphia

College of Physicians 43; Princeton University 35; U. S.

Department of Agriculture 21; U. S. Geological Survey 8;

U. S. Public Health Service 36; American Library in Paris

1638 dissertations; Anthropological Society of Bombay 35;

Hungarian Libraries Board, Budapest, 35; Institut d'Estudis

Catalans, Barcelona, 34; Kyoto University, Japan, 546;

Meijo University, Kanda, Japan, 500; National Library of

Wales, Aberystwyth, 20; Preussische Bibliothek, Berlin, 11;

Rijksarchief te Brugge, Belgium, 75; Simon Hewavitarne

Bequest, Srinagar, India, 15; University of Latvia, Riga, 35;

University of Liverpool, 55; Sveriges Geologiska Unders0k-

ning, Stockholm, 85; University of Strasbourg 23; University

of Tokyo, Japan, 2,346; Yokohama Municipal Library, Japan,

54. The regular yearly exchange list was 9,462.

In conclusion, I would submit the following general statis-

tics :

Accessions:

Volumes added:

General Library and Departments I9,4 I4

School of Law 6,636
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School of Medicine 1.434

Barnard College 1.992

Teachers College 2,853

Total 32,329

Total volumes in Library, June 30, 1924 893,147

Estimated unbound pamphlets 50,000

Gifts: 4,457 volumes, 5,444 pamphlets, 73 maps and miscel-

laneous items 9,974

Exchanges

:

Pieces received 5, 168

Pieces sent out 16,319

Total 21,487

Orders placed 9,753

Cataloguing:

Cards made and filed in General Library and Departments:

New cards 99,545

Cards replaced 14,013

Total H3,558

Volumes recatalogued 7,000

Volumes reclassified 1,000

Volumes lost and withdrawn 602

Binding:

In Library Bindery:

Books and pamphlets bound 14,749

Books repaired 5,535

20,284

Outside of Library:

Books bound 4,678

Books rebound 8,172

12,850

Total 33,134

Circulation:

Volumes supplied from Loan Desk for outside use (including

30,392 renewals) 170,433

Supplied from Loan Desk for use in building 54»6i9
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Loaned from Reading Rooms for outside use 233,741

Used in Reading Rooms 745,283

Total recorded use of libraries 1,204,076

Respectfully submitted,

William H. Carpenter,

Acting Librarian

June 30, 1924



REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF EARL HALL

To the President of the University

Sir:

As Director of Earl Hall I have the honor to submit to you

this report for the year ending June 30, 1924.

The increased use of the Hall as a meeting place by various

student organizations of the University is progressing satis-

factorily as the following table for the Academic Year shows

:
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Room on the north) are still in need of re-furnishing. Next

year it is hoped that a re-arrangement of offices may be

made whereby the Chaplain and the C. U. C. A. will have

more adequate space.

During the 1923 Summer Session the rooms on the main

floor were used for offices, leaving the Auditorium as the

only place to be assigned for State Club parties and for the

University Chorus. It averaged five nights a week for these

purposes and was also used Sunday mornings at 9:30 o'clock

for the religious education forum.

An appropriation from the Entertainment Fund has enabled

many faculty-student groups to meet here during the year.

An attempt has been made to distribute the money among
the various parts of the University. Professor Patterson

was assisted in establishing the Writers Club among Ex-

tension students. The Graduate Clubs were helped in every

way possible. In Columbia (College the use of Earl Hall

was encouraged by the cooperation of Mr. Hubbard of

King's Crown.

The University Calendar of extra-curricular meetings has

been developed. During the past Academic Year 1,198 meet-

ings were scheduled—an average of 33 a week—but just

before the Christmas recess the number increased to 75 a week.

The calendar has enabled important dates (filed in advance)

to be kept free from conflicts and has given a clearing house

used by all parts of the University. Already for next year

we have some 75 advance dates including several morning

courses of Arts and Sciences and the Chinese Exhibit to be

held during November and December in Earl Hall. During the

Summer .Session the calendar contained an average of 40 ex-

tra-curricular meetings a week. From these bookings the

weekly bulletins were prepared for the Summer Session office.

The supervision of the State Club parties in the Summer
Session is divided between this office and the Welfare Office

of Teachers College. In the Academic Year the Earl Hall

office is alone responsible for the parties held by Student

Organizations. For the Residence Halls dances a group of

patronesses has been organized; for the basket ball dances
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members of the Faculty have been assisted by the Van Am
Club; for the other groups using the Auxiliary Gymnasium
and Earl Hall the attempt has been made as far as possible

to secure members of the Faculty. There are now adequate

facilities on the campus for dances and receptions of the

smaller student groups. The charges for service average

$13.00 an evening for a hall accommodating 100 to 150

couples. An attempt is being made to simplify the regulations

consistent with the great variety of organizations using the

halls.

The Men's Residence Halls averaged 930 men for the

Summer Session of 1923 and 922 men for the Academic Year

1923-4.

The classification of residents on February 28, 1924 was

as follows:

School Furnald Hartley Livingston Total

Architecture 3 1 1 5

Business 29 23 13 65

College 5 192 182 379
Dentistry 2 . . . . 2

Extension 20 17 15 52

Graduate 77 25 23 125

Journalism 4 3 6 13

Law 47 24 21 92

Mines Engineering Chemistry .18 6 14 38

Pharmacy 1 1 1 3

Medicine 16 3 10 29

Teachers College 35 12 4 51

University Undergraduate .... 3 4 7

Faculty and Staff 35 4 19 58

292 314 313 919

The total room fees for the year 1923-24 as reported to

the Bursar show an increase over the previous fiscal year.

This increase was due in large part to the new schedule of

room fees operative July 1, 1923. For next year—1924-25

—

a sanitary space regulation (passed by the Advisory Committee
on Men's Residence Halls, October 26, 1923) provides that

the limit of occupancy in the Men's Residence Halls be: one
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man in a single room, two men in a two-room suite or double

room, and three men in a three-room suite. This will give us

an average of about 40 men less in residence on South Field.

This regulation is needed not only in matters of health but

also in preventing the restlessness that comes when men are

thrown together without privacy. The over-crowded rooms,

especially the suites, caused misunderstandings and disputes

without number. Our receipts for 1924-25 will be approxi-

mately the same as those of a year ago.

In April the Advisory Committee had Professor Brissenden

check the methods in use in the assigning of rooms, especially

in regard to the waiting lists for Furnald Hall, and suggest

necessary changes. A plan by which the scholarship men are

given precedence in the assignment of rooms was put in

operation on May 1, 1924. The two rooms, 633 Hartley and

431 Furnald, awarded to honor students by the Class of 1892

have been suitably marked by metal plates. The Philadelphia

Alumni Association is supplying a room in Hartley Hall for

a designated member of the entering class. The improve-

ments in the lobbies of Hartley and Livingston Halls are

proving of increasing usefulness. The demand for single

rooms compelled the dividing up of many of the suites and the

installing of basins with running water in the rooms formerly

designated as studies. This has been of great assistance in

the assignment of rooms. A series of dances and smokers was

held in each hall during the year. An attempt is in progress

to recognize more adequately the members of the student

hall committees, rewarding them with suitable insignia.

On these committees (chosen by popular vote) depends not

only the social program for each hall but the morale as well.

It is of importance that the best men be obtained to serve on

the hall committees.

For next year I want to develop Earl Hall that it may be

of greater value to student organizations. The progress of

the past year should be but the beginning in providing for

meetings and plays and dances on the campus. A plan is

being considered for the supervision of the Gemot in Hamil-

ton Hall by the Earl Hall office. The extra-curricular calendar
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must be improved as a more efficient center for recording

activities. Through the contacts established by the calendar

the supervision of student parties is becoming more satis-

factory. The most important matter in the Residence Halls

administration for next year is the careful organization of the

Student Committees and close cooperation with them.

Herbert B. Howe,

Director

June 30, 1924



REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF
APPOINTMENTS

SEPTEMBER 25, 1923 TO OCTOBER I, 1 924

To the President of the University

Sir:

I have the honor to present herewith a record of the work
of the Appointments Office for the year 1923-1924.

The increase in the business done by this office during the

past year indicates that we are building on a firm and lasting

foundation, and has pointed out clearly a number of ways in

which we can further increase our service to the students and
graduates. The tabulated lists at the end of this report show
a total of 3013 part-time positions filled during the year just

ended, as compared with a total of 2357 in 1922-1923, and a

total of 230 full-time positions filled during 1923-1924, as

compared with 193 the year previous. Without dwelling on

the figures, for the statistics are largely self-explanatory, may
I point out that there has been a substantial increase in the

number of part-time jobs for both men and women and in the

full-time jobs for men. There has been a slight decrease in

women's full-time jobs and in teaching appointments. The
largest proportionate increase has been in permanent posi-

tions for men, the total for the year just past being 91 as

opposed to 45 for the preceding year. This increase is largely

due to the intensive effort made by this office in May and

June to place the new graduates in congenial and suitable

positions. Included later in this report will be found a dis-

cussion of the problem of placing our men and women as they

graduate.

Undoubtedly, the most important work done by this

office is the securing of part-time jobs which will enable our

students to earn all or part of their living while they are

studying in the University. Despite the fact that the annual

number of part-time jobs filled has shown a steady increase
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since the establishment of this office, the situation today is

far from satisfactory. To the man who inquires as to the

possibility of working his way through Columbia, we can

only say: "Others, with sufficient enterprise and ability, are

doing it. It is probable that you can make a success of it.

Yet in justice to yourself, we can give you no guarantee that

we will supply you with work." Very likely, we shall never

be able to place all the men who come to us. Probably it

would not even be desirable. Yet, when a man offers real

possibilities as a student and appeals to the Department of

Admissions as the sort of stuff we want, certainly this office

should be in a position to say: "Come to Columbia. If

you show enterprise and perseverence, we shall undoubtedly

be able to refer you to productive profitable employment."

It might be interesting to consider in a general way just

what type of employment is most desirable for our students.

In the first place, the working hours should be such as to in-

terfere as little as possible with the student-worker's studies,

recitations and sleep. Afternoon jobs are the most desirable.

We advise our candidates to arrange their programs so that

their classes come as far as possible in the mornings, leaving

their afternoons and evenings free for outside employment.

In the main, no student should attempt more than four hours'

outside work a day, except where the nature of the work will

permit sleep or study. Secondly, the work must of necessity

be sufficiently remunerative. Any wage less than fifty cents

per hour is too small, from both the standpoint of the worker's

needs and the market rate. The third consideration is the

steadiness of the work. It is far better for a student to earn

from twelve to eighteen dollars a week at work which is per-

manent and regular in hours, than to be jumping constantly

from one short job to another, as is too often the case at

present. We should make a definite persistent effort to obtain

positions on which our men can count straight through the

year. Such positions have the added advantage that they are

usually ones which we can secure for our candidates in suc-

ceeding years. Finally, it is desirable, where possible, that our
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men in school work at jobs in which the experience will be of

some definite benefit after they are graduated. The ideal

job for the engineering student is in a laboratory or on a con-

struction job, for the law student, in an attorney's office or

even in a business house, and for the graduate student .who is

preparing for teaching work, tutoring.

As a source of supply for the types of jobs we want, we have

the business, professional, and social activities of a great city.

It is our problem to seek out and attract to us the jobs for which

our men are fitted. Of the methods of securing jobs, personal

solicitation is by far the most effective. With the increased

staff and appropriation allotted to the Appointments Office, a

great deal more field work can be done than was possible in

the past. Publicity, both general and special, such as letters

and announcements, is helpful in inducing individuals, who
cannot be singled out for personal solicitation, to call on Co-

lumbia students to do their jobs. Our Department of Public

Information has been, and will continue to be, of great assist-

ance in familiarizing employers with the facilities of this

office. Our alumni can be of great help in finding part-time

employment for students as well as permanent employment
for our graduates. This great body of interested employers

in every business and profession will become, when thoroughly

familiar with the facilities of this office and the capabilities of

its registrants, one of the greatest aids imaginable. In de-

veloping the good-will and cooperation of our clientele, we
must constantly make our recommendations with the maxim

:

the employer must be served. In no case can we consciously

allow ourselves to make an ill-advised placement.

Following the aggressive effort which this office made last

May and June to place graduates of our various schools, it

seems desirable to record the most significant aspects of this

full-time work, as well as the principles by which it is guided.

Our work in placing the 1924 graduates showed very clearly

that there is a demand for the university-trained man. The
majority of the companies approached by this office prefer

and often actually require men with university degrees. In
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only one instance, among the hundred or more companies

with which we have taken up the question of employment for

Columbia men, have we found an organization in which

a university education was not considered a distinct potential

asset. We are proceeding in our attempt to build our graduate

placement work on a sound and lasting foundation, with this

policy : that we should endeavor to place satisfactorily our new

graduates in their first jobs. We receive, of course, applica-

tions from older, more experienced men, and a fairly large

number of positions requiring age and experience. We make

recommendations wherever possible, but we feel that we
should not attempt actively to go into this work with the

older men at the present time, but should rather concentrate

our efforts on the part-time work for students and first jobs

for our new graduates. The more efficiently we place our

men when they leave school, the less demand there will be for

replacement work later on. Then, too, it too often encourages

floating. A man holds a position for which he is suited and

which offers the normal future and financial reward, yet, in the

hope of something better, he registers with the Appointments

Office. A new job secured, he asks that his name be kept on

file. Encouragement of such procedure seems unwise. Of

course, in the few individual cases where a good man is obvi-

ously misplaced, we make an active and personal effort to

secure the right work for him. In the main, however, it seems

advisable at present to build our foundation strong, though

perhaps slowly, from the bottom, in elementary positions

for new graduates.

It is quite apparent in advising with our new graduates that

there is a great need for vocational guidance in the University.

For the law graduate, the architect, or the engineer the prob-

lem of the first job is simplified. He knows what he wants to

do and precedent points the course to follow in actively start-

ing on his life work. But the average College or School of

Business graduate has a most difficult problem. It is not until

a few weeks before graduation that he gives any real thought

to his future. He is ignorant of his own business qualifica-
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tions as well as of the demands that various types of com-
mercial work make on men. He knows that he wants to be

successful and happy in his work but the method of trial and
error is the only way by which he can finally establish himself

in permanent congenial work. It is appalling to observe the

number of bewildered, unsettled graduates trying aimlessly

to find the right work.

At the present time the whole study of vocational guidance

for the college man does not seem to have been sufficiently

developed to allow us to consider any but the most practical

and elementary service to our students and graduates. It is

the plan of this office to assemble for the benefit of our coming

graduates, analyses of the type of men considered to be most

desirable for the various forms of commercial work, together

with an estimate of the comparative possibilities for advance-

ment and financial reward in these various lines. We will, in

addition, keep a permanent record of a man's undergraduate

work over a four year period. A personal history, which

starting with his entrance record will show the type and

quality of work done through this office, the quality of work

done in his courses, the campus activities in which he has

engaged, and various other salient facts, including estimates

of him by those members of the Faculty who are in a position

best to know him. With this information at our disposal, we
shall have a basis for estimating his worthwhileness as a can-

didate for a position, we shall have a helpful collection of data

on which to base our advice to him as to permanent work, and

we shall have significant material to submit to the employer

for his guidance in judging the candidate.

The coming year should give us an opportunity to try out a

number of our plans, without hindering the steady growth of

business done by this office. We are trying to get away from

the temporary type of part-time job. The winter will be

spent largely on developing this work for students. There are

a great many unexplored fields which are undoubtedly most

fertile for our needs. In the spring, we shall commence our

interviews with the coming graduates and start an intensive
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drive to add to our list of employers who are interested in our

graduates for full-time work. Our own alumni should be

most helpful in securing places for our graduates. Just as the

Clerkship Committee of the Alumni Association of the Law
School cooperates with us in placing the Law Graduates, so

it ought to be possible to obtain valuable aid and counsel

from the alumni in the general business world. For the present,

the work in teaching appointments must be left in its present

status. Undoubtedly it can be greatly developed but the

need at present seems to be first for more and better part-

time jobs for our students, and a definite plan of assistance for

our new graduates.

I wish to express my appreciation of the loyalty and in-

terested services of the Appointments Office Staff, who have

contributed so much to the effectiveness of its work. I am
most grateful to Mr. Frank D. Fackenthal, Professor John

J. Coss, Dean Herbert E. Hawkes, Mr. Philip M. Hayden,

Mr. Levering Tyson, and Professor Paul F. Brissenden for

their counsel and guidance during the past year. The knowl-

edge that they, as well as many others in the University, are

so interested in the development of our work, makes one

confident of success.

Respectfully submitted,

Nicholas McD. McKnight,

Secretary

October 1, 1924
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REGISTRATION"

OCTOBER I, I923-OCTOBER I, I924

Winter—part-time—men 1,117

Winter—part-time—women
Summer—part-time—men
Summer—part-time—women
Full time—men
Full time—women

345

735

334
418

POSITIONS FILLED BY APPOINTMENTS OFFICE

MEN—FULL-TIME

OCTOBER I, I923 OCTOBER I, I924

Accountant 3

Architect 1

Assistant Circulation Manager 2

Assistant Editor 1

Advertising 1

Clerk 6

Computer i

Confidential Secretary i

Correspondent 1

Credit Manager 1

Department Store Executive 1

Editorial Work 2

Electrical Engineer 2

Export and Import House 2

Department Store Training Squad 2

Insurance Agent 1

Investigator 1 Total

Law Clerk *28

Legal Secretary

Mechanical Engineer

Metallurgist

Physicist

Publishing House

Purchasing Agent

Real Estate Salesman

Retail Store Department Head
Radio Engineer

Salesman 1

Sales Manager
Statistician

Publicity Director

Wholesale Dry Goods

Ten placed by the Law Clerkship Committee of the Law Alumni Association

WOMEN—FULL-TIME

OCTOBER I, I923—OCTOBER I, I924

91

Advertising Assistant
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COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY TEACHING APPOINTMENTS

I923-I924

Men Women Total

Commercial Subjects — 1 1

English 9 4 13

French — 1 1

Geology 1
—

1

German 1 1 2

History — 2 2

Romance Languages — 1 1

11 10 21
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POSITIONS FILLED BY APPOINTMENTS OFFICE

MEN
PART-TIME

OCTOBER I, I923—OCTOBER I, I924
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PART-TIME POSITIONS FILLED—CONTINUED

MEN
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POSITIONS FILLED BY APPOINTMENTS OFFICE

WOMEN
PART-TIME

OCTOBER I, I923—OCTOBER I, I924
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PART-TIME POSITIONS FILLED—CONTINUED

WOMEN



REPORT OF THE CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
OF STUDENT REPRESENTATIVES

FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, I924

Student Board began its term by conducting the Freshman

Reception on the evening of September 28th. Morris Watkins

of Student Board headed the Committee in charge.

Plans were soon formulated for a campus trip to Phila-

delphia on the occasion of the Pennsylvania-Columbia

football game. Over six hundred Columbia alumni and under-

graduates made this trip on October 21. Arrangements for

this excursion were handled by a committee headed by

Eugene Bennett of the Student Board, and the proceeds,

amounting to $200, were given to Mr. Hubbard, Graduate

Treasurer of Kings Crown, to be applied to the Student

Board account. The same Committee handled the send-off

which was held on the Library steps the Wednesday night

before the departure of the team for Philadelphia.

A need was felt for improved cheering at our football games,

so Student Board conducted a "new cheers" campaign; two

new cheers were selected from those submitted to the Board,

published in Spectator, and practiced at the "Beat Cornell"

rally which was held in the Commons the evening prior to the

Cornell game at the Polo Grounds.

Soon after the football season opened, Student Board called

together the presidents of the various fraternities. Mr.

Haughton addressed this meeting and stressed the need of

more football candidates. Student Board appointed a com-

mittee, headed by Douglas Gibbs, to canvass the campus for

more football material. The size of the squad was materially

increased, and the majority of these new men later became

the junior varsity football team. .

Student Board soon felt the need of establishing more inti-

mate contact with the fraternities, and suggested to them that

they form a body to work in connection with Student Board

and their respective houses. This group took the title
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"Fraternity Campus Board," and elected its own officers,

with Gerald Brophy as Chairman. This body was responsible

for placing the Kings Crown flags upon the fraternity houses

to impart a college atmosphere, and has materially aided

Student Board in rallies, meetings, etc.

Two underclass fights were held this year—the tug-of-war

and the sack rush. The former seems to have been more

successful.

Elections held on February 27, 28 and 29, resulted in the

election, as junior, non-voting members of the Board, of

Lawrence H. Tiihonen and Royal J. Cooney.

At the beginning of the year, the Interfraternity Athletic

League petitioned the Student Board for control by the latter

body. The Board did not believe that interfraternity ath-

letics had been successful, and referred this matter to the

Interfraternity Council.

Thereupon, a committee to supervise such interclass ath-

letics was appointed by Student Board. Thomas Chrystie,

of the Board, was appointed Chairman of the committee.

Our experience has been that interclass athletics are of much
greater benefit to our campus than interfraternity compe-

tition.

On Alumni Day, February 12, Student Board, assisted by
the Van Am Club, cooperated with the Alumni Association in

welcoming the returning graduates.

The work which the Board has been particularly interested

in has been the "responsibility" movement. We have urged

a general increase of undergraduate responsibility, including:

implicit obedience to athletic coaches by those students on

their respective teams; absolute regard for training rules by
athletes; the curbing of lax practices in all examinations, etc.

Student Board formulated a plan of exempting students of

high grades from final examinations, the aim being that with

an incentive to work faithfully and consistently thereby pro-

vided, general scholarship would be improved. The Board

presented this plan in writing to the Committee on Instruc-

tion, and the Student Board Chairman appeared before that

body and explained the aims of the plan in detail. This pro-
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posal was presented to the Faculty by the Committee on In-

struction, but was defeated by a heavy vote. Student Board

still thoroughly believes in the desirability of this plan, and

the Chairman has conferred with Dean Hawkes in regard to

bringing this proposition forward again, but the Dean said

that the Committee on Instruction did not believe it advisable

for the Board to present this plan again this semester (Spring

1924), since its chances of being put into practice would be

slight.

The first case of athletic insubordination occurred during

the football season with the case of George Aliano, '25, who
failed to obey orders given by a member of the coaching staff.

After consultation with President Butler, Secretary Facken-

thal, Dean Hawkes and Graduate Manager Watt, Student

Board recommended to the University Committee on Ath-

letics that Aliano be declared ineligible to represent Columbia

for the remainder of his period in the University. This rec-

ommendation was published in Spectator. After hearing

Aliano and the Student Board Chairman, and after further

investigation, the University Committee on Athletics declared

Aliano ineligible for athletic competition for the remainder of

the Winter Session, 1923. It was pointed out by the com-

mittee that Student Board should have held a hearing for

Aliano before the recommendation was made and before it

was published in Spectator. The Board held a hearing for

Aliano after publication of the recommendation, and believes

that it was at fault in not holding a hearing prior to making

the recommendation.

In order to keep our activity men from becoming ineligible,

the Board appointed a Committee on Student Activities,

headed by Hubert Voight, '25, and composed of two other

undergraduates. Graduate Manager Benson consented to

advise with this group, and Dean Hawkes appointed Pro-

fessor Harry Carman to aid the work of this Committee.

From all indications, the work of this group has been extremely

successful.

During the year, Student Board sanctioned the formation

of a society composed of members of the fencing squad,
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formed to promote interest in that sport. The name of the

organization is "Rapier."

Student Board also sanctioned the formation of a junior

class honorary society named "Tombstone," formed to pro-

mote general class and college welfare.

The Board withdrew its sanction from the sophomore

Van Am Club, at the same time deciding to vitalize and

strengthen "Tombstone." The reason for this action was the

belief that underclass societies did more to break down class

spirit than they did to foster the i ime. The Van Am Club,

composed as it was of sophomores, was controlled practically

entirely by politics, and Student Board has attempted to

decrease the use of politics wherever possible. The Board

believed that many members of the Sophomore class who

were not taken into the Van Am Club, became discouraged

and lost interest in campus activities. The affairs of the Club

for the past year have been inefficiently managed, and its

members, aside from a very few, have been disinclined to

carry out their respective duties. For these reasons, Student

Board believed that the organization was productive of more

harm than good, and consequently withdrew its sanction from

the society.

Elections were held on April 24 and 25, resulting in the

election, in the order named, of the five remaining members

of the Board for the year 1924-1925: John Van Brocklin,

Frank Anderson, Joseph Gleason, H. Cortland Wilson,

Frederick Bryan. The new Board had its first meeting on

May 6th and elected Royal J. Cooney as Chairman, and

Joseph Gleason as Secretary.

Respectfully submitted,

Ferris Booth,

Chairman
May 16, 1924



REPORT OF THE REGISTRAR

FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, I924

AND FOR THE SUMMER SESSION OF 1 924

To the President of the University

Sir:

As Registrar of the University, I have the honor to submit

the following report for t e year ended June 30,1924 and for

the Summer Session of 1924.

During the year beginning July 1, 1923 there were enrolled

at Columbia University 32,769 resident students as compared

with 30,619 in the preceding year and 14,339 ten years ago.

This student body is made up of three main divisions as

follows:

Men Women Total

Undergraduate, Graduate and Pro-

fessional Schools 6,797 6,143 12,940

University Extension 5,036 4,821 9-857

Summer Session 4> 122 8,553 12,675

Total 15,955 19,517 35,472

The figure first mentioned above is the net total arrived at

after deducting 2,703 duplications within these groups, 2,496

of whom were students who received instruction both in the

Summer Session and the Winter or Spring Session following.

12,675 were enrolled in the Summer Session, 19,116 in the

Winter Session and 17,461 in the Spring Session. Thus the

aggregate session-registrations numbered 49,252.

5,605 not included above received instruction as non-resi-

dent students in University Extension as follows: 3,056 in

Extramural courses, 827 in Home Study courses and 1,722

in Special courses.

Of the 12,940 students in the undergraduate, graduate and

professional schools 5,308 or 40.8 per cent, were residents of

Greater New York, and 564 or about 4.3 per cent, were from

foreign countries. Every state of the Union was represented
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by the remaining group. One hundred or more came from

each of 13 states, twenty-five or more from each of 37 states

and ten or more from each of 45 states. The largest foreign

representation in the group was that from China with 170;

Canada came second with 109, Japan third with 49 and France

fourth with 21. The ratio of out-of-town students has in-

creased from 50.7 per cent, in 1914-15 to 59.2 in 1923-24.

During the academic year 3,507 at the University received

degrees and diplomas in course, 3,322 completing courses

leading to a degree as compared with 1,801 ten years ago.

Each of the following departments within the Corporation

gave instruction to more than 500 students, exclusive of

University Extension, Summer Session and the schools of

Medicine and Dental and Oral Surgery:

Department No. of Students

English and Comparative Literature 1.976

Physical Education and Hygiene 1,385

Romance Languages and Literature 1,346

Economics 1 ,067

History 968

Mathematics 786

Private Law 718

Chemistry 695
Contemporary Civilization 660

Philosophy 564
Business .553

In the Summer, Winter and Spring Sessions 107,291 was

the aggregate attendance in 3,032 courses offered by the Cor-

poration for resident students excepting the Schools of Medi-

cine and Dental and Oral Surgery. The average class roll was

over 35. The following shows the number of courses and the

aggregate attendance by divisions:

Division
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University Extension gave instruction to 18,673 students,

resident and non-resident. These are classified as follows:

Resident Students:

Matriculated 3,211

Non-matriculated 9.857

Non-resident Students:

Extramural 3.056

Home Study 827

Special 1 ,722

Total 18,673

Of the 9,857 resident non-matriculants 3,147 or about 32

per cent, were out-of-town students, 156 coming from foreign

lands; 4,821 or 49 per cent, were women; 3,572 or over 37
per cent, were former students returning to continue their

academic work.

Of the subjects offered in University Extension for resident

students the following had aggregate class attendance of

more than 1,000 each:

Subject
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In 1920 the Registrar's report contained a carefully pre-

pared analysis of the trend of Columbia College students

toward more advanced university work after graduation. At
that time a study of the records over a period of five years, 1915

to 19 19, showed that a strikingly large proportion of Columbia

College graduates continued their studies at the University.

Of 966 who received the bachelor's degree from the College

within that period, 622 or 64 per cent, went forward into more

advanced university work in the professional schools and the

Graduate Faculties. Mr. Fox, Assistant Registrar, has made
a similar study for the past five years, 1920 to 1924 and the

results shown in the appended table prove conclusively that

Columbia College has consistently been a good source of

supply for our graduate and professional schools.
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In this period Columbia College sent the same proportion

of its graduates, 64 per cent, or 1,035 out of 1,606, to further

study at the University. A summary from the 1920 report is

combined with this one to show the proportion by years for

the past decade:

1915 65 per cent 1920 69 per cent

1916 61 " " 1921 68 " "

1917 66 " " 1922 66 " "

1918 67 " " 1923 59 " "

1919.....' 60 " " 1924 63 " "

The entering class of the post-war period graduating in

1923 shows the lowest ratio for the past ten years. It is be-

lieved that on account of the war some members of this class

entered college a year or two later than they would have

normally. Consequently not as many could afford to spend

more time at the University after graduation. Had this class

maintained the normal ratio, the average for the past five

years might have been close to 66 per cent. This would per-

haps be further increased to 70 per cent, if we were to include

those seniors in Columbia College who are permitted to

exercise a professional option away from the University at

some grade A medical school.

The Office Staff, consisting of eighteen members, under the

able guidance of the Assistant Registrar, have handled an

enormous volume of routine, working under high pressure

practically throughout the year. The recording, checking,

classification and accounting of more than 107,000 registration

units in this office have been only part of the task assigned to

them. Even under a much simplified system of registration

and bookkeeping, each of these units is put through ten or

eleven different processes as follows:

' I. Initial checking

2. Recording on card (for Registrar)

3. Recording on card (for Instructor)

4. Classification

5. Entry on record book (for undergraduate and profession schools)

6. Listing names on report blanks

7. Posting grade
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8. Posting credit

9. Checking tuition charge

10. Entry on Report of Standing

11. Tabulation for statistical purposes

Thus, the aggregate number of separate operations on all

these units, while simple and mechanical, runs up to a million

or more.

The permanent staff, with the aid of extra helpers have

most diligently and faithfully applied themselves to these and

related tasks. Thanks to their intelligent effort and skill the

work of the office has been carried on with dispatch and

accuracy.

To carry on the work assigned to this branch of the ad-

ministration an organization has been set up very similar to a

down town business office, with departmental divisions to

which is assigned a definite and well planned schedule covering

the entire year's work. While of necessity we have to adopt

businesslike methods, we cannot lose sight of our educational

background. The pivotal positions in the office have therefore

been filled by persons possessing both clerical ability and a sense

of educational values. These positions have now become quite

important, requiring experience, training and education.

Time was when any clerk in the Registrar's office could be

replaced with ease on short notice. Under present conditions,

however, it takes at least a year's training before a clerk can

become efficient in the handling of records. It seems to me,

therefore, good policy for the University to look upon these

helpers as permanent and valuable units in the administrative

structure.

For purposes of record there are given below the names of

those who have been connected with this office during the

year as members of the staff:

The Staff

Mrs. Nancy D. Baines Miss Lillian K. Bell

Mr. Walter L. Baker* Miss Alvina Boje

Miss Ina Bell Mr. George L. Campbell

Resigned.
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Miss Annie F. Currier

Mrs. Gertrude Finan

Dr. Charles M. Ford
(School of Dental and Oral Surgery)

Miss L. M. Gassman*

Miss Jessie Grof

Miss Anna Haupt

Miss Elsie Kempton*

Miss Iva Kempton

Miss Alice A. King

Mr. Charles E. Kunz

Miss Florence F. Leonard

Miss Jane McGrane*

Mrs. Ellen Packer*

Miss Margaret Scully

Mrs. Amilda Stendel*

Miss Violet T. Totten*

Miss Edith Van Wagner*

Miss Dorothy Wilder

Miss Martha M.Wylie

Miss Beatrice Young

* Resigned.
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TABLE I

REGISTRATION AT COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY IN ALL FACULTIES, DURING THE

ACADEMIC YEAR, I923-I924

Resident Students

Faculties nj 3

Da;

Undergraduate Students:
Columbia College 1

Barnard College
University Undergraduates.

Total Undergraduates
Graduate and Professional

Students:
Graduate Faculties2

Law
Medicine
Mines, Engineering and

Chemistry
Architecture
Journalism
Business
Dentistry
Teachers College':

Education
Practical Arts

Pharmacy
Unclassified

Total Graduate and Professional
Students

Deduct Duplicates4

Total
University Extension
At the University

Total
Deduct Duplicates

Net Total Winter and Spring
Sessions

Summer Session 1923
Total
Deduct Duplicates (See

Table IV)
Grand Net Total, Winter,

Spring &* Summer Sessions.

The above total is exclusive of
the following non-resident
students in University Ex-
tension:

Students in Extramural
Courses (given with or with-
out academic credit)

Students in Home Study
courses (given with or with-
out academic credit)

Students in Special Courses
(given without academic
credit)

701
296

258
104

9i
131
137

454

1,241

532
192

47
1 06
145

190
294

352
256

608

214
96

362
9

406
104

1. 131
689
68

643

1,599
430

2,033
946

1,905
693
3

228
83

172
341
542

2,730
2,043
827

10,131
250

12,040

9.857
22,797

207

22,590
12,675
35,265

2,496

32,769

3.056

827

1,722

685
382
53

1,120

930
290
113

37
109
194
139

779
466
108

6,160

6,787

33-7
40.4
66.3
36.6

41.8
29-3

35-1
44.6
63.4
56.9
25-7

32.4
38.1

S6.3
59-7

40.8

62.5

1 The registration by years in Columbia College is according to the technical classifica-

tion, based on the amount of credit earned.
2 The total 1,905 does not include 40 college graduates, in Law (28), Medicine (4), Mines

Engineering and Chemistry (4) and Business (4) who are also candidates for the degree of
A.M. or Ph.D.; it likewise does not include 690 candidates for a higher degree enrolled in

the Summer Session only.
'Does not include 1,683 candidates for a higher degree enrolled in the Summer Session

only.
4 177 College Seniors exercising a professional option are included in both the Columbia

College total and those of the respective professional schools, distributed as follows: Law
73, Medicine 43, Mines, Engineering and Chemistry 44, Business 8, Journalism 9. The
250 duplicates also include 73 who transferred at the mid-year from one school of the
University to another.
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TABLE II

STATISTICS OF REGISTRATION BY SESSIONS, I923-I924

Resident Students

Undergraduate Students:
Columbia College
Barnard College
University Undergraduates

Graduate and Professional Students:
Graduate Faculties
School of Law
School of Medicine
Schools of Mines, Engineering and Chemistry.
School of Architecture
School of Journalism
School of Business
School of Dentistry

Tparhpr? CnlWo/ Sch°ol of Educationleachers College
| School of Practicai Arts .

.

College of Pharmacy
Unclassified University Students

University Extension

Gross Totals

.

Duplicate Registrations.

Net Total for the Year. .

.

1923
Summer
Session

347
100
23

17
13
13
90
1

3.116

2

7,669

12,675

Winter
Session

892
59

1,725
661
386
220
74

172
280
542

3,934

827
148

7.327

19,116

Spring
Session

866
66

1,672
642
381
209
74

148
278
532

3,797

827
126

5,982

17,461

Gross
Totals

4.077
1,858
148

4.494
1,489
768
446
161.

333
648

1,075

10,847

1,656
7,943

13,309

49,252

16,483

32,769
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TABLE III

REGISTRATION AT COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, IN ALL FACULTIES, DURING THE
ACADEMIC YEARS, I914-I915 TO I923-I924

Resident Students

Faculties

1/}
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TABLE IV

DUPLICATE REGISTRATIONS BETWEEN THE SUMMER SESSION OF 1 923
AND THE ACADEMIC YEAR I923-I924

A. Students of the Summer Session Who Returned in the Winter or Spring Sessions
of 1923-1924

SCHOOL OR FACULTY TO WHICH THEY RETURNED

Architecture
Barnard College
School of Business
Columbia College
School of Dental and Oral Surgery
Graduate Faculties (Political Science, Philoso-

phy and Pure Science)
Journalism
Law
Medical School
Schools of Mines, Engineering and Chemistry

.

Teachers College:
Education
School of Practical Arts
College of Pharmacy

University Undergraduate
University Extension

Total.

Men

65
28S

6

299
15

156

178
17

16
250

Women

99
5

178

384
277

Total

13
99
70

407
23

156
19
47

562
294

3
17

194

2,496

B. Matriculated Graduate Students of the Summer Session of 1923 Who Did or Who
Did Not Return in the Spring or Winter Sessions of 1923-1924

FACULTIES
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TABLE V

CLASSIFICATION OF STUDENTS IN THE SCHOOLS OF MINES,
ENGINEERING AND CHEMISTRY

DEPARTMENTS

Chemical Engineering.

.

Civil Engineering
Electrical Engineering.

.

Industrial Engineering. .

Mechanical Engineering
Metallurgy
Mining Engineering. . . .

Total
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TABLE VII

307

CLASSIFICATION OF CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREES OF MASTER OF ARTS

MASTER OF LAWS, MASTER OF SCIENCE AND DOCTOR OF PHDLOSOPHY

A. By Primary Registration

1923-1924
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TABLE VIII

SUBJECTS OF MAJOR INTEREST OF STUDENTS REGISTERED FOR THE
HIGHER DEGREES (EXCLUSIVE OF SUMMER SESSION)

o iso to

a's

.•a
m C
S d

SUBJECTS

d a;

2-3
*~

•3 2at

Anatomy
Anthropology
Architecture
Bacteriology
Biological Chemistry.
Botany
Business
Civil Engineering. . .

Chemical Engineering
Chemistry
Chinese
Economics
Education and Practi-

cal Arts
Electrical Engineering
English and Compara-

tive Literature
Geography
Geology
German
Greek
History
Indo-Iranian
Industrial Engineering
Journalism
Latin
Mathematics
Mechanical Engineer-

ing
Metallurgy
Philosophy (including

Ethics)
Physics
Physiology
Psychology
Public Law and Com-

parative Jurispru-
dence

Romance Languages.

.

Semitic Languages.. .

.

Slavonic Languages. .

.

Social Science
Zoology

Total 1.905

169
3

178

369

7

253

99
56
5

115

80
142
20

3
108
47

38

38

30
to

13
170

178

2,029
25

7
253

s
2

24
SO
51

99
56
7

115

118
142
20
3

108
47
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TABLE Will—{Continued)

B. SUMMARY BY DIVISIONS (EXCLUSIVE OF SUMMER SESSION)

FACULTIES

a a
oj ctf a;

"32 s

.S 2

WO

T)
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TABLE IX

RESIDENCE OF STUDENTS

SO

01



1 897- 1 898

1923-1924

Geographical Distribution of Students
(1923-1924 is inclusive of 1923 Summer Session, but not of University Extension)



COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

Grand Net Total, including Summer Session and University Extension

1914-1915 to 1923-1924

Number
ofStudents
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TABLE IX—(Continued)

311

DO
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TABLE IX—(Continued)
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TABLE X

313

RESIDENCE OF THE STUDENTS OF THE ENTIRE UNIVERSITY (EXCLUDING

SUMMER SESSION AND UNIVERSITY EXTENSION) FOR THE PAST TEN YEARS

I/}
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TABLE X—(Continued)

r^
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TABLE X

—

(Continued)

tr-
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TABLE XI

DEGREES AND DIPLOMAS GRANTED, I923-I924

A. Degrees conferred in course:
Bachelor of Architecture
Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Laws
Bachelor of Literature
Bachelor of Science (Business)
Bachelor of Science (Dentistry)
Bachelor of Science (Practical Arts)
Bachelor of Science (University Course)
Chemical Engineer
Civil Engineer
Electrical Engineer
Engineer of Mines
Mechanical Engineer
Metallurgical Engineer
Doctor of Dental Surgery
Doctor of Medicine
Doctor of Philosophy
Master of Arts (Political Science, Philosophy, Pure

Science)
Master of Arts (Education and Practical Arts)
Master of Laws
Master of Science (Applied Science)
Master of Science (Architecture)
Master of Science (Business)
Master of Science (journalism)
Master of Science (Education and Practical Arts). .

.

Pharmaceutical Chemist

Total
Deduct duplicates 1

Total individuals receiving degrees in course

B. Honorary Degrees:
Doctor of Laws
Doctor of Letters
Total

C. Certificates and Teachers College Diplomas Granted:
Certificate of Proficiency in Journalism
Certificate in Business (University Extension)
Certificate in Optometry ,

Certificate in Secretarial Studies (Business)
Certificate in Secretarial Studies (University Exten

sion)
Bachelor's Diploma in Education
Doctor's Diploma in Education
Master's Diploma in Education

Total

Total degrees and diplomas granted
Deduct duplicates2

Total individuals receiving degrees and diplomas

Men

9
393
175
26
83
8

34
14
17
7

7

4
8
1

157
77

III

248
339

3
37
I

15
6

10

1,790
9

1,781

7

31

180

24S

2,043
169

1,874

17
13

476
3

247
546

3
14
I

1,545
4

1,541

30
268

301

610

2,155
522

1.633

Total

n
570
175
43
96
8

5io
17
17
7

7

4

165
88

137

495
885

3
37
I

16
9

14
II

3,335
13

3,322

3
7

36
6

30
290

855

4,198
691

3,507

1 Distributed as follows: A.B. and A.M., 3 men; B.S. (Teachers College and A.M., 4
women; LL.B. and A.M., 4 men; M.D. and A.M., 1 man; A.B. and B.Lit., 1 man.

•In addition to those noted under Note 1 (13) the following duplications occur: (678,
160 men, 518 women) A.B. and Teachers College Diploma, 2 men, 4 women; B.S. and
Teachers College Diploma, 12 men, 260 women; A.M. and Teachers College Diploma, 144
men, 253 women; Ph.D. and Teachers College Diploma, 2 men; M.S. and Teachers College
Diploma, 1 woman.
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TABLE XII

NUMBER OF DEGREES AND DIPLOMAS GRANTED, I914-I915 TO I923-I924

10vO

a 01

vO t"» t^OO 00 Ol

0\ o

A. Degrees conferred in course
Bachelor of Arts (men) . .

.

Bachelor of Arts (women)

.

Bachelor of Laws
Bachelor of Science

(Columbia College)
Bachelor of Science

(Barnard College)
Bachelor of Science

(Teachers College)
Bachelor of Science in

Practical Arts
Bachelor of Science

(Business)
Bachelor of Science

(Dentistry)
Bachelor of Science

(Pharmacy)
Bachelor of Science

(Medicine)
Bachelor of Science

(University Course) ....
Bachelor of Architecture .

.

Bachelor of Music
Bachelor of Literature ....
Chemist
Chemical Engineer
Civil Engineer
Doctor of Dental Surgery.
Electrical Engineer
Engineer of Mines
Mechanical Engineer
Metallurgical Engineer . .

.

Doctor of Medicine
Pharmaceutical Chemist. .

.

Doctor of Pharmacy
Master of Arts
Master of Laws
Master of Arts

(Teachers College)
Master of Science

(Applied Science)
Master of Science

(Architecture)
Master of Science

(Business)
Master of Science

(Journalism)
Master of Science

(Practical Arts)
Doctor of Philosophy
Total

Deduct duplicates
Total individuals receiving

degrees

B. Honorary degrees:
Master of Arts
Doctor of Science
Doctor of Letters
Doctor of Sacred Theology
Doctor of Laws
Total

105
141
135

85

357

19

633

71
1,814

13

1.801

101
112
134

75

6

1

\ 337

407

226

1.737
21

1,716

125
136
165

326

24
3

90
15

389
3

82
1,992

136
142
54

76

IS

118
6

281
3

306

4
83

1,625
3

1,622

104
137
44

49

4

138

241
3

9
52

1,466

4

1,462

237
139

45

4
3
7
3

101
15

403

423

4

6
69

2,1

2,097

284
168
108

52

17
2

6
7
6
2

117
13

381
I

442

17

82
2,311

315
151
174

428

55

9
4

II

3
68
9

448

535

15

81
2,525

19

2,506

348
157
157

467

114

3

9
9

49

17
I

4
9
4
3
6

95
7

522
4

677

27

14
107

2,847
19

2,828

393
177
175

510

96

43

17
7

165
7
4

495
3

37

16

9

14
137

3,335
13

3,322
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TABLE XII—(Continued)
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TABLE XIII

319

A. MAJOR INTEREST OF RECIPIENTS OF HIGHER DEGREES, I923-I924,

EXCLUSIVE OF THE MASTER'S DEGREES IN EDUCATION
AND PRACTICAL ARTS

Subjects of

Major Interest

A.M.

Men Women

Anatomy
Anthropology
Architecture
Bacteriology
Biological Chemistry.

.

Botany
Business
Chemical Engineering
Chemistry
Classical Philology:

Latin
Education and Practi-

cal Arts
Electrical Engineering
English and Compara-

tive Literature
Geography
Geology
Germanic Languages.

.

Government
History
Indo-Iranian
Industrial Engineering
Journalism
Mathematics
Mechanical Engineer-

ing
Metallurgy
Music
Philosophy
Physics
Physiology
Political Economy
Psychology
Public Law and Juris
prudence

Romance Languages . .

Semitics
Slavonic Languages .

.

Social Science
Zoology

Total

.

Men Women

46

247

Ph.D.

Men Women

26

M.S. LL.M.

Men Women

Total

Men Women
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TABLE XIII—(Continued)

B. HIGHER DEGREES GRANTED UNDER EACH FACULTY

Faculties
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TABLE XIV

321

CLASSIFICATION OF STUDENTS ATTENDING ONE OR MORE COURSES OF
INSTRUCTION IN THE VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS

3 t-

1)
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TABLE XIV—(Continued)
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TABLE XV

323

AGGREGATE ATTENDANCE IN ALL COURSES, I923-I924 (EXCLUDING COURSES

IN THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, SCHOOL OF DENTAL AND ORAL SURGERY,

SUMMER SESSION, UNIVERSITY EXTENSION, TEACHERS COLLEGE,

BARNARD COLLEGE AND THE COLLEGE OF PHARMACY)

Number of
Half-Year
Courses

Number of
Registrations

Department

Agriculture
Anthropology
Architecture
Astronomy
Botany
Business:
Accounting
Advertising
Banking
Economics
Finance
Geography
Insurance
Law
Marketing
Mathematics
Personnel
Statistics
Stenography and Typewriting
Transportation

Chemical Engineering
Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Contemporary Civilization
Economics and Finance (including Statistics)
Electrical Engineering . .

.
".

Engineering Drafting
English and Comparative Literature
Fine Arts
Geology
Germanic Languages and Literatures
Greek and Latin:

Classical Civilization
Classical Philology
Greek
Latin

History
Industrial Engineering
Journalism
Mathematics
Mechanical Engineering
Metallurgy
Mineralogy
Mining
Music
Oriental Languages:

Chinese
Egyptian
Indo-Iranian
Semitic Languages

Philosophy
Physical Education (including Hygiene)
Physics (including Mechanics)
Private Law
Psychology

3
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TABLE XV— {Continued)

Department

Public Law, Government and Jurisprudence
Government
Jurisprudence
Public Law

Religion
Romance Languages and Literatures:

Celtic
French
Italian
Spanish

Slavonic Languages:
General Slavonics
Russian

Social Science
Zoology
Miscellaneous:

General Honors

Total

Number of
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UNIVERSITY EXTENSION
1923-1924

A. STUDENTS CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO SEX

325
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UNIVERSITY EXTENSION

E. STUDENTS CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO RESIDENCE

New York City:
Manhattan and Bronx
Brooklyn
Queens
Richmond
New York State (outside New York City).
New Jersey

Morning-
side

Extra-
Mural

Totals

.

Other States and Territories:
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia

.

Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
Mississippi
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire ....
New Mexico
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Philippines
Porto Rico
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Total

.

5,178
1,189
270
73

890
1,006

8,606

268
5

16
9
16
11

24
18
US
35
29
19
7

II

16
3

52
4
5

120
4

II
16
16

37
4

38
217

613
1,047

27

294

Home
Study

Total

3,056

112
42

246

4
34
1

5
6
9

o
29
17
13
6

4
4
14

7
43
8

4
05

7

9
3
3

JO

776

5,286
1,419
277
77

1,615
2,095

IO,76q

14
I

5
4
44
12

573
6

311
16
25
2

7

64
35
29
15
27
21
33
29

219
53
41
36
10

15

4
30

9
699

5
II

23
25
4
14
63
5

14
30
19
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UNIVERSITY EXTENSION

E. RESIDENCE OTHER STATES AND TERRITORIES

—

(Continued)

Foreign Countries:
Argentina
Australia
Austria
British West Indies
Canada
Central America . . .

China
Cuba
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
Egypt
England
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
India
Japan
Mexico
New Zealand
Norway
Nova Scotia
Panama
Peru
Rumania
Russia
Scotland
Siam
South America
South Africa
Switzerland
Turkey
Venezuela

Total

Grand Total . .

Morning-
side

156

9,857

Extra-
Mural

3,056

3,056

Home
Study

5i

827

Total

61

31
3
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UNIVERSITY EXTENSION

F. AGGREGATE ATTENDANCE ON COURSES

Subject

Accounting
Administration
Advertising
Agriculture
Anthropology
Architecture
Armenian
Astronomy
Auto-Engineering
Banking
Biology
Bookkeeping
Botany
Bulgarian
Business English
Chemical Engineering . .

Chemistry
Chinese
Civil Engineering
Clothing
Comparative Literature.
Cookery
Czeckoslovak
Drafting
Drawing
Economics
Education
Electrical Engineering. .

English
Filing
Finance
Fine Arts
French
Geography
Geology
German
Government
Greek
Health Education
History
Hungarian
Hygiene
Industrial Engineering.

.

Insurance
Irish
Italian
Japanese
Journalism
Latin
Law
Marketing
Mathematics
Metal Working
Mineralogy
Motion Pictures
Music
Neurology
Nursing
Nutrition
Optometry

Number of Half-Year
Courses

Morn-
ingside

2 5

7
rg

7
5

20

106

38
7
7

1

6

14
5

27

4

Extra-
Mural Total

25
7

19

25
7
S

26

3
17
40

42
7
7

20

14
S

27

4

Number of Registrations

Morn-
ingside

1,265
18

784
92
2

1,044
1

73
3i
138
15

164
147

2

420
24

715
17

77
147
657
66
3

77
52

949

206
7.433

29
341
II

1,959
180
93
556
320
38
2

2,241
6

69
118
85
5

141
9
86

173
678
156

1,213

4
18

44
180
67
23
6

574

Extra-
Mural

>X<>

82

38
2,693

328
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UNIVERSITY EXTENSION

F. AGGREGATE ATTENDANCE ON COURSES

—

{Continued)

Subject

Oral Hygiene
Personnel
Philosophy
Photoplay Composition
Phonetics
Physical Education
Physical Training
Physics
Physiology
Polish
Portuguese
Psychology
Public Law
Rumanian
Russian
Salesmanship
Science of Language
Secretarial Correspondence.

.

Semitic
Serbian
Slavonic
Sociology
Spanish
Speech
Statistics
Stenography
Structural Mechanics
Teachers College Chemistry.
Teachers College Drawing . .

Teachers College Fine Arts .

.

Teachers College Hygiene. .

.

Teachers College Music
Teachers College Textiles . . .

Textiles
Transportation
Typewriting
Typography
Zoology

Total 1,014

Number of Half-Year
Courses

Morn-
ingside

25
6
5

24
3

28
4i

9

6
6
7

47
6
17

3

Extra-
Mural Total

24
3

29
41
9

6
6
7

47
6

Number of Registrations

Morn-
ingside

1.051
27
814
120
148
218
55

237
198
16
3

1,322
160

3
56
195
12

162
5

538
1,322

34
32

48S
99
8

18
294

7
38
3

157
42

325
108
213

1,087 \32,57*

Extra-
Mural

4,460

Total

1,051
27

218
55

389
198
16
3

1,322
160

3
56

195
12

162

5

609
1,322

34
32

485
99

294
7

69
3

157
42

325
108
560

37.040
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UNIVERSITY EXTENSION

G. AGGREGATE ATTENDANCE ON HOME STUDY COURSES

Subject

Agriculture
Astronomy
Banking
Biblical Literature
Bookkeeping
Business
Business English
Church History
Comparative Literature. . .

Drafting
Economics
English
French
German
Government
Greek
History
Italian
Latin
Mathematics
Philosophy
Photoplay Composition. . .

Psychology
Rumanian
Scoutmastership
Secretarial Correspondence
Spanish
Sociology
Typewriting
Typography

Total

Number of
Courses

Number of
Registrations

3
95
IS
3
2

3
13

302
32

14
49
I

213
17
24

Q38
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SUMMER SESSION, 1924

SUMMER SESSION ENROLLMENT

331

1 900-1 924

Year
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SUMMER SESSION, 1924

Classification Numbers Percentages

a. Students Classified According to Sex
Men
Women

Total

b. Students Classified as Old and New
Previously registered

New Students

Total

c. Students Classified According to Faculties
I. Non-Matriculated

II- Matriculated

1. Columbia
a. Columbia College
b. University Undergraduates

2. Barnard College
3. Mines, Engineering and Chemistry
4. Law
5. Medicine
6. Architecture
7. Political Science
8. Philosophy
9. Pure Science

10. Ph.D. in Education
11. Business
12. Journalism
13. Dentistry
14. Pharmacy
15. Teachers College

a. Undergraduates
b. Graduates
c. Unclassified

Total I and II

Students Classified According to Teaching Positions
I. Not engaged in Teaching

II. Engaged in Teaching

Elementary Schools
Secondary Schools
Higher Educational Institutions
Normal Schools
Industrial Schools
Principals
Assistant Principals
Supervisors
Superintendents
Special Teachers
Private School Teachers . .

Librarians
Technical Schools
Vocational Schools
Hospital
State Inspector
Private Teachers
Business Schools
Institutes

Total I and II »

4,041
8.875

I2,Ql6

5,946
6,970

I2,gi6

7.321
5.595

12,016

303
37
112
17

155
o

23
300
558
234
92
73
22

1,040
2,207
420

12,016

4,387
8,529

I2,gi6
3,210
2,901
733
226

o
484
19

205
224
204
150

4
4

44
44
2

28
8

39

12,Ql6

31.29
68.71

46.04
53-96

56.68
43.32

33-97
66.03
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SUMMER SESSION, 1924

Classification
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SUMMER SESSION, 1924

Classification

Western Division:
Arizona
California
Colorado
Idaho
Montana
Nevada
New Mexico. .

.

Oregon
Utah
Washington. . .

Wyoming

Numbers

Total Western Division

.

Insular and Non-Contiguous Territories:

Hawaiian Islands
Alaska
Porto Rico
Philippine Islands
Canal Zone

Total Insular and Non-Contiguous Territories.

Totals (United Slates)

Foreign Countries:
Austria
Belgium
Brazil
British Guiana
Bulgaria
Canada
Chile
Ceylon
China
Columbia
Cuba
Czechoslovakia ....
Denmark
Dominican Republic.
Ecuador
Egypt
England
Finland
France
Germany
Holland
Hungary
India
Italy
Jamaica—B.W.I
Japan
Jugoslavia
Korea
Mexico
Monaco
Newfoundland
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Norway
Palestine
Panama
Persia
Peru
Poland
Rumania
Russia
South Africa
Straits Settlements . .

Switzerland
Syria
Trinidad
Turkey
West Africa

Total Foreign Countries.

14
113
73

3<S

00

12,565

130
4

Percentages

.70

07-28
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SUMMER SESSION, 1924

F. STUDENTS CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO DEGREES HELD

7,085 degrees are held by 5,815 of the students as follows:

335

Degree
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SUMMER SESSION, 1924

Subjects

g. Aggregate Attendance on
Courses:

Accounting.
Administration
Advertising
Anatomy
Anthropology
Architecture
Astronomy
Bacteriology
Banking
Biochemistry
Biology
Bookkeeping
Botany
Business English
Cancer Research
Chemical Engineering ....
Chemistry
T. C. Chemistry
Chinese
Clothing
Comparative Literature. .

.

Contemporary Civilization
Cookery
T. C. Drawing
Economics
Education
Electrical Engineering. . . .

Engineering Drafting
English
Esperanto
Finance
Fine Arts
French
Geography
Geology
German
Government
Greek
Household Economics. . . .

History
Hygiene
Italian
Japanese
Journalism
Latin
Law
Library Economy
Marketing
Mathematics
Metallurgy
Metalworking
Music
T. C. Music
Neurology
Nursing
Nutrition
Parliamentary Law
Penmanship
Personnel
Philosophy
Phonetics
Photoplay Composition . . .

Physical Education

Number of
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337

Subjects

Physical Training
Physics
T. C. Physics
Physiology
Portuguese
Practice of Medicine
Psychology
Public Health
Public Law
Religion
Russian
Salesmanship
Secretarial Correspondence
Social Science
Sociology
Spanish
Speech
Statistics
Stenography
Textiles
Typewriting
Zoology

Total 830

Number of



STATISTICS REGARDING THE TEACHING AND
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF FOR THE

ACADEMIC YEAR 1923-1924

Summary of Officers

[See p. 48]

Vacancies

By Death, Resignation, Retirement, or Expiration of Term of Appoint-

ment, occurring, unless otherwise indicated, on June 30, 1924

Raymond M. Alden, A.M., Litt.D., Visiting Professor of English

Charles E. Allen, Ph.D., Visiting Professor of Botany

Mrs. Ruth R. Atterbury, Ph.D., Instructor in Histology

Vernon A. Ayer, M.D., Assistant in Medicine

Pierre de Bacourt, B.-en-D., Assistant Professor of French

[Died March 29, 1924]

Adams Bailey, D.D.S., Lecturer in Operative Dentistry

Edmund J. Barach, D.D.S., Assistant in Operative Dentistry

[September 1, 1923]

Jay F. Barth, D.D.S., Lecturer in Crown and Bridgework

Mrs. Martha C. Bennett, A.M., Research Assistant in Zoology

Catharine Blood, B.S., Assistant in Botany (Barnard College)

Santa Borghese, Lecturer in Romance Languages (Barnard College)

[February 1, 1924]

J. Floyd Bowman, M.D., Instructor in Clinical Laryngology and Otology

[Died November 28, 1923]

Lyman C. Boynton, B.S., Research Assistant in Food Chemistry

Samuel Brock, M.D., Instructor in Neurology

Allan G. Brodie, D.D.S., Assistant in Operative Dentistry

Arthur E. Brooks, M.D., Assistant in Medicine

Walter R. Bryan, Ph.D., Lecturer in Greek and Latin

Mark Butler, M.D., Instructor in Pathology

Herbert S. Carter, Jr., A.B., Lecturer in English

Americo Castro, D.Litt., Visiting Professor of Spanish Literature

Henry Cave, M.D., Instructor in Surgery

Charles E. Clark, LL.B., Visiting Lecturer in Law
Roy B. Clark, A.M., Lecturer in English

[February 1, 1924]

F. Morris Class, M.D., Associate in Medicine

Philip Cohn, B.S., Assistant in Botany
Donald H. Cook, Ph.D., Instructor in Chemistry
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Virgil Damon, M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology

S. Ellsworth Davenport, Jr., D.M.D., Lecturer in Operative Dentistry

Roy F. Dibble, Ph.D., Instructor in English

Herbert Dittler, Associate in Music

Willet L. Eccles, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry

George W. Edwards, Ph.D., Lecturer in Banking

Helen Emmons, A.B., Assistant in Medicine

Ralph L. Evans, A.B., Lecturer in Chemistry

William Ferguson, M.D., Instructor in Clinical Laryngology and Otology

[Died February 2, 1924]

Katharine A. Fisher, A.M., Assistant Professor of Household Arts

(Teachers College)

Cecil G. Fletcher, D.M.D., Lecturer in Operative Dentistry

Wanda Fraiken, A.M., Assistant in English

Harold deW. Fuller, Ph.D., Associate in Journalism

Alexander S. Galajikian, A.B., Instructor in Physics

Robert E.-Goldsby, B.S., Assistant to the Dean of the Law School

[February 19, 1924]

Louis Greenberg, M.D., Instructor in Clinical Laryngology and Otology

Louis Gross, M.D., Associate in Bacteriology

James Gutmann, A.M., Lecturer in Philosophy

Harvey R. Halsey, Assistant in Zoology

C. Riley Haskell, D.D.S., Lecturer in Prosthetic Dentistry

Whitton R. Hatfield, D.D.S., Lecturer in Prosthetic Dentistry

Lucy J. Hayner, A.M., Assistant in Physics

Elizabeth L. Hazen, A.M., Assistant in Bacteriology

Raymond M. Herrick, A.M., Instructor in English

John V. Hibbard, M.D., Instructor in Urology

[January I, 1924]

Carl E. Hillers, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry

Albert F. Hinrichs, Ph.D., Instructor in Economics

William J. Hoag, D.D.S., Lecturer in Operative Dentistry

L. Emmett Holt, M.D., Emeritus Professor of Diseases of Children

[Died January 14, 1924]

Horace H. Hopkins, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry

Hannes Hoving, D.D.S., Assistant in Oral Surgery

Wioza L. Howard, M.D., Assistant in Medicine

Mary Leland Hunt, Ph.D., Assistant in English

[January 1, 1924]

Shigemitsu Itami, M.D., Assistant in Cancer Research

C. Victor Johnston, D.M.D., Lecturer in Operative Dentistry

Henry S. Kane, A.B., Assistant in Geology

Orange R. Kelley, D.D.S., Lecturer in Prosthetic Dentistry

Edward A. Kilinski, A.M., Assistant in Geology (Barnard College)

Cecil V. King, A.M., Assistant in Chemistry
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Serge A. Korff, LL.D., D.C.L., Professor of the History of Eastern

Europe

[Died March 7, 1924]

Raymond W. Lewis, M.D., Instructor in Anatomy and in Surgery

Mrs. N. W. Liggett, A.B., Bursar of Barnard College

Joseph Lintz, M.D., Assistant in Clinical Pathology

Thomas Ollive Mabbott, Ph.D., Assistant in English

C. Franklin MacDonald, D.M.D., Lecturer in Operative Dentistry

Charles M. McKinlay, M.D., Instructor in Diseases of Children

[April 16, 1924]

Florence L. MacLeod, A.M., Assistant in Food Chemistry

Katherine E. MacMahon, Ph.B., B.Lit., Instructor in Journalism

[Died November 9, 1924]

Alexander S. Manne, M.D., Assistant in Medicine

[October 1, 1924]

Gustave R. Manning, M.D., Assistant in Diseases of Children

Ralph E. Mayer, C.E., Professor of Engineering Drafting

[Died January 23, 1924]

J. Lloyd Mecham, A.M., Instructor in History

Marguerite Mespoulet, Lecturer in Romance Languages (Barnard

College)

Rachel V. Metcalf, A.B., Assistant in Zoology (Barnard College)

Howard A. Meyerhoff, A.M., Curator in Palaeontology

Mark C. Mills, A.B., Lecturer in Business Administration

Dana P. Mitchell, B.S., Assistant in Physics

Vethake E. Mitchell, D.D.S., Assistant Professor of Prosthetic Dentistry

[February 1, 1924]

William E. Morgan, A.B., Instructor in Chemistry

Thomas Munro, Ph.D., Instructor in Economics

Harold Neuhof, M.D., Instructor in Surgery

Walter A. Nolander, D.D.S., Lecturer in Prosthetic Dentistry

Earl R. Norris, B.S., Assistant in Food Chemistry

Byron J. Oakes, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry

Mietchislav W. Openchowski, M.D., Instructor in Anatomy
Anders Orbeck, A.M., Instructor in English

Max Palinsky, M.D., Assistant in Medicine

Andrew R. Pearson, A.B., Lecturer in Economic Geography

Otto C. Pickhardt, M.D., Instructor in Anatomy
Edward D. Pollock, D.D.S., Lecturer in Operative Dentistry

Leo Gordon Pollock, D.D.S., Lecturer in Operative Dentistry

Lucius C. Porter, A.M., Dean Lung Professor of Chinese

Philip C. Potter, M.D., Instructor in Surgery

Neil Y. Priessman, S.B., Instructor in Physics

T. Mitchell Prudden, M.D., LL.D., Emeritus Professor of Pathology

[Died April 10, 1924]
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Abraham M. Rabiner, M.D., Instructor in Neurology

Edward H. Raymond, Jr., D.D.S., Professor of Oral Pathology and

Bacteriology

Paulette Regnaud, Lecturer in Romance Languages (Barnard College)

Thomas J. Riley, Ph.D., Lecturer in Economics (Barnard College)

Austin Flint Rogers, Ph.D., Associate in Mineralogy

[February I, 1924]

Scott Rowley, LL.B., Lecturer in Business Law
James P. Ruyl, Jr., D.D.S., Lecturer in Prosthetic Dentistry

Theodore M. Sanders, M.D., Instructor in Medicine

[February 15, 1924]

George J. Schreiber, Jr., D.D.S., Lecturer in Prosthetic Dentistry

Max L. Schuster, B.Lit., Associate in Journalism

Charles G. Seibert, D.D.S., Assistant in Operative Dentistry

Robert F. Sheldon, D.M.D., Lecturer in Prosthetic Dentistry

Benjamin Siegel, M.D., Assistant in Medicine

Philip Smith, M.D., Instructor in Psychiatry

[September 1, 1923]

Thayer Adams Smith, M.D., Instructor in Medicine

[January 1, 1924]

Harlan Fiske Stone, LL.B., LL.D., Kent Professor of Law and Dean of

the Law School

[April 7, 1924]

Elbridge Z. Stowell, M.S., Assistant in Physics

Fortunat Strowski, D. es L., Professor of French Literature

Richard H. Stucklen, D.M.D., Lecturer in Operative Dentistry

Walker E. Swift, M.D., Instructor in Surgery

[February 1, 1924]

Joseph Tenenbaum, M.D., Instructor in Urology

[January 1, 1924]

Arthur H. Terry, Jr., M.D., Instructor in Medicine

[January 1, 1924]

Harvey S. Thatcher, M.D., Instructor in Physiology

George A. Tracy Thompson, A.M., Instructor in History

Holland Thompson, Ph.D., Lecturer in History

Godfrey H. Thomson, Ph.D., D.Sc, Visiting Professor of Education in

Teachers College

Joseph Tulgan, Ph.D., Instructor in Physiology

Clifford B. Upton, A.M., Provost of Teachers College

Harry Weiss, Ph.D., Instructor in Bacteriology

William 0. Wentworth, E.E., Instructor in Electrical Engineering

Richard J. White, M.D., Instructor in Anatomy
[April 11, 1924]

Frank E. Williams, A.M., Lecturer in Economic Geography
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William H. Worrell, Ph.D., Gustav Gottheil Lecturer in Semitic Lan-

guages

Frank J. Wright, A.M., Associate in Physiography

William J. Youden, Jr., A.M., Assistant in Chemistry

Promotions

To take effect, unless otherwise indicated, July I,

From To

Instructor Assistant

Professor

Theodore Baumeister, Jr., M.E. Assistant Instructor

Name
George M. Allen, B.S.

B. Haggott Beckhart, A.M.

Dino Bigongiari, A.B.

Charles F. Bodecker, D.D.S.

Frank Callcott, Ph.D.

Thomas F. Carter, A.B.

John M. Chapman, Ph.D.

Henry T. Chickering, M.D.
Thomas F. Cloney, D.M.D.

Leon H. Cornwall, M.D.
Calvin B. Coulter, M.D.

George W. Cumbler, M.D.
Walter A. Curry, E. E.

Moses Diamond, D.D.S.

A. Raymond Dochez, M.D.

James L. Dohr, M.S.

Noel T. Dowling, LL.B.

Instructor Assistant

Professor

Assistant Associate

Professor Professor

Assistant Associate

Professor Professor

Instructor Assistant

Professor

Instructor Assistant

Professor

Instructor Assistant

Professor

Instructor Associate

Lecturer Assistant

Professor

Instructor Associate

Associate Associate

Professor

Assistant Instructor

Instructor Assistant

Professor

Lecturer Assistant

Professor

Associate Professor

Professor

Lecturer Assistant

Professor

Associate Professor

Professor

1924

Subject

Architecture

Mechanical

Engineering

Banking

Italian

Dental His-

tology and

Embryology

Spanish

Chinese

Banking

Medicine

Operative

Dentistry

Neurology

Bacteriology

Medicine

Electrical

Engineering

Operative

Dentistry

Medicine

Accounting

Law
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Name
Irwin Edman, Ph.D.

Edward P. Eglee, M.D.
Charles W. Everett, A.B.

Harold A. Fales, Ph.D.

Charles H. Farnsworth

Whxiam M. Gafafer, A.M.

John L. Gerig, Ph.D.

William K. Gregory, Ph.D.

Louis P. Hammett, Ph.D.

Thomas H. Harrington, C.E.

Frederick W. Hehre, E.E.

William W. Herrick, M.D.

Frederick W. J. Heuser, A.M.

Thomas M. Hill, A.M.
Frederick B. Humphreys, M.D.

Harold A. Iddles, M.S.

Huger W. Jervey, LL.B., D.C.L.

Franklin W. Johnson, A.M.

John L. Kantor, M.D.
John S. Karling, A.M.
Maxwell Karshan, A.M.

Edward F. Kern, Ph.D.

Paul F. Kerr, Ph.D.

From To Subject

Instructor Assistant Philosophy

Professor

Instructor Associate Medicine

Lecturer Instructor English

Assistant Associate Chemistry

Professor Professor

Associate
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Name From To Subject

George King, M.D.
ROLFE KlNGSLEY, M.D.
Charles W. Knapp, M.D.
[December I, 1923]

William J. Krefeld, C.E.

William S. Ladd, M.D.-

Victor K. LaMer, Ph.D.

Grace Langford, S.B.

Louise D. Larimore, A.M.

Shailer U. Lawton, M.D.
Alma deL. Le Due, Ph.D.

Hugh G. Lieber, A.B.

Edith M. Lincoln, M.D.

John B. Lynch, M.D.

John H. H. Lyon, Litt.D.

Charles J. McCarthy, E.E.

James H. McGregor, Ph.D.

Clarence A. Manning, Ph.D

Ruth B. Manser, A.B.

Carolina Marcial-Dorado, A.M.

Edgar G. Miller, Jr., Ph.D.

Henry F. Muller, Ph.D.

Foster Murray, M.D.
Mary Nevin

John E. Orchard, A.M.

Alwin M. Pappenheimer, M.D.

Instructor Associate Medicine

Instructor Associate Urology

Associate Assistant Clinical

Professor Medicine

Instructor Assistant Civil Engi-

Professor neering

Instructor Associate Medicine

Instructor Assistant Chemistry

Professor

Instructor Assistant Physics (Bar-

Professor nard College)

Assistant Instructor Pathology

[Public Health Administration]

Assistant Instructor Medicine

Instructor Assistant French (Bar-

Professor nard College)

Assistant Instructor Mathematics

Assistant Instructor Diseases of

Children

Instructor Assistant Ophthalmol-

Professor ogy

Assistant Associate English

Professor Professor

Assistant Instructor Electrical En-

gineering

Zoology

Slavonic

Languages

English (Bar-

nard College)

Spanish (Bar-

nard College)

Biological

Chemistry

French (Bar-

nard College)

Medicine

Bacteriology

Economic

Geography

Pathology

Associate Professor

Professor

Instructor Assistant

Professor

Lecturer Instructor

Associate

Assistant

Professor

Assistant

Professor

Instructor

Instructor

Instructor

Associate

Professor

Assistant

Professor

Associate

Professor

Associate

Professor

Associate

Assistant

Professor

Assistant

Professor

Professor
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Name From To

Helen H. Parkhurst, Ph.D.

Edwin W. Patterson, LL.B.

Houston Peterson, A.M.

George A. Pfeiffer, Ph.D.

Richard R. Powell, LL.B.

Edward H. Reisner, Ph.D.

Frank A. Ross, Ph.D.

Harold O. Rugg, Ph.D.

Irving J. Sands, M.D.
Herbert W. Schneider, Ph.D.

Joseph Schroff, M.D., D.D.S.

Max Schulman, M.D.

Robert L. Schuyler, Ph.D.

T. Clinton Taylor, Ph.D.

Mark A. Van Doren, Ph.D.

Karl M. Vogel, M.D.

Hermann T. Vulte, Ph.D.

Harold W. Webb, Ph.D.

Deane R. White, B.S.

Arnold Whitridge, A.M.

Herbert J. Wiener, M.D.

Instructor Assistant

Professor

Associate

Professor

Lecturer

Instructor

Associate

Professor

Associate

Professor

Professor

Instructor

Assistant

Professor

Professor

Professor

345

Subject

Philosophy

(Barnard

College)

Law

Philosophy

Mathematics

Instructor Assistant

Professor

Associate Professor

Professor

Instructor

Instructor

Lecturer

Associate

Associate

Professor

Instructor

Instructor

Assistant

Professor

Assistant

Professor

Assistant

Professor

Assistant

Lecturer

Associate

Assistant

Professor

Assistant

Professor

Assistant

Professor

Professor

Assistant

Professor

Assistant

Professor

Associate

Professor

Associate

Professor

Associate

Professor

.

Instructor

Instructor

Instructor Associate

Law

Education

(Teachers

College)

Sociology

Education

(Teachers

College)

Neurology

Philosophy

Oral

Pathology-

Clinical

Medicine

History

Chemistry

English

Clinical

Pathology

Household

Chemistry

(Teachers

College)

Physics

Physics

English (Bar-

nard College)

Medicine
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Name

Albert M. Wilbor, D.D.S.

Alphonse A. Wren, M.D.

Hessel E. Yntema, Ph., S.J.D.

From To Subject

Assistant Associate Prosthetic

Professor Professor Dentistry

Instructor Associate Urology

Assistant Associate Roman Law
Professor Professor and Compara-

tive Juris-

prudence

Changes of Title

To take effect, unless otherwise indicated, July i, 1924

Name
Helene Bieler, A.M.

William Campbell, Sc.D.

William B. Dunning, D.D.S.

Charles M. Ford, M.D.

Henry W. Gillett, D.M.D.

John M. Hanford, M.D.

Roy F. Layton, B.Sc.

Edwin J. Nestler, D.D.S.

George C. D. Odell, Ph.D.

J. Clayton Sharp, M.D.

From

Instructor in Ro-

mance Languages

and Literatures

Professor of Metal-

lurgy

Professor of Opera-

tive Dentistry

Associate Professor

of Dental Anatomy
and Histology

To

Instructor in

French (Bar-

nard College)

Howe Professor

of Metallurgy

Professor of

Theory and

Practice of

Dentistry

Associate Pro-

fessor of Anat-

omy and His-

tology

Professor of Theory Professor of

and Practice of Operative

Dentistry Dentistry

Associate in Surgery Instructor in

Surgery

Instructor in Physics Lecturer in

Physics

Assistant Professor Assistant Pro-

of Operative Dentistry fessor of Radi-

ology

Professor of English Professor of Dra-

matic Litera-

ture

Associate Professor Associate Pro-

of Dental fessor of Anat-

Anatomy omy and His-

tology
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Name
Henry C. Sherman, Ph.D.

William A. Shoudy, M.E.

Martin C. Tracy, D.M.D.

Rene E. G. Vaillant, A.M.
LL.M.

Jerome Zuckerman, M.D.

From

Professor of Food
Chemistry

Associate in Steam
Engineering

Assistant Professor

of Prosthetic Den-

tistry

Instructor in Ro-

mance Languages

and Literatures

Instructor in Diseases Assistant in

of Children Diseases of

Children

To

Mitchill Pro-

fessor of Chem-
istry

Associate in Me-
chanical Engi-

neering

Assistant Pro-

fessor of Opera-

tive Dentistry

Instructor in

French (Bar-

nard College)

Appointments

To take effect, unless otherwise indicated, on July i, 1924

Name
Anathon Aall
Thomas Alexander, Ph.D.

Adele Alfke, A.M.
Edward J. Allen
Charles E. Allen, Ph.D.

[February 1, 1924]

Hervey Allen, B.S.

Rubert S. Anderson, A.M.
Victor V. Anderson, M.D.

(October 1, 1924]

George C. Andrews, M.D.

James Waterhouse Angell, Ph.D
William A. Arata, D.D.S.

Louis S. Aronson, M.D.
Roy C. Avery, M.S.

George W. Bain, A.M.
Woolford B. Baker, M.S.

Esther L. Batchelder, B.S.

Joseph C. Bell, M.D.
[December I, 1924]

Louis Berman, M.D.

Office

Visiting Professor of Philosophy

Professor of Education (Teachers

College)

Lecturer in English (Barnard College)

Assistant in Economics

Visiting Professor of Botany

Instructor in English

Instructor in Physiology

Instructor in Psychiatry

Instructor in Dermatology and Syphi-

lology

Lecturer in Economics

Assistant in Oral Surgery

Instructor in Neurology

Assistant Professor of Bacteriology

Assistant in Geology

Assistant in Zoology

Assistant in Food Chemistry

Assistant in Medicine

Associate in Biological Chemistry
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Name
Frank B. Berry, M.D.
Francis T. Bitter, A.B.

George E. Bock, M.E.
Frank Fraser Bond, B.Lit.

William J. Bonisteel, Ph.D.

Rachel Bowling, A.B.

[October 15, 1924]

Leslie V. Braithwaite, A.M.
Charles E. Braun, A.M.
Eliza R. Butler, A.B.

[October 1, 1924]

Charles K. Cabeen, M.S.

Herbert S. Carter, Jr., A.B.

[February 1, 1924]

Adelaide T. Case, Ph.D.

Herbert E. Chamberlain, M.D.
Andrew C. Y. Cheng, A.M., M.T
Mildred Codding

Robert F. Collins, A.M.

Jean Corwin, M.D.
Albert L. Cru, B. es L.

Ralph B. Crum, A.M.
Charles S. Danzer, M.D.

[October 1, 1924]

Leonard T. Davidson, M.D.
Horace B. Davis, A.B.

M. Evelyn Dilley, A.M.
Walter F. Duggan, A.B.

Halbert L. Dunn, Ph.D.

[December 1, 1923]

Peter W. Dykema

William F. Ehret, B.S.

Forest C. Ensign, Ph.D.

Charles W. Everett, A.B.

[February 1, 1924]

Helen Fairbanks
[September 15, 1924]

Office

Instructor in Anatomy and in Surgery

Assistant in Physics

Assistant in Mechanical Engineering

Associate in Journalism

Assistant Professor of Materia Med-
ica (College of Pharmacy)

Research Assistant in Zoology

Assistant in Chemistry

Assistant in Chemistry

Head of Johnson Hall

Assistant in Mineralogy

Lecturer in English

Assistant Professor of Education

(Teachers College)

Instructor in Psychiatry

. Lecturer in Chinese

Assistant in Zoology (Barnard Col-

lege)

Assistant in Geology (Barnard Col-

lege)

Assistant in Medicine

Assistant Professor of French
(Teachers College)

Instructor in English

Instructor in Medicine

Assistant in Diseases of Children

Instructor in Economics

Assistant in English

Instructor in Physiology

Assistant in Medicine

Visiting Professor of Music Educa-

tion (Teachers College)

Assistant in Chemistry

Visiting Professor of Education,

Spring Session (Teachers College)

Lecturer in English

Research Assistant in Geology
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Name
John A. Fitch, A.B.

Frederick B. Flinn, Ph.D.

Virginia K. Frantz, M.D.
Isaac J. Furman, M.D.

Antoine M. Gaudin, E.M.

Grace V. Gorham, A.B.

David M. Grayzel, Ch.E.

Leah Gregg

Gladwyn K. Gregory, Ph.D.

[February i, 1925]

Harry Greisman, M.D.
[February 15, 1924]

M. R. Millie Griffiths, A.M.

Louis Gross, M.D.
[January 1, 1924]

Stanley Hart, A.B.

Ralph C. Hartsough, A.M.
Leroy L. Hartman, D.D.S.

[November 1, 1924]

Chilsen B. Haviland, B.Sc.

[January I, 1924]

Elizabeth L. Hazen, A.M.
[January 1, 1924]

Ellwood Hendrick, D.Sc.

Charles W. Hlavac, D.D.S.

Lewis Hodous, A.B., B.D.

Hedwig H. Hoffman
James Ramsay Hunt, M.D.

[January 1, 1924]

Herbert F. Jackson, M.D.
Charles L. Janssen, M.D.

[April 1, 1924]

Eric R. Jette, Ph.D.

F. Elmer Johnson, M.D.
[November 1, 1923]

Karl Kayan, A.B.

Mrs. Romola L. Keeler, A.M.
[January 1, 1924]

Office

Lecturer in Economics

Assistant Professor of Physiology

Instructor in Surgery

Associate Clinical Professor of Psy-

chiatry

Lecturer in Mining

Assistant in Geology (Barnard Col-

lege)

Assistant in Biological Chemistry

Instructor in Physical Education

(Barnard College)

Lecturer in Vertebrate Palaeontology

Instructor in Medicine

Assistant in History (Barnard Col-

lege)

Associate in Bacteriology

Instructor in Fine Arts

Assistant in Physics

Associate Professor of Operative

Dentistry

Assistant in Bacteriology

Assistant in Bacteriology

Curator of Chandler Chemical Mu-
seum
Assistant in Oral Surgery

Lecturer on Chinese Religion

Lecturer in German (Barnard College)

Clinical Professor of Neurology

Assistant in Diseases of Children

Instructor in Surgery

Instructor in Chemistry

Instructor in Diseases of Children

Research Assistant in Mechanical

Engineering

Assistant in Bacteriology
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Name
James P. Kelleher, M.D.

L. Gail Kennedy, A.B.

Christopher L. Kenny, B.S.

Paul F. Kerr, Ph.D.

BURDETTE I. KlNNE, A.M.

Emil G. H. Kraeling, Ph.D.

Henry Ladd, B.Litt.

Emily G. Lambert, A.B.

[June I, 1924]

Louise D. Larimore, M.D.

[November 1, 1923]

Philippe de La Rochelle, B.esL.

Paul Laumonier

Shailer U. Lawton, M.D.

Prescott Lecky, A.M.

J. G. Clemenceau LeClercq, A.M.

Thomas R. LeCompte, M.S.

Frank H. Lee, A.B.

Vernon W. Lemmon, A.M.
Karl N. Llewellyn, LL.B., J.D.

Robert F. Loeb, M.D.
Mrs. Clara L. Lynch, B.Litt.

[November 1, 1924]

Carleton J. Lynde, Ph.D.

William \V. Macalpine, B.S.

Edith H. MacArthur, A.M.

John D. McCarthy, M.D.
Helen McClees, Ph.D.

Charles C. McCoy, M.D.
[October 1, 1924]

Eugene McDermott, M.E.

[January 1, 1924]

Frank J. McGowan, Jr., M.D.
Robert B. McGraw, M.D.
Rustin McIntosh, M.D.
[November 1, 1923]

Nicholas McD. McKnight, A.B.

[February 1, 1924]

Mary MacLachlan, M.D.

Jay McLean, M.D.
[April 1, 1924]

Office

Instructor in Psychiatry

Lecturer in Philosophy

Assistant in Chemistry

Instructor in Mineralogy

Instructor in French

Lecturer in Semitic Languages

Instructor in English

Bursar of Barnard College

Assistant in Public Health Adminis-

tration

Lecturer in French

Professor of French Literature, Spring

Session

Instructor in Histology

Instructor in Psychology-

Instructor in French

Assistant in Food Chemistry

Instructor in Engineering Drafting

Assistant in Psychology

Lecturer in Law
Associate in Medicine

Lecturer in Journalism

Professor of Physics (Teachers Col-

lege)

Assistant in Physics

Research Assistant in Food Chemistry

Instructor in Psychiatry

Instructor in Greek and Latin

Assistant in Medicine

Assistant in Physics

Instructor in Anatomy and in Surgery

Instructor in Psychiatry

Assistant in Diseases of Children

Secretary of Appointments

Instructor in Psychiatry

Instructor in Surgery
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Name
Grace MacLeod, A.M.

Roswell F. Magill, J.D.

Paul DeVries Manning, M.S.

Nicholas N. Martinovitch, Ph

Edwin B. Matzke, A.B.

Frank A. Melton, Ph.D.

Marguerite Mespoulet
[February 1, 1924]

Mark C. Mills, A.B.

[February 1, 1924]

Dana P. Mitchell A.B.

John F. Moore, M.D.

Eugenio d'A. Moreira, E.E.

Paul R. Mort, A.M.

Mrs. Lois C. Mossman, A.M.

Harry A. Murray, Jr., M.S.

Howard K. Nixon, A.B.

Peter H. Odegard, A.M.
A. Ray Olpin, A.B.

Charles Packard, Ph.D.

Beryl H. Paige, A.M.
Irving H. Pardee, M.D.
Julia T. Parker

Jal D. C. Pavry, A.M.
Earle K. Paxton, A.M.
Allon Peebles, A.B.

Osborn P. Perkins, M.D.
[October 1, 1924]

Alfred Polgar, M.D.
[October 1, 1924]

Albert F. Pollard, Litt.D.

Albert Polon, M.D.

J. Harris Purks, Jr., B.S.

Mary Putnam, M.D.
[October 15, 1924]

William D. Reeve, Ph.D.

Office

Assistant Professor of Nutrition

(Teachers College)

Assistant Professor of Law
Assistant in Chemical Engineering

D. Lecturer in Slavonic Languages

Assistant in Botany

Assistant in Geology

Lecturer in Romance Languages

(Barnard College)

Lecturer in Business Administration

Instructor in Physics

Assistant in Medicine

Assistant in Electrical Engineering

Assistant Professor of Education

(Teachers College)

Assistant Professor of Education

(Teachers College)

Assistant in Chemistry

Instructor in Psychology

Lecturer in Government

Assistant in Physics

Associate in Zoology (Institute of

Cancer Research)

Instructor in Pathology

Instructor in Neurology

Research Associate in Bacteriology

Lecturer in Indo-Iranian Languages.

Assistant in Mathematics

Instructor in Economics (Barnard

College)

Assistant in Medicine

Assistant in Medicine

Visiting Professor of History, Winter

Session (Barnard College)

Instructor in Neurology

Assistant in Physics

Assistant in Public Health Adminis-

tration

Associate Professor of Mathematics

(Teachers College)
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Name
Paulette Regnaud

[February I, 1924]

Peter M. Riccio, A.M.
Alan H. Richardson, B.S.

Maurice N. Richter, M.D.
[January 1, 1924]

William Z. Ripley, Ph.D.

[February 1, 1925]

Geroid T. Robinson, A.M.
Henry M. Robinson, Jr., A.B.

Evelyn Rogers, A.B.

Irving R. Roth, M.D.
[January I, 1924]

James R. Scott, M.D.
Max L. Schuster, B.Lit.

[February 1, 1924]

Paul Vanorden Shaw, A.B.

Allan K. Smith, B.S.

Russell G. Smith, A.M.
Roy E. Stryker
Fletcher H. Swift, Ph.D.

Jennette R. Tandy, A.M.
William T. Taylor, A.B.

Lynn Thorndike, Ph.D.

Walter Timme, M.D.

[January 1, 1924]

Norman E. Titus, M.D.
[December 1, 1924]

Van Noyes Verplanck, M.D.
Lewis C. Wagner, M.D.
Carl J. Warden, Ph.D.

LeRoy S. Weatherby, Ph.D.

Louis Wender, M.D.

James H. Werntz, A.M.
H. Theodric Westbrook, A.M.

John H. Wuorinen, A.M.
David Yellin

Frank C. Yeomans, M.D.
Clotilde de Zabala

Office

Lecturer in Romance Languages

(Barnard College)

Instructor in Spanish

Assistant in Chemistry

Instructor in Medicine

Lecturer in Economics

Instructor in History

Instructor in English

Assistant in Bacteriology

Instructor in Physiology

Assistant in Clinical Pathology

Associate in Journalism

Instructor in History

Assistant in Chemistry

Instructor in Sociology

Assistant in Economics

Visiting Professor of Education

(Teachers College)

Assistant in English

Assistant to the Dean of the Law
School

Professor of History

Clinical Professor of Neurology

Associate in Surgery

Instructor in Medicine

Instructor in Anatomy
Instructor in Psychology

Lecturer in Chemistry, Winter Ses-

sion

Instructor in Psychiatry

Assistant in Chemistry

Instructor in Greek and Latin

Instructor in History

Gustav Gottheil Lecturer in Semitic

Languages

Instructor in Surgery

Lecturer in Spanish (Barnard College)
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Leaves of Absence

For the whole or part of the academic year 1923-1924 were granted to the

following officers:

Name
Franklin T. Baker, A.M.

Franz Boas, LL.D., Sc.D.

Ernest Brennecke, Jr., A.M.
Roscoe C. E. Brown, A.M.
Wendell T. Bush, Ph.D.

William H. Carpenter, Ph.D.

Frank N. Cole, Ph.D.

John J. Coss, B.D., A.M.

Eugene D.

Carlton C.

William B.

Crittenden, Ph.D.

Curtis Ph.D.

Dinsmoor, S.B.Arch.

Robert H. Fife, L.H.D.

James K. Finch, A.M.

William Benjamin Fite, Ph.D.

Alexander S. Galajikian, A.B.

Robert A. Harper, Ph.D.

Carlton J. H. Hayes, LL.D.

Mrs. Leta S. Hollingworth

Lillian A. Hudson, A.M.

Douglas W. Johnson, Ph.D.

Cassius J. Keyser, LL.D.

George P. Krapp, Ph.D.

Azubah J. Latham, A.B.

Frank M. McMurry, Ph.D.

Margaret E. Maltby, Ph.D.

Henry L. Moore, Ph.D.

David S. Muzzey, Ph.D.

George C. D. Odell, Ph.D.

Federico de Onis, D.Litt.

Office

Professor of the English Language

and Literature (Teachers College)

Professor of Anthropology

Lecturer in English

Professor of Journalism

Associate Professor of Philosophy

Villard Professor of Germanic Philo-

logy, Provost, and Acting Librarian

Professor of Mathematics

Associate Professor of Philosophy and

Director of the Summer Session

Instructor in Chemistry

Associate Professor of Botany

Associate Professor of Architecture

and Librarian of Avery Library

Gebhard Professor of Germanic Lan-

guages and Literatures

Associate Professor of Civil Engi-

neering •

Professor of Mathematics

Instructor in Physics

Torrey Professor of Botany

Professor of History

Associate Professor of Education

(Teachers College)

Assistant Professor of Nursing Educa-

tion (Teachers College)

Professor of Physiography

Adrain Professor of Mathematics

Professor of English

Assistant Professor of Speech (Teach-

ers College)

Professor of Education (Teachers

College)

Associate Professor of Physics (Bar-

nard College)

Professor of Political Economy
Professor of History

Professor of English

Professor of Spanish Literature
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Name
Robert Peele, E.M.
Thomas R. Powell, Ph.D.

Frederick Prime, M.D.

Herbert W. Schneider, Ph.D.

Mark J. Schoenberg, M.D.
James T. Shotwell, Ph.D.

J. Russell Smith, Ph.D.

Munroe Smith, LL.D., J.U.D.

WlLHELMINA SPOHR, A.M.

Charles W. Thomas, Mech.E.

Edward D. Thurston, Jr., Mech.E

Samuel A. Tucker, Ph.B.

Clifford B. Upton, A.M.

LaRue Van Hook, Ph.D.

Arthur L. Walker, E.M.
DeLancey W. Ward, Ph.D.

J. Enrique Zanetti, Ph.D.

Office

Professor of Mining

Ruggles Professor of Constitutional

Law
Assistant Professor of Cancer Re-

search

Instructor in Philosophy

Instructor in Ophthalmology

Professor of History

Professor of Economic Geography

Bryce Professor of European Legal

History

Assistant Professor of Household

Arts Education (Teachers College)

Assistant Professor of Mechanical

Engineering

Associate Professor of Mechanical

Engineering

Assistant Professor of Electro-Chem-

istry

Provost of Teachers College and Asso-

ciate Professor of Mathematics

Professor of Greek and Latin

Professor of Metallurgy

Associate Professor of Biological

Chemistry

Associate Professor of Chemistry

Representatives of the University during 1923-24

at the installations of

President Bayard Dodge, Beirut University,

Syria (August, 1923]

Chancellor Herbert Spencer Hadley, Washing-

ton University, St. Louis, Missouri [Novem-

ber 10, 1923]

President William Wallace Campbell, Univer-

sity of California, Berkley, California [March

24. 1924]

President Harlan Updegraff, Cornell College,

Mt. Vernon, Iowa [October 19, 1923]

President Henry W. A. Hanson, Gettysburg

College, Gettysburg, Pennsylvania [October

18-19, 1923]

Frank Pierrepont

Graves, A.B. 1890;

A.M. 1891; Ph.D. 1912

President Butler

Professor Powell

Professor McCrea
Professor Fite

Professor Gies
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President Ada Louise Comstock, Radcliffe Col-

lege, Cambridge, Massachusetts [October 20,

1923]

President William Mather Lewis, George Wash-

ington University, Washington, D. C. [Nov-

ember 7, 1923]

President Stratton Duluth Brooks, University

of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri [November

16, 1923]

Right Reverend John P. Chidwick as President,

College of New Rochelle, New Rochelle, N.

Y. [February 12, 1924]

President Paul Emerson Titsworth, Washing-

ton College, Chesteron, Maryland [April 11,

1924]

Miss Kathryn Newell Adams, Constantinople

Women's College, Constantinople, Turkey

[June 9, 1924]

President Irving Maurer, Beloit College, Be-

loit, Wisconsin [June 14, 1924]

Dean Gildersleeve

Dr. Marcus Benjamin,

Ph.B., 1878

Professor Walter Rau-
TENSTRAUCH

Miss Estelle O'Brien,

A.B., 1916

Reverend Sidney H.

Dixon, A.B., 1900

Professor Earle

Dean Pegram

AT THE ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS OF

Frederick S. Dellen-
baugh, Jr., E.E., 1910

Dean Darrach

Professor Fife

Professor Dinsmoor
Professor Van Hook
Professor Finch

Founding of Boston University (50th) Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology, Boston,

Mass. [October 25, 26, 1923]

Joseph Leidy Commemorative Meeting, Phila-

delphia, Pennsylvania [December 6, 1923]

Centenary of the Royal University of Naples

(7th), Naples, Italy [May 1-7, 1924]

Semi-Centennial of the Founding of the Univer-

sity of Purdue, LaFayette, Indiana [May 1,

2, 3, 1924]

American Education Conference and Exposi-

tion of New Netherlands Colonization Ter-

centenary, New York City [May 23-31, 1924]

Centennial of Kenyon College, Gambier, Ohio

[June 17, 1924]

MISCELLANEOUS

Pan- Pacific Scientific Congress at Sidney and Professor Crampton
Melbourne, Australia [August, 1923]

Mining Congress at Milwaukee, Wisconsin Professor Raymond
[September 26, 27, 28, 1923]

Professor Barnouw
Professor Fite

Dean Pegram
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Congress on the History of Religions at The
Sorbonne, Paris, France [October 8-13, 1923]

Convocation of Education at Albany, New
York [October 18-19, 1923]

Association of American Universities at Char-

lottesville, Virginia [November 8, 9, 10, 1923]

Meeting of Advisory Council of American Acad-

emy in Rome, Princeton, New Jersey [De-

cember 23, 1923]

Association of Colleges and Preparatory Schools

of the Middle States and Maryland. Middle

States Association, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania

[November 30 and December 1, 1923]

North Atlantic Collegiate Athletic Conference,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania [December 10,

1923]

Immigration Restriction League, Princeton,

New Jersey [December 14, 1923]

Convocation, Albany, New York [October 18,

19. 1923]

American Academy of Political and Social Sci-

ence, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania [November

16-17, 1923]

Association of American Colleges, Hotel Astor,

New York City [January 10, 11, 12, 1924]

Dedication of Marathon Stone (Given to The

College of the City of New York by Dr.

Finley) New York City [November 22, 1923]

Association of American Law Schools, Chicago,

Illinois [December 27-29, 1923]

Association of American Medical Colleges,

Omaha, Nebraska [February 28, 29 and

March 1, 1923]

College Choosing Day, Young Men's Christian

Association, New Haven, Connecticut [April

2, 1924]

International Congress of Americanists, The
Hague and Gotebourg [1924]

Sterling P. Lamprecht,
Ph.D., 1918

Dean Hawkes
Professor Jones
Dean Woodbridge
Dean Hawkes
Provost Carpenter
Professor Jones
Professor Dinsmoor

Dean Hawkes
Professor Jones
Professor Evans

Professor Meylan

Professor Giddings

Dean Hawkes
Professor Jones
Professor Raymond

Dean Hawkes
Professor Jones

Professor Coss

Professor Steeves

Professor Weld
Professor Carman
Professor Meylan

Professor Oliphant

Professor Yntema
Professor Dowling
Professor Patterson

Professor Smith

Dean Darrach
Professor Van Beuren

Mr. Howe

Professor Boas
Professor Saville
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INCOME AND EXPENSE ACCOUNT (GENERAL FUNDS)

FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1924

INCOME FROM ALL SOURCES
From Students:

Fees (see page 362) $2,902,759.44

Other Income (see page 363) 49.989.48 $2,952,748.92

From Endowments:
Rents (see page 363) 801,908.12

Income from Investments in Personal

Property (see page 363) 66,275.61

Investment of Redemption Fund (see

page 363) 96,746.17

From Income of Special Endowments
(see page 363) 1,106,808.21 2,071,738.11

From Gifts and Receipts for Designated

Purposes (see page 363) 138,103.75

From Allied Corporations (see page 364).. 882,614.27

From Miscellaneous Sources (see page 364) 202,546.11

Total Income $6,247,751.16

EXPENSES
Educational Administrationand Instruction

(see page 383) 4,948,514.08

Buildings and Grounds—Maintenance (see

page 385) 625,886.99

Library (see page 388) 234,115.66

Business Administration of the Corporation

:

Salaries and Office Expenses(see page 389) 111,431.94

Insurance on Academic Buildings [Fire

and Liability] (see page 389) 24.950.69 135,147.63

Annuities (see page 390) 21,080.00

Interest on Corporate Debt, etc. (see page

391) 128,024.06

Total Expenses exclusive of provision for

Redemption Fund 6,092,768.42

Balance, being excess of Income over Ex-

penses before providing for Redemption
Fund 154,982.74

Deduct: Amount transferred to Redemp-
tion Fund for retirement of 4 per cent

Mortgage Bonds 100,000.00

Balance, being excess of Income over Ex-

penses for Maintenance for fiscal year

ended June 30, 1924, after providing

for Redemption Fund $54,982.74
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INCOME OF THE CORPORATION, YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1924

FROM STUDENTS:

Fees:

Morningside:

University $60,474.53

Entrance and Special Examinations. .

.

12.245.00

Late Registration 3,618.00

Graduation 41.352.83

Tuition 937,082.10

Residence Halls 208,541.07 $1,263,313.53

Summer Session:

Morningside:

University 75,834.00

Tuition $615,032.00

Less Teachers College pro-

portion 364,937.00 250.095.00

Camp Columbia 1,470.00

Excursions 2,720.00 330,119.00

University Extension:

University 80,664.00

Entrance and Special Examinations. . . 2,604.00

Tuition 845,424.34

Home Study 28.979.78

Institute of Arts and Sciences 36,615.96 994,288.08

Medical School:

University 4,554.00

Examination 1 50.00

Late Registration 162.00

Graduation 1.760.00

Tuition 119,208.00

School of Dentistry:

University. 5,515.00

Examination 9.00

Late Registration 96.00

Graduation 3,760.00

Tuition 146,402.00

Infirmary 27,292.00

Miscellaneous 6.130.83 189,204.83

Carried forward $2,902,759.44
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Brought forward $2,902,759.44

Other Charges:

Morningside:

Materials furnished to Students. . . . $45,849.92

Home Study—Book Sales 3,790.45 $49,640.37

Medical School:

Materials furnished to Students. . . . 349.11

FROM ENDOWMENT:
Rents:

Upper and Lower Estates 635,007.71

Other Property 166,900.41 801,908.12

INCOME FROM INVESTMENTS IN PER-
SONAL PROPERTY:

Interest:

On General Investments 24,710.45

On Deposits of General Funds 4,628.64

On Notes Receivable 1,923.83

On Rents 522.28

On Gifts and Receipts for Designated

Purposes 22,089.57

On 503-11 Broadway and 620 Fifth Ave... 12,400.84 66,275.61

Investment of Redemption Fund 96,746.17 964,929.90

FROM INCOME OF SPECIAL ENDOW-
MENTS 1.106,808.2

1

FROM GIFTS AND RECEIPTS FOR
DESIGNATED PURPOSES. .' 138,103.75 1,244,911.96

FROM PAYMENTS BY ALLIED COR-
PORATIONS:

For Salaries and Annuities:

Teachers College 455,380.00

Barnard College , 271,666.64

Carnegie Foundation 77,239.20

Presbyterian Hospital (Clinical Services)

.

45,616.11

Presbyterian Hospital (Laboratories) .... 32,712.32 882,614.27

Carried forward $6,045,205.05
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Brought forward

FROM MISCELLANEOUS SOURCES:
University Commons

Barnard College:

Heat, Light and Power

Civil Engineering:

Receipts from Testing Laboratory. . . ,

Telephone Service

B ureau of Purchases and Supplies

Consents

Income from Tennis Courts

Post Office

Jobbing Account—Overhead
Sundries

Annual Catalogue

Unclaimed Wages and Locker Key Fees.

Emergency Fund for Student Aid

Slot Machines

$6,045,205.05

$129,682.02

19,727.18

17,156.94

20,391.29

3,519.09

1.095.00

1.472.45

1,000.00

1,358.59

574.96

88.74

4,910.00

145.00

1,424.85 202,546.11

$6,247,751.16
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INTEREST ACCOUNT
Interest Paid:

On Columbia College Bonds $117,500.00

On Ledoux Account 524.06

On College of Dental and Oral Surgery 10,000.00

$128,024.06

Deduct Interest Received as Follows:

503-11 Broadway 11,700.84

620 Fifth Avenue 700.00

12,400.84

$115,623.22
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BALANCE SHEET AT JUNE 30, 1924

Special

General Endowments
Funds and Funds Total

ASSETS

Cash at Banks and on Hand $89,220.2! $127,927.22 S217.147.4.

Notes Receivable 42.000.00 42.000

Accounts Receivable:

Sundry Debtors $381,794.19

Accounts Receivable—Students, less Reserve 33,643.61

Arrears of Rent (see page 399) 18,540.91 420.519.55 13.459.16 433,978.7

105,206.84 105,206.8

Loans to Students less Reserve (see page 393) 4,286.92 49,503.24 53.790.1

Inventories of Materials and Supplies less Reserve 144,813.36 !„,„_'„
Rents Accrued—not due

Deferred Charges:

Unexpired Insurance 51,414.33

Miscellaneous _ 1.924.54 50.787.5

Patents

Advances and Charges against Future Appropriations and
« „ 25 197 95 25,197.4
Bequests, net "•"'•"

Advances on Account of Income of Special Endowments and

Gifts: (see pages 406-414)

Special Endowments 156,856.95 J
G;fts

349,634. 4S 506,491.43 506.491

Securities Owned-Book Value (see page 444) 322.063.92 22.746.547.23 23.068.611

Investment of Contract Deposit—Book Value (See Contra

$24,300.60)

Real Estate:

University Land, Buildings and Equipment at

Cost (see page 451) 20,627,887.57

Joint Administrative Board Advances 71,081.47

(New Medical School Site)

Rental Properties:

Upper and Lower Estates at

1922 Assessed Valuation. $19,544,500.00

Other Property at Book
Values 9.500.848.22 29,045,348.22 44,771,227.26 4,973,090.00 49,744,317

19,000.00 19,000.1

Redemption Fund:

Securities 741,023.44

Cash at Bank (see page 445) 8,976.56 750,000.00 750,000

46,744,325.59 28,419,569.57 75,163,89

Loans—Due to General Funds and Special Endowments and

Funds 308,710.51 1,417,943.78 1,726.654

$47,053,036.10 $29,837,513.35 $76,890,545

Included in the assets of Special Endowments Is real estate, investments, etc., amounting to $5,523,03?

(and also the net income therefrom amounting to $203,056.15) received by Columbia University, sub

to a contingent liability to refund part of this amount to the Estate of Amos F. Eno should any unfores

claims arise for which the Executor has not provided.

S
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BALANCE SHEET AT JUNE 30, 1924

Special

LIABILITIES, FUNDS, RESERVES AND CAPITAL

i'otes Payable

ccounts Payable

eposits:

Contract Deposit (See Contra S19.000.00) $24,300.60

Students Deposits 17,643.31

General
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CAPITAL ACCOUNT AS AT JUNE 30, 1924

Balance at July 1, 1923 $26,497,602.41

ADJUSTMENTS:

Add:

Adjustment of Tunnel Franchises $ 263.18

Telephone Refunds 3.43

Overpayment in previous year refunded 12.10

Adjustment of 4-6 West 50th Street expenses 175.93

Zucker Patents donated 2.00

Overcharge to Income in 1922-23 refunded 3,418.25

Profit on sale of Williamsbridge Property 35,332.18

Redemption of Columbia College Bonds 750,000.00

Subscriptions to Liberty Bonds, unclaimed 76.50

Closing out Reserve for Stadium Site Expenses 3,813.60

Total Additions $793,097.17

Deduct:

Accounts Receivable written off $ 6,607.33

Insurance Premiums applicable to previous years. . . 2,124.03

Income Tax adjustment 629.87

Transferred to Income Special Funds 1,980.86

Transferred to Gifts 6,000.00

Transferred to Permanent Funds 454.14

Annuity payments applicable to previous years 5,355.00

Tax on Columbia College Bonds 8,512.40

Columbia Stadium Site Taxes for 1922-23 10,940.52

Services Rendered prior to July 1, 1923 1,719.32

$ 44,323.47

Net Additions $ 748,773.70

Adjusted Balance as at July 1, 1923 $27,246,376.11

Add:

Excess of Income over Expenses for maintenance for fiscal year ended
June 30. 1924 54,982.74

Balance at June 30, 1924 $27,301,358.85
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* Omct Glooh stwctt ¥

RlCHAID T I LINGLEY. BAIRD, AOOISON 5 DIXON
Accountants and Auditors

JDITOR3" NiwYe—

No. 120. Broadway. New York September 25} 1924.

CERT I F I C A T E

We have examined the books and records of the Treasurer of Columbia
University in the City of Hew York for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1924 and

•we are satisfied as to the general correctness of the accounts and have submit-

ted our detailed report thereon to the Treasurer.

The cash at Banks and on hand has been verified and the securities

representing the invested endowments and funds have either been produced x.o US

or verified by certificates received from the depositaries. We have tested and

substantially verified the income receivable from invested endowments and funds

and all other income shown by the books of the University and are satisfied that
the disbursements therefrom have been sufficiently vouched.

The securities owned are carried either at their purchase price or at

the market value at the date of their acquisition by gift.

The Academic Properties, covering Land, Buildings and Equipment are
carried in the accounts at cost. The properties known as The Upper and Lower
Estates are carried at 1922 New York City Assessed Valuations. The other pro-

perties of the University, mainly rental properties, are carried either at cost

or cost plus carrying charges, at 1923 New York City Assessed Valuations and in

a few instances at nominal values. These valuations, for the purposes of the
acdompanying Balance Sheet, appear to us to be proper. From the active rental
properties, reserves for depreciation have been deducted.

On the basis stated above, W"E HEREBY CERTIFY that the Eulance Sheet
submitted herewith is in accordance with the books and, in our opinion, fairly
reflects the financial status of the University at June 30, 1924.
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Payments by Allied Corporations

(1) Salaries Account Barnard College. Credited to the following Departments:

General University Administration $22,900.00

Anthropology 2,000.00

Botany 14,816.65

Chemistry 14,600.00

Economics 15,250.00

English and Comparative Literature 42,000.00

Fine Arts 3,600.00

Geology 7,549.99

Germanic Languages 8,000.00

Greek and Latin 20,400.00

History 14,000.00

Mathematics 14,900.00

Philosophy and Psychology 18,400.00

Physical Education 14,500.00

Physics 8,500.00

Religion 4,500.00

Romance Languages 19,400.00

Zoology 16,400.00

Library 2,700.00

Business Administration 7,250.00 $271, 666.64

(2) Salaries Account Teachers College. Credited to the following Departments:

Food Chemistry $1,200.00

Philosophy and Psychology 1,500.00

Psychiatry 800.00

Biological Chemistry 720.00

Education and Practical Arts 450,260.00

Institute of Public Health 900.00 455,380.00

(3) Carnegie Endowment. Credited to the following:

Retiring Allowances 56,039.20

Widows' Allowances 21,200.00 77,239.20

(4) Presbyterian Hospital. Credited to the following:

Clinical Services 45,616.11

Laboratories 32,712.32 78,328.43

$882,614.27
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ARREARS OF RENT, JUNE 30, 1924

UPPER ESTATE
37 West 49 Street $1,146.50

39 West 49 Street 1,129.00

62 West 51 Street 2,231.25

RENTAL PROPERTY
460 Riverside Drive 200.00

464 Riverside Drive 375.00

S4.506.7S

S5.081.75

ENO ESTATE
1560 Broadway 1,062.50

19 South William Street 35.00

430 West Broadway 50.00

432 West Broadway 17.00

434 West Broadway 142.00

434J^ West Broadway 100.00

1556 Broadway 755.42

1558 Broadway 707.91

157 West 46 Street 325.00

159 West 46 Street 262.50

161 West 46 Street 137.50

163 West 46 Street 222.50

165 West 46 Street 240.00

44 West 64 Street 34.50

46 West 64 Street 34.00

7th Avenue and 52 Street 9,333.33

13,459.16

518,540.91

Since June 30, 1924, this amount has been reduced to S2.819.41.
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REDEMPTION FUND

Balance in Fund at June 30, 1923 $1,400,000.00

Add: Cash deposited with Trustees of Fund 100,000.00

1,500,000.00

Deduct: Securities sold to redeem bonds due June 1, 1924 750,000.00

Balance in Fund at June 30, 1924 $ 750,000.00

Composed of:
BONDS

30,000.00 Baltimore & Ohio R. R. Co.'s (P. L. E. &
W. Va. System) 40-year 4 per cent. Refunding

Bonds, due 1941 $ 27,450.00

50,000.00 Baltimore & Ohio R. R. Co.'s (S. W. Divi-

sion) 3J4 per cent. First Mortgage Bonds, due 1925 44,937.50

40,000.00 Central New England Ry. Co.'s 50-year 4

per cent. First Mortgage Bonds, due 1961 37,211.25

50,000.00 Chicago Union Station Co.'s 4J^ per cent.

First Mortgage Gold Bonds, due 1963 49,875.00

25,000.00 Grand Trunk Ry. Co.'s 7 per cent. Deben-
ture Bonds, due 1940 25,000.00

50,000.00 Northern Pacific Ry. Co.'s Refunding and
Improvement Mortgage 6 percent. Bonds, due 2047 48,250.00

30,000.00 St. Louis Southwestern Ry. Co.'s 4 per

cent. First Mortgage Bonds, due 1989 27,750.00

700.00 United States of America First Liberty Loan

4}>i per cent. Converted Bonds, due 1947 700.00

600.00 United States of America Second Liberty

Loan 4J4 per cent. Converted Bonds, due 1942.. 600.00

700.00 United States of America Third Liberty Loan

4M Per cent. Bonds, due 1928 681.33

150.00 United States of America Fourth Liberty

Loan 4t}4 per cent. Bonds, due 1938 150.00

15,000.00 United States of America A% per cent.

Treasury Notes, due 1927 15,000.00 277,605.08

BONDS AND MORTGAGES

On 90-92 Avenue B, New York, at 6 per cent., due 1924 45,000.00

On212 Grand Street, New York, at 5Y2 per cent., due 1927 24,000.00

On Northwest corner Second Avenue and 12th Street,

New York, at 5}4 per cent., due 1927 80,000.00

On 163-173 Sterling Place, Brooklyn, at 5}/% per cent.,

due 1926 30,000.00

On 745 East Sixth Street, New York, at 6 per cent., due
1926 36,000.00

On 47 West 47th Street, New York, at 6 per cent., due 1924 56,400.00

On 30 West 48th Street, New York, at 6 per cent., Open
Mortgage 30,000.00

On 534-550 West 58th Street, New York, at 5H per cent.,

due 1929 85,000.00

On 106th Street corner West End Avenue, New York, at

6 per cent., due 1924 105,000.00 491,400.00

Cash 8,976.56

777,981.64

Less deposit with the United States Trust Co 27,981.64

$ 75C.OOO.OO
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PERMANENT FUNDS

ESTABLISHED BY GIFT FOR THE PURCHASE OF LAND AND EQUIPMENT AND
ERECTION OF BUILDINGS
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Brought forward

Contributions to Bloomingdale Site

Contributions to Buildings, Old Medical

School

Contributions to Medical School, Removal
and Rebuilding Fund

Cragin (Mrs. E. B.) Publications

Crocker Research Laboratory, X-ray Equip-

ment
Dodge (Marcellus Hartley) and Mrs. Helen

Hartley Jenkins, Hartley Hall

Dodge (William E.). Earl Hall

Duriron Castings Co., Castings

East Field, 116th Street and Amsterdam
Avenue

Faculty House (F. Augustus Schermerhorn)

Fayerweather Legacy, Fayerweather Hall.

.

Furnald (Estate of Francis P. Furnald and

Mrs. S. Ella Furnald), Furnald Hall

Hamilton Hall, Anonymous
Harkness (Edward S.) New Medical School

Site

New Medical School

Havemeyer Gift, Havemeyer Hall

Havemeyer Hall Laboratory

Hepburn (A. Barton), Maison Francaise . .

Jones (James Elwood), Model of Coal Mine
Kent Hall:

Anonymous $100,000.00

Charles Bathgate Beck 385.672.57

Francis Lynde Stetson 10,000.00

At June 30,

1923

Lengwitz (E. C), Apparatus (Engineering)

Lewisohn (Adolph), School of Mines Build-

ing

Long Island College Hospital, Apparatus..

Low (Seth), Library Building

Livingston (Edward dc Peystcr), Memorial
Window, Livingston Hall

Medical and Surgical Equipment Fund. . .

Members of Department of Philosophy,

Autobiography of John Stuart Mill

Memorial Windows
Model of Buildings and Grounds
Morgan (William Fellowes), Illuminating

University Grounds
New Jersey Lime Co., Hegeler Furnace. .

.

Oliver Continuous Filter Co., Rotary Filter

Optical Instruments

President's House, Furnishing, Anonymous
St. Faul's Chapel, Anonymous
St. Paul's Chapel Furniture, Anonymous..
St. Paul's Chapel Organ and Case

Additions

1923-1924

$1,890,420.45

$331,150.00

71,551.05

53,000.00

1,400.00

18,465.53

350,000.00

164,950.82

75.00

420,000.00

268,951.67

330,894.03

350,000.00

507,059.16

1,180,000.00

25,000.00

414,206.65

600.00

33,300.00

250.00

Carried forward

.

495,672.57

450.00

250,000.00

3,500.00

1,100,639.32

1.124.00

11,912.80

100.00

9,600.00

19,972.70

1.035.00

2,000.00

1,000.00

2,830.00

14,410.17

250,000.00

2,846.62

27,000.00

$8,608,367.54

$572,539.88

146.42

At June 30,

1924

7,100.00

$584,186.30

$2,462,960.33

$331,150.00

53,000.00

1,400.00

18,465.53

350,000.00

164,950.82

75.00

420,000.00

269,098.09

330,894.03

350,000.00

507,059.16

1,180,000.00

25,000.00

414,206.65

600.00

33,300.00

250.00

495,672.57

450.00

250.000.00

3.500.00

1,100,639.32

1,124.00

14,912.80

100.00

14,000.00

19,972.70

1,035.00

2,000.00

1,000.00

9,930.00

14,410.17

250,000.00

2,846.62

27,000.00

$9,192,553.84
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GIFTS AND BEQUESTS RECEIVED DURING 1923-1924

PERMANENT FUNDS:

Alumni Fund Committee for the Stadium S 5.00

Baker (George F.) for the purchase of additional property

at Baker Field 125,000.00

Bauschand Lomb Optical Company—Optical Instruments 7,100.00

Gitterman (J. L.) for purchase of furniture for the Insti-

tute of Arts and Sciences 25.00

Griscom (Acton) for candlesticks for St. Paul's Chapel .... 30.00

Newman (George H.) for the purchase of furniture for the

Institute of Arts and Sciences 10.00

College of Dental and Oral Surgery of New York: Land,

Buildings and Equipment 445,185.59 $577,355.59

PRINCIPAL OF SPECIAL ENDOWMENTS:
Anonymous for the Elsberg Prize Fund 100.00

Beer (Julius) for the Gottheil (Gustav) Lectureship Fund

.

100.00

Bernheimer (Rosie) for the Gottheil (Gustav) Lectureship

Fund 500.00

Curtis (Carlton C.) for the Curtis (Carlton C.) Fund 5,000.00

Estate of Annie P. Burgess for the Burgess (Annie P.)

Fund 31.26

Estate of Joseph R. De Lamar for the De Lamar (Joseph

R.) Fund 200,000.00

Estate of William A. Dunning for the Dunning (William

A.) Fund 30,542.39

Estate of Amos F. Eno for the Eno (Amos F.) Fund 27,460.85

Estate of Jonas M. Libbey for the Libbey (Jonas M.)

Fund 4,337.50

Estate of David B. Ogden, Treasurer of the Class of 1869,

for the Class of 1869 Fund 99.01

Estate of Mary B. Pell for the Pell (Mary B.) Fund 1,799.07

Estate of Cora M. Perkins for the Castner (Hamilton

Young) Fund 52,189.56

Estate of Catherine A. Ross for the Ross (Catherine A.)

Fund 56.63

Estate of Robert B. Van Cortlandt for the Van Cortlandt

(Robert B.) Fund 19,588.55

Goldsmith (James A.) for the Gottheil (Gustav) Lecture-

ship Fund 100.00

Guinzburg (V.) for the Gottheil (Gustav) Lectureship

Fund 100.00

Huber (Dr. Frederick W.) for the Huber (Frederick W.
Jr.) Scholarship Fund 5.000.00

Ittleson (Henry) for the Gottheil (Gustav) Lectureship

Fund 100.00

Lewisohn (Adolph) for the Gottheil (Gustav) Lectureship

Fund 500.00

Member of the Class of 1909 School of Mines for the

Kemp (James Furman) Fund 20,000.00

Miller (Nathan J.) for the Gottheil (Gustav) Lectureship

Fund 250.00

Montgomery (Professor Robert A.) for the Montgomery
Prize Fund 1 .000.00

Carried forward $577,355.59
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Brought forward

Morris (Newbold) for the Morris (Augustus Newbold)
Fund $10,000.00

Murray (George Wellwood) for the Murray (George W.)
Fund 5,000.00

William Addison Hervey Memorial Fund Committee for

the Hervey (William Addison) Memorial Scholarship

Fund 3,505.00

William J. Gies Fellowship Fund Committee for the Gies

(William J.) Fellowship Fund 10,717.78

489

$577,355.59

398.077.60

DESIGNATED GIFTS:

(a) For the General Purposes of the University:

Alumni Fund Committee 2,500.00

Beckstein (A. E.) 300.00

Estate of A. Barton Hepburn 39,634.39

Estate of F. Augustus Schermerhorn 74,906.25 1 1 7,340.64

(b) For Special Purposes:

Alpha Kappa Psi Fraternity for a prize in the School of

Business

Alumni Association of Columbia College for the Alumni
Prize

Alumni Fund Committee:

For 1922 Law School Class Fund $ 245.00

For 1923 Special Law School Class Fund . . 316.85

For the Joan of Arc Library Fund 100.00

For the purchase of Law Books 100.00

From the Class of 1897 Arts and Mines for

repainting '97 Boat House 450.00

From the Class of 1917 for the Fund for

Needy Students 100.00

For the Law School 1 15.00

For the College of Physicians and Surgeons 39.79

For renovating the Class of 1882 Memorial
Windows in Hamilton Hall 10.00

For the Mechanical Engineering Depart-

mental Appropriation 10.00

For the Columbia Law Review 5.00

From a Member of the Class of 1903 for

decorating and improving the Social

Room of Livingston Hall 5,500.00

Anonymous for Law School Scholarship

Anonymous for the French Summer School Fund
Students of Summer Session of 1923, for Check Guaran-

tee Fund
Anonymous for the Student Loan Fund
Anonymous for the income of the Elsberg Prize Fund . .

.

Berman (Dr. Louis) for the Biological Chemistry De-
partmental Appropriation

Carried forward

75.00

50.00

6,991.64

200.00

200.00

767.95

4.00

31.00

320.00

$1,092,77383
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Brought forward $1,092,773.83

Bing (Alexander) for the Student Loan Fund $100.00

Bishop (Cortlandt F.) for the Bishop Loan Fund 500.00

Board of Religious Education for Scholarship 200.00

Bok (Edward W.) for Queen Wilhelmina Lectureship

Salaries 500.00

Borden (The) Company for Research in Food Chemistry

and Nutrition 15,000.00

Bush (Wendell T.) for Philosophy salaries in Barnard

College 500.00

Bush (Wendell T.) for Philosophy Fellowship 1,650.00

Bush (Wendell T.) for Special Scholarships 434.00

Calvocoressi (L. J.) for Greek Prize 50.00

Chaloner (John Armstrong) for the Chanler Historical

Prize 600.00

Chamberlain (Joseph P.) for the Legislative Drafting

Research Fund 6,500.00

Clyde (Miss Edith) for the Clyde Loan Fund 100.00

Clyde (Mrs. Ethel) for the Clyde Loan Fund 600.00

College of Dental and Oral Surgery of New York 15.502.79

Committee in Holland for the Queen Wilhelmina Pro-

fessorship 3.500.00

Committee on Dispensary Development for the Child-

ren's Medical Division at Bellevue Hospital 1.800.00

Commonwealth Fund for the development of the Psy-

chiatric Clinic in the Medical School 15,000.00

Commonwealth Fund for Legal Research Work 600.00

Content (Harold A.) for the Gustav Gottheil Lecturer . . 100.00

Coudert (Frederic R.) for Mediaeval Philosophy sal-

aries 250.00

Crane (Clinton A.) for special salaries in the Depart-

ment of Diseases of Children 900.00

Dunn (Gano) for the Dunn (Gano) Scholarship 350.00

DuPont (E. I.) de Nemours Co. for the DuPont Fellow-

ships in Chemistry 750.00

General Bakelite Company for the General Bakelite

Company Research Fellowship for 1924-5 1,000.00

Grace (Joseph P.) for Mediaeval Philosophy salaries.. 250.00

Grace (Miss Louise N.) for research and teaching in Pre-

ventive Medicine in the Institute of Public Health. . . 2,000.00

Graduate Class in English (Shakespeare) for the upkeep

of the Dramatic Museum 28.00

Gunari (A. P.) for Greek Prize 50.00

Hartley (The) Corporation for the Marcellus Hartley

Research Laboratory 2.000.00

Hartley (The) Corporation for the Department of Psy-

chiatry 2.400.00

Jackson (A. V. Williams) for Indo-Iranian Language

salaries 500.00

Jenkins (Mrs. Helen Hartley) for Special Publications. 1,000.00

Kane (Mrs. John Innes) for the religious work of the

University 500.00

Knapp Fund for the Knapp Loan Fund 2,000.00

Lee (Mrs. Frederic S.) for the purchase of photographs

for the Department of Romance Languages 100.00

Loeb (James) for the Loeb Library Fund 175.00

Carried forward SI,092. 773.83
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Brought forward $1,092,773.83

Low (William G.) for the purchase of books on Maritime

Subjects and International Law $250.00

Mackay (Clarence H.) for Mediaeval Philosophy sal-

aries 250.00

Matthews (Professor Brander) for the Dramatic Muse-

um 250.00

Matthews (Professor Brander) Bronze Bust

McClymonds (Mrs. Annie M.) for the McClymonds
(Louis K.) Scholarship 1,300.00

Members of the Board of Trustees for the purchase of a

pamphlet relating to the foundation of King's College 625.00

Metz (Herman A.) for alterations to old Dental Building 5,000.00

Miller (Spencer J.) for the Mutual Welfare League

Scholarship 50.00

Montgomery (Professor Robert H.) for the Montgomery
Library 1,000.00

Montgomery (Professor Robert H.) for the purchase of

books and equipment for the School of Business 1,000.00

Morris (Mrs. Newbold) for the Student Loan Fund. .

.

100.00

Morrison (I. D.) for the salary of the Gustav Gottheil

Lecturer 100.00

Morrow (Dwight W.) for the Fabian Franklin stipend . . 100.00

Mutual Welfare League for the Mutual Welfare League

Scholarship 250.50

New York State Society of Certified Public Accountants

for prizes in the Accounting Laboratory courses .... 40.00

Nomico (O. G.) for Greek Prize 50.00

Polish Government for lectures on Polish History and

Literature 1923-4 1,200.00

Price (Walter W.) for Mediaeval Philosophy salaries.

.

250.00

Protestant Episcopal Society for the McVickar English

Seminary Prize 46.00

Romaine (Benjamin F.) for Greek Prize 100.00

Sackett (Henry W.) for Scholarships in Journalism 1,100.00

Saklatvala (P. D.) for Indo-Iranian Languages Lecture-

ship 1924-5 500.00

Sargent (Homer E.) for research among the Indians in

British Columbia 500.00

William Addison Hervey Memorial Committee for

the income of the Hervey (William Addison) Mem-
orial Scholarship Fund 200.24

Simmons (Mr. and Mrs. Joseph) for the Queen

Wilhelmina Professorship 500.00

Sunflower Club for the Extension Teaching Loan Fund 25.14

Stroock (Louis S.) for the Stroock (Louis S.) Scholarship 250.00

Students of the Summer Session of 1923 for Fund for

entertainment for the students of the Summer Session 1,531.81

Wawapex Society for the Jones (John D.) Scholarship . . 200.00

Welcher (Miss Alice L.) Bronze Bust

Wise (Dr. Stephen S.) for the salary of the Gustav

Gottheil Lecturer 300.00

Work (Lincoln T.) for the Wendell Medal 30.00 103,228.07

$1,196,001.90

Frederick A. Goetze,

New York, June 30, 1924. Treasurer.
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BARNARD COLLEGE
PRINCIPAL OF SPECIAL FUNDS JUNE 30, 1924

A. For General Endowment

ANDERSON (MRS. ELIZABETH MILBANK) FUND:
Legacy from the estate of Mrs. E. M. Anderson. Established 1922 . . $30,099.05

BURGESS (ANNIE P.) FUND:
Legacy from the estate of Mrs. Annie P. Burgess. Established 1913 . 59,043.75

CARPENTIER (HENRIETTA) FUND:
Gift of General H. W. Carpentier, in memory of his mother, toward the

Endowment Fund of Barnard College. The income of the fund is to

be used for the payment of three annuities. Established 1898, 1900,

1911, 1913, 1914, and 1915 418,003-87

CARPENTIER (H. W.) ENDOWMENT FUND:
Legacy from the estate of General H. W. Carpentier. Established 1919 1,341,341.98

CHOATE (MRS. JOSEPH H.) ENDOWMENT FUND:
Gift of Mrs. Joseph H. Choate for endowment. Established 1918 . . 36,768.50

FISKE FOUNDERSHIP FUND:
Gift of the late Mrs. Martha T. Fiske-Collord, in memory of Mr. Josiah

M. Fiske. The income of the fund to be applied to the running

expenses of the College 5,162.55

FISKE HALL FUND:
Legacy from the late Mrs. Martha T. Fiske-Collord, the income of which

is to be applied to the care, maintenance, and improvement of Fiske

Hall. Established 1910 484,347.49

GEER FUND:
A memorial to Helen Hartley Jenkins Geer made by the Class of 1915.

Established 1920 5.391-62

GENERAL ENDOWMENT FUND 451,491.32

GIBBES FUND:
a. Legacy of the late Emily O. Gibbes. The income of the fund is to be

used for the general needs of the College. Established 1908 . .

6. Legacy of the late Emily O. Gibbes. The income of the fund is paid

for life to Edwin A. M. Post. Established 1908 337,705-74

HARRIMAN FUND:
Gift of Mrs. E. H. Harriman to establish a fund, the income therefrom

to be used for physical education and development, or to meet the

deficit in running expenses. Established 1914 98,878.50

HERRMAN FOUNDERSHIP FUND:
Gift of the late Mrs. Esther Herrman. The income of the fund is to be

applied to the general needs of the College 4,928.60

KENNEDY (JOHN STEWART) FUND:
Legacy from the estate of the late John Stewart Kennedy. Established

1910 47,925-46
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MUNN (ANNE ELDER) MEMORIAL FUND:
Gift of Mrs. I. Sheldon Tilney in memory of her mother. The income

is to be used at the discretion of the Trustees. Established 1918 . $7,258.6s

ROCKEFELLER (JOHN D.) ENDOWMENT FUND:
Gift of Mr. John D. Rockefeller toward the permanent endowment of

Barnard College. Established 1901 237.206.81

SAGE FUND:
Legacy from the Estate of Margaret Olivia Sage. Established 1920 . 306, 794-32

SANDERS (ELEANOR BUTLER) FOUNDERSHIP FUND:
Legacy from the estate of the late Mrs. Henry M. Sanders. The income

of the fund is used for the current needs of the College. Established

1908 4.877-42

SMITH (ANNA E.) FUND:
Legacy from the estate of Anna E. Smith. Established 1916 .... 10.048.00

STRAIGHT FUND:
Gift of Mrs. Willard Straight. Established 1920 20.516. is

TILLOTSON (EMMA A.) ENDOWMENT FUND:
Legacy from the estate of Emma A. Tillotson. Established 1910 . . . 3.799-13

WCERISHOFFER FUND:
Gift of Mrs. Charles Woerishoffer for endowment. Established 1913.

1917 9.777-70

$3,931,266.61

B. For Designated Purposes

ADAIR (WILLIAM R. AND MARTHA S.) FUND:
Legacy from the estate of Miss Helen Adair of the Class of 1915 to es-

tablish a fund in memory of her father and mother. The income of

the fund is to be used for the purchase of books for the Ella Weed
Library. Established 1924 1.000.00

ALDRICH (MARY GERTRUDE EDSON) SCHOLARSHIP FUND:
Gift of Mrs. James Herman Aldrich. Established 1916 1,004.80

ALUMNiE SCHOLARSHIP FUND:
Gift of the Class of 1912 the income of which is to be used forscholarships.

Established 1923 610.63

BARNARD (ANNA E.) SCHOLARSHIP FUND:
Gift of Miss Emily H. Bourne in honor of the late Mrs. John G. Bar-

nard, for a scholarship to be awarded annually at the discretion of the

founder in conference with the representatives of the College. Es-

tablished 1899 3.078.72

BARNARD SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIP FUND:
Gift of the Alumnae of the Barnard School for girls. Established 1916 4.019.20

BOGERT (ANNA SHIPPEN YOUNG) SCHOLARSHIP FUND:
Legacy from the estate of Mrs. Annie P. Burgess. The annual income

is to defray the tuition and expenses of a worthy pupil who is unable

to pay her own expenses. Established 1913 4.739-64

BOGERT (CHARLES E.) SCHOLARSHIP FUND:
Legacy from the estate of Mrs. Annie P. Burgess. The annual income is

to defray the tuition and expenses of a worthy pupil who is unable

to pay her own expenses. Established 1913 3.377-10
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BREARLEY SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIP FUND:
Gift of pupils of the Brearley School for a scholarship to be awarded

annually to a student who deserves assistance. Established 1899 $3,000.00

BRENNER (MARTHA ORNSTEIN) SCHOLARSHIP FUND:
Gift in memory of Martha Ornstein Brenner, Class of 1899, by her friends.

Established 191S •. . . . 3.437-50

BROOKS (ARTHUR) MEMORIAL FUND:
Gift of Miss Olivia E. Phelps Stokes as a memorial of the late Reverend

Arthur Brooks, D.D., Rector of the Church of the Incarnation,

and Chairman of the Board of Trustees of Barnard College during

the first six years of the existence of the College. The income of

the fund is to aid needy and deserving students of the College.

Established 1897 4,779.67

CARPENTIER SCHOLARSHIP FUND:
Legacy from the estate of General H. W. Carpentier for scholarships.

Established 1919 213,489.93

CHISHOLM (ELIZA TAYLOR) MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND:
Gift of the Alumna? Association of Miss Chisholm's School for a scholar-

ship, to be awarded annually by the Committee on Scholarships

of the Faculty to a student in need of assistance, said Alumnae
Association reserving the privilege of precedence for such candidates

as they may recommend. Established 1901 1,556.75

CLARKSON (JENNIE B.) SCHOLARSHIP FUND:
Gift of the late Mrs. W. R. Clarkson for a scholarship to be awarded

annually to a student who deserves assistance. Established 1898 . 2,973.92

COE (MRS. HENRY CLARKE) SCHOLARSHIP FUND:
Gift of the National Society of New England Women for a scholarship

to be awarded on the nomination of the Chairman for the Scholar-

ship Committee of the above society, to a student from New England

or of New England parentage. Established 1904 3,600.00

ENGLISH SCHOLARSHIP FUND:
An anonymous gift. Established 1920 5,000.00

FISKE SCHOLARSHIP FUND:
Gift of the late Mrs. Martha T. Fiske-Collord, the income of which is to

be placed at the disposal of the Dean of Barnard College. Es-

tablished 1895 5,413.00

FISKE (MARTHA T.) SCHOLARSHIP FUND:
Gift of Miss Anna E. Smith for a non-resident scholarship in memory

of Mrs. Martha T. Fiske-Collord. Established 1911 2,914.96

GALWAY FUND:
Gift of an anonymous donor for a scholarship. Established 1912 . . . 2,366.58

GOLDFRANK (IRMA ALEXANDER) FUND:
Gift of friends of Mrs. Irma Alexander Goldfrank, the income of which

is to help deserving students in time of special need. Established

1919 2,101.18

GRAHAM SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIP FUND:
Gift of the Alumna? Association of the Graham School. The income of

the fund is to be applied to the tuition of a student. Established 1907 3,000.00
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HEALTH FUND:
Gift from an anonymous donor to promote the physical health of the

students and officers of the College. Established 1917 $5,021.49

HERRMAN BOTANICAL PRIZE FUND:
Gift of the late Mrs. Esther Herrman, for a prize to be awarded annually

to the most proficient student in Botany 1,000.00

HERTZOG (EMMA) SCHOLARSHIP FUND:
Gift to establish a scholarship in memory of Miss Emma Hertzog, who

for a long period of years was prominently identified with the intel-

lectual life of Yonkers. The income is awarded annually to a grad-

uate of the Yonkers High School. Established 1904 3,000.00

KAUFMANN (JESSIE) SCHOLARSHIP FUND:
Gift of Mr. Julius Kaufmann to establish a scholarship in memory of his

daughter, Jessie Kaufmann. The annual income of the fund is

awarded on the merits of the entrance examinations to a student

who, after careful investigation, is found to have no relative able

to assist her financially. Established 1902 4,013.7s

KINNICUTT (ELENORA) SCHOLARSHIP FUND:
Gift of friends of the late Mrs. Francis P. Kinnicutt, a trustee of the Col-

lege, to establish a scholarship. The income is awarded to a student

who needs assistance. Established 1911 5,000.00

KOHN MATHEMATICAL PRIZE FUND:
Gift of Mrs. S. H. Kohn for a prize to be awarded annually to a senior for

excellence in Mathematics 1,062.08

LARNED (AUGUSTA) SCHOLARSHIP FUND:
Legacy from the estate of Augusta Lamed. The income of the fund is

to be awarded by the Faculty Committee on Scholarships to a stu-

dent in good standing who is in need of aid. Established 1924 . . 10,000.00

McLEAN (MRS. DONALD) SCHOLARSHIP FUND:
Gift of the New York Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revo-

lution. The income of the fund is awarded in conference with a

representative of the Chapter to a deserving student who agrees to

pursue the study of history (chiefly that of the United States) con-

tinuously throughout her college course. Established 1906 . . . 2,739.23

MOIR (WILLIAM) SCHOLARSHIP FUND:
Legacy from the estate of Mrs. Emily H. Moir in memory of her husband.

Established 1912 8,725.00

MURRAY (CAROLINE CHURCH) FUND:
Gift of Mr. George Welwood Murray in memory of his wife, Caroline

Church Murray. The income of this fund is to be used in aid of

needy and deserving students. Established 1918 5,000.00

OGILVIE (CLINTON) MEMORIAL FUND:
Gift of Mrs. Clinton Ogilvie. The income of this fund is to be applied

to the salaries of assistants in the Department of Geology. Estab-

lished 1914 6,474.68

POPE (MARY BARSTOW) SCHOLARSHIP FUND:
Gift in memory of Miss Mary Barstow Pope, sometime teacher in Miss

Chapin's School, by her friends, her fellow teachers, and her pupils.

Established 1913 3,849.40
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PRINCE (HELEN) MEMORIAL PRIZE FUND:
Gift of Mr. Julius Prince, in memory of his daughter Helen C. Prince,

Class of 1922, to establish a prize to be awarded each year to the

undergraduate student who submits the best piece of creative Eng-
lish composition. Established 1922 Si, 193. 13

PULITZER (LUCILE) SCHOLARSHIP FUND:
Gift of the late Mr. Joseph Pulitzer in memory of his daughter, Lucile

Pulitzer. The income of the fund is to be used for scholarships.

Established 1899 and 1903, 1915 and 1916 166,202.91

REED (CAROLINE GALLUP) PRIZE FUND:
Gift of Mrs. William Barclay Parsons. Established 1916 1,004.80

SANDERS (HENRY M.) FUND:
Legacy from the estate of Rev. Henry M. Sanders to establish a scholar-

ship to be known as and called the Eleanor Butler Sanders Scholar-

ship. Established 1922 10,000.00

SCHOLARSHIP FUND:
Gift of friends of Barnard College. The income of the fund is applied

toward helping deserving students through college. Established

1901 9.698.7s

SHAW FUND:
A memorial gift to Anna Howard Shaw. Established 1920 6,626.12

SMITH (EMILY JAMES) SCHOLARSHIP FUND:
Gift of Miss Emily H. Bourne in honor of Miss Smith, Dean of Barnard

College. The income of the fund is awarded in conference with the

founder. Established 1899 2,787.39

SMITH (GEORGE W.) SCHOLARSHIP FUND:
Gift of the late Mrs. Martha T. Fiske-Collord, in memory of Mr. George

W. Smith, a Trustee of Barnard College. The income of the fund is

placed at the disposal of the Dean of Barnard College. Established

1906 4,685.19

SPERANZA (CARLO L.) PRIZE FUND:
Gift from an anonymous donor for the founding of a prize in memory

of Professor Carlo Leonardo Speranza, to be awarded annually to a

student in Barnard College for excellence in Italian. Estab-

lished 1911 1,000.00

TALCOTT (JAMES) FUND:
Gift of Mr. James Talcott, to found a professorship for Religious instruc-

tion. Established 1915 99.856.25

TATLOCK PRIZE FUND:
Gifts in memory of Jean Willard Tatlock, Class of 1895, by her friends to

found a prize to be awarded annually to the undergraduate student

most proficient in Latin. Established 191 7 1,268.35

TILLOTSON (EMMA A.) SCHOLARSHIP FUND:
Legacy from the estate of Emma A. Tillotson. Established 1910 . . . 3.721.84

VELTIN SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIP FUND:
Gift of the Alumna of Mile. Veltin's School. Established 1905 .... 2,739-23

VON WAHL PRIZE FUND:
Gift from the friends of Constance Von Wahl, 1912, to found a prize to

be awarded annually to a senior who has rendered the highest type

of service to the College. Established 1915 1,205.31
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WEED (ELLA) SCHOLARSHIP FUND:
Gift of the pupils of Miss Anne Browne's School, in memory of Miss

Ella Weed, who was Chairman of the Academic Committee of the

Board of Trustees of Barnard College during the first five years of its

existence. Established 1897 $3,351-72

WHITMAN MEMORIAL FUND:
Gift of Mr. Malcolm Whitman, in memory of his wife, Janet McCook

Whitman, a former student and graduate of Barnard College. The

income of the fund is to be used towards the support of a chair of

Philosophy. Established 1920 5, 515-69

5648,207.98

TAX VALUATION OF BARNARD COLLEGE PROPERTY
FOR THE YEAR 1923-24

Lot No. 1, Block No. 1992, H9th-i20th Sts. and Claremont Ave. and B'way

1923 1924

Land $475,000 $475,000

Building 275,000 275,000

Total $750,000 $750,000

Lot No. 1, Block No. 1989, n6th-ii9th Sts. and Claremont Ave. and B'way

Land 1,400,000 1,400,000

Buildings 600,000 600,000

$2,000,000 $2,000,000

Lot No. 27, Block 1989

Land
(Garden) 550,000 550,000

as furnished by Department of Taxes and Assessments May 15, 1924-
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FUNDS AND INVESTMENTS

AS PER STATEMENT OF FUNDS AT JUNE 30, 1 924

GENERAL FUND

FUNDS RESTRICTED TO SPECIAL PURPOSES:
Anderson, General Robert, Scholarship
Army and Navy Scholarship
Avery Collection
Bryson Library—General
Caroline Scholarship
Darche Kimber Scholarship
Dodge (Grace H.) Welfare .

Hartley (Helen) Endowment
Household Administration
Hoadley Scholarship
Hoe (Margaret) Memorial Scholarship
Kemp Estate Legacy ,

Kingsland (Mary J.) Bequest
Larned, Augusta Scholarship
Macy (Caroline L.) Bequest ,

Morrey Scholarship ,

Norsworthy (Naomi) Memorial
,

Robb, Isabel Hampton Fellowship ,

Rogers, Elinor T. Prize
Runyan Scholarship
Sachs (Julius) Library
Tennyson (Alfred) Prize .

Tileston Scholarship ..." ,

FUND FOR MORTGAGE RESERVE

TEACHERS' RETIREMENT FUND .

INVESTMENT OF ABOVE FUNDS
Stocks and Bonds
Dormitories (Net)

UNINVESTED FUNDS AT JUNE 30, 1924

At
June 30, 1923

$2,033,648.86

S4.993.93
3,155-73
2,I0I./t6

83,884.00
5,030.42
5,952.91

60,420.76
150,087.79

1,301.16
3,001.92
5,008.63

34,405.44
49,979.30

197,669.17
S.009.I3
4,062.20
11,797.06

1,129.56
10,017.18

100.60
2,515.91

$641,624.26

$213,433.80

$68,069.95

S3.856,776.87

Additions
During Year

$369,591-2(1

$2.00*
1.26*
.84*

33-52*
2.01*

361.47
24.14*
59-97*
79-01
1.20*
2.00 :

l3-75 :

I9-97 :

10,000.00
78.p8 ;

2.00'

246.66
4-71*

200.00
•45

4.00
•05

1.00*

$10,635.29

$137,971.07

$3,674-33

$521,871.?

52,665,035.66
1,467,846.98

At
June 30, 1924

$3,303,240.15

S4.99i.93
3.154-47
2,100.62

83,850.48
5,028.41
6,314-38

60,396.62
150,027.82

1,380.17
3,000.72
5,006.63

34,391-69
49,959-33
10,000.00

197.590.19
5. 007. 13
4,308.86
n.792.35

200.00
1,129.11

10,013.18
100.55

2,514-91

52,259-55

$351,404-87

11, 744-28

$4,378,648.85

4,132,882.64

$245,766.21

* Decrease
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BEQUESTS AND DONATIONS RECEIVED
DURING THE YEAR 1923-24

GENERAL FUND:
Estate of Mrs. F. F.Thompson $300,000.00
General Education Board r 2 si 2 t>
Legacy—Sarah J. Hurtt Estate '.!'.'.!'.'.'. '.!'.'.

! '^iio^

FUNDS RESTRICTED TO SPECIAL PURPOSES: 5352,773.99

Augusta Larned Scholarship $10,000.00
Elinor T. Rogers Prize 200.00

ADMINISTRATION AND LIBRARY BUILDING FUND:
10.200.00

Xi
Eyent Macy $100,000.00

Mrs. Frederick F. Thompson 70,000.00
Frank R Chambers 20,000.00
Mrs. \Villard Straight 22,000.00
James Speyer 11 1:246.1
Arthur Turnbull 002a 64
j,
ame

,

s e. Russdi :::::::: Mid
V an

K M-^1^- 11^ 1,250.00
Newbold Morns 1,000.00
Cleveland E.Dodge 1,000.00
Frederick G.Bonser 300 .00
Mrs. Joseph R. Swan ?zn nn
Milo B. Hillegas

. . . . [ \ \ [ \ \ \ \ \ \

^0.00
Account No. 3? IS0 .00
Subscription Lists 13. 063.95

HORACE MANN BOYS' SCHOOL GYMNASIUM BUILDING FUND:
251,329.89

Subscription Lists 48,19932
HORACE MANN BOYS' SCHOOL SWIMMING POOL:

C. H. Pforzheimer 30,045.18
GIFTS FOR DESIGNATED PURPOSES:

Institute of Educational Research:
Carnegie Corporation—Measurements of Intellect and Capacity $15,000.00
Carnegie Corporation—Gifted Children Inquiry 8,450.00
Commonwealth Fund—Mental Discipline 303.03
Commonwealth Fund—Vocational Guidance 2,000.00
Felix M. Warburg—Rural Experimental School 5,000 00
Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial:
Spelman Child Welfare Fund A 1 400 00
Spelman Child Welfare Fund B 10,000.00

The Lincoln School—History Curricula Inquiry 5^000.00
Augusta (Ga.) School Survey 3,250.00
Springfield (Mass.) School Survey 500000
Providence (R. I.) School Survey 12,000.00
Practical Arts Research and Equipment 2,419.91

Carnegie Corporation—Norma! School Education ioiooo.oo
Rev. Wm. R. Jelliffe—Religious Education 1,350.00
American Council on Education—School of Education II-4 3,500.00
Mortimer L. Schiff—Instruction in Scouting 2 000 00
Ethical Culture School—Kindergarten Salaries '600 00New York Federation for Child Study—School of Education II-4 200.00
The Hartley Corporation—School of Practical Arts II-4 5,000.00
International Education Board—International Institute 70,455.49
General Education Board—Lincoln School 114,634.55
Delta Sigma Alumnae Scholarship 128.00
Helen Hartley Jenkins Scholarship 250.00
Fine Arts Scholarship 200.00
Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial Scholarships ..........'. i,5oo!oo
Alumnae Association for Nutting Collection 12.50
Felix M. Warburg—Americanization Publication Fund 50o!oo
Educational Psychology Special Fund 190.00
American Child Health Association—Health Research Fund 1,500.00
Special Fund for Students' Organizations . 3,27025
Lincoln School Special Fund 377-50
Officers' Emergency Fund . . ! ! . 1,01 8^0

$286,50943

$979,057.81
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